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In Memoriam 

 

JANARDAN THAKUR 

(1936-1999) 

Brother, Journalist, Author 

Who asked me to record the story of my life  

 But did not live to see it. 
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"I have not written all this to complain: I have simply 
written the truth." 

The Baburnama  

 Folio 201 

*** 

"I have protracted my work till most of those whom I  
wished to please have sunk into the grave and success and  
miscarriage are empty sounds. I therefore dismiss it with frigid  
tranquility, having little to fear or hope from censure or from  
praise." 

Samuel Johnson 

Preface to the English Dictionary 
 

*** 

“I have changed nothing to my knowledge; and yet it must  
be that I have changed many things without my knowledge; for I  
am writing after many years and have consulted neither friend,  
nor letter, nor old newspaper, and describe what comes often- 
most into my memory. 

William Butler Yeats  

 Christmas, 1914 
 

*** 

“One sees this Atman as a Wonder, another speaks of this  
as a Wonder, and yet another hears of this Atman as a Wonder.  
Even having heard of this as a Wonder, no one knows this  
Atman.” 

Katha Upanishad I.2.Vii  

Srimad Bhagavad Geeta II.29 
 

*** 



 

 

 

 

 

 

FOREWORD 

 

The first mail I ever remember receiving was a post-card  

stamped in a place I had no notion of at the time: Port Said. I did  

not even know at the time that Said needed to be sensed and  

pronounced differently from how the past tense of ‘say’ is said  

out. That was to become one of the reasons I still cherish the  

moment I was handed the post-card, an almost magical moment  

for a boy no more than four, the romance of the arrival of an  

unexpected thing, in this case, a picture post-card with a sea liner  

on one side and the emboss of a strange faraway place on the  

other: Port Said, go get the atlas. But the central reason why Port  

Said continues to resonate is the author of this volume: my uncle,  

teacher,  guru,  intoner  of  vanishing  wisdoms,  my  longest  

companionship. What also resonates is the hand that post-card  

came written in; it was of a clarity and consistency that remains  

to this day, more than half a century later, unblemished by time,  

or by tremor that time may bring to the writing hand. 

Most of what you will come to read in this volume, a  

greater part of it, was initially written down in hand --- pen  

trailing across paper, line after line, page after page --- and I  

sometimes wish there was a way of bringing the gift of such  

pearl-like diligence to the reader in print. I have never seen  

anyone write so copiously, or clearly; an effort I would have  

called industrial had I not seen it happen first hand since I was a  

boy. Then, as now, so many decades later, the ability to commit  

to writing, and the monumental concentration it must require to  

plough on for hours on end, hasn’t ceased to amaze. You’d  

presently get some sense of what the conditions were in which 
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such writing was done. As if the act of writing were an end in  

itself, as if the sheer relish of it was such that it did not matter  

whether the object of writing was a missive on a post-card or an  

inland letter, or reportage or literary criticism or a work of  

translation or a travelogue or, indeed, spiritual satori spilling  

from the heart and demanding to be recorded. It flows, and I am  

happily persuaded it will continue to beyond what is contained in  

the work you have in hand. For, limited as his movement and  

mobility have become in recent years owing to multiple reasons,  

the journeying continues in ineffable directions; when not of the  

body, of the being. 

This book will take you on many journeys, and should it do  

that it will have achieved a fair bit of its purpose. It is littered  

with datelines, from the known and the familiar to the obscure  

and the remote, and their adventures, swift ones and slow- 

moving ones, chaotic ones and quiet ones. I have thought hard  

and  ventured  hither  and  thither  into  the  lives  of  those  I  

personally know and I could not find one who had journeyed by  

sea  from  our  shores  all  the  way  to  the  vicinity  of  what  

Christopher Columbus mistakenly thought to be the Indies.  

Neither am I able to any more locate a person who hopped on to  

a yellow bus and travelled all the way across the Hindukush to  

the European mainland; it is not possible to do so any more.  

Those journeys it is no longer possible to set off on; those  

journeys you will find here. 

And yet, my sense is that there are more journeys to be  

encountered here than physical journeys alone, and I hope you  

will come to recognize some, if not all, of them. These were  

hard-fought  journeys,  journeys  in  unconventional  directions,  

journeys that were very often tough to proceed on and harder to  

live by. Breakout journeys, what the author recurrently refers to  

as the quest for that thing called freedom, never a thing cheaply  

gotten, but unique after its own fashion. 
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Like all memoirs of worth, this one is larger than the story  

of a linear personal life; it is also a story of the times and places  

inhabited by the teller of the story, many different times, many  

different places; at different times and different places, different  

lives. That is why, perhaps, the subtitle that appends the title:  

Autobiographies. It began in geographies with no electricity or  

telephones or motorcars; it eventually came to be told through a  

wifi-enabled laptop and clarified to the publishers and proof- 

readers, punctiliously and painstakingly, over the millennial  

restrictions and obstructions of the Covid pandemic. Such a long  

journey doesn’t come easy or every day; the telling of it can’t  

have been either. Memory plays tricks, it fades and flashes up;  

narratives lose themselves and lie in wait to be found; people,  

oh,people there are so many and so varied and what is one to say  

of people, still around or no longer around? I have seen my uncle  

often lost in thought, or in tussle, over what to tell and what to  

leave out, how far to go and where to stop, what’s of essence and  

what may be eschewed. As autobiographies go, Tell-All is a  

fashionable genre, and probably tempting as well. But such  

temptation can also very often be unjust to how others, mere  

characters in your cast, perceived the lane of life you came to  

encounter them in. The act of leaving unto others what to others  

belongs is blessed with a grace all its own. Eventually, who you  

are is what you tell of yourself in the fashion you do. 

Sankarshan Thakur 

June 2021 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

PROLOGUE 
 

This   book   is   the   end-product   of   an   exercise   in  
remembering. At my age I am left with few illusions and little  
self-regard, but I believe that my memories go back longer than  
those of most people I have known. My remembrances also  
happen to be of a rather unusual sort, although I do not think the  
same can be said of the life that has occasioned them.  In fact  
most  people  who  have  had  occasion  to  know  me,  or  are  
acquainted with the broad outline of my life, think of it as a  
‘miscarriage’. I myself could never for a moment consider it a  
‘success’, but I have no regrets at all about the way it has gone.  
That is perhaps the one and only reason I have for making an  
attempt  to  set  down  what  I  remember  of  it,  specially  the  
memories that tend to recur without a conscious effort on my  
part. Of course, I have tried to organize it all to a certain extent  
while writing, yet there still remain segments which simply  
would not be ordered and might appear like islands in the stream  
of the narrative I have presented here. I felt that I must keep  
going back and forth, letting it all work on its own. 

I believe too that the period of time that these memories  
cover and the part of the country they come out of have  
occasioned no story so far. Who knows, this in itself might lend  
it some interest for those who watch the Indian social scene, for  
Bihar has come to be, through its very notoriety, a rather special  
piece even in the old curiosity shop that India continues to be. 

These thoughts about what I have attempted here occur  
almost on their own: the exercise of memory may truly be an end  
in itself. 

It occurs to me, however, that there is quite another way of  
looking at it. If the contemplation of the course of one’s life  
arouses a certain emotion in oneself, that of surprise in the 
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present case, then the exercise becomes interesting in and of  
itself, even self-rewarding, and may be indulged for its own  
sake. That is precisely what has happened to me, not once or  
twice, but throughout the different stages I have been through.  
Indeed I have noticed that this recurrent sense of surprise has  
given a peculiar edge to my memories, occasionally making me  
recall an incident or go back to an experience despite myself. 

I do hope that this book has grown into what it intends, of  
course, a series of surprises, even perhaps  a sense of amazement  
or awe on occasion, aroused by life in someone who could not  
possibly have attempted an autobiography since he had no  
“story” to  tell. ‘Myself Surprised’ is precisely what you have  
here in these pages: the writer will be more than content if the  
reader, identifying a little with him, can perhaps enter upon a  
contemplation of life that passes beyond success and failure. 

 

Murari  Madhusudan Thakur 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B O O K   O N E 

 

A SMALL BOY AND OTHERS 
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A  SON  IS  BORN 

October, 1932 

 

17 Monday—3 Kartik (Sam.) Mus. 16 Jamadi-us-Sanee  

 Beng—31 Aswin (Tritiya) 
 

At about 4 am Sri Madhusudan born, started from home by car  
6-8 AM. At Muzaffarpur bought a flask (Rs 4/8) and shoes for  
MannaKeshav(Rs 3/4) and a gallon of petrol(Rs 2 given to  
Jadunath) Came to Motihari about 10.20 AM, in court from 11 

AM to about 5 PM—lots of complaints. 

In the evening felt very tired—Went to Club. Came early 
and slept early. 

 

 

 

 

Pushkar Thakur’s Diary 

October 17, 1932 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

1 

S  U  P  A  U  L 
 

My  earliest  memories  are  those  of  vast,  interminable  
waters. Whether they were the sea or simply a river, I am not  
sure now, though my parents were fond of travelling and what I  
remember may well have been the open sea at Puri in Orissa, or  
the waters of the river Sarayu at Ayodhya in Uttar Pradesh, or  
both. I also vividly remember being in a country-boat with my  
father, with waters spreading and swirling on all sides, with no  
land or vegetation anywhere in sight. This latter may well have  
been the waters of the river Kosi in spate, for my father, Pushkar  
Thakur (1900-1966), a civil servant under the British Raj, was  
posted as Sub-Divisional Officer (SDO) at Supaul in the Kosi  
region of north-eastern Bihar in the mid-1930s when I was three.  
As I came to learn later, he was very often required, in course of  
his official duties, to go out on tours and would somtimes take  
one or more of us children along. Of course, we would always be  
accompanied  by  chaprassis,  clerks  and  sometimes  a  junior  
officer in tow, and I never felt the slightest insecurity, fear or  
dismay on these occasions. What I invariably felt, however, in  
the presence of the waters, was a sense of surprise touched with  
a sort of awe, wondering but never quite knowing what lay  
beyond it all. That first sense of wonder, awe and fascination that  
I felt then never left me, and the sight of a river, lake, sea, or of  
any large body of water induces in me at once the same primal  
sense of mystery to this day. 

I also remember quite distinctly the SDO’s bungalow at 

Supaul, especially the outer verandah, surrounded by the flood 

waters coming up to the last steps to which a small country-boat 

would almost always be tied up. 
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In the courtyard of the bungalow stood a large mango-tree  
from which ripe fruits would keep dropping during the season. 

 

I remember I loved the scene and delighted in it. 
 

Another incident that I remember from Supaul is that of a  
very small boy crawling up and putting a right-hand finger into  
the chain of a bicycle that stood on its stand on the verandah, and  
then moving the chain with his left hand so that the tender baby- 
finger was almost cut into two: as I stood by, watching the scene,  
not knowing what to do, the baby raised a piteous cry and at  
once somebody, perhaps one of the chaprassis, rushed from  
somewhere around and extricated the baby’s finger from the  
chain just in time. I still remember my sense of utter helplessness  
when confronted by trouble I can do nothing about. 

As  I  confirmed  later,  this  was  my  younger  brother,  
Janardan, who may have been just under a year old at the time. If  
this is true, then this should have happened in late 1936 or early  
in 1937, for, Janardan to whose memory this book is dedicated,  
was born in March, 1936. 

A third memory from my Supaul days has since taken on  
the quality and texture of a reverie as I have often seen the  
incident over the years in a dream and cherish it like a vision to  
this day. It is almost as though there were a message hidden  
within it. 

It is a lovely winter afternoon, sunny and cool, and some of  
us children are playing outdoors a game of hide-and-seek. A tall  
old man happens to be passing by, calling out aloud. Since he is  
clearly no beggar, we all stop to look and listen to him. He stops  
too in his tracks and says, fixing his gaze, or so it seems to me,  
upon me: 

“Who among you all would give me a hundred and 

twenty-five thousand bricks to build the Temple? Who would 
give me the bricks for the Temple?” 

And having repeated the question a couple of times, he  
passes on. 
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The image and the words linger in my memory to this day.  
 Years and years later, I happen to meet a man, a B’hai 

from Chicago in Kathmandu, and one day after I get to know 

him a little, he looks me in the eye and asks me if I have a 

memory that has turned into a recurrent dream. Somehow I feel 

that I have to tell him and I speak to him of the old man I had 

encountered as a child in Supaul. And the B’hai friend, he asks 

me: “Could it be perhaps that each brick stands for a man? 

Consider well, Madhusudan, what the old man was asking for.” 

In the middle of all this, I vaguely recall preparations going  
on for some very special public occasion which most everyone  
including my father seems involved in. Festivities are in the air  
all around. But there is also some little trouble somewhere, both  
before and after. 

I confirm later that this was actually so: It was the year  
1936 during which the coronation of King George the Sixth,  
Emperor of India, was celebrated everywhere in the country. 

As for the trouble before and after, it is pretty clear to me 
now what it was and I think needs no confirmation at all: Gandhi 

has arrived on the scene. 

Indeed, Gandhi-ji had already arrived on the Indian scene 

and had been very much there, gaining preponderant control over 

the minds and hearts of the Indian people for over a decade when I 

was born, in October, 1932. 

The trouble I sensed as a boy of four was some sort of a  
movement of protest against the celebrations in British India. 

Decades later when we were both in our early eighties,  
Small Sister, while in a reminiscent mood, told me how Big  
Sister and she could not attend school during our first few  
months at Supaul as no transport for girls was available. My  
father, keen as he was on his daughters’ education, suggested to  
the school authorities that a coach could meet the need. Since the  
suggestion had come from the SDO Sahib himself, it nearly  
amounted, in those days, to a government order, and a coach- 
and-two to pick up the students at a fee was duly organized by  
the Union Board which ran the Girls’ School in Supaul. 
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Years and years later, when I was in my early forties, I  
remembered my early childhood in Supaul while presiding over  
a pre-election public meeting at Singhwara, when the main  
speaker, a prominent politician at the national level, made a sign  
at one point in his speech, raising both his hands in my direction,  
to indicate that he had seen me as a mere baby, in my mother’s  
arms! This might well have been the case since this man was ten  
to  twelve  years  my  senior  and  a  scion  of  a  well-known  
nationalist family from the region, known to my father. 

 

 

2 

N A W A D A H 

 

From flood-ravaged Supaul in north-eastern Bihar, the 

family moved down to Nawadah in South Bihar, where my 

father was posted as SDO when I was nearly five.This proved to 

be a most exciting time for us younger children for several 

reasons and we enjoyed the change thoroughly. 

We lived in a lovely large bungalow, very colonial, with  
spacious verandahs on three sides amid extensive grounds and  
trees, all very well-kept. The Compound, as it was called, took  
some exploring and we, that is, the Group of Three, my two  
sisters and I, did not rest until we had grown familiar with every  
nook and corner including the Bawarchi-khana, the kitchen, the  
curiously-shaped Murghi-khana, the poultry-house, which were  
set far apart, and the large spreading banyan tree in a far corner  
towards  the  gate.  Both  the  kitchen  and  the  poultry-house  
remained abandoned for the most part during our occupancy,  
being dysfunctional, as the family was strictly orthodox in its  
food habits and had little use for these alien installations. They  
had, however, their own charm for us children as they soon  
became part of our playground, especially for our favourite game 
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of hide-and-seek during the afternoons. But by far the most  
exciting part of the Compound for us was the large banyan tree  
in the far corner, partly because it was shady and cool and set  
back from the bungalow itself, but chiefly owing to the continual  
presence there of a puglee, a vagrant mad woman who haunted  
the place, musing and occasionally rolling her eyes. We loved to  
watch her in the furtive manner that children have, always  
keeping a safe distance, and often hiding ourselves among the  
bushes that grew in a large half-circle under the tree. What most  
fascinated me was the look in the woman’s eyes which grew  
fearful when she rolled them, and her hair which was a rich  
brown,  curly  and  beautiful,  though  always  rather  terribly  
unkempt. As I recall her more than eight decades later, she was  
tall and spare and might possibly have been an attractive woman  
if things had gone differently for her. She was often there in the  
afternoons in spite of the awe in which the Compound was  
generally held and it seems that the chaprassis did not mind her.  
My father was, of course, too busy to take notice, but if he did,  
he ignored her completely. 

From the occasional little glimpses of it that we had, the  
bazaar that buzzed and thrived outside, a little beyond the  
compound gate,--- for it was out of bounds for us--- held for us a  
far greater fascination. Not only was it busy, always filled with  
people  and  with  things  happening,  it  was  also  Romance  
personified. For one thing, this was the very first bazaar that I  
had become aware of, even at this distance. For another, the fact  
that we were allowed to walk six steps beyond the gate and no  
more, the head chaprassi supervising, made it all the more  
tempting, if anything. ‘We’ at this time on constituted a group of  
three, my two elder sisters and I myself, with a uniform age  
difference of two years among one another, and we would  
continue to hang out together for a long time to come. Our two  
brothers, Big Brother and Small Brother, were big boys already,  
being fourteen and twelve respectively, attending the local High  
School. Indeed they were to leave us before long to join the  
large, prestigious Patna Collegiate School in Patna as boarders  
while the family was still at Nawadah; my younger brother  
Janardan, the bicycle-chain boy, was still a baby. 
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The Group of Three, then, was permitted to walk just a few  
steps outside the gate with a daily allowance of two annas each-- 
- there were sixteen annas to a rupee--- every afternoon for  
snacks from among food articles specified earlier by my mother  
as permissible. These were avidly picked up by the three of us  
from  khomchay-wallahs,  vendors  with  portable  carriers  on  
wheels, who seemed to materialize out of nowhere as soon as we  
stepped out of the compound. I still remember the delights that  
my sisters and I would sample every afternoon without fail: an  
anna was made up of four paise and six of those eight paise  
sufficed for all that each of us could possibly eat. Each one of us  
would very promptly be handed our change of two paise, the  
lucky vendor of the day visibly aware of the privilege of serving  
the Sahib’s own children. 

Although we were not supposed to walk into town, not  
even under escort, there were occasions when we were driven  
into town for the whole evening in our chauffeur-driven Ford.  
These were indeed very special treats for us, and we always  
availed of the opportunity. We would eagerly look forward to  
these occasions, waited for hours for them and were ready to cry  
if for some reason or other the programme had to be cancelled, at  
least I was. Postponement was nearly as bad as cancellation, and  
the three of us would continue to sulk until almost the next  
opportunity turned up. My mother would invariably be there  
with us, usually with a house-guest, or a visitor, or both, our  
father almost never. A first cousin of my father’s, a young  
widow, who was also close to my mother, was oftentimes a  
house-guest for long periods---our father had no full sister---and  
would always accompany us. 

We usually went out to watch three-hour plays staged by  
different travelling theatre companies from Calcutta, Bombay or  
Kanpur, and I distinctly remember scenes from plays like Shirin- 
Farhaad, Leila-Majnun and the like. These plays were very  
popular at the time and the house would be full most of the time.  
We would be ushered in by the Manager in person and offered  
the seat of honour rather close to the stage itself. We enjoyed  
these performances to the full and I remember getting back to the  
bungalow quite exhilarated. 
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Every once in a while, we would be invited to a wedding in  
town by a wealthy or a notable family, usually to a daughter’s  
wedding ceremony. As a rule, my father was against socializing  
much among the townspeople and often we would not go. Of  
course,  we  would  hear  about  it,  and  were  disappointed.  
However, I vividly remember one occasion when we did go  
down. It was a very special occasion indeed, being the wedding  
of the only daughter of a rich Marwari family. The barat had  
come from Calcutta, probably another wealthy Marwari family  
and the show they put up was truly spectacular: the bridegroom  
appeared riding a richly caparisoned white horse, the trappings  
of pure silver, and the groom himself all decked out in a gold- 
brocade sherwani, and a splendid silk turban with white feathers  
on it. I thought the young fellow quite handsome, with all his  
finery,  but  for  all  I  know,  it  may  simply  have  been  the  
imagination of a mere boy of five. In any case, I am yet to feel  
anything like the excitement I felt that evening at Nawadah  
bazaar on seeing the bridegroom come riding his white horse to  
the bride’s house. 

Possibly owing to these and other diversions befitting a  
‘princeling’, I found it very hard to submit to the rigours of  
going to school for the first time a little while later. But it was  
high time. Moreover, my parents were quite determined. For one  
thing, I minded very much being parted from my sisters, to be  
sent off to school all by myself. Indeed I loved my freedom so  
dearly that in sheer desperation, I decided to put up direct bodily  
resistance: I just refused to go. However, nothing availed. The  
only upshot of my physical resistance was that, while I raised a  
hue and cry, a couple of loyal old-time chaprassis raised me on  
all fours as I struggled in vain and hauled me into the car. I  
cannot be sure now, but I think my father’s chauffeur might have  
lent my carriers a hand. 

It was but a short ride to the small Primary School known  
as, I recall, Nawadah Guru Training School. My resistance  
meanwhile had not waned a bit. Of course a similar operation  
had to be carried through at the school entrance. A small group  
consisting mainly of my future instructors had gathered outside  
as I was being hauled out of the SDO Sahib’s car, which  
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everybody recognized. I could not help noticing the little knot of  
spectators, all amazement at the scene, standing by the entrance  
over there with their mouths a little open: I responded almost  
immediately to the situation and grew quiet, choking my angry  
tears at once. 

In any case, my presence at the school had been duly  
noted, everyone knew who I was. There was actually nothing to  
it but submit to the fait accompli, with as good grace as I could  
summon. 

My education had begun even before I entered the portals of 
my first school ever. 
 
 
 
 

One of the most curious incidents that occurred during this  
period of our life is also one that I remember as though it  
happened just the other day. It seems to indicate as well as  
characterize the essential quality of the life of the family while at  
the same time coming down unasked-for like a divine blessing, a  
sign of Grace from above. 

It was shortly after Big Brother and Small Brother had  
been sent off to Patna Collegiate School as boarders there. All  
the rest of us were driving up to Patna one fine winter morning;  
the  old  Ford  was  full  to  capacity,  with  my  father’s  head  
chaprassi in full livery, gold brocade, high turban and all, sitting  
outfront with one of us. It was partly a pleasure-trip we all had  
been looking forward to and the whole company must have  
looked full of good cheer. 

Just as the car moved out of town and was about to cross a  
bridge, slowing down a little, we noticed a figure in a black  
buttoned-up Parsee coat and a fine white dhoti, standing by the  
roadside, almost as though he were waiting there just to greet us.  
As the vehicle came abreast of him, he looked at us, bowed  
slightly as his lips parted in a quiet little smile, hands raised,  
palms open, as if in a gesture of blessing, and said distinctly,  
“Sakal Samaj!”, that is, “The Whole Community!” 
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The man standing there alone, the greeting from a total  
stranger, hands lifted in blessing, lips parted in a gracious smile,  
the picture has stayed fresh and unforgettable to this day. 

Those two words, “Sakal Samaj” stayed pretty much like a  
magic mantra for a long time to come, at any rate for the Group  
of Three, something like “Open Sesame!” to throw open to us  
the treasure trove of the happy memories of our childhood. 
 
 
 
 

Yet another incident from our Nawadah days springs back  
almost irresistibly to me, possibly owing to the oddly intense  
emotion it aroused in me at the time. It was well within a year of  
my being put to school against the wishes of the five-year-old  
boy. For some strange reason, I had by this time taken a curious  
fancy to new books, possibly for their smell and texture rather  
than for the contents. It is possibly to this fancy that I owe the  
following vignette from my childhood days. 

We happen to be driving from Nawadah to Patna on one of  
those   occasional   trips   that   have   become   family   routine.  
Somewhere along the line, the fancy takes me and I make my  
father,  who  happens  to  be  in  a  rather  pleasant  mood  this  
afternoon, promise that I am to be bought a new book. We are  
delayed along the way for a reason I have clean forgotten now,  
possibly a visit to a family friend’s place somewhere along the  
route. The promise made to me has been forgotten too almost as  
quickly as it has been made, and I wait for what seems to me a  
long time, almost an age, for it to be recalled, but it never comes. 

It is getting dark now as we are approaching the outskirts  
of the town and I start to cry. My father renews his promise, but  
we have company in the car and it seems rather hopeless to me  
with the adult conversation veering round to what feels like  
strange irrelevant topics. As I have set my mind on the new  
book, I begin crying in right earnest now: I believe I made  
myself something of a nuisance to the adult company on the  
occasion. By the time we are driving through the streets of Patna, 
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half the shops are already shut. I grow rather desperate now,  
insisting that I must, I simply must have my book, crying all the  
time. It is not often that I am like this, but somehow this evening  
something has taken possession of me and I have turned just  
impossible. When I have made my presence felt in this manner, a  
visiting uncle, also a close friend of my father’s, who is with us,  
agrees that I must have the book. So finally a bookstore is found,  
and my uncle, picking up the first book he lays his hand on,  
hands it to me. I stop crying at once, of course. 

I remember to this day the title of the book I was given: it  
was a tract on the Principles of Socialism in Hindi by a leading  
socialist-ideologue, Acharya Narendra Deva, published recently  
and has a nice new very socialist-looking soft cover; it even has  
a nice smell! I remember I had this book among my belongings  
until I passed High School in 1948. At the time, however, I could  
hardly have made head or tail of it even if I had been able to read  
it at all. All the same, I had my book and was fairly assuaged: all  
I had wanted that afternoon was that I should be bought a new  
book----that was about all. 

I remembered the very bookstore it had been picked up  
from for a long time. At this period of time during the mid to late  
1930s, Patna was just a small town and had very few bookshops.  
It was, however, characteristic of the time, the place, and the  
situation, that a small set-up like that should still be open at that  
late hour when most other shops had in fact closed for the day. 

During my college days through the late 1940s and the  
early to mid- 1950s, I came to know Patna rather well, having  
passed a good chunk of my life there on my own. I knew that  
Patna in those days was a significant centre of the young  
Socialist movement within the Indian National Congress, almost  
a party within a party, which was in fact the main opposition  
group within its fold. Interestingly, I even came into close touch  
with a couple of its leading figures at a personal level during the  
late 1950s while I was growing disenchanted with my job on the  
English faculty, and even later on. 

My personal interest in the Socialist movement a little later  
may possibly have owed itself, in however small a measure, to 
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the little incident of my childhood days that I have recounted. 

I remember this uncle of mine who was very fond of me 

and how, beginning only a few years later, he would always 

address me as Michael after the great Bangla poet, Michael 

Madhusudan Dutta, prefixing a ‘Sir’ to it: So I was “SirMichael” 

to him all through my later life. 
 
 
 
 

The move from Supaul to Nawadah had indeed been a 

watershed not only for the family, but also for me personally: it 

marked a turning point and a transition. In the consciousness, it 

seemed to mark a shift from water to land, giving to the vast and 

nameless ‘a local habitation and a name’; to the child, the 

rudimentary beginnings of an identity. 

In recounting what I remember of our life at Nawadah, I  
might possibly have given the impression that our father was not  
particularly interested to participate in the life of the family.  
Nothing could be farther from the truth about Pushkar Thakur. In  
fact, he was one of the most devoted family men I have known in  
my life: he loved each one of us most dearly, caring for every  
one with a deep and loving care, very much aware of our  
individual differences, and was committed to the growth and  
development of each of us. This included the one among us all  
who was the most left out and later came to look upon himself as  
outside the family; he was equally conscientious about his official  
work, if not more so, and would give himself to it with such  
singleminded zeal and dedication that he would often appear  
unconcerned about the family. He was focused on work, always  
kept a busy schedule and very often returned to the bungalow  
late at night from his office or from inspection tours which took  
him to different parts, often far-flung, of the Sub-Division. My  
mother, a most dedicated housewife, would wait up for his return  
home and would sometimes seem anxious as there were rumours  
of Hindu-Moslem trouble cropping up here and there in the  
district. This was indeed a difficult and dangerous time owing to  
major political differences between the Indian National Congress 
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led by Gandhi-ji and the Muslim League led by M. A. Jinnah,  
which had already launched a movement for a separate state  
called Pakistan for Muslims and had started campaigning all  
over the country for it. My father was then in the prime of life,  
extremely courageous with a brilliant record of service as an  
administrator behind him. We came to learn later that that was  
precisely why he had been put in charge of a large sub-division  
like Nawadah which was a trouble spot too. 

At the time, however, all that I can sense is that there is  
some sort of trouble that is keeping our father away from home  
for such long hours. Meanwhile the Group of Three had their  
usual diversions, my sisters had their lessons at home under a  
private tutor, and I was getting reconciled by slow degrees to my  
school, myself surprised. 

It was also during our occupancy of the SDO’s bungalow  
at  Nawadah  that  we  grew  familiar  with  the  very  colonial  
institution of the punkah-puller outside on the verandah of the  
master bedroom: I remember being pleasantly surprised to notice  
that he was dozing most of the time during the summer nights  
even as he pulled the punkah! 

Our life continued to flow on. 

 

 

3 

R  A  N  C  H  I 
 

Our family’s next move proved no less exciting, especially  
for the Group of Three, than the one earlier on. Sometime during  
1938, Pushkar Thakur was transferred to Ranchi farther down  
south as the Sub-Divisional Officer of Ranchi Sadar. Not only  
was Ranchi the summer seat of the Government of Bihar, it was  
a much more lovely town at the time, full of greenery, a much  
smaller and unspoilt population and a very nice long little bazaar 
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along what is still known as the Main Road of Ranchi. My two 
sisters and I had a chance again of hanging out together most of 
the time apart from the school hours. 

My sisters were admitted to the Ursuline Convent for Girls 

and I joined St Johns High School close by as a student of Class 

IV. Both the Convent and the School were on the Hazaribagh 

Road, just off the Main Road. 

It was early 1939 and the Second World War was about to  
begin. 
 
 
 
 

We lived in a large two-storied house on rent with a paved 

private walk-way going up to it, in a very quiet residential area 

called Lalpur. The three of us would be put in a rickshaw every 

morning to be driven to our schools in town. 

The quiet, extremely well-kept surroundings of my new  
school fascinated me no end; we always enjoyed the rickshaw  
rides—our very first---to and from school: the journeys were so  
enthralling  we  would  invariably  look  forward  to  it  every  
morning. By this time I was quite reconciled to the idea of going  
to school every day, indeed I had never imagined it could be  
actually so exciting, though I admit it may have been at least  
partly owing to the restoration of the Group of Three and the  
rickshaw ride. 

I enjoyed the St Johns atmosphere very much with its quiet  
dignity and elegance, the Belgian Fathers in their white robes on  
their  slow  rounds  along  the  cement-concrete  walkways,  
smoking their cheroots, cigars or pipes as they walked as well as  
fleeting glimpses of their neatly kept living quarters, complete  
with beds hung with snow white mosquito curtains: nothing  
could possibly have been more unlike the Guru Training Primary  
School in Nawadah which had first broken me in. 

I could never forget, even if I tried, our Principal, Father  
T—- with his amazing combination of strict discipline and 
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gracious kindliness, his dignity and his concern for each boy.  
Indeed it was chiefly by virtue of his august presence that St  
Johns became my first school, something that exercised both awe  
and fascination over the six-year-old boy I was. I remember I  
simply loved it. 

One of the rules strictly observed by the school was that  
every boy arriving late had to get a signed permission slip from  
the Principal himself before he could enter his classroom. As the  
school was located in mid-town quite a way from where we  
lived, I was often late, especially during the first few weeks after  
I was admitted. Father T—---always gave me the permission  
slip, but it was invariably accompanied by a look which made it  
more difficult for me to enter the Principal’s Office the next  
time. It was not long before the memory of that look worked on  
me and led me to prevail upon my sisters to start for school well  
ahead of time every morning. 

I enjoyed those two years at Ranchi immensely. That is  
probably why the impressions that I received then have remained  
with me to this day: I continue to cherish them as a whole as a  
sort of golden age, steeped as they were in that wondrous light in  
which the world around was being revealed to the six-year-old. 

One particular afternoon comes back to me time and time  
again out of all those glowing Ranchi afternoons of my boyhood  
days. This was after I had walked home all by myself from  
school once when my sisters were not there for a reason that I  
have forgotten now. I happened to enjoy that walk so much that I  
decided I must do it again sometime. So I made it a point to ask  
my sisters to take the usual rickshaw ride ahead of me and said I  
would follow them on my own. I did, but half way down the  
Hazaribagh Road, so taken with the thought that I was on my  
own, I took the wrong turning and lost my way. It was growing  
dusk and when I could not find my way home, walking round  
and round in a circle for a while, I had to retrace my steps  
carefully and go on until I found the right turning, arriving home  
rather weary, an hour or so later than my sisters. 

Later, after I had come to learn my way around Ranchi, I  
would often wonder how I could possibly have lost my way from 
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my school back to Lalpur that afternoon. 

Afterwards, in hindsight, I always remembered my days at 

Ranchi as the time of life when I first started finding myself after 

losing my way around for a little. I was also learning to enjoy 

being by myself as well as walking all alone. 
 
 
 
 

I remembered my fledgling days in Ranchi with a sort of  
fondness many decades later when I happened to meet an  
English scientist in the Coffee Room of Trinity College in  
Oxford, actually a Nobel Laureate, who had chanced to have  
spent some time in Ranchi during the Second World War. The  
smallish and spare Englishman was delighted when I told him I  
might have been walking the quiet lanes of Ranchi town while  
he was there, a young officer exploring the place in his leisure  
hours, I myself might have been finding my way around too: the  
image of the six-or-seven-year-old looking around while he was  
there himself as a young man pleased him so much, we almost  
made friends and enjoyed chatting together immensely over our  
cups of coffee. 

Meanwhile, my friend J---- --whose college it was, ever  
observant,  wondered  and  wondered  from  a  distance  as  he  
conversed with friends of his own, what on earth the elderly  
Nobel Laureate and Madhusudan had found between them to  
chat about for so long. 
 
 

I remember how our house at Lalpur in Ranchi would be  
visited at regular intervals, I think every two or three days, by  
adivasi rice-peddlers, lovely black young women or girls whose  
coming I always awaited for the pleasure it gave me. They would  
walk barefoot up the stairs to the front door in the morning, with  
their baskets of fine white rice poised on the head. My mother,  
who had come to know them well, would usually haggle for a  
minute or two before buying several kilos of rice of them at a  
time. They carried, each of them, a large gleaming copper bowl  
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in their baskets with which they would measure out the rice, 
once the price of the day was set. I distinctly remember my 
mother getting 14 to 15 measures for a rupee. 

I realized only later, to my great astonishment, that it  
worked out to fourteen kilogrammes at the very least of the best  
rice to the rupee! 

But of course these were days before the Second World  
War: it was only later that the rupee started losing its purchasing  
power. 
 
 
 
 

Sometime around this period of my life, only I am not sure  
now if it was during our time at Nawadah or at Ranchi, I  
distinctly remember a visit to Calcutta. It was a family visit,  
perhaps a pleasure trip too, but somehow I do not recall my  
mother being around. Instead, there was this ‘cousin’ of ours, a  
young man at the time, almost always with us as and when we  
went out on our rounds of the city. In fact it seems to me now as  
I look back that he owned a house in Calcutta and we were  
staying with him, perhaps combining a visit to him with a trip of  
our own to the great city. He was a sort of prince, the only son  
and heir of a rather large and wealthy estate in north-eastern  
Bihar,  close  to  the  border  with  Bengal.  He  was  almost  a  
Bengalee, a most handsome and pleasant person and my father  
was very fond of him as he was fond of my father, a most loyal  
and devoted nephew, always calling my father ‘Mama,Mama’. It  
was clear to me that he was enjoying the occasion of our visit  
very much. When we went out, he was very often in charge of  
me, and I must say he was most thoughtful and kind to his  
charge: I remember him often taking me by the hand as, for  
example, we got off a streetcar. 

These tram rides in and around the city were a pure delight  
to me, small boy that I was, indeed so much so that I remember  
years later when I would be visiting Calcutta on my own, taking  
these same rides just for their own sake, becoming, as it were, 
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the small boy of twenty years ago! But of course the highlight of  
my whole experience of the big city was our visit one fine  
morning to this gleaming white superstore on three floors—or  
was it four—which I was to confirm later as the very colonial,  
very   English   establishment   of   Whiteway-and-Laidlaws,  
complete with an elevator and equipped with very ‘English’  
shop-girls though they might well have been Anglo-Indian for all  
I know. True to its name, everything here was spotlessly white,  
spick and span, everything laid, as it were, according to its laws.  
In fact, the phrase ‘spick and span’ which I learned later always  
reminded me of this first visit and does so now. I seem to  
remember seeing few Indian people in the shop, indeed it seems  
to me now that admittance to the place was somehow restricted,  
only wealthy upper-class Indians being allowed in there. 

This visit to the Whiteway-and-Laidlaw’s gave me my first  
taste of the Western world and I remember falling in love with it  
right away. 

I remembered this visit when I first arrived at the New 
York Port Authority bus terminal on my way to Canada in 1965, 
nearly three decades later. 

As I look back now many more decades later, I think of 

this visit as a precursor to many things later in my life. No place 

or situation in India could possibly have given me a foretaste of 

my experiences in the West. 
 
 
 
 

My time at St John's School in Ranchi came back to me in  
vivid detail when much later -I think sometime in the late  
1970s—I happened to visit Father Camile Bulcke S.J., the well- 
known Ramayana scholar, in another part of the same compound  
on Hazaribagh Road. Even as we discussed his work on Rama- 
Katha as also my own initiative to render Tulsidas’s work in  
English—our meeting had gone on for nearly a couple hours—I  
found myself remembering the Belgian fathers and all that I had  
imbibed, as a small boy of the world they had created there, on 
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the Hazaribagh Road in Ranchi. 

Was it something my young psyche had picked up then, I  
remember asking myself later, that had grown and grown and  
impelled me towards the sort of interests I came to grow much  
later in my adult life ? 

During our time at Ranchi, we would be taken once in a  
while to watch football matches which were very popular at the  
time.  I  remember  watching  a  match  once  between  Mohan  
Baghan and East Bengal, famous teams at the time, which I  
enjoyed immensely, returning from it in a state of exhilaration.  
But I was most excited when, towards the end of our time at  
Ranchi, I learned that a match was going to be played between  
Civilians Eleven and another team—it may have been Police  
Eleven—in which our father was going to take part: It might  
have been a Charity Match in aid of the National War Effort, for  
Britain had already declared war against Nazi Germany. Of  
course we went to watch it: it was for me quite an experience to  
see my father appear on the field as the half-back of the Civilian  
team among which were several Englishmen. My father was  
dressed in khaki shorts and some sort of a jersey or tee-shirt and  
looked quite a different person from the one I knew as my father. 

Thanks to the experience, I started to see my father in a  
new light, as a sportsman, which of course he was. I was already  
aware of his love of open air and of life outdoors, but it was a  
rather special experience to watch him in action on the football  
field, full  of  energy  and  initiative,  for  the  first and,  as  it  
happened, the only time ever. 
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4 

P  A  T  N  A 
 

On the Second day of January, 1941, my father made over  
charge as Sadar SDO, Ranchi, having been appointed Special  
Officer, War Risks Insurance for Bihar and Orissa, under the  
Department of Commerce, Government of India. I owe this piece  
of information to the discovery by chance of my father’s Diary  
of 1941. This was a very special assignment for a state civilian  
of my father’s rank since he was to serve on deputation to the  
Imperial government in New Delhi. He was to be in sole charge  
of his own office controlled by the Commerce Secretary to  
Government of India, and in a sense, in direct touch with the  
Viceroy and Governor-General, Lord Wavell, who had himself  
initiated this highly ingenious scheme of mandatory insurance  
against War risks calculated to bring in a rich contribution to the  
Imperial   War   Effort.   According   to   a   newly   instituted  
Government of India ordinance, all business houses all over  
British India with a capital investment amounting to Rs. 10,000  
and above had to insure all goods in transit from one district to  
another by a specified date, failing which they were liable to be  
fined to the tune of several thousand rupees per day, I forget the  
exact figures. In any case, the Special Officer represented the  
Viceroy himself in that he enjoyed enormous powers to penalize  
the defaulter along with high discretionary authority to remit  
fines if he thought there was a good enough reason for the lapse. 

The Special Officers for all the provinces of British India  
had been handpicked for their incorruptibility, unquestionable  
integrity, unusual executive ability and initiative. Indeed it was  
believed that Wavell had found time personally to look into the  
service records of the likely appointees recommended by the  
provincial governments before the appointments were to be  
finalized. As far as I can recall now, my father was happy and  
excited at being selected for this unusual assignment. 

This meant that the family had to move from Ranchi to 
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Patna where my father had to set up his own office, and in the 
event it turned out to be a great and exciting time for all of us in 
more than one way. 

We all left Ranchi a day or two after my father had made  
over charge as Sadar SDO, Ranchi, and drove to Patna. A couple  
days later, he reported to the Chief Secretary, Government of  
Bihar, with details of his new assignment under Government of  
India. 
 
 

First, we moved into a house on rent in Gardanibagh across  
the railway line from the New Capital and stayed there a couple  
of weeks until a lovely new bungalow with a fairly large  
compound in the very heart of the New Capital itself, located  
between the Secretariat with the clock-tower and the High Court  
compound with a water-tower nearby, was allotted to us. Not  
only was the location ideal, but it was at the time also one of a  
very few bungalows on a quiet winding lane appropriately called  
the Serpentine Road. 

The years between 1941 and ‘45 that we had at Number  
Ten, Serpentine Road in Patna were so full of events, of family  
activities punctuated by occasions for celebration, that even in  
later life when most of us had left Patna, my siblings and I would  
often remember the house as “our house” and would find  
excuses when in Patna to ‘visit’, that is, just to pass by it  
whenever we could! For me personally too, it was the house  
where I started growing up into adolescence. 

Indeed I remember the occasion on a visit to Patna much  
later with my nephew when I walked to the house from the hotel  
on the old Gardiner Road where we were staying: I was so  
shocked and upset to see the sorry pass that the house and the  
surroundings had come to, I wished I had never come to see it at  
all. It also became a sign and symbol to me of how things had  
gone down during the intervening years so utterly as to be out of  
recognition! 
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Even   before   we   moved   from   the   rented   house   in  
Gardanibagh into Number Ten, my sisters and I were admitted to  
Patna High School, my sisters in Class VI and I myself in Class 
V. I had by now begun enjoying school very much: it was fun to  
walk to school every day with my sisters, and then walk back to  
Number Ten. 

With all three of us in the same school, the Group of Three  
was fully restored once again. As our parents seemed to become  
rather  busy  during  this  period,  my  father  with  his  new  
assignment, setting up his office, recruiting staff as well as going  
out on tours through Bihar and Orissa, my mother with the new  
household at Number Ten, as also going out visiting or shopping  
downtown often, we grew very close to our grandmother, my  
father’s mother. We called her Burhiya-Ma, Old Mother, and  
spent a lot of our time in her room, which was also the Puja- 
room,  especially  after school  hours.  She  had  only  recently  
moved from our old home in Singhwara to start living with us,  
shortly after we had moved from Ranchi to Patna. Old Mother  
was a person par excellence, and I grew very fond of her. 

Indeed, I see Old Mother now as my first mentor and Guru  
without knowing it at the time: Getting to know her was the  
closest we got to know our grandfather whom none of us had  
seen. Who knows, I might have inherited something of him  
through Old Mother’s blessings which I received in plenty all  
through my early years beginning with my ninth. 
 
 
 
 

I remember being with her in the Puja-ghar most of the 

time I was not reading. For games and sport, I did not have much 

use, even at nine years of age when we moved from Ranchi to 

Patna, the reason for which will be clear presently. 

Around this time at Number Ten, my interest in reading  
whatever I could lay my hands on increased to a degree which I  
find truly amazing in a nine-year-old boy. It was at least partly 
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owing to my chance discovery of the world of fiction through the  
Sir  Edward  Gait  Public Library  in  Gardanibagh across the  
railway  line  of  which  my  father  had  just  then  become  a  
borrowing member. The library happened to be located more or  
less on our way to school and the Group of Three would often  
stop there on our way back from school. We could easily borrow  
books on our father’s cards, and I remember starting out with  
fairy tales in Hindi of which all three of us grew extremely fond.  
A little later, I began reading more serious stuff, mostly fiction,  
with such avidity and speed that by the end of our occupancy of  
Number Ten, I had finished reading nearly all that there was to  
read there. I am a trifle amazed today to think that by the time I  
was thirteen, I had read up all the major novels in Hindi  
including  the  Hindi  versions  of  those  of  Bankim  Chandra  
Chatterjee,   Sharad   Chandra   Chatterjee   and   something   of  
Rabindranath as well. 

Little did I realize at the time what I was doing to my eyes. 

Even though I happened to suffer from extreme congenital 

myopia from the very start, I most certainly helped to bring my 

eyesight as close to complete ruin as one can. 

Not that my addiction to reading shut me off from the  
realities around us in the least. In fact I was keenly aware of the  
two wars which were currently being fought in our world. One,  
of course, was the big War that our British rulers and their allies  
were fighting against the Germans, the Italians and the Japanese,  
the Axis as the latter were called. The other was even bigger and  
closer to us, the War of Independence that we, yes we, were  
fighting against the British empire in India. It was generally  
called the “Andolan”, the Movement. 

To  me  the  “Andolan”  was  from  the  very  beginning 
completely synonymous with Gandhi-ji. 

In concrete terms, I was aware of Lord Wavell, the then  
Viceroy, of Mr. Churchill and the British ruling class in our  
country on one hand, and of Hitler, Mussolini and Tojo, the then  
Prime Minister of Japan, on the other. But I was even more  
closely aware of Gandhi-ji, Jawaharlal Nehru, Sardar Patel and  
of Subhash Chandra Bose, who had already fled the country by 
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1941 and was currently in Germany. Indeed, the atmosphere in  
the house at Number Ten after 6 PM was heavily charged with  
pent-up excitement and apprehension much more intense than  
that of the stories we read: we would sometimes hear Subhash  
Boses’s broadcasts from Berlin amid black-outs, for sporadic air- 
raids by the Japanese were feared and Air Raid Precautions  
(ARP)  had  already  been  launched  in  Patna  by  the  district  
administration: I even remember trenches being dug at important  
locations in town. 
 
 
 
 

Almost every evening at Number Ten, half a dozen or so 

close friends of my father would gather round him to discuss in 

hushed tones the current situation, how long it was going to 

continue,  and  the  likely  outcome  of  the  War  as  also  the 

Movement led by Gandhi-ji and his followers, as the struggle for 

Independence was popularly called at the time. 

We children were not supposed even to hear, much less  
take part in, the ongoing conversations, but all the same we  
would try and overhear what we could of the adult exchanges,  
eavesdropping quite often. I distinctly remember having gathered  
the bottom-line of what most of them thought, which was that  
the Raj in India was going to go on indefinitely, that the  
Movement would eventually fizzle out. It was indeed strange to  
recall it all later, for these were actually the last few years of  
British rule in India. 

My father was usually very, very quiet, he hardly spoke  
during these conversations, but we all knew he was deeply  
involved, that he wanted both the wars to be won. We also  
realized how awfully difficult it was for him personally, for  
some of his friends clearly thought that once the Allied powers  
won the Great War, the Movement would most likely be ignored  
or even suppressed, but somehow I felt that my father did not  
think so. In any case, we knew where his sympathies lay. 
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On August 7, 1941, Rabindranath Tagore passed away. I  
remember the condolence meeting which was held in our school,  
with a large portrait of the Poet in his long robe standing in the  
background. Songs composed by him were sung and rich tributes  
paid to him: He had died at the age of eighty-one, full of  
honours, already a national symbol of the new India that was  
emerging. We all mourned him deeply, and some among the  
people   present   wept.   After   the   meeting   was   over,   our  
Headmaster declared it a holiday and we all went home. 

The other day at Patna High School that I remember  
vividly was most probably the eleventh of August, 1942. In any  
case, it was after Gandhi-ji’s Quit India resolution had been  
passed by the Indian National Congress at its historic Bombay  
session and all the prominent leaders of the Movement had been  
put behind bars in different parts of the country. Even at our age,  
we children were full of the sense of the Movement surging and  
swirling around us like a tidal wave: indeed, the Movement was  
there within each one of us, we felt the excitement as though we  
were part of it all. 

I am not sure now, but I do not think my sisters and I quite 
realized the very difficult situation our father was in, for he was 
very much part of the British establishment in India. 
 
 
 
 

It was a bright day and as we three walked to our school,  
we knew it was going to be a hot day. I was in Class VI by now,  
and our classroom upstairs in the large two-storeyed school  
building was full. The room overlooked a little lane lined on the  
other side with little box-like houses, with their narrow little  
‘compounds’ where the Secretariat Assistants or clerks lived,  
these being their official quarters. We could see the lane clearly  
below us as the class was about to begin: it was quite deserted.  
Then we noticed five or maybe six young men, one of them with 
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a small tricolour Congress flag in his hand, walk up the lane,  
raising a few slogans. A few minutes later, they walked down it,  
this time a few more people with them. They were fairly quiet  
despite the few slogans they might have raised, they were not  
shouting; they certainly did not seem excited: it all seemed pretty  
quiet. By now our attention including our teacher’s was riveted  
on the scene in the lane below us. The group might have walked  
up and down the lane some six or seven times, every time with  
more people. Within twenty minutes or so, the lane was thronged  
with what seemed to me like thousands of people, it was all like  
magic, or so it seemed to us, up there in our classroom. Where  
had so many come from so fast, I remember thinking. Soon a  
small intrepid group among the crowd broke away from it and  
overflowed, as it were, into the school compound. A few walked  
up the stairs and strayed into the classrooms, making signs  
exhorting  us  quietly  to  leave  the  class.  The  response  was  
immediate, electric, as though we had simply been waiting for  
the signs, as though no persuading was needed at all: the  
classrooms emptied at once. Next moment, the lane was thick  
with people, a vast concourse had gathered as if by its own will  
and movement, and it moved now like flood-waters in the  
general direction of the Secretariat building. 

I found my sisters after a while somewhere in the melee - 
they too had been looking for me—and once together, we ran 

back  home  to  Number  Ten,  following  our  father’s  prior 

instructions in case of an emergency of this nature, as if he had 

expected something like this all the time. 

Long before we were even halfway to our compound, we  
heard the sounds of shots fired somewhere behind us and hurried  
home. 

To this day, whenever I happen to set my eyes on the 

Secretariat building when I am in Patna, or on the Memorial of 

Youth on the March just in front of the Legislative Assembly 

building nearby, I am instantly transported back to the sight of the 

vast crowd moving, the sounds of the shots fired one after 

another in the distance, and at once become the child hurrying 

home, flung across the gulf of many decades. 
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On the day all this happened, our parents were away  
somewhere, most probably on a trip out of town. Old Mother  
was in her room, of course, as usual, and we sought asylum with  
her. Both Big Brother and Small Brother were at college by this  
time and were on the move all day among the throngs of people  
in town, which had been crowded to overflowing. They too  
returned home to Number Ten later in the evening and told us  
something of what they had witnessed during the day. 

They looked very, very quiet, to us, the younger children. 

The Movement was entering into its last desperate phase.  
The police had actually opened fire on the youth groups of the  
Congress determined to hoist the national flag on the clock- 
tower of the Secretariat as a symbol of Free India and a few had  
been killed in the firing. 

It was only then that we remembered the sounds of the  
shots we had heard as we ran back to Number Ten from school  
and the little scene that I had been eye-witness to in the morning,  
the  very  scene  in  the  lane  below  our  classroom  that  had  
apparently led or at any rate contributed to all that had come  
about later during the day. 

Next morning, our parents returned home to Number Ten  
from wherever they had been. We were to learn later that they  
had been away on a shopping trip to Calcutta where they had  
learned what had happened in Patna and had hurried back home  
in their grave anxiety for us children, particularly in respect of  
the big boys. They heaved a sigh of relief to find us all safe at  
home at Number Ten. 

The next few days we children were not allowed to stir out  
of the house at all. The newspapers were full of reports of  
disturbances on a large scale, widespread commotion, firing by  
the police and loss of life and property all over the country, but  
most of all in Bihar and U.P. (United Provinces then, now Uttar  
Pradesh). 
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It seemed to us that the long-awaited Revolution had come 
at last, what was later called the “August Kranti”. 

 

 

5 

S  I  N  G  H  W  A  R  A 

 

As this exercise in remembering has its own way of 

breaking occasionally into chronology, I find myself being led by 

my memories at this point to Singhwara and our village home 

before I can return to the rest of my remembrances of our life at 

Number Ten, Serpentine Road in Patna. 

Almost every year during our schooldays, we would spend 

several weeks at a time at our home in Singhwara in the district 

of Darbhanga in North Bihar, the village of our forefathers, 

especially during our long summer vacations. 

It was a marvellous place for us younger children to have  
our summer break in—I can only describe the quality of our  
experience there as magical: a large compound with many old  
trees, much larger than most of the government compounds we  
had lived in, surrounded by an orchard of mango, jack-fruit and  
sissoo trees among others, grown large and black with age, all  
fenced in with a strong barbed-wire fencing, spread over a  
couple of acres on the main road passing through the village of  
Singhwara, nearly 20 Km from Darbhanga. 

As our father was very busy with his official duties, he  
would only bring us here in the car, stay a day or two at the most  
and then leave for headquarters only to return towards the end of  
our vacation to drive us back to town. Our mother would be with  
us all through, indeed she stayed longer sometimes than we did,  
being  very  busy  with  household  arrangements  and  chores  
connected   with   farm   produce   as   with   visiting   around.  
Consequently, we children had our freedom and enjoyed the 
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change of scene and air immensely, exploring the surroundings 
and generally going wild in the company of children our age 
from some of the neighbouring families. 

One more detail may be helpful towards an understanding  
of what Singhwara looked like during our childhood days during  
the late 1930s through the 1940s. While a single pucca road runs  
north-south through the village today, with many lanes and  
bylanes  going  inside  brick-paved,  with  scores  of  cement- 
concrete houses, quite a few among them two-or-three-storeyed,  
there were two parallel dirt roads through it, one several inches  
higher than the other and motorable, the lower meant only for  
bullock-carts, covered with a nearly knee-deep layer of fine dust.  
The village lanes were all like the latter, all mud and slush  
during the rainy season, while the houses were mostly huts with  
mud-walls held up with bamboo-poles, with thatch over them.  
There were only a few pucca houses, with brick walls and  
concrete roofing, the rest were thatched with country-tiles over  
them. 

The village lanes where most people lived were out of 

bounds for us children. 

As the summer days grew longer and hotter through May- 
June, we had to run indoors to pass the time of day. That was  
actually how I first fell to exploring what might be described as  
part of the family “archives”, which consisted of several rather  
large deodar boxes stored away in a cool, dimly lighted room in  
a far corner of our house where no one actually lived. 

As my sisters were not particularly interested in these  
“treasure troves,” I had what I came to regard a little later the  
singular  good  fortune  of  being  their  sole  discoverer-cum- 
custodian. As the excitement of discovery grew, I came to be  
immersed, at any rate occasionally, in this dim world of the  
family past, mostly my father’s, not merely in course of the  
afternoons that followed, but also, with my own growing avidity,  
during the course of the next few summer vacations to come,  
picking up from where I had left off the last time. 

Apart from a couple of trunks full of odds and ends largely  
from  my  father’s  personal  belongings  which  he  had  since 
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discarded, there were at least three large boxes filled with books  
in the original Bangla, Bengalee fiction and poetry for the most  
part. Most of them were signed by my father in his rather florid  
hand which I came later to identify as the style in which he wrote  
all through the 1920s up until the early 1930s. Quite a few of the  
signatures on the title pages were followed by actual dates,  
mostly in the early 1920s. It did not take me long to realize that  
he had acquired and read up all these books long before he was  
thirty years of age, probably even while he was an Intermediate  
student at TNJ College in Bhagalpur. 

I remember coming to the conclusion that my inordinate 

love of reading was very likely genetic in origin. 

Another box contained my father’s old correspondence and a 

lot of yellowing old papers, personal and official or semi- 
official as well as a number of his old diaries. 

Incidentally, it was among these diaries that I stumbled 

upon the three pages which I have reproduced here in this book 

including the one which records my own birth. I have, however, 

given them my own captions. 

These diaries also helped me to locate some important  
landmarks in my narrative, with dates of some of the more  
important events which I could not possibly have remembered at  
all. 

The most fascinating ‘find’ however and, of course, the  
most diverting ‘treasure’ of all happened to be a box full of  
photographs from long ago, both family and official groups as  
well as small close groups of friends and/or colleagues, with my  
father always in the centre. I just could not help poring over each  
one time and time again during the afternoons while most  
everyone was taking a siesta, but there was one curious group  
photograph in particular which took my fancy, casting a spell  
over me so that I would return to it time and time again until I  
almost knew each face and figure well. 

It was a photograph of a group of nearly thirty odd people,  
one row seated in chairs, with my father in a vest or a tee-shirt  
and a jacket over it, heavily garlanded, seated in the centre, 
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flanked  by  an  elderly  man  and  a  middle-aged  lady,  both  
garlanded too. The curious thing about the group photo was,  
though, that with the sole exception of my father, the rest were  
all English. My father looked very young, remarkably handsome,  
athletic and brilliant, clearly the central figure of the group. On  
the back of the old photograph was engraved the name of a Patna  
photographer and the year—1923. It was only years later that I  
came to realize that the group photograph was part of a farewell  
given by his teachers, all Englishmen, to Pushkar Thakur, age  
23, just before he left Patna College in 1923 to join the Bihar  
Civil Service as a Deputy Magistrate and Collector, having been  
singled out and nominated by the Government of Bihar for the  
position. 

At the time these photographs meant more to me than my 

father’s diaries and other papers. 

Of course, after all these years, the photograph is lost, but 

the picture remains etched in my consciousness, that of one 

Indian among all those English faces. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Of the two years that my father had at Patna College, we  
came to hear as we grew up a number of stories from older folks.  
My mother herself told me that the way he lived there as an  
undergraduate, most people thought he was some sort of a  
prince, never could they guess that he was a scion of an upper- 
middle class family, though from a most respectable background,  
like their own.Of course, he had his scholarship money each  
month, and then my grandfather always managed to send him a  
monthly allowance, very handsome, always on time. He was  
extremely good-looking and always very generous with his  
money; he had very good taste in clothes, he had a way with  
dressing himself, plain but elegant; he kept himself in good trim,  
taking exercise regularly, playing on the flute, swimming and 
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playing tennis every evening on the campus with his teachers, all 
Englishmen. 

However, most of the stories concerned with Pushkar were  
stories about him as a student of English, not about his looks or  
his life-style at college. By the time he came to the end of his  
degree course, even before he took his Honours examination in  
1922, he was already a legend with the rich and spontaneous  
compliments his English professors paid from time to time to his  
written work, which showed an extraordinary facility in and  
mastery of the English language that they found most unusual in  
an Indian and in one so young. He spoke very well too for one so  
shy: some of the Englishmen on the faculty who got to know him  
well and loved him dearly, would deliberately draw him out in  
small tutorial groups, or even occasionally during a general  
lecture, the classes those days being much smaller, and when he  
answered, complimented him openly in no uncertain terms, often  
praising him most generously: “Pushkar, you can do what you  
like with the English language, twist it as you will." Long before  
Pushkar  took  his  Honours  examination,  it  was  a  foregone  
conclusion that he would do very well and top the list. However,  
when the final results were announced, everybody was in for a  
surprise: He had not only been placed first in the first class, he  
had set up a new record altogether, for such high marks had  
never before been awarded in the English Honours examinations.  
Perhaps he himself had never expected to do so well. 

It should probably be mentioned too that in his ancient  
family line, Pushkar was of the first generation to learn English. 

Pushkar had been awarded the Sir Edward Gait Gold  
Medal  for  English  with  the  Durgagati  Book  Prize,  won  
Distinction in his side subjects, and several other Golds for other  
firsts, prizes for swimming, for slow cycle race, for flute-playing  
and so on. He seems in fact to have left very little for the others! 

A  little  while  later,  Pushkar  was  awarded  a  large, 

handsome  Scholarship  for  pursuing  higher  studies  at  the 

University of Oxford in England. 

The pity of it was, though, that the person who had  
contributed most to his brilliant success was no more, nor could 
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he go abroad for higher studies owing to the customary prejudice 
against overseas travel among the orthodox Maithil brahman 
community. Indeed the orthodox believed that if you went out 
and learned English, you were bound to lose caste; travelling 
overseas was, of course, much worse. 

Somehow, as I listened to these stories about my father, I  
remember thinking to myself that had my grandfather been still  
around, he would have let him travel to “Bilayat”, that is,  
England. 

But this is to anticipate, for the story of how determined 
my grandfather had been for the completion of his elder son’s 
education in English remains to be told. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Soon after my father entered the fourth year class at Patna  
College   in 1921,   Gandhi-ji   launched   his   historic   Non- 
Cooperation Movement which was part of his overall strategy of  
Civil Disobedience intended to paralyse British authority in  
India. The Movement was wide enough in its scope since it  
included Gandhi’s call to students to leave schools and colleges  
run  by  the  Government  and  to  join  indigenous‘national’  
institutions set up and managed by nationalists committed to the  
struggle for independence. Such an institution had been set up  
only a while ago in Bihar also, with the well-known Congress  
activist and educationist, Rajendra Prasad, as its Principal. The  
whole country responded to Gandhi-ji’s call. Indeed college  
students in Bihar were among the first groups to join the  
Movement in a large way.Thousands of them left government  
colleges to join the newly set-up Bihar Vidyapeeth. 

Like all sensitive young Indians of his generation, Pushkar  
was a nationalist at heart though he was at the same time a loyal  
son and quite a dedicated student in love with his work. He 
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responded to Gandhi-ji’s call at once, left the Minto Hindu  
Hostel in Patna College and joined the National College started  
by the Congress under Rajendra Prasad. Among the others at  
Patna College who left was Jaya Prakash Narayan, who came to  
be an important Socialist ideologue and activist in his own right  
after he had made his contribution to the freedom Movement  
under Gandhi-ji. I have more to say about JP later. 

Many years later, I remember my father telling me—this  
was after he had already retired from government service—how  
he had first met Gandhi-ji and how he would join him in his  
morning walks in Bettiah, Champaran, while my father was still  
a student at the Raj High School there in 1917, how Gandhi—he  
was just Mr. Gandhi then in his late forties—would walk so  
briskly that my father, though only seventeen then and athletic at  
that, was hardly able to keep up with him. 
 
 
 
 

To come back, Pushkar’s English teachers had no intention  
of losing him. The Principal of Patna College promptly sent a  
telegram to my grandfather in Singhwara, informing him of the  
situation and exhorting him to take immediate action so as to  
restore Pushkar to his prized position at Patna College.The  
telegram  was  duly  received  by  Devakinandan  Thakur  and  
followed by equally prompt action: he himself arrived at Patna in  
the shortest time possible and reported to the Principal at once.  
After a short but meaningful exchange with the Principal through  
an interpreter, he decided on immediate action in his own  
determined fashion. He arranged for a message to be sent to  
Pushkar at Bihar Vidyapeeth in Digha, performed a puja at the  
shrine of the kuldevata at the Kali temple nearby, and went on a  
fast under a tree by the river. 

My father seems to have put up resistance at first, but  
finally yielded to his father’s determination to fast unto death  
unless and until Pushkar returned to Patna College. It must have  
been hard for the nationalist in my father, but he knew his own  
father well enough to see that there was nothing to it but to 
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submit to his will. 

Pushkar returned to the Minto Hindu Hostel, met the  
Principal and conveyed to him his decision to re- join Patna  
College. 

The decision once made determined the course of his life  
within the British-Indian establishment. Pushkar had made his  
choice. 

My grandfather broke his fast and returned to Singhwara  
the same day. He had won and remained himself till the end, but  
possibly he did not realize that life was closing in upon him at  
last. Or did he? 
 
 
 
 

Although we have no record of the actual year of the birth  
of my grandfather, Devakinandan Thakur, he was most probably  
born around the late 1860s into a very distinguished family of  
Maithil brahmans settled for several generations at Singhwara in  
West Darbhanga. They were descended from a long line of men  
of traditional Sanskrit learning and/or followers of Tantra going  
back to Mahesh Thakur, poet and pandit, who founded the  
Darbhanga Raj in the later half of the sixteenth century, most  
probably in 1556 A.D. during the reign of Akbar the Great.  
During the nineteenth century, the branch settled at Singhwara  
was among the three most notable brahman families of the  
village. 

My  grandfather,  Devakinandan  Thakur,  was  the  third  
among five brothers, who lived in a joint family situation well  
into their thirties and were well-known in the community for an  
unusual solidarity among brothers. They belonged to one of the  
two highest categories among Maithil brahmans,Shrotriya and  
Yogya, according to the system known as panji, and were known  
and held in high regard all over Mithila even though they were  
not wealthy. Indeed they were so highly esteemed that many  
stories about them were current in the village right down to my  
childhood days. 
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According to one of them, once when all five of them were  
still young men, they had no house worth the name to live in,  
only thatched cottages with mud walls, the family affairs at the  
time having been at low ebb; they were all still single. They held  
a family council and decided to build themselves a regular pucca  
house. Once the decision was arrived at unanimously, they got  
down to it immediately and proceeded to build with their own  
hands a sprawling brick house, with several underground cellars  
and lofts above. I myself remember playing hide-and-seek with  
my siblings and some other children from the neighbouring  
families in and around what remained of the old joint family  
house during the late 1930s including one favourite loft with  
little round holes for light and air. 

The five brothers had an unmarried sister and the  
story of how they came to marry themselves, their father having  
died early, is most enlightening owing to what it tells us about  
Maithil brahman marriage customs current at the time, during the  
third quarter of the nineteenth century in North Bihar. Their  
‘high pedigree,’ that is, their rank in the panji required them to  
pay a reasonable amount of money called ‘Vyavsthaa’ to the  
families into which they married: the amount was probably  
suggested by the bride’s side. All five brothers continued to stay  
single since they had no money to pay Vyavasthaa and no likely  
brides available among their own ranking in the panji system.  
When  their  sister  attained  the  age  of  marriage,  they  
undertook to look around for a young man who would suit her. 

With the cumulative effect of their appearance together at  
the Sauraath Sabha, the iconic Maithil Marriage Assembly held  
periodically at Sauraath near Madhubani---they were all tall, fair  
and handsome men ---there were immediately a number of offers  
from different eligible families of Mithila for their sister’s hand.  
They returned home in triumph, conferred together with their  
mother, Mai, a domineering figure, and made their choice. The  
family chosen was one of the most prestigious in Mithila and  
offered, in consideration of the bride’s family background, the  
rather unusual sum of five thousand rupees, a small fortune at the  
time, as Vyavasthaa. The wedding was held in a befitting  
manner, of course, and subsequently, the five brothers shared the 
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remains of the Vyavasthaa money, which worked out to five  
hundred rupees each. The news got about at once and the  
brothers received before long “kathas”, formal proposals of  
marriage, from the brides’ families. They were in a position to  
pay the Vyavasthaa now, and set about marrying themselves one  
by one in order of seniority: in due course, the newly built house  
was full of brides. 

However, as ill luck would have it, at any rate in my  
grandfather’s case, the marriage was not to last long. Even  
before the year was out, our ‘first’ grandmother, Old Mother’s  
predecessor, was mysteriously taken ill and passed away. 
 
 
 
 

I  have  no  means,  of  course,  of  knowing  what  our  
grandfather, Devakinandan Thakur, might have gone through  
during the years that followed his becoming a widower so early  
in life. All the same, who knows, this period of his life may well  
have been the making of Devakinandan Thakur, a Kharaurey  
from Bhaur, member of an ancient family line that had migrated  
from Khandwala in Madhya Pradesh to a village called Bhaur  
near Madhubani and then to Singhwara. 

In any case it is fairly clear from the events of his later life, 

preserved mostly in the memories of the elderly folk of the 

region, that he came to develop his special interests during these 

years of his life as a widower. 

I remember becoming aware of what my grandfather might 
have been like only when I came to live in Singhwara on return 
from North America, in the late 1960s. 
 
 
 
 

In those days, towards the end of the nineteenth century,  
there were no doctors in the region for miles and miles around 
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Singhwara. My grandfather was already becoming well-known  
in  the  region  as  a  practitioner  of  Ayur-Veda,  the  age-old  
traditional system of medicine. His recipes, most of which he  
would prepare at home with a combination of herbs, began to  
work and he was increasingly sought after, his patients often  
walking to Singhwara, or brought over to the village by their  
attendants all the way from surrounding villages. 

The story is told how one afternoon he was approached by  
an  elderly  brahman,  head  of  a  respectable  family  from  a  
neighbouring village, who hardly ever went out, with an unusual  
request. He informed my grandfather that a distant cousin, a lady  
from a far-off village, Lagma, where she was most happily  
married, had been visiting them; she had been accompanied by  
the young daughter of a most esteemed neighbour of hers, a  
relative of sorts, and now, just as she was about to return to her  
family, her young companion had suddenly been taken ill. The  
old brahman, clearly in distress at this turn of events, told him  
that under the circumstances, the patient could not be expected to  
be moved, and yet something had to be done---- and soon. He  
begged my grandfather to honour him with a visit and do what  
he could for his young guest. Even though he did not normally  
visit his patients, Devaki Babu could not ignore the appeal and  
let himself be persuaded to make an exception and visit the  
brahman’s home. 

He examined the young person in question and found her  
seriously ill; he promised to send something a little later in the  
evening if someone could be asked to accompany him. The  
following day he visited again, this time of his own accord, and  
found her better. His recipe had worked and in the next few days,  
she was well enough to travel and the party prepared to leave for  
Lagma. 

Though my grandfather had seen the girl from Lagma only  
a couple of times for a few minutes each time, yet somehow he  
had found in her an attractive specimen of the young female. She  
was from a very good family, very devout, her father a well- 
known pandit, and as she was rather good-looking herself, tall  
and slim and fair, it was no surprise to the old man, her host,  
when my grandfather hinted at his interest in the young woman. 
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Everyone knew, of course, that Devakinandan was a young  
widower of moderate means, highly regarded and extremely  
eligible.  It  was  all  very  discreet;  the  lady  whom  the  girl  
accompanied was duly informed of my grandfather’s interest  
before the party left. Of course, she was simply delighted: indeed  
she might have felt that she was returning home with a mission  
that was reward enough for all the trouble and anxiety she had  
gone through on her young companion’s account. It was not long  
before a katha, a formal proposal, arrived from the girl’s father,  
with a letter replete with old-world courtesies and thanks for the  
care  and  help  to  his  daughter,  and  the  old  man  visited  
Devakinandan again. The proposal was accepted at once by my  
grandpa’s eldest brother and the marriage settled within a couple  
months of Devakinandan’s first visit as a physician, without a  
Vyavasthaa. 

That was how my grandfather married again and brought  
Old Mother from the village of Lagma to Singhwara. Of course  
he did not imagine he had provided his future grandchildren with  
a stock joke regarding their own grandparents: we all laugh to  
this day over grandpa having made a “love marriage” with Old  
Mother whenever we happen to remember our grandparents! It is  
to be remembered that this was during a time when arranged  
marriages were not merely the norm in Mithila, but the only way  
to legitimize man-woman relationship. 

With his marriage once again, my grandfather seems to  
have found himself entering upon a brilliantly active period of  
his life. Old Mother turned out, by all accounts, to be the very  
best partner Devakinandan could have found. He seems to have  
embarked at once upon the life he had long been preparing  
himself for. 

Increasingly, Devakinandan Thakur became a figure of  
legend even while he lived. Many were the stories I heard of my  
grandfather from the elderly people of the region when I came to  
live at Singhwara during the 1970s on return from my time in  
North America. From all the stories that are told of him in the  
whole region surrounding Singhwara, practically all of West  
Darbhanga, he emerges as a sort of physician-alchemist as well  
as a man of vision and a Siddha Purusha. He is credited with 
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supernormal powers, siddhis, of a type associated with men of  
wisdom who lived in the Middle Ages, with saints and Sufis of  
an age long gone by, with practitioners of Tantra as well as those  
who   practised   medicine   along-side   alchemy   and   even  
necromancy, but always and exclusively to serve the sick, the  
infirm, the aged---and of course, the poor “who are always  
there”. 

It is believed that he had succeeded in preparing a special  
variety of kohl, which required a long process, on applying  
which one could look under the earth’s surface and detect hidden  
treasures. Further, he could forestall and stop the growth of  
diseases, of evil forces that were still incipient, or on the way.  
Stories are still told in the region of particular cases in which  
such powers were actually exemplified. And, of course, he knew  
all there was to know about silver, gold and jewels. 
 
 
 
 

Around this period, Singhwara was the seat of a large,  
wealthy and prosperous estate under the Permanent Settlement,  
and the ruling family belonged to a clan of Maithil brahmans,  
very close to my ancestors, though the two families were not  
related by blood. My grandfather was in close touch with the  
head, a princely figure of great sophistication and charm. Even  
though Devakinandan Thakur visited the estate mansion very  
seldom, he was highly respected, trusted and cultivated by the  
Prince,  who  would  always  send  for  him  in  any  family  
emergency. In fact the two families were on the closest terms,  
and later, when the Prince was suddenly cut short in the prime of  
life, leaving behind a minor son and heir, my grandfather’s  
younger brother, Harinandan Thakur, a very able man, was made  
a sort of Regent by the widow and practically ruled the estate for  
many years as the General Manager even after the young prince  
came  of  age:  the  latter  always  addressed  him  as ‘Kaka’,  
Uncle,while among the village folk, Harinandan was known as  
the Manager Sahib. 

So far as the estate was concerned, my grandfather was 
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responsible for, and the final authority on, all matters relating to  
purchase of gold, silver and jewellery. During special occasions  
such as wedding and Sacred Thread ceremony of initiation in the  
estate family, Devakinandan would be very busy with this part of  
his work: my mother had been brought over to Singhwara after  
my parents were married while he was still around; she told me  
of one such occasion when he had no fewer than eighteen full- 
time  goldsmiths  working  night  and  day  under  his  direct  
supervision right on our dalaan in order to complete gold and  
jewellery preparations at short notice for a very special wedding  
in the estate family, perhaps the wedding ceremony of an only  
daughter. 

Of course, Devakinandan Thakur’s integrity was proverbial 

and above reproach. 

However, while all this was on and my grandfather was  
growing reasonably well-off, even affluent by the standards of  
the time---his personal needs being very few-- he was believed to  
be going on full-speed with his esoteric sadhana, without the  
least ostentation or publicity. No one in the village ever saw  
what time he was up in the morning; he would never be free  
from his puja before late afternoon, generally around 2.30--3  
PM: no one in the village howsoever important would ever dare  
approach him, or even come by the house, before he had  
completed his puja and come outfront on the dalaan. Even  
though an affectionate family man, he lived practically alone and  
would eat only one meal a day after his two sons were born. He  
was tall and powerfully built, with a glowing complexion, which  
glowed more as he grew older, but he was an unusually mild and  
soft-spoken person and very kindly for all that. 
 
 
 
 

A story is told as an example of how he would act in an  
emergency of sorts. Once when the ‘first lady’ of the estate was  
in the travails of her first childbirth, the labour pains continuing  
for several days on end, he was called in to see her. He walked  
into the bedchamber where the lady lay writhing in pain and 
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approached the bed, never bothering to take the seat offered; he  
took hold of the bun into which her hair was tied with his left  
hand and carefully untied it, letting it fall. Then he gathered  
together her hair, this time with his right hand and proceeded to  
tie it all into a fresh knot. Having completed this apparently  
pointless operation, he smiled as though to himself, and walked  
out of the bedchamber. Even before he had passed out the gate of  
the estate mansion, cries were heard: the baby had been born  
without mishap. 

Another time, considerably later in life, Devakinandan was  
lounging with a zamindar one afternoon, a close friend and  
contemporary of his, on the porch of the latter’s house. By this  
time, he was already a living legend, everybody knew of the  
strange powers he possessed and most people in the village  
remained in awe of him. His friend, however, either did not  
know, had no first-hand experience of his occult gifts, or very  
possibly, he simply pretended not to have known anything of this  
side of Devakinandan’s life. Anyhow, he told him he had heard  
so much about his ‘siddhis’or powers, but had never had a  
chance so far to see anything for himself, and asked him if he  
would be so good as to ‘show’ his friend something: could he not  
do something off-hand in confirmation of all the stories he had  
heard of his own dear friend? My grandfather is believed to have  
tried his best to waive it all away and to dissuade him from  
indulging his idle curiosity, to laugh it all off as though it were  
all a joke. However, his friend the zamindar kept insisting,  
saying time and again he must do something for his friend’s  
sake, just for once. Finally, when Devakinandan realized it was  
no good refusing, he warned his friend not to blame him  
afterwards, or to regret his own importunity later. His friend still  
wanted to see something ‘performed’ by him. 

There was a large, luxuriant and lovely banyan tree several  
hundred yards away from where they lounged, its rich foliage  
glistening in the afternoon sun. Devakinandan asked his friend to  
take a good look at his favourite tree which he did, and then  
asked him: 

“Do you see the tree well?” 
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“Yes, I do.” 

“Close your eyes for a minute or so, and open them again 

when I tell you.” 

He did and my grandpa said: 

“Now, would you please open your eyes and look at the 

tree again.” 

He did so only to receive a rude shock: all the leaves of the 
tree had wilted and hung down limply! 

My grandfather repeated the performance for his friend and 

the tree came to life once again, but he told him it was no good, 
that the tree was “struck”, and would not live long. 

Sure enough, the leaves wilted again a few days later, the 
magnificent banyan tree withered away and died. 
 
 
 
 

My father, Pushkar Thakur, was born early in the year  
1900, and my uncle---the only one we had---nearly six years  
later. By the time my father arrived, my grandfather had become  
moderately well-off mainly through his earnings as a consultant- 
jeweller,  his  good  management  of  ancestral  farmland  and  
orchard—-he had a number of devoted and loyal assistants and  
the land was fertile—as also through his thrift and his frugal  
habits. Moreover, he had acquired additional plots of land in  
neighbouring villages through his many friends at small expense.  
Though he charged no fees at all in cash or kind for his work as a  
physician, he had come to enjoy immense goodwill among the  
peasantry and the common people not only of Singhwara, but of  
the entire region around it so much so that they would always  
want to be of service to him. 

Of course, I gathered all this from bits and pieces of  
conversation from time to time with my mother as well as the  
older inhabitants of Singhwara and the villages clustered around  
it, but the continual signs I received from the elderly common 
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folk when I started living in the village in the 1970s confirmed me 
in the picture I had begun to piece together in my mind. 

By  the  time  my  uncle,  Shankar  Thakur,  arrived,  my  
grandfather had already consolidated his financial position and  
probably began to allow himself a modicum of worldly ambition. 

One of the older informants I was in touch with happened 

to be the only son of one of my grandfather’s close associates, a 

local Vaidya who had been a sort of apprentice and assisted him 

often in preparing certain herbal recipes. 

He told me once how my grandfather had decided quite  
early on that two sons were enough for him. He had made up his  
mind while my father and uncle were still small boys, to send out  
his elder son for English education and the younger one for  
traditional  Sanskrit  learning.  It  was  a  radical  decision  for  
someone as traditional as Devakinandan Thakur, but apparently  
he had realized the value of learning English and encouraged  
Pushkar to go in for it from the very beginning. 

Once my father’s primary education was taken care of in  
the village itself under the very best teachers locally available,  
my grandfather decided to try and make arrangements to send  
him out. Now, there were only two boys in the community who  
had better chances of further education outside the village: my  
father’s first cousin, the eldest son of the great Manager Sahib,  
was a couple years my father’s senior, while the other boy was  
the only son and heir of Singhwara Deorhi, the estate, a few  
years junior to Pushkar. For either of them, expense was no  
consideration and the estate had, of course, any number of  
connexions with the great world outside. My grandfather had,  
however, set his mind on the very best opportunity for Pushkar  
and, prepared as he was, cost was of no account to him, either.  
At first, therefore, my grandfather tried to tag his son to the other  
two. He had, however, to face a severe disappointment on this  
score. Neither his wealthy and powerful brother nor his friend  
the Prince was willing to let him share what they considered  
their privilege, with their superior arrangements for their own  
sons. Although they would not tell Devaki Babu in so many  
words that Pushkar could not join their sons, it was clear from 
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their attitude that such an inclusive arrangement was not on the  
cards. 

The story I am telling was substantially given to me years  
ago by my mother. Her remarks at this point in the narrative  
showed   her   shrewd   understanding   of   our   grandfather’s  
personality and character. She said he had of course received a  
rude shock, specially as he suspected that this might have been  
part of a design on his younger brother’s part: it was probably  
both  a  studied  slight  and  a  deliberate  act  of  blocking.  
Devakinandan’s determination to do the best for his boy was,  
however, derived from his faith that was unassailable. As soon as  
he collected himself, another likely connexion presented itself to  
him. Near the town of Bettiah in the district of Champaran lived  
his eldest brother’s daughter with her husband, at Kuria. He  
loved his niece as his own daughter and felt pretty sure that they  
would gladly consent to have Pushkar live with them and attend  
the prestigious Bettiah Raj High English School in the town  
nearby. 

I remember the brilliant smile that lighted up not only her 

face but her whole person as my mother commented at this point 

that this was the hand of Destiny. She was a girl from another 

village near Bettiah, Sareya’n Ojhawallia, the little outpost of the 

Jhas by the Sareya moin, the lake Sareya, and it was precisely 

this connexion that eventually led to the marriage of my parents 

several years later, most probably in 1920. 

Naturally, my mother never tired of telling how it all came  
about, and the whole story swings back to me without the  
slightest effort. 

When my grandfather visited his niece and son-in-law at  
Kuria just outside Bettiah, with the proposal apropos Pushkar,  
the couple was simply delighted. Of course it was true too, as my  
mother remarked with her usual incisiveness, that they were fully  
aware of Devaki Babu’s financial soundness as well as his total  
involvement in his son’s education, and could not have been  
more fully assured of the offered situation being to their own  
immense  advantage.  As  soon  as  the  details  of  Pushkar’s  
admission to the Bettiah Raj School were worked out, the boy 
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was brought out to Bettiah. It turned out to be an excellent 
arrangement for him. The educational future of the boy from 
Singhwara seemed pretty secure from this point on. 

I have no  means at all to know or even guess how  
confident my grandfather was at that point of the success of his  
scheme. I have an idea though that the results far surpassed his  
expectations. Of course he had taken every possible care earlier  
on of Pushkar’s education at home in Singhwara, nor is there any  
doubt that he had the best possible material to work with:  
Pushkar was a bright boy from the start. He began doing very  
well indeed at the Bettiah Raj School and was before long at the  
top of his class. Somehow my grandfather had managed to  
induce in him an interest in English, a sort of drive that spurred  
him on; his own interest may possibly have got his English  
teacher going and it appears that he took a keen interest in the  
boy. Very soon, Pushkar emerged as the best boy of the Raj  
School at Bettiah. 

The atmosphere at the Kuria home was no less inspiring.  
Pushkar’s cousin and her husband had started off by simply  
falling in love with their charge; they were delighted to learn  
how well he was doing at the Raj School. My grandfather would  
visit once in a while to see how Pushkar was doing, with gifts for  
the couple and large bags of this and that from Singhwara while  
the boy himself grew attached to his first cousin and brother-in- 
law and started enjoying living with them. 

By the time Pushkar came to his final year at school, he 

was known and admired—and loved—all over the place. That 

was how his “fame” found its way into the nearby village of the 

Ojhas near the lake Sareyan, eventually leading to the marriage 

of my parents shortly after my father had taken his matriculation 

examination in 1918, probably in 1919-1920. 

When the results came out, Pushkar had not only taken the  
first place among the candidates from Raj School as usual, but he  
was also placed in the First Division, a rare honour those days,  
and had won a scholarship, having secured the highest marks in  
English   in   the   recently   founded   Patna   University.   My  
grandfather was very happy and immediately set about sending 
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him to college. The Tej Narayan Jubilee (T.N.J.) College had  
been set up at Bhagalpur in south-eastern Bihar not too long ago  
and enjoyed a fine reputation for its English teachers at the time.  
My father readily found admission to T.N.J. College where his  
first cousin whom he called Bhaiya, the estate Manager’s son,  
was already studying. 

There  was  a  sizable  Maithil  brahman  community  at  
Bhagalpur and Pushkar was a most welcome addition to the  
student body there. The elite at Bhagalpur was Bangla-speaking  
and I guess that was where my father learned to read Bangla and  
came to discover the great Bengalee writers and poets including  
Rabindranath of course. 

Even though my father spoke very seldom and very little  
about the past, he did refer once or twice to his time at the Raj  
School during which Mr. Gandhi had shown up at Bettiah as a  
champion of the struggle of the Champaran peasantry against the  
British indigo planters. During his stay there, he used to take  
morning walks and would talk with people who joined him. My  
father  remembered  walking  with  him  in  the  mornings.  He  
mentioned that Gandhi-ji would walk so fast, most of his fellow- 
walkers would be left behind. My father spoke to me of the  
strange fire he had noticed in Gandhi in those early days, in  
1917. 

Of his time at Bhagalpur, my father spoke mostly of his  
English teachers at T.N.J. College, especially of one Mr. N.N.  
Raye, a highly anglicized Bengalee professor who was well- 
known   for   his   impassioned   and   brilliant   lectures   on  
Shakespeare’s plays. To the sophisticated Mr. Raye and his other  
English professors at T.N.J., my father may have owed his  
interest in English literature and his flair for the language. 

With a wider social life and his growing interest in his  
studies, Pushkar excelled himself and became a favourite of his  
mentors at T.N.J. While his elder cousin came to be a little too  
much of a socialite, Pushkar managed to strike a fine balance and  
did very well at his final First Arts(FA) exams, taking the third  
place in the university, standing first in English once again. He  
won a University scholarship apart from medals and prizes for a 
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number of competitions as well as sports activities. 

Having done so well at the FA, the next step was obvious.  
It might possibly have been a difficult step, but my grandfather  
was well- prepared. Pushkar joined Patna College at some point  
in mid- 1920 and offered to study for Honours in English, with  
Sanskrit and Economics as side subjects for his degree. He was  
allotted a single room in the prestigious Minto Hindu Hostel on  
the campus and was soon made a prefect on the strength of his  
background. 

This was the beginning of a period of brilliant achievement  
for Pushkar. My father hardly ever referred to it, though. Only  
once, I remember, when I had done my I.A. in 1951 and decided  
to offer English Honours, he asked me a question or two about  
my teachers, and then went on to talk a little about his own  
student days. 

My father mentioned to me the fact that when he had 

joined the Honours class at Patna College back in 1920, even 

though there were two to three very able teachers of English in the 

Department who were Indian, they were not allowed to 

“enter” the Honours class ever and that all his teachers were 

Englishmen, mostly Oxbridge men. 

And of course, as he said this, I remembered the group  
photograph of the farewell given to him at Patna College in  
1923. 
 
 
 
 

The rest of my grandfather’s story is easily told. It appears 

from the story as told by my mother that something in him had 

broken down, with all his effort towards Pushkar’s education. 

Perhaps too, his brief encounter with the English Principal of 

Patna College had persuaded him beyond doubt that a brilliant 

future awaited his elder son. Who knows but with that assurance, 

he might have felt that his work was done. 

Within several months of his return to Singhwara, my 
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grandfather decided to go on a pilgrimage to Jagannath Puri in  
Orissa. Old Mother and his younger son, Shankar, barely fifteen,  
were to accompany him with an assistant, one of his loyal  
apprentices, in tow. He travelled with the party by train by the  
shortest route via Howrah overnight, where they were required to  
change trains for Puri. During the overnight train journey he had  
a dream, which he confided to Old Mother who was by now  
something of a disciple to him. He told her he had received  
‘instructions’---a  dream  to  him  was  a  vision  carrying  a  
message—and that “There was not much time left." They were  
not to travel to Puri anymore, but Varanasi instead, to Kashi, as  
devout Maithil brahmans called it, the City of Light. On arrival  
at Howrah Junction, he asked his assistant to take their tickets to  
the Station Master, get a refund if possible, and get four tickets  
to Banaras. Old Mother told me when I asked her once, that it  
was true and added that at this point, she knew exactly what it  
meant, she said to me, for she had not lived “with your Baba” for  
nothing. Now, in the old Hindu tradition, especially in Mithila, a  
pilgrimage to Kashi is reserved for the “last things”: the devout  
travelled to Banaras to die, for Vishwanath, the Siva at Kashi, is  
believed to hold the key to deliverance from the cycle of birth  
and death. Old Mother also told me that she had been rather  
surprised, for my grandfather had been physically fit at this point  
of time. In any case, she had decided to keep quiet. 

So then, the party got a refund, they were issued fresh 

tickets to Banaras. They found a fast train before long and 

arrived late in the evening. Devakinandan Thakur, in complete 

control of the situation, took the party into the city, where they 

met their family punda, the professional priest who looks after 

pilgrim groups, arranges lodgings for them, takes care of their 

visits to the temple, and their other needs. 

Old Mother confirmed my mother’s story, filling in details,  
and  said  my  grandfather  asked  the  punda  for  comfortable  
lodgings close to the Manikarnika Ghat, exactly for a week, “up  
until Monday”he had said, and had added that “cost was of no  
account”. It all sounded rather odd, but the punda knew the  
family only too well to question one of the legendary “five  
brothers” from Singhwara. Lodgings were found to the party’s 
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satisfaction, and Old Mother set up house with the assistant  
helping. The hint had been well taken and everything they  
required for a week-long stay was duly brought in and the  
kitchen all set up. As soon as the house was in order, and all  
provisions supplied to Old Mother, my grandfather set up a  
corner for his puja and began his sittings. Old Mother said she  
was all attention, and everything had been fine. 

Next morning, the rounds of bathing in the river nearby  
and then visiting the temple began. My grandfather remained  
extremely busy in his corner after the rounds, eating only one  
meal a day as was his wont. Even the temple visiting did not  
seem so important: it was as though he was preparing for some  
final act. 

On waking up on the fifth day—as usual before dawn  
“while the stars are still visible in the sky”—he told Old Mother  
that he had a slight headache, but that he would go down to the  
river all the same. He took his stick and walked down the paved  
lane, and then down the stone steps to the ghat all by himself as  
the others were still preparing to go for the ritual bathing in the  
river prior to the visit to the temple. By the time they caught up  
with him, he was standing in the water waist-deep, going on with  
his japa, facing north as the sun was just coming up in the east  
over the waters. 

It was all very, very peaceful, said Old Mother to me, all  
was quiet, there being only a few bathers at this early hour. A  
few minutes later, my grandfather seemed to slump down a little  
and went down by slow degrees, as though trying to take a  
sitting  position  in  the  river  waters.  Old  Mother  and  his  
apprentice rushed down the steps to try and hold him, not quite  
realizing yet that he was, so to speak, already on his way out. A  
number of the early bathers around had been eye-witness to the  
brahman passing away while doing his japa right before them,  
and as the light grew, word spread within half an hour of his  
death in the river: there was a crowd of several thousand people  
gathered there on the Manikarnika Ghat, the devout as well as  
the merely curious including the rabble of the ghats of Banaras,  
to see the brahman from Mithila who had, as people said, walked  
to his death standing upright while doing his japa, in the river at 
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Manikarnika. 

By mid-day the same day, Devakinandan Thakur had been  
cremated, the fifteen- year-old son, my Uncle Shankar, setting  
the ritual fire to the funeral pyre at the nearby Manikarnika, the  
sacredmost ghat of Kashi. There had been “not much time” as  
my grandfather himself had said, not nearly enough to inform  
Pushkar. 

By the end of the sixth day, all the loose ends had been  
neatly tied up, everybody including the family punda paid off, all  
accounts settled---Old Mother told me she had had more than  
enough money in silver coins to take care of everything---and by  
the morning of the seventh day, Monday it was, the party in  
mourning were ready to leave for home---without the master. 

It had been exactly a week since the party arrived and took 

lodgings. Old Mother remarked to me as she told the story that 

everybody   including   the   punda   remembered   what   my 

grandfather had said immediately on arrival. 

Old Mother also told me she had been well-prepared by  
what my grandfather had long taught her, and by the dream- 
vision he had revealed to her before changing course midway for  
his last journey. 

The party travelled back to Singhwara by the shortest  
route. 

My father learnt the news of the death of his father late as  
he joined the family at Singhwara: Old Mother was inconsolable  
at Pushkar having missed seeing his father just at the last and so  
was he. 

It was the end of my father’s studentship. He had been 

married a couple years or nearly so, and was ready for the 

“Second Stage” of life, according to tradition, to take up the 

duties of a grihastha, the family man with a home . 
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Every time I listened to my mother, Old Mother, or other  
older people speak of our grandfather as they remembered him, I  
would think of Old Mother and I would try to imagine what their  
life together might have been like during the last decades of the  
nineteenth century in Singhwara. This was a rather difficult  
execise but in any case, the effort brought back to me the  
remembrance of the last years of her life that she lived with us at  
Number Ten, Serpentine Road in Patna. 

 

 

 

6 

P  A  T  N  A 
 
 

My grandma, Burhiya-ma, was already in her early sixties  
when she left the old family home in Singhwara to live with us at  
Number Ten, but I never recall her being sick or unwell even  
once, though she would oftentimes be so weary in the evenings,  
she would ask me or one of my sisters to walk over her back  
gently and slowly, barefoot of course, as she lay down. 

Among her grandchildren, the Group of Three was the 
closest to her. 

Very possibly she was so weary because her day started so  
early. Her life was a pure marvel of regularity, moving with  
clockwork precision, completely dedicated to her devotions as  
she was. She always woke up very early in the morning while it  
was still dark, and would be through her morning chores, her  
puja  and  her  bhajans  of  which  she  had  a  large  and  rich  
repertoire, hours before any of us was up. She would then pick  
up her little wicker flower- basket, a change of clothes—she  
always wore only a white saree—a small bundle of fruits,  
flowers, sweets and a lump of sugar, and would set out on her  
everyday walk to the river Ganga: she would always walk to the 
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Baans Ghat several kilometres away, stopping every now and  
then to pour a little water from her lotaa at the roots of all the  
holy trees she passed. This meant all the peepul (Ficus religiosa)  
and banyan (Ficus bengalensis) trees along the route. When she  
stopped by the wayside trees, she would also look carefully for  
ant-holes and place a little lump of sugar at the head of every one  
of them. 

At the Baans Ghat, she would be one of the earliest to take a 

dip in the river. After the bath, she would join the early 

morning worship service at the temple nearby. Only then she 

would start walking back to Number Ten. 

The whole round trip took quite a while, but she used to 
start so early, some of us at the house would still be waking up 
when she was back. 

In fact, I would never have come to know the details of Old 

Mother’s morning schedule but for the occasional holy day or 

festival on which the Group of Three joined her in her trip to 

Baans Ghat, which we all enjoyed immensely. 

It was always something we three looked forward to. 

There would be another round of puja before Old Mother  
would start setting about cooking her meals. It was often so late  
in the afternoon that my sisters and I would be back from school  
just in time to be offered a portion of the meal. It was the  
plainest of meals, mostly plain boiled rice and a vegetable curry  
to go with it, but we always found it delicious beyond measure  
and invariably looked forward to the treat in the Puja-ghar. 

Even though I was only a boy of nine, yet I could feel 

deeply the spiritual quality of Old Mother’s life in every step of 

her daily round. In fact I remember becoming aware of her, at 

this early stage of my own life, as a person totally dedicated to 

her devotions, one for whom each and every act was a sort of 

puja, a small step on her journey to the Divine. 

As I myself grew up, I saw her life more and more as a  
series of devotions, which included singing, praying and fasting  
as well as doing good works according to her lights, all without  
attachment, gently, without hurting a single living creature. It  
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was also a series of acts of faith, a faith which I could feel was 
founded solidly as though on rock. 

Old Mother followed the lunar Hindu calendar strictly,  
especially in so far as her fasting days were concerned, without  
any  aids,  simply  from  memory,  and  never  missed  them.  I  
remember following them to a certain extent, and learning to  
follow the calendar after I had my glasses and was able to locate  
the principal days, the tithis on which she fasted and did special  
puja. 

This included the day in early spring every year on which 

Old Mother fasted in remembrance of Imam Saheb and offered 
special prayers in his name. I remember asking her who this 
Imam Saheb was, and learnt that he was a holy man, a man of 
God, in whose memory she fasted and prayed. 

I remembered the Imam Saheb for whom Old Mother  
fasted and in whose name she prayed, nearly four decades later,  
in the spring of 1976, during my travel overland from Kabul to  
Europe  through  West  Asia,  which  I  later  recorded  in  my  
travelogue in my first language, Maithili, another three decades  
later, in 2005. 
 
 
 
 

It was all a coincidence: Some of us travelling together  
westwards overland from Kabul were held up at Mashahad,  
literally, The Place of the Martyrs. We learnt presently to our  
great alarm that all the bus seats to Teheran were booked for the  
next five days! What on earth were we going to do so long in this  
cold, overcrowded, inhospitable city for five days? 

While we all looked frantically for likely ways to get out of 

town, wandering from the office of one bus company to another 

and yet another, we decided to visit the magnificent mausoleum 

of Imam Reza in town. 

It was only after spending three difficult nights in the city,  
the minimum required in a holy place according to tradition, that 
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we finally found bus tickets to Teheran. That was how that 
memorable stay in Mashahad, with the experience we had there, 
became unforgettable for me. 

It was only much later in life, after I started to see  
something  of  the  grand  design  of  the  profound  composite  
spiritual culture of our land that transcends the bounds of formal  
religion, that I came to understand the true significance of Old  
Mother’s  fasting  for  Hazrat  Hasan  Imam  Reza  Saheb  and  
praying in his name nearly twelve centuries after His Holiness  
had passed into the Divine. 

That was also how that three-day stay in Mashahad turned 

for me into a true pilgrimage of the spirit which I remembered 

ever after, always connecting it with Old Mother and her way of 

life that I had witnessed as a boy. 
 
 
 
 

One of the incidents that brings out the quality of Old  
Mother’s life and her character and personality as I witnessed it  
during these years at Number Ten was often recalled by my  
mother in her later years. Of course, I did not know of it at the  
time, but I loved to hear the story every time my mother went  
over it with many exclamations about the ‘great’ person our Old  
Mother was. Hearing her telling the story, I realized that from  
being the prized daughter-in-law of Old Mother, she had ended  
up becoming her disciple. 

On one of the happy occasions of which this period of our  
life was full, a family friend who happened to be close to my  
mother, on return from a trip to the hills or maybe from Kashmir,  
passed through Number Ten and presented a couple of very nice  
warm blankets, pure wool; they were also rather expensive,  
being hand-woven. My mother made a point of presenting one of  
them to Old Mother, saying she hoped she would like it. Of  
course, Old Mother accepted it with much appreciation, but gave  
it away only a few days later without my mother’s knowledge. 

A day or two later, my aunt—my mother’s elder sister— 
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visited us on return from some place of pilgrimage as she  
happened to be passing through Patna. My mother happened to  
show her the blanket and mentioned to her sister that she had  
presented another like it to her mother-in-law. When my aunt  
met Old Mother to pay her respects to her, she asked to see the  
blanket, to draw her out about how she had liked the gift and  
learnt that Old Mother had already given it away to someone  
needy.Afterwards, when my mother learnt about it, she was  
rather hurt and deeply disappointed, and just could not help  
muttering to Old Mother something about the blanket being so  
nice and complaining mildly about it having hardly been used by  
her. Usually very quiet, Old Mother then threw her right hand up  
in a rather large splendid gesture of abandon, saying to my  
mother: 

“The one who gives away and walks on is the one who 
truly takes everything and walks forth!” 

My mother, dumbfounded by Old Mother’s bold response,  
could never ever forget the little episode and her mother-in-law’s  
gesture: she told us how little she had entered into Old Mother’s  
message at the time, and how right her dear mother-in-law had  
been. 
 
 
 
 

It was towards the end of the summer of 1941 as the two  
Wars raged that the results of the matriculation examinations  
were published. In those days the exams were conducted by  
Patna University, which included all the universities the state has  
as of now. Big Brother had taken it and we younger children had  
been vaguely aware that the results were eagerly awaited by our  
parents as he was expected to do very well. We were all,  
however, in for a surprise, at any rate I was. He had stood first in  
the university and had probably set up a record, at least in certain  
subjects. Telegrams, letters and messages of congratulations to  
my father poured in at Number Ten, and a number of my father’s  
friends, among them a few men of wealth and influence, turned  
up in person, in large, chauffeur-driven expensive-looking cars 
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and one or two in phaetons, to congratulate my father. Of course,  
our parents were very proud and happy. But we children were  
strangely  exhilarated  at  Big  Brother’s  brilliant  success.  I  
remember the occasion very well. I myself wondered how he had  
made it, for he was very quiet and seemed to take it as a matter  
of course. I was only nine years old, but I remember being  
strangely affected by it all. It gave me, I think, a new interest in  
my studies; it seemed to me that I had never thought anybody  
could do so well: it had simply never occurred to me. 

Soon after, Big Brother joined Patna College and was 
admitted to Jackson Hostel. Subsequently we did not see much of 

him, though he did visit Number Ten now and then, especially on 
holidays. He was always very quiet; we on our part simply 
adored him, especially the Group of Three did. 

We at Number Ten were indeed off to a good start, there  
seemed no end to what we as a family might look forward to. 

The second half of 1942 was, in more than one sense, a sort  
of climactic period: I was about to complete the first decade of  
my life---in October, 1942, to be exact; it was so too in the life of  
the family as well as in the larger life of the nation. My parents’  
family was growing up, Big Brother being eighteen, Small  
Brother sixteen, both at college, Big Sister, as I called her,  
already fourteen; the country and in a sense the nation, with the  
freedom Movement coming of age and up in arms, as it were,  
even though the Leader kept insisting on non-violence. A new  
dimension had already been added on to the two wars I was  
aware of: an unprecedented tidal wave of violence and arson  
swept over the country following Gandhi-ji’s call to the British  
to Quit India with all the prominent leaders, whom I thought of  
simply as Gandhi’s followers, in jails all over the country. We  
heard of countrywide assaults by masses of excited people on the  
railway and post and telegraph systems as well as upon police  
stations, Bihar being in the lead, and it seemed, for a few weeks  
at any rate, that the people of India were determined this time  
round not to listen to the Leader, to Bapu, the Father. Bihar was  
one  of  the  worst  affected  states  during  these  weeks  of  
upheaval.These were also the great and exciting days of the  
formation of Azad Hind Fauj, the Indian National Army, the 
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INA as it was called, under Subhash Chandra Bose, the great  
rebel Congress leader and activist: we would hear his speeches  
on the radio with bated breath, first from Berlin and later from  
Tokyo. Even as a boy of nine, so heavily charged was the whole  
atmosphere, I was keenly aware of Bose’s slogan raised from  
across the seas, of “Dilli Chalo!”or“March to Delhi!”, and even  
within the country, there was the extreme wing of the Congress,  
which really believed the time for direct action against the  
oppressive alien British Raj had arrived: it was right here! 

I found it to be an extremely exciting time. 

This wing was very active in our own state, here in Bihar,  
with the rather irresistible pull for the youth under the fiery  
young leadership of Jaya Prakash Narayan, JP for short, with his  
Azad Dasta, whose name was beginning to be increasingly  
mentioned  among  the  youth.  However,  the “Revolution  of  
1942”,  or  August  Kranti,  as  it  was  popularly  called,  was  
eventually suppressed, even if not altogether crushed, by the  
British Government of India even as its police system seemed to  
be caving in. This was accomplished with the help of the  
“Tommies”, probably brought over from the U.S.A. Or so we  
believed at the time. 

Some of the stories we heard at the time about the way 

these rude soldiers, the so-called Tommies, behaved with people 

in general and even with Indian civilians in authority, shocked 

and humiliated us beyond words. 

To me, it was the hideous face of the Raj, even at the 

young age of ten. 

It  did  appear  for  a  while  that  my  father’s  friends’  
predictions about the Raj continuing for ever were, alas, going to  
be proved right. 

And yet, by hindsight, India’s independence was only five  
years away, almost exactly----August 1942 to August 1947! 
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Meanwhile, things were moving fast beyond the frontiers  
of India: our Andolan, the Movement, was far from over. Even  
though Gandhi-ji with all his followers was behind bars, Subhas  
Bose was abroad: I was keeping track of every move he made. I  
was most excited to learn that early in 1943, he left Germany for  
Japan in the Far East. How had he managed it? Subhas the Rebel  
had become to me the new hero of the freedom movement. We  
were all amazed to learn that he was there to organize an armed  
struggle against the British Raj in India, probably with military  
assistance from the Japanese. It was all hard to believe, but I  
believed it as I had figured out that Japan was a member of the  
Axis, which was pitted against the Allies, and that as such the  
Japanese were against the British. Thus was formed the Azad  
Hind Fauj or the Indian National Army ((INA)for carrying out a  
military campaign from the east to set India free. Towards this  
Subhas had availed of the assistance of an old revolutionary  
group headed by Rash Bihari Bose. 

We also heard of General Mohan Singh, a former Captain  
in the British Indian army, who had rebelled and taken the  
initiative to organize a national army even earlier than Subhas’s  
arrival in the east. The Azad Hind Fauj was joined in large  
numbers by Indians who had been settled in the East Indies as  
also by the Indian soldiers and officers who had been captured  
by Japanese forces in Malaya, in Singapore and in Burma, and  
had ended up as prisoners of war (POWs). 

I remember having been delighted to learn further that  
Subhas had become the supreme leader of all these disparate  
rebel forces as the head of Azad Hind Fauj, having given them  
all the rousing battle-cry “Jai Hind”, which Jawaharlal was to  
adopt later as the chosen form of greeting for all nationalist  
Indians. Subhas had also given the slogan which was taken up by  
all freedom fighters in India: 

“Mujhey khun Do, Main tumhe Azadi doongaa!” 

“Give me your blood and I will give you Freedom!” 

Finally, we also heard that Azad Hind Fauj had marched  
from its base somewhere in Burma to the eastern frontiers of our  
country! There was no end to our excitement: so then we felt 
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reassured that the Movement was not finished at all, that it was 
very much alive and kicking as it continued marching towards 
our country to liberate us from British rule, after all. 

Inspired by the Movement aimed at setting their homeland  
free, the soldiers and officers of the Azad Hind Fauj under the  
charismatic leadership of Subhas aspired to enter India as her  
liberators with their leader, now called Netaji, as the head of the  
new Provisional Government of Independent India. 

The  events  that  followed,  during  1944-’45,  however, 

proved that hope and aspiration short-lived: with the defeat and 
collapse of the Japanese, the Second World War had ended, the 
Allied powers had won a decisive victory against the Axis as 
Germany and Italy had already surrendered. 

On the eastern frontiers of India too, in the battles around  
Imphal and Kohima, we heard, tens of thousands of Japanese  
soldiers had been killed. With that defeat, the Azad Hind Fauj,  
which had joined Japanese forces, also broke down. As ill luck  
would have it, Netaji Subhas died in a plane crash while flying  
from Taiwan to Tokyo.The dream of the INA entering India  
through our north-eastern frontiers in its march to Delhi lay  
shattered, all in a shambles. 

However, even in death and defeat, Netaji Subhas Chandra  
Bose had set before the Indian people and our Movement for  
Freedom  from  alien  rule  a  supremely  heroic  and  inspiring  
example. We were told that even Gandhi-ji, who had been  
opposed to his methods and his mindset, when he first heard of  
his exploits ending in his sacrifice, exclaimed that he was indeed  
the true Netaji! 

Even  here,  I  remember  thinking  Gandhi-ji  was  truly 

himself, ever a seeker after truth! 

I had returned once again to Bapu as our supreme leader. 

Ironically enough, this was the Gandhi who had opposed  
the candidature of Subhas for president of the Indian National  
Congress at its Tripuri session in 1939, setting up Pattabhi  
Sitaramaiyya and had declared, on Subhas being elected: 

“ Pattabhi Sitaramaiyya ki haar meri haar hai.” 
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“Pattabhi  Sitaramaiyya’s defeat is my defeat.” 

I had begun early to wonder where truth lies: was it  
perhaps hidden away in some cave, within some complex and  
tortuous ground somewhere, even within some contradiction? 
 
 
 
 

With the end of the War in 1945,--- --and the suppression  
of the 1942 uprising as well as the collapse of the Japanese-INA  
combine earlier on,--- the Movement entered a new phase: even  
in their breakdown, though, the last two had left an impact that  
made the peoples’ Movement even more determined. 

This new determination showed itself first in its approach  
to the Prisoners of War (POWs) taken by the British-Indian army  
from the erstwhile Azad Hind Fauj. In its new avatar, the  
struggle took the form of a massive movement against the trial of  
the officers and soldiers of the INA, proposed by the British  
government. 

The British Government of India in order to make an  
example of some of these men, decided to put on trial at the Red  
Fort in Delhi three officers of the INA, Prem Sehgal, Gurdial  
Singh Dhillon and Shahnawaz Khan, who had earlier been  
officers in the British-Indian army. They were charged with  
having violated the oath of loyalty to the British Crown by which  
act they had become ‘traitors’ in their eyes. On the other hand,  
the people of India welcomed and greeted them as national  
heroes in the cause of the Movement for freedom. Huge popular  
demonstrations demanding their immediate release were held all  
over the country: I still remember the slogans that were raised by  
the people, slogans which reverberated throughout the land: 

“Sehgal, Dhillon, Shahnawaaz 

Azad Hind Fauj zindaabaad!" 

Tens of thousands of people came out on to the streets  
everywhere, buoyant with the confidence that this time round the  
government  must  needs  listen  to  the  voice  of  the  people, 
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confident that the struggle for freedom would be won at last. The 
people seemed determined that these national heroes will not be 
punished, that they would not let them, come what may! 

The leaders of the Movement had already been released  
from jail. I remember how Jawaharlal Nehru himself, donning  
the robes of a barrister-at-law, probably after a long gap of time,- 
--he had never really been a practising lawyer---, climbed up to 

the makeshift courtroom at the Red Fort in Delhi, to plead on 

behalf of the three former British-Indian army officers charged 

with breaking the oath of loyalty. 

It was indeed a historic trial, one with a nearly foregone  
conclusion, for it was clear to everybody that this time round, the  
government was in no position to turn deaf ears to the voice of  
the people at large. 

In spite of the fact that the Court Martial held the three 

officers   guilty   of   disloyalty   to   the   British   Crown,   the 
Government of India felt it expedient to set them free. 

Once again, there were celebrations all over the country on 
their acquittal: the Movement prospered as people everywhere 
rejoiced in their freedom. 
 
 
 

At age thirteen, I found it a most exciting time to be alive  
in. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

One episode from our time at Number Ten that I would  
like to record in some detail to bring in the lighter side of our  
life, for I remember it distinctly. It was in 1942 around the time  
when the Group of Three was disrupted once again, with my  
sisters joining the Bankipore Girls’ High English School, or  
shortly after it. 
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As Big Sister approached the marriageable age by the  
standards of the time,  my father, probably under Bengalee  
influence, decided to engage a professional gavaiyaa, a vocal  
music teacher, to initiate my sisters into Hindustani classical  
music. The teacher engaged was a short, stocky and pot-bellied  
man with flowing well-kept moustachios whom I remember even  
today as totally an old-world figure of romance and comedy. He  
was probably in his late forties when he was engaged by my  
father and started visiting Number Ten in the afternoons on his  
ramshackle bicycle. 

Once during his year-long stint with us, the music teacher  
happened to absent himself for several days on end without prior  
notice. When he finally showed up, the story he gave us as  
explanation for his absence was funny, if plausible, in somebody  
like him. 

He told my sisters that while cycling to our place, he had  
felt a yawn coming and got off his bike to finish it standing by  
the roadside when a mosquito had entered him and bit him in the  
throat before he could spit it out! He went on to add that he had  
felt unwell afterwards, had returned to his dera and had been  
feverish during the next few days. That was why he had not been  
able to come to our place for giving the lessons. 
 
 
 
 

The New Year, 1943, brought in its wake events that at  
once excited us children and introduced changes in the life of the  
family as a whole, though we continued to live in our Patna  
home at Number Ten. Big Brother took the first place in the I.A.  
exams once again and joined the B.A. classes at Patna College.  
Early in the New Year, a beautiful baby sister was born to us, the  
seventh child of my parents, who were very happy indeed to  
have a daughter after two sons, that is, myself and Janardan. We  
all grew very fond of our little sister and I myself specially doted  
on her. Since I did not actually recall the birth of my younger  
brother Janardan, the cycle- chain boy, this was my first little  
sibling and I remember carrying her around in my arms and later 
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on my shoulders most of the time after she was grown a little, 
and my mother let me. She came to be such a delight to me 
personally that I feel a special fondness for her even today when 
she has half a dozen grandchildren of her own, several among 
them grown-up and married. 

But by far the most momentous change I remember, of  
course, was being separated once again from our Group of  
Three. My parents were already planning Big Sister’s marriage  
and decided, as a preparatory measure perhaps, to transfer both  
my sisters to an exclusively Girls’ School. They were admitted  
to the prestigious Bankipore Girls’ High School by the river, and  
I  joined  Miller  High  School  within  walking  distance  from  
Number Ten, Serpentine Road. 

I began by being rather lonesome at first, and did very 
poorly at my new school, but soon made a few friends and 
started enjoying my time at school. 

By the summer of 1943, sometime during our long summer  
break, actually in May, Big Sister was married off to a young  
science  student  from  a  very  respectable  family  at  a  very  
traditional ceremony held at our village home in Singhwara,  
which we all enjoyed immensely with all its fanfare---it was  
simply  delightful  for  us.  Our  brother-in-law  was  a  most  
handsome young fellow connected with a notable family we had  
all known rather well and the marriage was considered “the  
match of the season” within the particular, and rather exclusive,  
sub-group  among  the  Maithil  brahmans  to  which  both  our  
families happened to belong. 

This was also the first wedding in our family. 

I remember the occasion as a long and happy “festival”,  
quite unlike our usual vacations at home. During this truly  
festive occasion, Big Sister and the Handsome Fellow were  
made much of as soon as the ritual part of the marriage was over,  
and our cousins and neighbours, in fact most everybody in the  
community, had a great time of it. 

I  especially  remember  the  special  “Kobraa-ghar”,  the  
bridal chamber, which was put up on a vacant corner of our large 
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courtyard. It had verandahs on three sides, with a large and  
lovely mango-tree overhanging the one which jutted outside the  
courtyard outfront. The chamber itself was gaily painted with  
traditional Mithila icons and images in multiple colours on the  
walls, both within and outside. Despite the fact that so much is  
made these days of Mithila paintings, I am yet to see such lovely  
designs and such vivid colours. It was the scene and setting of  
many delightful happenings, all of them concerned with Big  
Sister and Handsome Fellow and their being brought together, of  
many a prank devised by my sisters’ friends and companions as  
well as a good deal of singing, impromptu dancing, fun and  
frolic, gaiety and laughter. The situation provided by the newly  
built bridal chamber turned out to be a perfect idyll, a veritable  
House of Joy, and I must say I have not experienced anything  
even approaching it by way of a wedding celebration yet. I  
almost lamented its passing away as a dear friend I had lost. 

It was indeed a sign to me, for it so happened that it turned  
out to be, in later years, a paradigm to me of the fleeting bliss of  
marriage. 
 
 
 
 

I remember the telephone at Number Ten especially as we  
had known nothing even remotely like it earlier on at Supaul or  
Nawadah, though the SDO’s office at Ranchi may have been  
provided with one. 

I even remember our own number, 305, to this day though 

we children had practically little occasion to use it. 

Very few households had telephone connexions those days 

even in the state capital at Patna, indicated by the fact that all the 

numbers we knew were in three digits and no more. Nor was 

there a dialling system then: you simply had to pick up the phone 

and speak to the operator sitting out there in the Telephone 

Exchange and give her---it was usually a ‘she’---the number you 

wanted and you would then be put through. 

During the couple years following Big Sister’s wedding in 
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1943, we were on visiting terms with Handsome Fellow’s uncle, a 
Central Intelligence officer; they lived in Patna only a couple 
kilometres away from Number Ten, on the Sinha Library Road, 
not too far from the Patna Museum. I remember the house well as 
we were often invited there. 

I remember playing games like I-Spy sometimes with my  
sisters along with some of the girls, Big Sister’s cousins-in-law,  
in the darkened drawing-room at Number Ten. One of the girls  
roughly my age had discovered by chance a love affair of sorts  
being  carried  out  on  telephone,  interlocking  being  fairly  
frequent: she passed on to my sisters the number and the usual  
timing of the calls of the “love-stricken” parties. I remember  
overhearing, on a number of occasions, the couple exchange  
their opening gambit, the line being, “Hai meri Jaan!”---much to  
our merriment. 

We  were  to  learn  still  later  that  a  certain  telephone  
operator, a woman, had been party to the affair, the young lady  
‘in love’ belonging to the family of one Sir S—----, a prominent  
barrister of the time. 

I happened to remember our childhood friend who had  
discovered the affair many years later when she had risen to  
eminence, becoming a celebrated Maithili novelist, got in touch  
with  her,  and  eventually  received  from  her  several  very  
appreciative letters, congratulating me on my own work which I  
myself never thought of as anything out of the ordinary. While  
her letters were a pleasant surprise to me, I remember wondering  
about her as an eleven-year-old girl, asking myself if she hadn’t  
already had the gift in her, which eventually blossomed forth in  
the face of heavy family odds, making her a Maithil celebrity. 
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A DAUGHTER TURNS A GUEST 

April, 1944 
 

27 Thursday-19 Bysack 

Upto 2 and a half hours from sunrise---- 

 Gita’s Duragaman 

Today Gita goes to Kakraur by car which returned. 

A happy day. Yesterday when I saw Gita coming in yellow  
sari—after some bidh---I felt like weeping that she who had been  
born and lived with us for 15 years would have to come to us  
today as a guest. 

Mannaji has gone to reach Gita. 

 

 

 

Pushkar Thakur’s Diary 

April 27, 1944 
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Later in the year, when we all returned to Patna, the threat  
of air-raid by the Japanese bombers had grown to alarming  
proportions  since  the  city  of  Calcutta  had  recently  been  
bombarded several times over.This was the time when Air Raid  
Precautions (ARP) had been launched by the Government and  
ARP trenches were being dug and training given to civilians for  
defence. Alarms were sounded from time to time and we would  
come out of the house to watch for planes appearing in the height  
of the sky. And of course, black-out would be strictly observed  
after 6 PM every day. 

Indeed, it was to one such occasion that I owed the chance 
discovery of the state of my eyesight. 
 
 
 
 

It was probably a weekend, and Big Brother was home at  
Number Ten from Jackson Hostel in Patna College. When an  
alarm was sounded, all of us children came out on the lawn in  
front of the house as dusk was approaching. When every one of  
us could make out a plane up there in the sky and I alone could  
not, however hard I tried, see anything up there, it became  
apparent that there must be something very seriously wrong with  
my vision. It would probably have passed off since it was easy to  
be ignored among so many—there were at least six of us by  
then— but Big Brother at this point started to interrogate me. It  
was only then that I happened to admit to him that I could never  
quite make out what was written on the blackboard in my  
classroom at school---it all arose from my extreme shyness---and  
he spoke of it to my father when he saw him on return from one  
of his meetings. It was generally agreed that it was likely to be a  
case of short-sightedness. My father at once decided to send me  
to an eye-doctor for a regular check-up. 

The  very  next  day,  my  father  arranged  for  me  an 
appointment with a well-known ophthalmologist. 
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The test took nearly the best part of a week during which I  
suffered from an acute fit of depression I had never before  
experienced. On the last day the doctor gave me a long session,  
for my case was extremely complicated, at any rate for my age.  
He kept trying out different lenses, with the Optician’s Chart in  
front of me for what seemed like an hour to me though in fact it  
may have been no more than half an hour. It was simply amazing  
to me to discover what the lenses could do to my vision, for I  
found that I could actually read the whole chart before me there:  
there were these clear bold letters instead of the vague dark blur  
that I knew so well from the blackboard in my classroom!  
However, the doctor removed the glasses and I went back at  
once to the vague dark world that I was so used to. It was almost  
a comfort to find myself back in it. 

Finally, I had my prescription and I still remember the  
figures  there: -5  and -5.50  for  the  right  and  the  left  eye  
respectively. On our ride back from the doctor’s, we stopped at  
the Optician’s in town, my father chose a light skin-coloured  
frame  for  my  glasses  and  placed  an  order  for  the  lenses  
prescribed for me. 

When, a few days later, a chaprassi fetched my glasses  
from the Optician’s and brought them to me at Number Ten, I  
still had little notion of the strange experience that awaited me.  
As soon as I put my glasses on, a completely new world was  
revealed to me, a world of light and beauty in which a myriad  
shapes and forms and figures stood distinctly defined, every  
detail and feature of the objects before me perfectly outlined and  
clear!  Indeed,  I  find  it  difficult  for  me  to  describe  the  
exhilaration I experienced that first time I used my glasses. It  
was probably late in 1942 or early in 1943. 

What I found even more exciting about this new and 

startling experience was that it was not one single discovery but 

rather  a  whole  series  of  discoveries  which,  in  a  sense, 

transformed my whole attitude towards life, and later on, the 

quality of life itself: every act for me now was all at once shot 

with a new awareness and a new meaning. I started becoming 

charged with this new experience everyday. 
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It was as though at eleven years of age, I had been re-born.  
 I can never really forget that first meal I ate with my 

glasses on. For the very first time ever in my life, I could 

actually see the food I was about to eat: indeed I ate with a 

growing sense of wonder and awe, each individual grain of rice 

staring in my face instead of the vague white lump called rice 

that I had so long been used to eating. Somehow, in that 

moment, the whole meaning of food as of the act of eating was 

transformed for me. 

It was only much later, in my early thirties, when I studied 

the Upanishads that I remembered that transforming experience 
and connected it to the spiritual meaning of food. 

It was truly the beginning of a new life for me, the eleven- 
year-old boy. Not only did my work at school take a leap all at  
once, but I also found new interests, bright new perspectives and  
vistas opening up one after another: I fell in love with my little  
Baby-sister and enjoyed, with a new elan, many happy hours  
with her in my arms or on my shoulders, with a far greater joy  
than earlier on. I began making new friends and to go out  
walking with them in the evenings, indeed whenever I found  
time. Life was truly transformed into a joyous open-ended  
ongoing adventure of the spirit for the eleven-year-old newly  
born me. 

It is amusing to reflect today (when I need no glasses) that  
I owed this gift of a new life to a Japanese aircraft that I had  
failed to see, in other words, to the World War which was  
drawing to its close even as it was spreading to the eastern shores  
of our own land, for it is clear to me today that my parents, with  
seven of us to take care of apart from their own growing  
responsibilities, not to say their multiple anxieties related to their  
stage of life, were much too busy even to notice the handicap  
that had almost ruined my childhood beyond repair, almost but  
not quite. It was just a chance that came to my rescue and, of  
course, Big Brother’s initiative and his insistent questioning. 

However, it was the aid that did it for me at that point, for,  
the state of my eyes was once again to change the very course of  
my life. 
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I remember growing deeply aware of the strangely insecure 

nature  of  the  individual  psyche  rather  early  in  life.  It  is 

epitomized  by  an  incident  that  is  vividly  present  to  my 

consciousness today across many decades. 

While at Number Ten, after our Baby-sister was born early  
in 1943, and Big Sister married off later in the summer, our  
parents were very happy to have a third daughter after two sons,  
myself  and  my  younger  brother  Janardan.  At  this  time  I  
remember my mother becoming very busy indeed, and I found  
myself   increasingly   thrown   into   Old   Mother’s   company,  
Janardan at St.Xavier’s by now and much among his friends. 

My Baby-sister was hardly a year or so old when my  
parents decided to take a holiday in Kashmir. In later life, some  
of us children now in middle age, saw it as a much-delayed  
‘honeymoon’ that my parents might perhaps have felt they must  
take, better late than never! 

I have a feeling that this was the very first time our parents  
were going to be leaving us all to ourselves for more than a few  
days. 

We  were  all  of  us  there  at  the  platform  across  the  
overbridge at Patna Junction to say goodbye to our parents and  
to see them off with Baby-sister. With my father’s chauffeur,  
several chaprassis and all my father’s office assistants, we were  
quite a party by ourselves, nearly fifteen of us, in front of my  
parents’ first class coupe`. It was a rather special occasion even  
for my parents, for though my father travelled a good deal all  
over Bihar and Orissa in course of his official work, he did so  
most often by himself, my mother almost always staying back  
with us at Number Ten. Naturally, my father was very quiet and  
concerned, my mother very excited and awfully busy: she kept  
giving instructions to servants and chaprassis and issuing a list  
of do’s and don’t’s while they themselves were away, and all the  
while handing little gifts of money in between to everybody 
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including us children, getting more and more excited as the  
moment of departure approached. I myself waited and waited for  
my  turn,  but  it  never  came.  Apparently,  in  her  growing  
excitement and anxiety about leaving us all to fend for ourselves  
for so long, she had forgotten. Of course, I had been looking at  
her all this time as I waited my turn patiently. At last somebody  
made a sign to her and she remembered. At once, she started to  
untie the little knot at one end of her saree and I made a move  
towards her. She was still untying the knot with a coin in it when  
the train started moving: I had missed it. 

I had been very near crying before she was reminded of  
me. 

I never cried: I remember I had already accepted my lot. 

A  few  days  later,  in  October  1943,  I  completed  my 

eleventh year. 
 
 
 
 

It was during these years of my life at Number Ten in 
Patna,---I cannot tell exactly which year it happened---that a 
couple of things led to my discovery and awakening of sex, so 
crucial to the growth of a boy, rather early in life, at some point 
between nine and twelve years of age. 

My mother had a woman servant at Number Ten of whom  
she was very fond: She was an attractive person in her mid- 
thirties, fun-loving and lively, but so hardworking that she had  
become nearly indispensable to our household. So my mother  
gave her a room in the outhouse at Number Ten in which she  
lived with her little daughter and was called “Bachia-mai”, the  
Girl’s Mother. Now, her husband lived elsewhere, but would  
visit her now and then. One afternoon, I just happened to be  
passing by the outhouse and looked in to see what Bachia-mai  
was  doing:  I  just couldn’t  believe  what  I  saw  there,  with  
Bachia’s father on top of Bachia-mai, both of them half-naked! 

This was in fact my first direct view of the sex-act.The 
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other experience was, if anything, even more startling. 

There was, among my father’s clerks, ‘Assistants’ as they  
were called, one nice young man in his late twenties, very  
simpatico, who was extremely fond of me, and would once in a  
while ask me over into the “Office” when he was alone there:  
This was part of the Office of the Special Officer of War Risks  
Insurance, which my father had set up in one wing of Number  
Ten itself in keeping with the over-all government policy of  
austerity during war-time, to keep the establishment cost of the  
office as low as possible. 

Once or twice while I was with this ‘Assistant’ alone, as he  
sat in his chair, I had a very strange experience which I couldn’t  
quite  understand  at  the  time,  though  I  was  aware  of  the  
movements of his genitals under my seat on his lap. It was only a  
few  years  later,  by  hindsight,  that  I  realized  to  my  great  
amusement that it had been an abortive attempt on his part at gay  
sex with me! 

It was actually a rather slow, if early, awakening to the  
facts of life: I remember hearing of gay sex among boys senior to  
me at Miller High School, of goings-on at dusk in the mango  
orchard in front of the school buildings, which sounded very  
strange to me at the time. I was much too preoccupied with the  
problems connected with my schoolwork apart from being rather  
lonely, to pay much attention to the stories that I heard from time  
to time. 
 
 
 
 

It was the spring of 1944. The World War was drawing to 

its close as Hitler’s armies were beginning to lose out to the 

Allied forces. The other war at home in India was entering upon a 

desperate phase as the talks between the British government and 

the Indian leaders seemed to lead nowhere. 

Meanwhile, everything seemed to be going well with us at  
Number  Ten.  Big  Brother  had  just  taken  his  final  B.A.  
examinations. While he was expected to do very well as usual, 
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his only real rival, after topping in the I.Sc examination, had  
decided to transfer to Patna College to join the English Honours  
class with him. He was very bright and besides, he was reputed  
to put in, on a daily basis as a matter of routine, something like  
twelve to fourteen hours a day. On top of all this, we heard  
rumours that one of his father’s close friends happened to be the  
Examiner of one of the six papers that constituted the Honours  
course; he was alleged to be determined to see to it that his  
candidate topped the list of the successful Honours candidates. 

I seem to remember that the situation Big Brother was in  
came up for consideration even among the Group of Three at  
Number Ten: to the Group of Three, it seemed a close thing.  
Our father was busy as usual and was on the move a good deal  
during this period: he was travelling most of the time in Orissa in  
connexion with War Risks work. However, we all agreed that  
there was a touch of anxiety, a frown on his brow, when we saw  
him on occasion. 

Big Brother was home during the leave after his exams and  
as quiet and serene as ever: we on our part could not have adored  
him more. 
 
 
 
 

Towards the end of April,  1944, the date set for Big  
Sister’s Dviragaman arrived. Handsome Fellow showed up and  
took away Big Sister in our car to his village near Madhubani,  
Big Brother making a third. It was indeed a moving occasion for  
all of us children; I suppose I would have cried too like the  
others, but I was much too amazed to see, for the very first time,  
my mother crying. 

I believe I had never ever seen my mother crying before 
this occasion. 

Besides, I had charge of my Baby-sister, who was barely  
fifteen months old, but quite inconsolable to see Big Sister, who  
had been a mother to her, leaving with Handsome Fellow. 
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Once again, I had enough to do, without crying. 

The  following  afternoon,  Big  Brother  drove  back  to 

Number Ten, all alone in the car, having seen to Big Sister’s 

second visit to her ‘in-laws. 

In May, 1944, the B.A. results were out: Big Brother had  
done it again! He was not only top of the Honours List, but he  
had also come out first in the first class, with Distinction in his  
side subjects. 

The only English daily newspaper published from Patna at 

the time, The Searchlight, had the news on the first page, well- 
displayed: they had put it in a box under the legend: 

 

WORTHY SON OF A WORTHY FATHER 

with respect to the fact that the boy’s father, Pushkar  
Thakur, had topped the list twenty-two years ago. Once more,  
Number Ten, Serpentine Road, was flooded with telegrams and  
letters, rang with unceasing telephone calls and a regular stream  
of visitors calling on my father to congratulate him personally.  
Every day brought more letters and cards as well as visitors. My  
father was very happy: Big Brother had done him proud, but we  
children were simply overwhelmed. 

My father made an entry in his diary: I reproduce it here 

with my own caption for the page: 
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A PROUD FATHER LOOKS BACK 

May, 1944 
 

16 Jaistha 

a) Today’s morning papers show Mannaji as first class first 
English Honours with Distinction. 

Received  ‘phone  messages  of  congratulations'-  wrote 

congratulatory letters. 

Sent telegrams to Gita and Mannaji’s nani. 

Phoned to Darbhanga for coming of wife and children. 

A very happy day. 22 years ago, I got the same honour as 
Mannaji today. 

 

 

 

 

Pushkar Thakur’s Diary 

1944 
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And yet, the celebratory mood notwithstanding, somehow  
the rumours preceding the publication of the examination results  
had done something to me, of all people. I was not quite twelve  
yet—I would be five months later—and yet it seemed to me that  
the question in me was no longer: How had Big Brother done it?  
But rather: how had it all come about? The suspicion that  
somehow it was all part of a game into which many things  
entered had started creeping into my consciousness. 

I remembered the question as well as my state of mind a  
decade or so later in relation to my own case, in mid-1953, to be  
exact. 

What we came to hear a little later seemed to confirm the  
odd suspicion, if it did anything at all, that has haunted me ever  
since. 

Meanwhile, it was simply wonderful to be alive in the 
house of rejoicing. 
 
 
 
 

It was the fag end of the year 1945, the World War was  
approaching its end. My father had done extremely well in his  
assignment as Special Officer for War Risks Insurance instituted  
by the Viceroy, Lord Wavell. We came to learn later that Wavell  
had written to Pushkar Thakur personally to congratulate him on  
the contribution of Bihar and Orissa to the National War Effort:  
It had been the highest in the country, while my father had run  
his office from his residence at 10, Serpentine Road in Patna at  
the lowest imaginable cost to the Government of India. 

In recognition of his signal services, the Government of  
India  included  Rai  Sahib  Pushkar  Thakur---my  father  had  
already been decorated as Rai Sahib for his work earlier on--- in  
the New Year Honours List, making him a Rai Bahadur this  
time. I remember the day he was invited to the Government 
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House  in  Patna  to  receive  the  honour  at  the  Investiture  
ceremony. 

It was a great day for us all. 

Of course, as we all knew, my father had worked hard for  
it. Indeed, for the first several years of his assignment as War  
Risks Special Officer, he had hardly been home at Number Ten,  
only for a few days in between his extensive and ongoing tours  
through Bihar and Orissa, covering an area larger than that of the  
United  Kingdom,  Belgium  and  the  Netherlands  combined  
together, starting at the foothills of the Himalayas in North Bihar  
going down to coastal Orissa on the Bay of Bengal. He had  
initially  been  rather  stringent  in  enforcing  the  regulations  
governing the mandatory insurance scheme initiated by the  
Government of India. As he came to know at a personal level the  
merchants who owned and/or ran the business houses through  
the two states, however, he had used his powers of persuasion in  
order to have them toe the line and join the scheme without  
much ado. His personal honesty and integrity in dealing with  
cases  of  default  had  caused  great  amazement  among  the  
members of the merchant community, the big Seths, so much so  
that my father ended up being held in high esteem by them as a  
whole. Indeed, some of these wealthy and influential heads of  
business firms grew enamoured of Pushkar Thakur as a person,  
and came forth voluntarily with generous contributions to the  
official War Effort over and above the insurance fees they had  
paid according to the regulations governing the scheme under the  
Ordinance. No wonder War Risks Insurance had turned out to be  
such a resounding success all around in Bihar and Orissa. 
 
 
 
 

One of these men, a prominent industrialist from north- 
eastern Bihar close to the Indo-Nepal border, R—--B—-- had  
come close to my father through the War years. It so happened  
that his son was going to be married into a notable business  
family based in Calcutta, and he personally called at Number  
Ten and invited my father to the ceremony to be held in Calcutta 
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to bless the couple. 

By this time though, there were already seven of us, my  
Baby-sister having been born the year before in 1943, and I  
guess my father was busier than ever with family and work. But  
of course, being the private person Pushkar Thakur always was,  
he might have had his own reasons, for he politely declined the  
invitation. When B—--, being close to my father, insisted, he  
pointed to me and my brother, Janardan, nine by now and  
extremely good-looking, and asked B—-nicely if the two of us  
could go instead, adding with a smile that we might enjoy it all  
very much. And then he had added graciously, his blessings for  
B—----‘s children and the prospective couple were always there  
with them. 

B—-- was simply delighted and so were we, Janardan and 
I. 

Of course, arrangements were made for us and a few days  
later, on the appointed day, my brother Janardan and I were  
picked up by a young cousin of B—-and driven to the Patna  
airport, then a very small set-up with hardly any check points, a  
couple of hours before the afternoon flight to Calcutta. 

This was our first flight ever and we were excited, of  
course, and looked forward to flying as also to the prospect of  
visiting Calcutta: for Janardan and me, boys of nine and twelve,  
the very thought was, to say the least, most exhilarating. 

The flight went off very well, and we landed in Calcutta a  
couple hours or so later, or so it seemed to us. A vehicle with an  
escort awaited us at the Dumdum airport and the three of us were  
driven to the house of wedding somewhere in the heart of the  
city where my brother and I were received like royalty. 

Even though it was a busy and crowded house, it was large, 

we had our own room with attached toilet and bath and we were 

both taken care of very well, with nothing wanting: there would 

always be somebody to keep us company, and to take us around, 

with a vehicle readily available, all at our disposal. Most of all, we 

were treated like family and never left alone. 
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During the next several days that we passed in Calcutta we 
had some of the most delightful time we ever had, and neither 
Janardan nor I forgot the treat ever. 

Of course, unlike Janardan, I had my memories of an  
earlier visit to Calcutta,---I guess shortly after he was born---the  
one I had with my father and my cousin, the princely young man,  
our tram rides, our visits to Victoria Memorial, the Maidan, and,  
of course, at the wonder that was the Whiteway-and-Laidlaws’. 

As we were driven around through the Bau Bazar, central  
Calcutta, the Chowringhee, the Maidan, the Esplanade, the area  
with the Victoria Memorial in the middle, and down the grassy  
tram-tracks to the south, down through the Diamond Harbour  
Road to the Kiddirpore Docks, it all came back to me in a surge  
and swirl of delight in which my brother participated too, though  
in an ever-so-slightly different way. 

And yet somehow, oddly, strangely, inexplicably, it felt  
different--- it was another Calcutta, as it were. I guess it was  
really different somehow, perhaps it had changed during those  
half a dozen years of my young boyhood, or was it perhaps the  
house we happened to be staying in, the people there that  
produced that nuance, for it was the same Calcutta too! 

Absolutely unforgettable for me the sight,---in the centre of  
a large hall-like room, in the middle of the house where we were  
staying---of a heap of shining asharfis, these gleaming embossed  
gold coins that bespoke not only of an age and a people long  
gone by, but also of the other Calcutta, the Calcutta of wealth  
and the occasional parade of wealth it involved, especially on an  
occasion like the one we were witnessing, and to which we had  
been so graciously invited. I remember impulsively thinking of  
my father precisely at that moment: was it perhaps this other  
Calcutta he had intended us to see as he pointed to the two of us  
to B—---- when the latter had pressed his invitation, my father  
saying to him, “Could they go instead?” 

Anyhow, here were we, a pair of young wedding guests,  
caught in a web of experience we had never vouched for. Try as  
I  would,  I  can  never  quite  recall  anything  of  either  the  
bridegroom, or for that matter, of the bride, not to speak of the 
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wedding at all which we were supposed to be attending! Perhaps, 

who knows, Janardan and I had just been handed the gift of a 

round trip to Calcutta in recognition of the blessing of friendship 

exchanged earlier on between adults. 
 
 
 
 

Sometime towards the end of our time at Number Ten in  
Patna, my father decided to provide the family with a holiday  
during  one  summer:  this  was  the  first  time  that  we  were  
introduced to the idea of a “change”, a change of scene and air,  
away from the routine round of life. Since my father had many  
connexions there and we ourselves, especially our mother, knew  
the town well, the place chosen for the change was Ranchi: it  
would be much cooler there too. 

A garden-house a little out of town was rented out, and we 
all drove up to Ranchi, and had a very pleasant week or ten days 
of a sort of excursion, marred towards the end only by a little 
attempt  at  burglary,  which  was  luckily  foiled  by  good 

neighbours, and we got off cheaply. 
 
 

Yet another big event for us children during our five years  
at Number Ten in Patna was a most memorable day-long bano- 
bhoj on the sands across the Ganga we were invited to by a  
Bengalee family close to us, with many children of our age- 
group. I do not remember my parents there, so they must have  
missed it for some reason. Present to me though is the trip we all  
took by a large bajra, the large group with many women and  
children, all Bengalee except for us, all chattering nonstop in  
Bangla, and the rich food we enjoyed, all Bengalee dishes  
including  some  exquisite  delicacies—I  still  remember  the  
“machher bhat” we had on the occasion. 

I remember it especially for what I took away from the  
experience, a step towards what I see as my real education: I  
decided at the end of the day to learn the Bangla script to be able  
to sample Sharad and Bankim in the original----I had already 
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read the Hindi version of their novels—and enter into this lively  
convivial Bengalee “Samaj” which I found fascinating, through  
fiction. 

As for the Bangla script, it was a surprise how readily it 

came to me: I was already reading Bangla fiction in the original 
by the time I was fourteen! 

Once again, it was only later in life that I learnt that it had  
all been derived from the ‘pristine’ Mithilakshara, the script used  
by the early Maithili writers. Indeed I lamented its abandonment  
by Maithili in favour of the dominant Devanagari while Bengal  
took it over with only several minor changes and Bangla writers  
continue to use it to this day. 

To me as a Maithil, it is pitiful that we use it today only for  
writing on occasion noat-pataa, invitations on formal occasions,  
but proof enough for me that we of Mithila wrote literary work  
in Mithilakshara once upon a time: the noat-pataa that a few  
brahman and karna families still write is a vestigial reminder to  
me of another element of our ethnicity that we have missed. 
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1 

M  O  T  I  H  A  R  I 
 

It was 1945.The World War was over, but these were hard  
times. There was widespread food scarcity, particularly in North  
Bihar. Since my father’s special assignment with Government of  
India had been completed, he was reverted to his substantive  
position under the Government of Bihar as a senior Deputy  
Magistrate and posted at Motihari, the seat of the District of  
Champaran, as the Regional Grains Supply Officer (RGSO), a  
newly created position with wide-ranging discretionary powers  
to levy and collect grains as well as to raid and punish hoarders  
and   black   marketeers.   It   was   once   again   an   important  
assignment, but one which had certain disadvantages: since it  
was  a  special  posting  outside  the  mainstream  of  general  
administration,  there  was  no  living  quarters  allotted  to  the  
incumbent. Some accommodation, however, had to be made  
available to him in Motihari as the RGSO, by the District  
administration. 

Now, this was a time when the general feeling that the  
British Government was going to transfer power to Indian hands  
and leave India had been gaining ground. The British and  
European planters who had long been resident in different parts  
of India were beginning to feel rather insecure and unsettled:  
most of them had in fact decided to dispose of their properties,  
leave India and go home. 

There were a couple of these planters in Motihari popularly  
known as Chhota Meyrick and Bada Meyrick, probably so- 
called owing to the size of the compounds in which they had  
lived; they were to leave India in quick succession. They had  
probably made over or sold their properties to the Government of  
Bihar before they proceeded home. The general administration in  
Champaran decided now to make one of them available to my  
father as the RGSO: this was the bungalow in which Chhota  
Meyrick had lived. 
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It was a large bungalow with a compound and outhouses for 

servants as well as a small orchard of fruit trees, a residential 

house of the type we were familiar with, in a wooded area out of 

town, located not too far from one of the two lakes around which 

Motihari town had grown and which had given the town its 

name, Motihari, lit., Little Necklace of Pearls. 

We children had a lot of fun just exploring the compound  
as also the general area after we moved in, going around the  
lakeside just across the dirt-road through the extensive grounds  
of the Bada Meyrick bungalow close by. There were very few  
houses around at the time, it was very quiet indeed, and the  
surroundings were truly idyllic, if rural, quite a contrast to the  
Serpentine Road house we had lived in at Patna for the last five  
years or so. Motihari had no electricity in those days and though  
we missed it for a while, we grew accustomed before long to  
lamps and lanterns being lighted by the servants every evening. 

We had been moved from Patna in mid- session so far as  
the school year was concerned, but our father, being well-known  
in Motihari and an important person, I was admitted to Class IX  
at Motihari Zila School, the biggest government high school in  
town, almost at once. 

Before I go on with my memories of our life at Motihari,  
however, I must try and backtrack a little to speak of Miller High  
School, my second school at Patna after I left Patna High School  
when my sisters joined the Bankipore Girls’ High School. I have  
already  given  some  indication  of  how  my  work  at  school  
suffered on account of my extremely poor eyesight. I have,  
however, avoided furnishing details of its extent and magnitude  
even though I remember them well simply because the memory  
of the pain and humiliation I personally went through makes me  
shudder even today. 

It was not merely my schoolwork that suffered: I myself  
suffered agonies of utter privation and a degree of childish  
despair through simply not being able to read what was written  
by the teacher on the blackboard as also through the refusal of  
the boy who sat next to me to let me copy from his work. Suffice  
it to say for now that during those miserable days, I felt I 
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belonged to the community of the dispossessed. 

What happened to me later in this context proved so 

amazing to me that I feel I must record at least one instance of it 

by way of the difference that having glasses made to me. 

By the time I had entered Class VII at Miller High School  
near our home at Patna, I had already reached the nadir of my  
morale and my hope of getting through examinations, especially  
in Hindi the class teacher for which was rather fond of writing on  
the blackboard, at least for me he was. This was just around the  
time that glasses were provided to me, but the damage to my  
classwork had already been done. In the annual examination for  
Class VII, I barely managed to answer the given questions. 

Now, at the time, there used to be three papers in Hindi at  
the Middle School level, each paper carrying a hundred marks.  
When the results came out, and we were handed our report cards,  
I hardly dared looking at it: I had been awarded just ninety marks  
for the three papers together: I had just managed to scrape  
through, the pass marks for each paper being thirty. 

I had passed, but my humiliation was complete. However, I  
had my glasses now, and the new world had arrived. As I walked  
back  to  Number  Ten,  an  utterly  new  determination  from  
somewhere beyond took possession of me: Nothing and no one  
could possibly stop me now on from making it to the top! I could  
not quite believe it at first, but it was not me, it was Somebody  
Else telling me, loud and clear: No one, nothing can stop you,  
just go for it now---from bottom to the top! And with that, in a  
way utterly inexplicable to myself, I could not but go on, I was  
simply possessed, I was driven. 

It was an awfully busy house I returned to, at Number Ten. 

No one asked me; no one seemed to care. I said never a word 

concerning my discomfiture, not to speak of my new resolve: I 

had passed, that was about all. 

But the inward spark smouldered on and I did not even 

know when it turned into a sword of fire within me, I almost 

forgot all about it. 
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I only remembered it years later, after changes of scene,  
school, and setting apart from changes within myself, when in  
the summer of 1948, the results of the matriculation examination  
I had taken were published and I duly received my marksheet:  
For the two papers in Hindi now, carrying a hundred marks each,  
I had secured 158, which worked out to seventynine per cent! 

By the standards of the time, these were very high marks  
indeed. 

A few weeks later, I received a registered letter from the  
Patna University Office, informing me that I had secured the  
highest marks in Hindi in the matriculation examination, and that  
I had been awarded a Silver Medal and a prize of Rupees 200,  
which I should collect from a certain counter on a certain date,  
during a certain hour. It was only then that I knew: the sword- 
blade had cut its way through to the top, the years had been  
reduced to a point that shone in the lower end of the heart-shaped  
medal that I held in my hand: I remembered what had happened  
to me on my short walk from Miller High School to Number Ten  
nearly five years ago: I knew then that it had precious little to do  
with me, that it was truly a gift from beyond. 

This  was  the  Bhudeva  Mukhopadhyaya  Silver  Medal 

awarded every year with a money prize of Rupees 200 to the 

candidate  who  secured  the  highest  marks  in  Hindi  in  the 

matriculation examination of Patna University. 

I remember learning many years later that the same Silver  
Medal had been won by the celebrated Hindi poet, author and  
activist,   Ramdhari   Singh   Dinkar(1908-1974)   exactly   two  
decades ago, in 1928. Present to me are more memories of  
Dinkar-ji but of them later. 

I happened to remember, among other things, this little 
incident from my boyhood days exactly two decades later for no 
apparent reason. It was minutes before I boarded the plane at 
JFK in New York to return to India after my time at McMaster 
University in Ontario, Canada. 

The very American friend who had come to receive me and  
drive me up to Hamilton, Ontario, when I arrived in New York 
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the first time in 1965, had driven all the way from Chicago to bid  
good-bye to me, to see me off. We had had several days together  
before he finally drove me to the airport just as we had had time  
together before he took me to Hamilton in Canada that first time. 

I was very pleased, of course, that S—-- had found time to  
come all the way just to see me off, his eyes lighted up all this  
time that we were together almost as though we had been  
celebrating some very special occasion, as if he were witnessing  
some rare spectacle in me. We had time to talk about many  
things; indeed that was really all he had driven all the way for--- 
nearly half way across North America. In a sense we were both  
uplifted, in a heightened state, as it were; I was returning home  
to India and he saw something in me that he had never seen  
before, though we had been quite close really. Among the many  
things  we  had  talked  about  was  my  time  in  Canada,  my  
experience with this other friend whom he knew very well, my  
sponsor in Canada, how I felt about returning to India, what my  
future plans were and so on and so forth. Somehow that was  
what I also wanted to talk about. 

Naturally, our spirits rose and S—---, he got more excited  
as he saw me and listened to what I had to say before we parted,  
and the time to say good-bye, to hug each other and wonder  
when we would see each other again, was almost there. Just as I  
was about to enter the area restricted to passengers only, S—-- 
looked as though he found himself at the crest of the wave, and  
he said to me, our faces close to each other, our hands still  
clasped together, he said: “Well, Madhusudan, let me say this to  
you before we part: I tell you I’d never seen before in my life a  
plane that had crashed take off again.” 

That was the moment I remembered the sword-blade, but it 
was time to go. 

As it happened, those were the last words S—- was to 
speak to me, for we never saw each other again. 
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Motihari Zila School was a much larger school than any I  
had so far attended, its atmosphere rather provincial, even rural,  
for Motihari was a much smaller place than Patna, or Ranchi  
earlier on. At a social level, I was treated as a natural superior by  
my classmates, being my father’s son as also one who had come  
on transfer from a school in Patna. On the other hand, I was an  
outsider, and personally not important in a real sense. Even  
though the teachers at Zila School seemed to defer to me, yet by  
and large I felt slighted, or rather left out. I was at a critical age,  
being thirteen already, and very much in need of recognition as a  
person in my own right. 

Very soon I came to know the ‘important’ boys in my  
class, at least three of them, the ‘first’, the ‘second’ and the  
‘third’. They were all of them considerably older than I was, and  
seemed fairly entrenched in their respective ranks, or positions in  
the  class.  I  felt  challenged,  to  say  the  least,  and  started  
consciously working hard. The blackboard was no longer a  
menace to me and I found several teachers positively interesting.  
In fact, I did not fail to notice that one or two among them  
tended to show off, as though trying consciously to make an  
impression on me, the newcomer from Patna. At the annual  
examination a few months later, the tables were turned and I  
came out first in the class. I realized, though, that my position  
was precarious and continued to work hard. By the time we were  
promoted to Class X, I had managed to make a few friends and  
no longer felt like an outsider; some of the senior teachers had  
come to appreciate my work as well as my attentive posture in  
the classroom. 

Then   something   happened   that   changed   the   whole  
character of the school: the ‘event’ was a new headmaster, who  
took charge of the school early in 1946, shortly after we had  
moved up to Class X. He was a Mathematics teacher from  
Muzaffarpur Zila School, a much larger establishment where he  
had become a sort of legend. He was a completely dedicated  
teacher, a tall, fair, well-built person and wore a short black  
beard and tiny round glasses in a steel frame. Always dressed in  
spotless white kurta and dhoti, he was extremely mild in his  
manner and soft-spoken. He continued to teach Mathematics, 
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taking the two top classes, and we were simply charmed to have  
him teaching us. A spell would be cast over all of us the moment  
he entered the classroom; he made whatever he happened to be  
teaching so clear and simple to us that hardly anything remained  
to be done afterwards. I owed my interest in Mathematics largely  
to his teaching and the foundation of my brilliant success in the  
matriculation examination a couple years later, in 1948, was laid  
the day P—- C—--C—-- stepped into our classroom in Motihari  
Zila School, in 1946. 

I shall always remember the occasion when, nearly a year 

later, my father took over charge as the District Magistrate of 

Champaran and our headmaster found an occasion to invite him 

to come over and speak to the school. When they met, it was as 

though   they   had   known   each   other   all   their   lives,   an 

instantaneous recognition on either side. 

Our new headmaster loved me dearly and my work at 

school prospered. By this time, several other teachers including 

our English teacher, an elderly Moslem and a perfect gentleman, 

had come to appreciate me also in their own quiet way, and I 

basked in the sunshine of their kindly approval. 

Before  long  though,  it  turned  out  to  be  a  gravely  
disquieting time for me, now nearly the fourteen-year-old boy of  
whom Rabindranath has written with such a great sensitiveness  
and an understanding so deep: I had stumbled upon the piece in  
English around this time and read it time and time again with an  
avid, eager interest. The disquiet I remember feeling was largely  
owing to the rather talked-about case of suicide committed by a  
boy from a well-known Motihari family at the Zila School with  
us in the class just junior to ours: he had hanged himself to death  
in a near-theatrical fashion, allegedly out of ‘frustration in love’.  
We happened to know the boy’s ‘lover’ too, a rather churlish  
sort, who was said to have somehow ‘betrayed’ him. Such was  
the sensation at the school on the morning the news broke that  
we could talk about nothing else outside the class for days  
together. There were, of course, conflicting versions of what had  
actually transpired before the suicide, but it was clearly an  
imbroglio of a homosexual nature: I myself had never heard  
anything like this before and it was very difficult and disturbing 
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for me. It proved much more so, however, for our beloved  
headmaster as both the boys were students of Motihari Zila  
School and it seemed, at one point, that there would be a police  
case against the boy who was allegedly responsible for the whole  
unfortunate affair. He appeared rather anxious and busy for a  
while and even dropped some of our classes, but the cloud  
passed off, he resumed his classes and his work as Head of the  
school. 

It was possibly owing to this episode that I happened at the 
time to think of-- and still remember-- lines from a Hindi poem 

that I had read a little while ago: 

Martey hain darpok gharon mein,   baandh galey resham ka pheeta  

Yeh toh samar, yahaa’n jisnay mutthibhar mitti chuumii, jeetaa 

That is: 

Confined in their rooms do cowards die, tying round their 
necks cords silken, 

This is a battlefield though,- where he who kiss’d a cubit o’ 

earth did win! 

Even more disquieting for me were the accounts I heard  
from some of our classmates of rather brutal and unnatural  
offences, even of occasional “gang-rapes” of a homosexual  
nature which appeared to be fairly common in the region around  
Motihari. 

While my exposure to different areas of life continued at 
school, changes in the life of the family took place at a rather fast 

pace. Within six months or so of our occupation of Chhotaa 
Meyrick’s  bungalow,  my  father  was  offered  the  Badaa 
Meyrick’s, and we decided to move. 

This was not only a much bigger and better house, but it  
also had large and splendid grounds all around it and a lovely  
fruit orchard and space for a large kitchen-garden. It was located  
right by the lakeside and we children had a great time just  
exploring the house and the grounds; we all enjoyed living there  
a great deal too. We had, of course, been familiar with this sort  
of bungalow for long now, but it just happened to be on a much 
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bigger scale than what we had known in the past and afforded us 
some idea of the style in which the British and European planters 
used to live in India during the days of the Raj. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

My father was very busy with his new assignment during  
this time, since apart from getting adjusted to it, it involved  
considerable touring duties seeing to grains collections in rural  
areas in a wide region spread over several districts of North  
Bihar. He continued to spend time with us nonetheless and grew  
epecially fond of us, which meant more and more me and  
Janardan, who was ten now and my constant companion by now.  
He was an extremely lively and handsome boy ---and continued  
to be a most pleasant person till the very end when he passed  
away, to my grievous loss, in his early sixties, in 1999. I have  
remembered Janardan continually all through the first decade of  
the new millennium and regretted that he could not live to see it,  
with all the changes it brought. But at the time I am speaking of  
now, we used to have great fun together. The old Group of Three  
had already been broken up now as Big Sister had been married  
for three years, Small Sister for a year and was studying at home  
for her matriculation. 

Soon  after  we  moved  into  Bada  Meyrick’s  with  its 

extensive, well-kept grounds, my father got a pony each for me 

and Janardan to ride around the grounds: I remember how much 

we enjoyed it, riding together often in the afternoons. 

Around this time too, we learnt that our mother was going 

to have a baby and even though it was the turn of a baby-sister in 

keeping with the family design so far, we somehow expected a 

little baby-brother---I think it was Old Mother’s idea--- and 

looked forward most eagerly to his coming. 

It was a rather difficult time for the family as my mother 
had been taken ill even while she was expecting---this was going 
to be her eighth child. 
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I remember how my father managed to get Big Sister to  
come to us for an extended visit as her husband, now a final year  
medical student or an intern at the Prince of Wales Medical  
College Hospital in Patna, was not settled enough yet to make a  
home. Apart from this, Big Sister herself was expecting her first  
baby and according to time-honoured tradition among us, she  
was  to  go  through  her confinement  in  her  parental  house.  
Luckily for us, though, she was in pretty good shape. So the  
household at Bada Meyrick’s was taken care of by Old Mother  
and Big Sister: between the two of them, they not only managed  
to keep the house going, but also took care of my mother during  
her pregnancy. 

Nevertheless, whenever my brother Janardan and I met in  
our later years, we both remembered this period of our life  
together with a singular fondness and would even grow a trifle  
nostalgic at times. 

In July, 1946, Big Sister gave birth to our first nephew and  
as she continued to live with us continually for a few years, we  
all grew very fond of him and cherish him to this day as the first  
among his generation, adored by all his numerous cousins on his  
mother’s side. 

On August 22, l946, a little baby-brother was born to us: he 

was very beautiful, with a lot of hair, though a little sickly, but we 

were all very happy all the same. 

Old Mother was greatly pleased and reminded us that our 

grandfather, “Your Baba” as she always called her late husband, 

“He was one of five brothers, and now you too, each one of you 

brothers is one of five!" 

Once when we were both in our eighties, Small Sister told 

me she remembered how decades back, when our Baby Brother 

was born, —we boys were not allowed inside the maternity 

chamber— Old Mother had gone down on the floor, lay straight 

like a stick, dandavat, face down, exclaiming, in great joy and 

thankfulness: “My son! He has five sons now!” 

Once again, it was a house of rejoicing in the face of all the  
oddities and changes in the over-all family situation as seen in 
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hindsight many decades later. 

It seems pretty clear to me at least seven decades later that  
my mother felt strongly that she had had enough of child- 
bearing. I remember her actually telling me how, when the baby  
was born, Old Mother being there by her side as always, loyal  
and loving as ever, my mother had forestalled and, in a sense,  
pre-empted  her.  It  had  been  Old  Mother’s  way  all  along,  
whenever a baby was born to my mother—she had always been  
by her side every time—to bless her with more children. My  
mother told me she had caught hold of her hand and entreated  
her to bless the baby all she wanted, but to refrain from blessing  
her for more children. Old Mother loved her elder daughter-in- 
law dearly and appears to have relented at last, and simply  
blessed the newly born with all her heart. 

With the new arrival, we were already eight of us, five 

brothers and three sisters, and stayed that way. It surely was 

enough work for my parents, not to speak of the servants, but 

they did somehow manage it all. 

We remained for as long as I can remember an unusually  
closely knit family specially owing to my father’s character and  
personality: Pushkar Thakur was not only a very private person  
and an anglophile, he was also very “English” in his habits of  
mind, having been trained as a civil servant under the British  
three-fourths of his career spanning almost two decades and a  
half (1923-1946). Secondly, even though my parents were right  
in the middle of the upper-class Maithil Brahman community,  
we children remained outside it since my father had no full sister  
while my mother had only several sisters, but no brother. 

The extent of our parents’ family remaining cut off from  
Maithil community can be gauged by the fact that the only  
visitor I remember from my childhood days was a first cousin of  
my father’s, a widow who happened to be very close to my  
mother too. I specially remember her long visit at Nawadah. 
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S  I  N  G  H  W  A  R  A 
 

It was during our summer vacation in 1946, while we were  
still living in Chhota Meyrick’s bungalow in Motihari that  
Janardan and I were initiated into the Sacred Thread in an  
elaborate traditional ceremony going on for several days; it was  
held at our Singhwara home—the house in the new compound  
had now been nearly completed. This was the biggest to-do in  
the family since Big Sister’s wedding three years ago, in 1943,  
but this time round, it was Janardan and I, who as baruas, the  
chosen ones for Initiation, something like a bar-mitzvah, were  
the centrepiece of the occasion. A lovely mandap on finely- 
fluted wooden pillars with a thatch on top had been built in the  
courtyard and we were put through the rather rigorous time- 
honoured   series   of   rites   and   rituals   of   Upanayan   and  
Samaavartan, going on for several day on end with a good deal  
of fanfare, with traditional band music, the Rasanchowki, in the  
background, with a bevy of women singing, felicitating Janardan  
and me as baruas, and our parents, as the rituals proceeded as  
well as a series of rich feasts for the community. 

It was indeed a grand affair and was long remembered in 

the village with people remarking for decades later that such an 

Upanayan ceremony had not been witnessed ever since. What 

they chiefly remembered was the well-organized rich feasts for 

the community on the occasion. 

The actual Vedic ceremony of Upanayan went on for a 

couple days and essentially required each of us, the baruas or 

Kumars, to have an Acharya Guru: my father’s elder cousin, now 

the Manager Sahib and a former freedom fighter and Congress 

legislator,  had  consented  to  be  my  Acharya  Guru,  while 

Janardan was initiated into brahmanhood by our own uncle, 

Pandit Shankar Thakur, then in his prime. 

It proved to be quite a boost to my spirits to be initiated  
thus in the presence not only of the entire extended family—the 
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house overflowed with guests—but also that of the community  
as a whole, with many women and girls in all their finery,  
watching the ceremony. Indeed we were often reminded by the  
elders, both men and women, on completion of the Yajna that we  
were Brahmans now, no more the Sudra boys we had so long  
been, prior to our initiation. 

For me personally, the extremely self-conscious fourteen- 
year-old that I was, it felt more like a step—and quite a huge step  
at that—towards becoming an adult responsible for my own life  
and conduct . 

On return to school later in the summer, I truly felt that I  
was a new person, a dvij, that is, born a second time. By this time  
I was in the seniormost class at the Zila School: what with my  
teachers’ approval, my more or less secure position now as the  
topper, what with a close friend I had acquired several months  
back and no longer feeling like an outsider, I started to see  
myself as an individual in my own right, no longer subject to the  
typical awkwardness that Rabindranath’s piece had evoked for  
me, made me aware of and now helped me to deal with. 

I felt indeed that I could at last call myself my own man. 

I remember well how I would walk with my new-found 

friend and companion along the railway tracks after school 

hours, the level-crossing being just a few hundred yards beyond 

the school gate, talking together desultorily of this and that, 

sometimes  even  raising  questions  touching  upon  the  very 

meaning or purpose of life as we conversed! 

As I walked back later in the dusk to the Collector’s 

bungalow in Begampur after we parted, I remember being keenly 

aware of a certain degree of emancipation from the sheltered life 

of the family in which I had grown up. 

But of course, I was anticipating: little did I realize how 
closely attached I still was to the family as I approached the 
fifteenth year of my life, in 1946-’47. 
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Meanwhile, both the Wars, at home and abroad, having  
been won by this time, a Congress government with Sri Krishna  
Sinha as the Chief Minister was formed in Bihar while an  
Interim government at the centre with Jawaharlal Nehru as the  
Vice-chairman of the Council of Ministers was sworn in to pave  
the way for a full transfer of power to Indian hands latest by the  
15th of August, 1947. 

My father, after his short stint as the RGSO, was appointed  
District Magistrate and Collector of Champaran and we moved  
from the Bada Meyrick bungalow to the Collector’s residence on  
the relatively new oval maidan at Begampur in Motihari. 

The house felt very “official” with a posse of heavily  
armed guards at the gate, half a dozen or so chaprassis in livery  
in attendance, an extremely well-kept grass lawn and garden at  
the back, all of this surrounded by a boundary wall. The house  
itself,  well-designed  inside,  had  a  cement  concrete  roof  
overhead, unlike the old colonial bungalows we were used to.  
Besides, all the top district officials, the District and Sessions  
Judge,   the   Superintendent   of   Police (SP),   the   Executive  
Engineer, and so on, had their well-appointed quarters on the  
Maidan. 

The  compound  right  next  to  ours  was  that  of  the 

Superintendent of Police. 

I remember the then SP, one Mr. S—----of the Imperial  
Police,  a  handsome  young  Englishman,  striding  out  of  his  
compound every morning in his elegant uniform: he would come  
to my father and give him a smart salute, with a “Good morning,  
Sir!” and stand there before him with a smile as though waiting  
for his orders for the day. A member of the Imperial Police, he  
would be leaving for home after his short stint as head of  
Champaran   Police,   actually   shortly   after   India   became  
independent on August 15, 1947. 

The occasion, however, that I remember most vividly was  
the visit of Sir Hugh Dow, the last British Governor of Bihar, to  
our place. I recall how preparations for his visit had been afoot at 
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the Collector’s House for several days in advance under my  
father’s  direct  supervision.  Even  though  my  father  was  a  
teetotaller himself, he had a small cellar of drinks, mainly several  
varieties of gin and whisky, set up just for the occasion, in our  
dining room as Sir Hugh was coming down to our house for  
lunch. 

The table had been laid for all of us children who happened  
to be home on the appointed day, but I was surprised to see my  
mother in a splendid silk saree walk in confidently and join us at  
the table. 

Sir Hugh Dow, a short stocky Englishman in his mid- 
fifties, or so it seemed to me, had a perfect oval head of thinning  
silver hair brushed back. He looked very handsome to me, very  
imposing in his spotless white tulle suit, most gracious, but every  
inch a Laat Sahib. 

His presence was so overpowering I can hardly recall  
details of the meals we participated in on the occasion, but I do  
remember quite distinctly our mother being introduced to Sir  
Hugh, and Sir Hugh asking her in his slow, halting Hindi, with  
his gracious smile ---apparently he had done his homework----of  
approval on: 

“Aapkay panch putra hain?” 

“You have five sons?” 

My mother smiled back her affirmation. But of course, she 
did not partake of the lunch, apologizing by signs that her rules 
did not allow her, though she sat through it all. 

I felt very proud of my mother with her aplomb and her 
bearing at lunch that afternoon. 

To me, the fifteen-year-old schoolboy, it was truly an 

occasion and a memorable experience, if a climactic one, for it 

seemed to put a seal on my colonial boyhood as I witnessed the 

last representative of the Raj leave our house. 

I was also reminded of what the Raj had left behind, for I  
distinctly remember the day or possibly the following day, the  
British  government  under  Clement  Atlee  announcing  their 
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decision to partition India into two sovereign states, India and 
Pakistan, latest by the 15th of August, 1947. It created a good 
deal of commotion among the people in general as well as 
countrywide disturbances, giving rise to several provocative 
slogans which became well-known at the time. 

I had a direct taste of at least one of them personally when  
a lanky Moslem boy a year or two junior to me greeted me on  
our way back from school one afternoon, throwing up his hand  
in a gesture of defiance as well as triumph---I can still see it --- 
saying: 

“Hans kay liyaa Pakistan,  

Lar ke lenge Hindustan!” 

That is to say: 

“With just a laugh, we took Pakistan, 

Now we’ll fight and take over Hindustan! 

I decided to ignore him and kept walking on towards 

Begampur on my way home. 
 
 
 
 

My father, Pushkar Thakur, was a man of few words. Even  
though we were close to him, it was not often that he opened up  
regarding his brilliant past, yet he was aware that we children  
had heard something of it all in bits and pieces especially from  
older people including of course, my mother who would refer to  
it on occasion, and that we were aware of it in general. So, once  
in a while he would yield and tell us a story almost as though it  
concerned not him, but someone else, never by his tone or  
gesture making himself appear to be the hero that he had truly  
been. 

On one of these rare occasions, he told us the story in  
which figured an English judge with a name rather funny for a  
man, one F.F. Madam, I.C.S., which has possibly helped me  
remember the story. My father, of course, gave it to us only in 
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outline: the reconstruction is mine. 

Pushkar Thakur had just begun his career in the civil  
service; he was in his mid-twenties, and was posted as a First  
Class Magistrate in a district town in North Bihar, most probably  
in 1924 or 1925.This meant that he had to try a certain number of  
cases in court, civil and/or criminal, and pass judgement, but of  
course the convict could appeal to the next higher court, that is,  
to the District and Sessions Judge, the then incumbent being the  
said Mr.Madam. My father was extremely meticulous in the  
exercise of the judicial duties assigned to him, not only owing to  
a rather delicate conscience, but also because the English-Irish  
judges to whom appeals would eventually be addressed tended to  
be rather strict and exacting. Indeed this Mr.Madam was reputed  
to be over-strict, being a stickler for evidence on behalf of the  
accused. The case in question happened to be a difficult and  
controversial one, and my father must have known for certain  
that there was going to be an appeal, no matter what judgement  
he himself was going to deliver. He worked hard on the case,  
taking copious notes, rather more carefully than he was wont and  
might have burnt some midnight oil to prepare the carefully- 
worded final judgement in the case. Sure enough, there was an  
appeal at once, and Mr. Madam, having heard both sides, took  
time to study his copy of the verdict given by the young  
magistrate who had tried it. Very possibly, he did not know  
Pushkar Thakur personally or his work record, and this being the  
first time, he might have been rather more careful and even  
anxious to pick holes in it.The magistrate had done his work well  
though, and as Mr.Madam went through the judgement, he must  
simply have been bowled over, to judge by what he decided to  
do later on. He had been highly impressed not only by the clarity  
and rightness of the verdict, but he must also have taken a fancy  
to the feeling for language that it exhibited on every page. The  
District   Judge   fully   upheld   the   earlier   judgement   and  
commended the trying magistrate for his fine sense of justice  ̧his  
command of the language and so on.Then he went on to do  
something that was really quite unusual, indeed some might feel  
that he went out of the way and did something quite uncalled for.  
Mr. Madam actually arranged for a thousand copies of Pushkar  
Thakur’s judgement to be printed at his own personal cost and 
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sent out a copy of it to each of the magistrates in the province of  
Bihar and Orissa with a covering letter commending the verdict  
and suggesting to the magistrates that they would do well, while  
preparing their own judgements, to try and follow the style and  
manner in which the trying magistrate had delivered his verdict! 

The other episode that brings out my father’s character as  
well as the quality of life that characterized his work as a judicial  
magistrate was narrated to us by an old-time family friend who  
loved to reminisce and talk about “the good old days when your  
father and I were young men”. It goes back to the early 1920s  
when he was a very young magistrate at Chhapra in North Bihar,  
having put in just a few years’ service. He happened to be trying,  
in  course  of  his  judicial  duties,  a  rather  complicated  and  
important case which had been talked about a good deal.There  
was not much direct evidence, but it was suspected that the  
plaintiff had managed to bribe a certain official into distorting  
certain facts before he filed the suit.On behalf of the defendant  
appeared an important person, a well-known civil lawyer,who  
enjoyed a large practice as an attorney at the High Court in  
Patna,  and  had  been  a  Minister  during  the  diarchy  in  the  
Government of Bihar only a few years ago. This Mr. Singh  
arrived in state from Patna with a number of his Assistants in  
tow, confident of demolishing the case in a single appearance at  
the lower court, in fact rather cocksure. While pleading in behalf  
of the defendant, his tone of voice was clearly supercilious  
towards officials in general. Finding the trying magistrate rather  
young, he forgot himself a little as he warmed up to his theme,  
and happened to use the phrase “silver tonic” to mean a bribe in  
a near-sweeping onslaught on officials in general. This proved a  
little too much for the young magistrate: he ordered the lawyer to  
stop and immediately drew proceedings against him, charging  
Mr. Singh directly with showing disrespect to the court, under  
Contempt  of  Court.  Although  Pushkar  Thakur  was  fully  
empowered to take this step as a First Class Magistrate, Mr.  
Singh could hardly believe his ears, being aghast with shock and  
fury, and nearly suffered a nervous breakdown right there as he  
stood in the courthouse. The magistrate was however clear and  
remained firm, Mr. Singh had to back down, apologize to the  
court and withdraw from the case. 
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Mr.  Singh’s  singular  discomfiture  as  well  as  young 
Mr.Thakur’s firmness and the phrase “silver tonic” were the talk 
of the town in Patna and elsewhere among both legal and social 
circles for a long time and helped make my father even more a 
figure of legend than he had already been. 

The portrait of my father, Pushkar Thakur, would not be  
complete, I think, without the interesting anecdote the Head of  
the English Department told me while I was teaching at Patna  
Science College during the late 1950s. The story goes back to  
my father’s student days and he assured me that every word of it  
was perfectly true. He told me it was from the time that he  
himself had just joined Patna College, a First Year boy fresh  
from Bhagalpur, and had been allotted a room in the Minto  
Hindu Hostel. In the same hostel lived Pushkar Thakur, a most  
handsome young man, who had just then taken his degree with  
Honours in English, standing first in the first class, and setting  
up a record; he was also their Senior Prefect. M—---- along with  
several  other  young  boarders  had  become  acquainted  with  
Thakur and had decided to go out on an excursion together  
during the Puja Vacation in October. It may have been 1922 or  
1923 since this was the time my father had taken his B.A. 

This  happened  to  be  around  the  time  that  the  poet  
Rabindranath   Tagore   was   becoming   widely   known   and  
celebrated, having been the first Indian to be awarded the Nobel  
Prize for Literature exactly a decade ago, in 1913. The group of  
young  students  from  Minto  Hindu  Hostel  decided  to  visit  
Rabindranath at Bolpur in Bengal, where Vishwa Bharati, the  
Tagore University, was to be set up later, in the hope of meeting  
and looking upon the celebrated Poet when they were there. 

The group of five or six arrived at Bolpur one fine morning  
in the fall and having wandered around the grounds for a while,  
sought to have a darshan of the celebrated poet. Rabindranath  
happened to be around and free, and asked the group from Patna  
College to be shown in .They met the Poet in his rooms, most  
probably  at  Uttarayan,  but  were  far  too  overawed  by  his  
presence to ask any questions. The Poet kindly chatted with them  
for a little while, asking a few casual questions of them, and then  
told one of his secretaries to show them around the grounds. He, 
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however, made it a point to ask Pushkar to stay back before  
dismissing the rest of the boys, with a characteristic meaningful  
smile. He told me that Rabindranath had made a sign to his  
amanuensis, mumbling something to him in Bangla which most  
of them could not catch then, realizing only later that it was  
meant to direct him to take them out on a long tour as he wanted  
to talk with the person who remained behind with him. M—-- 
added that he was not sure exactly how long they had been kept  
away—they had no watches on them and in any case, all this had  
happened at least four decades ago—but he said it must have  
been something like an hour and a half, it might even have been  
a couple hours or so. When the group were brought back and  
ushered into the Poet’s chamber, the two still seemed to be  
talking together, no one else being around. 

He  recalled  that  my  father  had  seemed  immersed  in  
thought as though he had gone through something. Indeed, he  
did not say a word to his companions concerning what they had  
talked  about  and remained  deeply  thoughtful,  even  a  trifle  
anxious, throughout the return journey to Patna and for some  
time even after they had got back to the Minto Hindu Hostel. 

M—--- brought his account to an end with the remark that  
he had always remembered the curious little episode at Bolpur,  
wondering what had actually transpired that day between the  
Poet and their companion and team-leader, but had never asked  
him for fear of intruding upon his privacy for Pushkar Thakur  
was a very private person indeed, and always kept his reserve. 
 
 
 
 

My uncle, Pandit Shankar Thakur, was my grandfather’s  
only other child, born nearly six years after my father, in 1906,  
but it may have been 1907 for all we know. Being his only  
sibling, he must have been close to my father as a boy. However,  
since Pushkar left early for his schooling at Bettiah, and later for  
Bhagalpur, and still later for Patna, they had grown further apart. 

Shankar had been a member of the party, as a boy of 
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fifteen, on his father, Devakinandan Thakur’s last journey to 

Banaras: it was he who had performed his father’s antyeshti at the 

Manikarnika in Kashi as the younger son since Pushkar had not 

been available at such short notice. 

By this time, however, most probably at some point in 

1921, Shankar was already a brilliant Sanskrit scholar, studying 

at the Dharma Samaj Sanskrit College at Muzaffarpur, nearly 

fortyfive miles westwards from Singhwara. 

Old Mother had, of course, known all about her husband’s  
plans for their sons and let Shankar go on with his studies at  
Dharma Samaj as though nothing much had happened. She could  
well afford it on her own: it was even believed in the village that  
she had tens of thousands of rupees in pure silver coins stamped  
with the late Queen Victoria’s head, stashed away in a deep  
underground cellar in the house; if there were any truth in what  
was alleged by knowledgeable folks in Singhwara, that was a lot  
of money in those post-World War One days. 

When a year or so later, Shankar Thakur, barely sixteen but  
a tall handsome boy, recited a Sanskrit hymn of praise composed  
by himself to welcome and felicitate guests and delegates at the  
Inaugural session of an Orientalists’ Conference at Darbhanga,  
the distinguished audience among whom sat some renowned  
pandits,  scholars  of  international  repute  and  Princes,  had  
remained spellbound. Later, the then Maharaja of Darbhanga, a  
wealthy Prince, had made enquiries of the organisers of the  
Conference who the scholar-poet was and said he wanted to see  
the young man personally. One of the organisers did approach  
Shankar, but he declined the honour politely: Shankar never  
went to see the Maharaja. The episode was to characterize  
Shankar throughout his life. 

Like  his  brother  Pushkar  before  him,  Shankar  won 

scholarships all along the way and several years later, won the 

title  of  Vyakaranopadhyaya,  standing  first  among  all  the 

successful scholars throughout Bihar, Bengal, Orissa and Assam; 

he also won the Victoria Gold Medal for the highest place 

among all the Sanskrit scholars of the year. 

This was a singular honour at the time, probably around 
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1925 -1926, and a most distinguished career as a Sanskrit  
academic lay open before Shankar Thakur of Singhwara. His  
brother was already established in the civil service under the  
British by now and Shankar could well have taken his choice  
from among the teaching positions available at the time at  
several  Sanskrit institutions  in  Bihar  or  at Varanasi at the  
farthest. With his brilliant record all along as well as his special  
gifts of which there was no doubt at all, he could well have gone  
on to become the principal of a Sanskrit College in due course,  
or even higher. 

Instead, he seems to have decided right at the start to live  
in the village. Deeply traditional as she was, Old Mother saw no  
objection to having one of her sons living with her at home. The  
arrangement suited her: indeed she might have been rather  
lonesome and probably glad to have him around. The situation  
actually held on for quite a few years. My mother was part of  
this joint establishment at the village home in Singhwara. For  
one thing, my uncle and my mother were not far apart in years.  
In fact she continued to live there with Old Mother and my uncle  
for several years even after my father joined the civil service in  
1923. 

My mother recalled this period as a happy time at home in  
Singhwara. My uncle grew fond of his sister-in-law as she was  
unusually lively, and soon learnt to cook well and keep house,  
serving him with great care and fondness, there being nobody  
else around and Old Mother being increasingly busy with her  
puja. Besides, my mother’s elder sister she was very fond of had  
already been married into a prominent Singhwara family and  
living nearby for several years earlier on. Although in keeping  
with the custom of Brahman nobility, daughters-in-law were not  
supposed to visit out except on occasion and by palanquins only,  
the two sisters did manage to meet now and then and would  
exchange written messages fairly regularly. 

Old Mother must have been an ideal mother-in-law, for my 

mother, in recalling this period of her life, refused to describe her 

in merely human terms, always referring to her as ‘devata’, deity 

or a goddesss. Goddess or not, she loved my mother dearly—she 

did, all her life—and it was a happy little family. 
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I would like to include here one particular detail from this  
period which my mother gave me later as it might give the reader  
some sense of the world they lived in during the 1920s through  
the 30s. 

When my father joined the civil service in 1923, he was  
first posted at Darbhanga as a magistrate under training and  
would come home to Singhwara every weekend, returning to  
Darbhanga every Monday morning. While my father made this  
journey on horseback, his valet would follow him, carrying my  
father’s holdall every time, balancing it on his head, as he  
walked the twenty-or-so km from Darbhanga and back again to  
town to join the Sahib! 

It was in this happy family home that Big Brother was born  
in 1924. Shortly after this, my father seems to have tired of  
living like a single man wherever he was posted, and hinted to  
Old Mother during one of his visits home his wish to take away  
my mother with him. Old Mother appears to have been a little  
reluctant at first, but soon gave way, considering the numerous  
“difficulties” my father said he was facing as he lived alone.So  
sometime around the year 1925---Pushkar Thakur was exactly  
the right age too for starting off the Second Stage according to  
brahman tradition as a grihastha, a householder---my father  
drove away, taking my mother and the baby, Big Brother, along  
with a female attendant, a young brahman widow, who had  
fallen in love with her and wanted very much to accompany her  
to town. 

However, even after my parents started living together  
wherever my father happened to be posted, he would invariably  
bring my mother over to Singhwara to stay at the village home as  
soon as she was with child: all the first six of us right down to  
my  brother  Janardan  were  born  at  Singhwara  under  Old  
Mother’s care and the male guardianship of my uncle, Shankar  
Thakur. The only exceptions were my Little Baby Sister who  
was born at Patna and my Baby Brother at the Bada Meyrick’s in  
Motihari. By this time though, Old Mother had moved in with  
our parents at Ten Serpentine Road in Patna: She would continue  
to preside as always over the arrival of her grandchildren. 
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Somewhere along the course of years though, as my uncle  
married and started having children of his own---and quite a few  
at that, I remember at least seven first cousins ---he grew more  
and more distant to us. With the passage of time, he also grew  
rather mistrustful of what he came to call the “English” ways of  
his elder brother and his family. Even so, he continued to visit us  
on occasion, presiding over the Sacred Thread ceremonies and  
weddings in our family, wherever they were held. He also grew  
increasingly strict in his food habits and would not drink tap  
water, so water from the nearest well would have to be brought  
for him. We children did visit him when we happened to be in  
the village, but our visits tended to be more and more difficult  
and formal as time passed. Later, he would be very busy with his  
puja and his readings, and even when he emerged from his  
corner of the dalaan to meet us and we would approach him and  
try to touch his feet in Pranam as is customary among us, he  
would put up his hand with words like: “Enough, enough! That  
will do!” 

When my parents moved to the village after my father’s  
retirement from the civil service in the mid 1950s, my uncle  
would walk once in a while to the new house to see his brother,  
whom he always referred to as ‘Bhai Saheb’, but never stayed  
long. 

On our part, we knew his ways, of course, and tended to  
keep off. 
 
 
 
 

It was only after I came to live in Singhwara on return from 

North America in the late 1960s - early ‘70s that I happened to 

come into contact with my uncle. 

It was actually several years after I started living in the 

village. But this would be to anticipate. 

I had been at McMaster University in Ontario in the middle  
of my Fellowship term when my father died back home in India  
in 1966. I received a cable from Big Brother giving the date on 
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which I was required by custom to shave my head and cut my  
nails. I still remember the date—13th of November—and how I  
had rushed to the Italian hair-cutting saloon nearest to the  
campus. I had my beard and head shaved and started sleeping on  
the floor. For the rest of the thirteen-day period, I went into  
mourning as is customary, but apart from that, there was little I  
could do towards the traditional obsequies for my father to  
whom I had been so close. And of course, I had missed the  
Shraddha ceremony performed by Big Brother back home as the  
message had arrived too late for me to make arrangements to  
return in time for it. Ever since that time of mourning for my  
father though, I had gone on feeling extremely uneasy as though  
something more was owed to me personally. 

I remember distinctly the occasion during the mourning 

period when the Chair of the Department at McMaster who had 

become well-known for his book Lament for a Nation dropped by 

to visit me at Mrs. O’Rourke’s. 
 
 
 
 

Almost immediately on arriving back at Singhwara shortly  
after I had returned from abroad, I went to see my uncle and told  
him what I had been going through, and added that I was still  
feeling ill at ease, asking him what I should do. He nodded, grew  
thoughtful, and then told me I had been right in feeling uneasy  
and that I actually had to go through the Shraaddha myself since  
I had missed watching the rites being performed and hearing the  
Vedic  mantras  being  chanted  by  my  brother  during  the  
ceremony. He went on to explain to me the rule in some detail:  
the point of it all was that according to the Shastras, one of the  
deceased’s sons, usually the eldest, was required to perform the  
Shraaddha while the other sons were supposed to watch the  
entire process, the reading of mantras, the rituals and all, that in  
case one of the sons was not able to do so for some reason, he  
was required to go through the Shraaddha himself at a later date.  
Since this was exactly what had happened in my case, I owed it  
to the dead and had to go through it personally. My uncle  
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advised a simple ceremony, the bare essentials, and added that it 
was obligatory for me to undertake the Shraaddha ceremony, 
that it was indeed the only way. 

So I performed the Shraaddha ceremony for my father. 

It all happened a couple years after I had been living at  
Singhwara: the Ashram building in the north-western corner of  
our family compound had already come up by this time. At the  
point of time I am speaking of, the two rooms that I had initially  
put up seemed rather inadequate since visiting at the Ashram and  
other  activities  connected  with  community  work  had  been  
picking up. So I decided to have another room put up over the  
smaller of the two rooms. It was decided to build a wooden floor  
for the room upstairs and we needed a ladder going up to it. We  
had an old mahua tree in our mango orchard in the village which  
was so old it seemed to be ready to come down anyway, so I  
thought of using it, and employed a couple of carpenters to make  
logs out of the tree which had been felled. I would often walk to  
the family orchard where the logs were lying so as to supervise  
the work of the woodworkers. 

One afternoon, I noticed my uncle walking through the 

family orchard—one half was owned by him,of course—towards 

the woods and fields outside the village. I was still around when 

he was walking back, for the work had been prolonged.This time 

he came and sat down on one of the logs. I could see at once that 

he wanted to talk, and moved close to him. 

My uncle began by asking me if it was true that I had given  
up my teaching work in Patna, for he said he had heard so. When  
I told him it was just so, I had, he put his question in another  
form: it was clear to me that he wanted to make sure of it. Then I  
explained to him in some detail how I had lost interest in the  
work at the university on return from North America, and  
intended to live at home in the village. 

He grew interested at once, and we had a long chat such as  
we had never had before. He became more and more interested  
in me as a person as time passed and started visiting me  
continually at the Ashram. A little later, he made it a regular  
practice to visit me every market - day when the haat was about 
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to start in front of our compound every Thursday afternoon. I  
would get our big armchair outfront under the trees, and he  
would make himself comfortable in it, handing over his shopping  
bag to one of our workers, telling him what he wanted picked up  
from the haat. This would give us at least a good hour to chat. 

In  our  conversations,  my  uncle  would  ask  me  many  
questions regarding ‘America’ as he called it, and my time there,  
often  surprising  me  with  the  extent  and  accuracy  of  the  
information he already had. When he started out speaking to me,  
the first question he asked me was: hadn’t I been in America,  
wasn’t it the largest and richest state in the world? When I said  
yes, he asked me if I had brought with me a ‘durbeen’ and as I  
had to admit I hadn’t, I regretted ever after that I had not picked  
up at least a pair of binoculars. 

In any case, we seemed to get along very well and in time  
the distance that had grown over the years fell away. While the  
room upstairs was being built, my uncle even offered to me one  
of the old but solid sakhua beams from the old homestead which  
had been lying unused in our old family compound where he  
lived, and can still be seen supporting the mahua planks which  
formed the floor of the room upstairs. Of course, the heavy beam  
had  to  be  transported  half  across  the  village  to  our  new  
compound. It continues to remind me of our grandfather’s house  
and, of course, of my late lamented uncle. 

For a long time even after nephew and uncle had drawn 

close to each other, I did not quite realize how fond my uncle 

had grown of me. 

One afternoon, a couple years after the room upstairs had  
been completed, my uncle offered to walk upstairs as though to  
inspect the new room. I was pleased that he wanted to take a  
look and in turn offered to show him around even though there  
was not all that much to be shown. While we were going round  
the little room, he happened to notice a very special rosary, a  
string of beads of large shiny black seeds from the higher  
Himalayas that a Tibetan monk had presented to me during my  
time in Nepal. I had put it up on the wall and when I noticed the  
gleam in his eyes, I took the beads off the hook on which it hung 
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and quietly handed it to him for closer examination. He took it, 
turned it over in his hands for a while, and said, as though 
pronouncing a judgement: 

“Oh, if you were really to practise doing japa on this mala  
with due care and with faith, you know, you could become like  
Siva!” 
 
 
 
 

He walked down the steps after a while, very thoughtful, sat 
himself down in the armchair for a few more minutes, and then 
left without a word. 

My uncle and I got on so well afterwards that I would visit  
him occasionally at the dalaan of the old house, or rather what  
was left of it, and would have an hour or so with him, not saying  
much but sort of meditating together. He always made me feel  
welcome as though he expected me to visit once in a while. 

During all this time, he never even once referred to, far less 
question me, about my single state at my age—I was at this point 

already in my early forties. 

A couple years later, he had an accident by fire and he was 

ill for quite a while and grew so thin—he was tall and had 

always been lanky---that folks in the village started to remark 

that he was going at last. 

My uncle was very fond of having a fire during the long  
winter evenings and even in the fall, and was wont to sit long by  
the open log-fire he always made on the dalaan. He happened to  
be sitting by his fireside longer than usual that evening, and grew  
rather sleepy; he seems indeed to have lost the sense of time in  
this state and sat dozing late into the night. At one point, he  
dozed off and stumbled, and his whole fore-arm from the elbow  
to the wrist fell into the glowing red coals and was very badly  
burnt. The whole skin came off before some”first aid” could be  
given; the burn had gone right inside and within a week, went  
bad, turned yellow and was filled with pus. His younger son 
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came down from Darbhanga, but my uncle would not take any  
allopathic medicine or treatment. Many people came to see him,  
and almost every one said it was just too bad, that he was going  
to die. 

On my return from somewhere out of the village, I learnt  
about his accident and went to see him. It did look pretty bad to  
me and now that we had grown familiar, I said I’d heard he was  
not taking any medicine, and asked him what he was going to do  
about it, for I said it looked bad indeed. He was very ill, but  
nevertheless seemed to be in complete control; he told me  
quietly that it did seem very bad, but added that he was going to  
do something about it. For once, I would not be put off and told  
him very politely that he should do whatever he wanted to pretty  
soon. 

Next morning, he called his son and dictated to him the  
names and quantities of certain herbs and told him to get it as  
soon as possible from a certain shop at Darbhanga. The herbs  
were procured and he gave directions for them to be ground into  
a fine powder, made into a thick paste to be applied to his entire  
fore-arm. The paste was applied regularly every other day for a  
couple weeks as per his directions, and the burnt fore-arm was  
completely healed: by the end of the third week since I visited  
him, my uncle had a fresh new skin! 

My uncle had performed what was in effect a minor  
miracle. He continued to live a normal life for several years  
afterwards. 

I did not speak to him about it, but thought of what he had  
done for himself as a legacy from my grandfather, the late  
Devakinandan Thakur of Singhwara, a scion of the Kharaures  
from Bhaur, who had practised herbal medicine and alchemy in  
his time. 

While he had been in the process of healing, I would visit  
my uncle every other afternoon, and would sit with him for an  
hour or even longer at times. The routine visits continued pretty  
regularly even after he was quite well whenever I was in the  
village, at least during the winter evenings. He continued having  
his fire---he simply could not do without it—but would sit a little 
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away from it now onwards. 

On one of these later occasions, a couple of years before he  
passed away in his mid- seventies, just the two of us had been  
sitting together one night rather longer than usual; it had grown  
unusually quiet too. I had somehow had a feeling that night that  
he was waiting to say something to me personally. Neither of us  
had said a word for what seemed a long while and I was nearly  
weary  of ‘waiting’,  when  he  said,  very  slowly,  but  quite  
distinctly, apropos of nothing: 

“You have earned great contentment.” 

I was dumbfounded, I could not quite believe what I had  
heard: it was incredible to me that of all people, he should be  
saying this to me. Indeed it took me a while to realize that my  
uncle meant it, that what he was saying actually referred to the  
life that I was then living, that he intended it both as an  
appreciation and a blessing. I found, in my awed state, that it was  
now my turn to lose all sense of time and place; only, I was not  
sleepy at all even though sitting long by a fire tends to make one  
drowsy: I was wide awake. It must have been well past midnight,  
but I sat there for quite a while after he had spoken, letting the  
full significance of the three words in Maithili he had spoken to  
me, “Bada santokh kailahu”, sink in. Indeed it only dawned on  
me later, by hindsight, as it were, that these three were the only  
words my uncle had spoken to me personally during all these  
years that I had come to know him a little as a person. It was a  
pronouncement I was least likely to forget ever, it made such an  
impression on me. It was a sign to me indeed of what I was  
destined to become some day as a person myself: I remember it  
today as I put my surprise on record. 
 
 
 
 

I had been invited a couple weeks ago by several friends  
for a visit to Kathmandu when my uncle was finally taken  
seriously ill. I had, of course, told him earlier on that I was  
planning to go out on a journey, and he let me know he had not  
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been feeling well of late, and asked me if I could wait a little. I  
said, of course I could, and waited. I visited him day after day  
now, but he stayed just the same, no better, but no worse, either.  
A week or so later, he was still slightly ailing, beginning to  
decline by slow degrees. I still waited, coming to see him every  
evening without fail now. He would ask me about the journey I  
was to undertake, whether I was getting late: he seemed quite  
concerned about it, more so, it seemed, than about the state of his  
own health. I waited patiently, but apparently there was little  
change in his condition: he was in his early seventies by this  
time. I waited for over a month when he came out and told me he  
must not delay me any longer, that I must get on. I still waited  
another week or so. He grew insistent now and nearly bade me  
farewell one evening, wishing me luck: He actually told me I  
should not think about it any more, that I had really done my  
very best, possibly I had work to do out there, and so on. 

Of course, I could see he was declining, however slowly, 

and that his health was failing. At one point during my visits on a 

daily basis, I happened to ask him if he would like to travel 

perhaps and have darshan of the Ganga for a few days, that I 

could arrange it and escort him myself. 

At this offer, he appeared to grow as lively as ever, smiled 

and said, “No, no! It’s best as I am.” 

Then he paused a little as though he were trying to read my 
mind, and raised his voice as he corrected me, saying: 

“You know, you’re a little off regarding the last things: the 
land of one’s birth is the most sacred place on earth---and that 
too when it happens to be Mithila---oh!” 

And with that ‘Oh!’, he seemed to have touched the spring 

of the unspeakable. 

I was completely silenced. 

Finally, a few days later, I left for Kathmandu: I had to go, 
there was nothing to it. 
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A month or so later, I was still in Kathmandu when I  
received a post card from Singhwara sent by a second cousin  
informing me of the passing away of our uncle, Pandit Shankar  
Thakur, and that I had to get my head and beard shaved and my  
nails cut on such and such date when the mourning would be  
over. 

I did as it was time and the very day after, went out on an 

extremely pleasant excursion to Gokarna, on a picnic in the hills 

with several friends, and caught a very bad cold, which delayed 

my return to Singhwara by several weeks. 

On return to the village, I went to see my widowed aunt;  
she was deep in mourning but was glad to see me and gave me a  
detailed account of my late uncle’s last day since she was deeply  
aware of how close I had grown to her husband towards the end.  
She told me he had declined very, very slowly, but steadily,  
becoming very thin, and had at last dropped into a sort of half- 
coma, remaining ever so slightly aware, though. He had stayed  
in that twilight state for days together, still asking questions  
occasionally of those who attended him, while people from the  
village,  and  even  from  the  neighbouring  villages,  swarmed  
around him, many women weeping, to have a last darshan. 

Always, my aunt told me, after people come to visit him  
were ‘introduced’ by my aunt or one of my cousins, he would  
ask, “And he?” using the pronoun always with an honorific, and  
would go on to mumble some regret about ‘his’ not being able to  
come and see him. My aunt remarked to me that she was sure he  
had been asking for me, that he somehow hoped I would be back  
before his own final departure, always saying, ‘And he—where’s  
he?’, and occasionally, ‘Ah, he’s gone away!’ 

Who knows but he had possibly seen in me, his errant 

nephew, ‘That Other One’ no sooner than he had sent me off on 

my mission up north, the region of Siva Himself: Perhaps, who 

knows, I had become to him, without his consciously knowing it, 

the ‘deus absconditus’, who is present everywhere in absentia, 

the ever-wandering Siva of ancient legend! 
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3 

Sareya’n of the Ojhas 
 

My mother’s village, Sareya’n Ojhawallia, lit. Sareya’n of  
the  Ojhas,  in  West  Champaran,  stood  in  sharp  contrast  to  
Singhwara: no two villages even in North Bihar could be more  
unlike. While Singhwara, a much bigger settlement situated right  
on the main road from Darbhanga nearly 20 km away to the  
south-southeast, Sareyan lies off the main trail from Bettiah  
going east or west, only about four-to-five km out of town: the  
main road goes on to the government farm at Bairia: we had to  
get off the road to Bairia and descend into a narrow dirt-track  
which led through woods dark with bamboo-groves, with a  
mango-orchard with sissoo trees, bushes and rank growth as  
though leading nowhere. Then suddenly, we would come out  
into light on to a path through a sugar-cane field to a pucca well- 
head and a large open byre with a rich thatch roof. Both the well  
and the byre belonged to my mother’s father, who lived with his  
family in a solid brick house nearby, with a porch, a cement  
concrete roof overhead, a brick-paved courtyard with a hand- 
pump inside, and a large sprawling jungle-like bamboo-grove  
behind the house. 

On three sides of our grandfather’s house spread the village 

of the Jhas into a cluster of homes, with a little network of 

narrow lanes inside the hamlet. 
 
 
 
 

My grandfather, Gulab Jha, was no less a figure of legend  
throughout the region surrounding Bettiah than Devakinandan  
Thakur had been in West Darbhanga, but of course for other  
reasons. His ancestors were Maithil Brahmans with a high  
pedigree who had migrated to Champaran several generations  
ago from Mithila, drawn there by land gifts from Bettiah Raj,  
Sareyan being one of several similar outposts around the town; 
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they   had   first   cousins   settled   right   around   town   in   a 
neighbourhood known as Baanu-Chhapra. 

Unlike Singhwara, Sareyan was a little colony of Maithil  
brahman families closely knit together by blood-ties, with close  
connexions with upper-class brahman families in and around  
Darbhanga  and Madhubani,  hence  the  name  Sareyan  Ojha- 
wallia, i.e., Sareyan of the Ojhas, Ojha being simply an honorific  
for Jha. 

Gulab Jha had started out as a young farmer with just a  
couple bighas of good ancestral farmland, but had worked so  
assiduously, with such care and diligence and dedication, that  
even before his children were grown, he came to own nearly a  
hundred bighas of good arable land around Sareyan as well as  
farther afield. 

I remember my mother oftentimes talking about her father  
in glowing terms; indeed during her occasional rages set off by  
the inefficiency and slow pace of farm work in Singhwara, she  
would refer to herself as ‘a farmer’s daughter’ with great pride. 

Of my grandfather I have only the faintest memory---he 

went out on a pilgrimage to Kashi too and passed away there 

while we were at Supaul---but I do remember him as tall, long- 
limbed, lean and dark, and very loving towards us children, my 

mother having been his favourite daughter. 

Some of us children would often speak of our grandpa 
later; we would speak of him jocosely as “Mr. Rose”. 

Gulab Jha was as meticulous in respect of family as he was  
about his métier which had transformed him from a subsistence  
farmer into a large, prosperous land- owner. He had all along  
been keen on keeping his Mithila connexion and had married  
into a very prestigious family of pandits in Lalbagh right in the  
heart of Darbhanga town. 
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I remember my mother’s mother, our naani as we called  
her, as she lived to her ninety-fifth year, only losing her memory  
partly towards the end. She was short and stocky and fair, very  
quiet, but had quite a presence, always dressed in a scrupulously  
white borderless saree. 

I remember one particular occasion while I happened to be  
on a visit to Sareyan during the late 1950s. By this time, I was  
already on the English faculty at Patna and pretty self-assured. I  
was required to escort our naani to a Catholic Mission hospital  
in Bettiah to visit my cousin’s wife who had been admitted in a  
Maternity Ward there. Almost as soon as we arrived there, we  
were surrounded by the senior staff, everybody asking in hushed  
tones who the great lady was. Of course, I hastened to introduce  
her properly, adding that I was her own grandson. 

I  remember  the  occasion  especially  as  the  Mission’s  
Mother Superior appeared in person a little later and assured us  
of all possible care and attention, complimenting me on being  
her grandchild. 

Apropos of that trip, how could I possibly forget my earlier  
travel from Sareyan to Bettiah by the family tyre-cart to escort  
my sister-in-law groaning in labour pain, to get her admitted in  
the Mission hospital, arriving there in the wee hours of the  
morning. Unforgettable for me the continual creaking of the cart  
in the silence of the night fragrant with the wayside babul trees  
in flower, punctuated only by the wails of the young woman  
going through the pangs of her first childbirth, it had been an  
experience of a lifetime. 
 
 
 
 

Unlike his success as a property-builder, my grandfather 

was not so ‘fortunate’ in his children, except perhaps in my 

mother. For one thing, my grandparents had no male child as 

only daughters were born to them, one after another. 

I only remember two of my several aunts, one older to my  
mother, and the other younger. Of the others I learnt only from 
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my mother’s account of them after they had been dead and gone 
for many years. 

Gulab Jha arranged his eldest daughter’s marriage into a  
high-pedigree but rather impoverished family in a village near  
Madhubani. All seems to have gone well at first up until several  
children were born to my aunt. Then began a period when  
differences cropped up between my grandfather and his son-in- 
law which ended only with my aunt’s death in the prime of life.  
My grandpa then decided to adopt his two grandsons, having by  
this time despaired of a male child of his own. The widowed  
son-in-law consented reluctantly, being nearly landless himself  
and without means, and passed away a couple years later. I only  
came to know my older cousins much later after they had been  
settled in at Sareyan: we grew close to them both, especially to  
our elder cousin, --- he was a few years senior even to Big  
Brother --- as he would play host to us during our occasional  
visits to our venerable grandma at Sareyan. 

My second aunt was married into a zamindar family in  
Singhwara, next kin of the Singhwara estate. My mother told me  
her sister was already there when she was brought to Singhwara  
after her marriage. They would exchange notes regularly, but  
were allowed to meet only on occasion. However, this much- 
loved aunt of mine died young and childless, victim of a sudden  
cholera epidemic while on a family pilgrimage to Haridwar, up  
in the foothills of the Himalayas. I never saw this much-talked- 
about aunt, but if I did, I do not remember her at all. 

My third aunt was married into an old widely respected  
landed family settled north of Madhubani close to the Indo- 
Nepal border. We had a large number of cousins, both brothers  
and sisters, some of whom grew close to us as we would meet at  
Sareyan from time to time. This aunt of ours was close to my  
mother and would visit us once in a while, mostly during her  
frequent  travels  to  and  from  pilgrim  places  like  Banaras,  
Allahabad, Mathura and Ayodhya. 

I  remember  our  uncle,  our  ‘mausa’  visiting  once  at  
Singhwara in the late 1950s after my father had retired from civil  
service in ’55: He had come riding his pony all the way from 
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Chanpura some thirty odd km away just to see my parents! 

I happened to be visiting  my parents at home and I 

remember the occasion very well—it was quite an experience, 

very old-world indeed! 
 
 
 
 

My  mother,  Sureshwari,  was  Gulab  Jha’s  fourth  and  
favourite daughter. She was going on her thirteenth year when  
she was married to my father, the brilliant boy from Singhwara.  
This marriage was much talked about at the time as the match of  
the period, among the upper-class Maithil Brahman community  
at large. 

It had made Gulab Jha’s reputation all over Mithila once  
and for all. 

My youngest aunt was a great beauty and with her father’s 

high rank in panji and his Lalbagh connexion, her hand was 

much sought after among the wealthy noble Maithil Brahman 

families. The young heir of the widely known and prestigious 

Barari Estate of Bhagalpur, far wealthier than Singhwara deorhi, 

offered to have a sight of the Sareyan girl. 

The story is told how she was brought in strict purdah on a 

palanquin, escorted by several women on board a pleasure barge 

on the Ganga at Bhagalpur and the marriage solemnized the very 

next day amidst a lot of fanfare. 

Whenever my mother remembered to tell us in some detail 

the story of her younger sibling’s marriage, I would be thinking 

of the nineteenth-century Bengalee nobles, heirs to large estates, 

setting about their weddings in the novels that I had read at 

Number Ten, Serpentine Road, in Patna. I would wonder at the 

shadowy borderline between fact and fiction. 
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To return to our grandfather, my mother’s father, “Mr.  
Rose”, I remember my mother telling me of one particular visit  
of her father to his youngest daughter’s place at the Anandgarh  
Palace in Barari. It was a special family occasion, probably the  
Initiation ceremony of my only cousin: it was a traditional  
gathering after some ceremony to which many people had been  
invited. Now, the invitees had to leave their shoes outside at the  
entrance to the large durbar hall at Anandgarh. My grandfather  
always  wore  the  distinctly  peasant  pair  of  moccasins  of  
unprocessed leather from Bettiah which he left outside among  
many other pairs. While the invitees lounged within, some Estate  
employee hovering around the entrance noticed the unfamiliar  
pair,  and  not  realizing  whose  they  were,  he  removed  my  
grandpa’s pair of shoes to a far corner of the ante-chamber. 

After the get-together was over and done with and people  
started leaving, our grandpa could not locate his shoes where he  
had left them. Of course, some relative found them after they had  
all left and they were eventually restored to the owner. 

My grandfather saw at once what had happened and why,  
but he said never a word about the whole incident to anyone at  
Anandgarh. 

My mother told me that this was her father’s last visit to his 

youngest daughter’s place in Bhagalpur. 

My guess is that this was his one and only visit to his 
youngest son-in-law’s place. 

That was our grandfather, the one and only “Mr. Rose” of 
our later life: he remained himself to his last day. He passed 
away while he was on a pilgrimage to Kashi. 
 
 
 
 

My  memories  tend  to  return  time  and  time  again  to  
Sareyan, but most of these are from the period long after my  
grandfather had passed away. Our naani was no less loving, if  
not more, as time passed, and would always make us welcome to 
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her home in her own quiet unintrusive way and would take great  
care of us while we were there. Sareyan was continually in my  
thoughts, and I would never ever miss a chance of visiting there.  
Of course there were a number of reasons for this, but not the  
least was the special pull it had for me on account of its setting  
and location. As one walked out of the village by the dirt-road  
that brought us to the well-head, farther away from town, we  
would come out into open country and a mile or so later to the  
most delightful body of water I have known. It was in fact a long  
rambling sort of lake, marked by great depths here and there,  
locally known as moins, and was very well-known outside as the  
Sareyan Moin owing to its proximity to the village. It was replete  
with lush greenery and rank growth of tall reeds and suchlike all  
along its banks, providing excellent juicy fodder for the cattle. In  
the days I am speaking of, all through the 1940s, the lake and its  
surroundings were a place of great natural beauty, lush green  
with vegetation, with great Jamun and other trees overhanging  
its placid waters.We found it altogether fascinating and would  
make it a point to spend several hours there every other evening,  
if not every day. Indeed, people of the region around Bettiah told  
us that the big merchants and other wealthy families around town  
would get large quantities of the moin water brought over for  
drinking on a regular basis at some cost. 

I am pretty sure things have changed now for the worse in 
the eco-system of the region with the passage of time. 

On the far side grew a luxuriant expanse of what was, for all 
practical purposes, an extensive lotus pond with a variety of 
water-lilies thrown in. The lotus flowers that bloomed there were 
of a most tempting crimson with the faintest shade of purple on 
their periphery when full-blown. There was also a variety of 
little white lotuses called the bhet. 

The lotuses in bloom were even more tempting for us boys  
for the soft sweet juicy edible seeds inside called ‘kamal- 
guttaas’. 

Among my fondest memories of Sareyan are those of  
enchanted   afternoons   culminating   in   the   most   delightful  
evenings,   reminding   me   later   of   Kalidasa’s “parinamay  
ramaneeyah”, evenings passed in the company of a visiting first 
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cousin from Chanpura roughly my age---and a close dear friend- 
--not only on the lakeside, but actually on the lake itself. We  
would borrow what was the smallest punt just about right for the  
two of us---it was almost always there just for the taking---and  
used a pole to push slowly through the thick undergrowth so as  
to get to the other side, right in the middle of our prize spot  
across. My cousin was very good at punting and I myself would  
mostly sit at the other end opposite him, holding the balance,  
surprised no end at my great good luck while he took us across.  
We  would  return  with  our  bagful  of  goodies  as  the  dusk  
descended, the shadows lengthening. 

It was simply delightful to walk back in the cool of the  
evening, mission accomplished, to our matrik, our mothers’  
village. Decades later, I would remember the perfect idyll that  
Sareyan constituted for us when I first set my eyes on Lake  
Windermere during a walking tour through the Lake District in  
England in 2008, part of a coach trip from Derby via Carlisle  
during a visit to a nephew of mine, actually my Baby Sister’s  
son, settled in the Midlands in the U.K. 

The other thing that I distinctly remember from Sareyan is  
the taste and the quality of food we had there at our grandma’s:  
It was, to say the least, most delectable. The long-grained rice  
fragrant without condiments and the curds that my sister-in-law  
prepared with our own buffalo-milk was simply beyond words.  
The nearest approach to the Sareyan curds for me was one  
special variety of sour cream that I sampled many years later in  
Ontario, Canada, during my time there in the mid 1960s. 

In sheer contrast, I hardly have any memory of the food we  
ate at our home in Singhwara when we were there during  
vacations. Only later did I begin to understand a little my  
mother’s  occasional  broadsides  at  the  way  things  were  in  
Singhwara as well as her assertion of her identity as a farmer’s  
daughter. I felt sure she was remembering her life as a twelve- 
year-old in her parents’ home in Sareyan, during the 1910s. 

I was to discover years later that I had moved, on one of 
those days I heard her as she raised her voice, one step closer to 
becoming my mother’s disciple. 
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I recall several visits to Sareyan clearly among others that I  
have clean forgotten or remember only partly, through the years.  
During one of them, most probably from Patna, Big Brother and  
I travelled together to Sareyan and passed several most pleasant  
weeks there: it might well have been a period of leave after one  
of his university exams. He had brought out with him a nice set  
of chessmen made of polished wood, board and all. I remember  
how Big Brother showed me the moves of all the different  
pieces, from king, queen to pawn, very slowly and gently and  
with great care, and taught me how to play the game. As we  
played in the afternoons seated on a chowki under the porch,  
watched by our cousins, I was a little discouraged at first, for I  
invariably lost to him, but Big Brother encouraged me gently to  
persevere and towards the end of our stay, I might have beaten  
him once, or who knows, Big Brother might just have let my  
queen checkmate his king to cheer me up as part of his coaching  
technique, to help me to go on learning. 

To my own boundless surprise, I continued to play the  
game afterwards, thanks to Big Brother’s initiative; I came to be  
a fairly good chess player, even by semi-professional standards,  
by the time I joined Patna College a decade later, in 1949. 

The other visit I distinctly remember was quite a few years  
later,  actually  just  after   I  had  taken  my   matriculation  
examination, early in 1948. The time I had at Sareyan this time  
round was made memorable by the continual presence of a  
sister-in-law of my mother’s, a widow several years her senior.  
She was quite a person, very simpatico, and would visit us at our  
grandma’s occasionally. To this aunt of mine I owe my first  
experience of true clairvoyance, long before entering into it  
myself, apart from the loving care and affection she showered on  
me personally. 
 

I remember one very special occasion when she kept  
talking with me alone late into the night after everyone else had  
gone to bed. I knew she had taken to me personally and that she  
knew I had just taken my final school examinations. She offered 
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to tell my fortune regarding which she said I could ask three  
questions. I have forgotten what my first two questions were, but  
of course the question uppermost in my mind concerned my  
examination results, which was expected only several months  
later. I knew she was unlettered, but I was aware of the special  
gift she had from what my mother had told us about her. Even  
so, I was a little hesitant when she pre-empted me, asking me if I  
wanted to know about my ‘reading and writing’ as she put it. I  
was surprised but told her a little about how I had done: I said I’d  
done fairly well, but was wondering where I’d be placed among  
those who had taken the exams and done exceptionally well. She  
asked how many roughly there might be among whom I was  
expecting to be one. I did not know, of course, but gave her some  
idea based on guesswork. Perhaps, I’d said, among the first ten, a  
little diffidently. 

At this she seemed to go into a brown study for a couple 

minutes or so, and then said: 

“One-two-three-four, yes four, you will be the fifth all 
right, so there you are!” 

As it happened, I remembered that I was also the fifth 

among my siblings. 
 
 
 
 

I was in for a great surprise when, several months later, the  
matriculation results for 1948 were published: I had done very  
well in certain subjects, and had won a regional Scholarship to  
go to college, having taken the fifth place in Patna University! 

I did not then know about the nature of true clairvoyance  
and remember calculating back: our papers might not have been  
even marked at the time my aunt told me I would stand fifth! 

In   any   case,   she   knew   practically   nothing   about 

examinations, results and ranking of candidates. 
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4 

P A T N A 
 

As I go down memory lane, I find it difficult somehow to 
recall details of the wedding of Small Sister to whom I was very 
close, and who loved me much. 

It was celebrated sometime in 1945 at Patna while we were 

still located at Number Ten, Serpentine Road. 

Ever since Big Sister was married in 1943, the old Group  
of Three had been breaking up. Indeed I remember how it  
became in later years a sign and a symbol to me of the end of my  
childhood. 

Small Sister’s wedding at Patna seems lost somewhere  
among the series of celebrations at Number Ten, heralding the  
beginning of the end of the closely knit family, the “Sakal  
Samaj” of the Nawadah days that I tried to evoke earlier on. Try  
as I would, I cannot quite recall the details of the event now. 

I do remember, however, a long pleasant visit to the village 

of  Small  Sister’s ‘in-laws  near  Madhubani  during  which  I 

enjoyed the grand hospitality provided by her mother-in-law, a 

great woman, and her sister, and their warm affection for me as 

their favourite daughter-in-law’s next-born. 

It was all a rare and unforgettable experience for me, part of 

the old world that has gone missing today, indeed a far cry from 

family events later on during the decades of the 1950s and ‘60s, 

all but totally lost in the New Millenium! 
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It was towards the fag end of the year 1946, or it may have  
been early in l947, India was about to be declared independent,  
something I had eagerly looked forward to, more than anything  
else all through the days of my boyhood. But there was Hindu- 
Moslem trouble all over the country. Gandhi-ji had come to  
Patna, most probably from his difficult, if not challenging, pada- 
yatra in Noakhali in south-eastern Bengal aimed at restoring  
peace and reconciliation between the two communities. 

He  was  staying  in  the  Servants’  quarters  of  the  old  
Commissioner’s House by the Ganga from where he walked to  
the northern corner of the Bankipore Maidan to address the  
public meeting that was held wherever he would go. This was  
the maidan that would be named after him only a year or so later. 

We were back in Patna once again by this time and I  
eagerly joined some of my friends to attend the meeting, mainly  
in  the  hope  of  seeing  him,  the  one  and  only  Leader  I  
acknowledged for ever so long, but also to hear what he had to  
say at this critical juncture. 

I was almost shocked when I first set my eyes on him: was  
this frail old man in a loincloth among several men in white caps  
sitting on the low dais in the mild wintry sun the man to whom  
my country owed her near-independence, her status presently as  
a sovereign nation among other nations? I asked myself. Was it  
this man who had been the supreme Leader of the people  
through our march to freedom, the very man who had, above all  
men, turned into a living legend, the man who had given up all to  
be able at last to tell the British to quit India? 

The question was strangely, inexplicably insistent in me, for 

I had known since I was nine that he, yes, he was the one who 

had made us men enough to stand up to the British and led us  to  

freedom  from  alien  rule,  that  the  others,  howsoever 

important, had been nothing but his followers. 

There was simply no end to my surprise: in my dazed state  
I just looked and looked as I sat not far from him. He seemed to  
me, the fifteen-year-old boy, the mildest of men; there seemed to  
be nothing to him. The one and only question that arose in me  
and beat against my mind was: how had he done it? But the man 
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as he appeared to my eyes that day was not the only surprise. As  
I look back across the decades that have passed since, I know for  
a certainty that there could not have been more than five hundred  
people round him that evening! I just couldn’t believe my eyes:  
was this the man whose name had always drawn hundreds of  
thousands wherever he went? Whatever had happened? 

Then suddenly, as he began to speak, I saw what it was: 

This man here was perfectly at peace with himself and with 

those who sat around him; he simply did not care how many had 

come to hear him; he was completely and absolutely himself, 

and what was more, he was talking to his family, his own people, 

his very own. What did the rest of it matter? 

I saw him but once, for it was the first and the last time that  
I beheld Gandhi but it was enough. Years later, when I happened  
to go through his prayer-meeting talks in Delhi shortly before he  
was assassinated, I knew what had been happening with him, and  
what was more, I knew that he himself knew it. He had been  
used and had been thrown, as perhaps GBS would say, on  
Time’s dungheap. But he knew it and it did not touch him in the  
least: he had done his work and was prepared to go when his  
hour struck. When people started calling him the Father of the  
Nation, too, I knew exactly what they meant, for I had been  
witness to, even if it was just that one time, the father talking to  
his family, what he thought, what they must do, what he thought  
had to be done. 

My first surprise at seeing him in person had later frozen  
within me and turned into pure terror when I learnt a year or so  
later what had been done to him, the father. As for myself, I  
realized that I was fated at sixteen to know deeply the meaning  
of tragedy. 

I saw later by hindsight that it was in that moment of terror  
and pity and total disillusion that, at some level unknown at the  
time to myself, I had come to form my private view of the  
society in which we lived and had happened to make certain  
decisions in respect of my own personal life, however negative  
they might have been, to which I stuck all my life as though it  
were an absolute irrevocable creed. 
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My father had been in Motihari in charge of the district in  
1947, but after a short stint he was transferred to Patna as the  
Secretary to Government of Bihar in the Welfare Department. It  
was a full government department created recently by the newly  
sworn-in Congress government led by Sri Krishna Sinha, for the  
uplift of Harijans, the backward Moslems and the adivasis, the  
aboriginal tribes living in the forests of Chhotanagpur in South  
Bihar (now Jharkhand). It was a long-due promotion for my  
father and he was happy to be back in the capital as a full  
Secretary, with only the Ministers above him, even though it  
actually meant organizing the newly created Welfare Department  
from scratch, involving a lot of work and a good deal of  
responsibility. 

The assignment was rendered even more complex by the 
fact that he had to work with not one but three cabinet-rank 
Ministers, one for each of the branches of the Department and 
coordinate the work as a whole. 

On arrival at Patna from the Collector’s house in Motihari, 

we stayed for a while in a suite at the Circuit House at the corner 

of the Serpentine Road and the old Gardiner Road, not too far 

from Number Ten where we had lived earlier on. 

Present to me today is the adorable image of the handsome 
man in his late forties in a blue pin-stripe suit and matching tie, 
saying to his children with a humour all his own: 

“The Secretary Sahib is leaving for his office!” 

Shortly afterwards, we were allotted the entire groundfloor  
of  Konika  House  next  to  the  Government  House,  a  large  
mansion with extensive grounds, old trees and a long semi- 
circular drive leading to a portico, designed roughly on the lines  
of English countryhouses. It was indeed a beautiful house and  
we all enjoyed living there up until an independent two-storeyed  
house on Mcdonell Road nearby was allotted to my father. 
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I specially remember the front lawns of Konika House on  
which I would spend entire winter afternoons in late 1947 and  
early 1948,  lying  on  a  mat  in  the  sun,  studying  for  my  
matriculation examination, mostly working on sums prescribed  
for our two Maths papers. I had just been “sent up” by my  
school, having passed the Test at Motihari Zila School earlier on.  
The final Examinations were to be held in April, 1948. 
 
 
 
 

It was just another day like the rest at Konika House; I had  
finished my day’s work a while ago and was spending the  
evening with our neighbour’s son, a handsome young fellow a  
couple years my senior, when someone rushed in to break the  
terrible news. 

It was the fateful evening of January 30, 1948. A couple  
hours earlier, Gandhi-ji had been shot dead by a fanatic Hindu  
assassin just as he was walking out to his prayer-meeting outside  
the Birla House in New Delhi. Nobody would believe it at first,  
it was too shocking, too ghastly to be true. And yet, it was  
exactly what had happened. Every one of us was terror-struck,  
dazed,  as  though  personally  and  grievously  hurt;  everyone  
seemed to be asking, “How could he do this, he must have been  
out of his mind, simply mad!” Everyone was rushing to tell  
others, nobody seemed to know what to do. The news had, of  
course, spread like wildfire as everyone was telling everyone  
else. People turned their radio-sets on and sat by it, all in a daze. 

It was long before the era of Television or that of the 

mobile phone. 

I  myself  could  hardly  believe  it,  I  remembered  the  
meeting, the old man I had seen and heard and felt closely, Bapu,  
the Father. How could anyone kill him? Something broke down  
within me, giving way, that evening: I was no longer the same  
person. Was it all perhaps just a stupid game, life a cheat? I kept  
asking myself. 
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It was a terrible night. Try as I would, I could not make 
sense of it or, for that matter, of anything else any more. 

The morning of the 31st brought no comfort, either. When  
we all came out---for no one could stay home---to go down to  
the river where part of Gandhi-ji’s ashes were to be brought to be  
immersed, the whole town was out in the streets: tens of  
thousands of people everywhere were walking in the same  
direction as one man, everyone in a daze, deeply traumatized. 
 
 

Never in my life before I had ever witnessed such a  
concourse of people united in a collective trauma. Once again I  
remembered the several hundred who had come out to see and  
hear him when he was there, alive and well, though deeply  
saddened by his experience in Noakhali and elsewhere, still  
pleading for peace, urging people towards reconciliation and  
good will for one another. 

And now, there were these hundreds of thousands, even  
millions everywhere going out of their minds, hurt and dazed as  
though by some grievous personal calamity: they had all come  
out of their homes, laying aside everything else, to mourn for  
Bapu, the Father. 

What little I had failed to grasp at the meeting a year or so 

ago, I understood the moment I witnessed the throngs of people 

and the look on their faces, their body language. It was not 

merely sadness or a sense of loss: the people just did not know 

what to do; they were just terribly lonely and lost. 

Of course, I had seen people, hordes of them, come out the  
day India became independent, on the 15th of August, 1947, but  
what I had witnessed and felt on that day was as nothing to this-- 
-this here was beyond everything I had ever experienced. It was  
as though even freedom was nothing, it meant nothing, less than  
nothing, to the people at large, now that Gandhi-ji was no more. 

However, it was also as though people everywhere had  
become  one,  a  nation,  through  this  collective  trauma  and  
mourning for Bapu, even more than they had become one nation  
through independence. Now that this too had been taken away 
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like this, even the freedom that had been won at such cost did not 
amount to much. In fact, nothing seemed to matter anymore: all 
of a sudden, everything had ceased to matter. 

For me, nothing made sense any more. 
 
 
 
 

We  all  returned  to  Konika  House  that  day  strangely 

bereaved, humbled, thoughtful. As for me myself, something 

vital had suddenly given way, lost: whatever had to replace it 

had somehow to be built up again from scratch! 

In a dim twilight world of consciousness, I had already  
started deeply, feverishly searching for the meaning of life.  
Gandhi’s tragic end had turned me all at once into a seeker once  
and for all, a seeker for the rest of my days; for again and again  
and again, like waves breaking on a rock by the shore, I felt that  
nothing could ever make any sense for me at all anymore. 
 
 
 
 

In the month of July, 1948, I applied for admission to Patna  
Science College, the prestigious premier institution for science in  
Bihar. In those days, the state had only one university, Patna  
University, and admission to Patna Science College was very  
difficult, being strictly on the basis of marks secured in two  
subjects,   English   and   Mathematics,   combined,   at   the  
matriculation examination since the number of seats in the  
college was limited to 200 or so. 

Even though I did not know this at the time, I was pretty  
sure of being selected right away as I had secured nearly eighty  
per cent in the grand total, very high marks those days when  
there were no objective questions to be answered by yes/no. 

Once again, however, I was in for a surprise: when the  
First List of selected candidates was put out on the notice-board; 
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my name was the very first on it. This upset me a little partly  
because it was rather unexpected, but also owing to my being  
averse to the choice of Science studies which was more or less a  
family decision. In fact, I was aware deep down of being  
manipulated, not to say used, in some sense, by my parents.  
Since Science careers were then becoming very sought after, and  
as both my elder brothers had gone in for the Humanities, I felt  
that I was being chosen for Science as I had done well enough to  
gain admission in Patna Science College. Indeed I was being  
prepared for a medical career: I was asked to offer Biology with  
Maths, Physics and Chemistry, which was the usual combination  
at the Intermediate level. I resented this too as I did not feel  
especially excited by the prospect of becoming a medical man,  
though I was not entirely against it, either. 

I suppose it was being jockeyed into it that I really balked  
at. 

By hindsight, I think, my true nature as well as my inner  
disposition was beginning to show itself, at any rate, to myself. 

To make matters still worse, being first on the List made  
me extremely uncomfortable. At sixteen, I was a terribly shy  
young person and wanted, above all else, to be left to myself, a  
very   private   person.   This   was   hardly   possible   in   the  
circumstances since everyone from my class wanted to know  
who this Thakur, with the rather odd name, Murari Madhusudan,  
was.The next question, of course, was how much I had secured  
in  English  and  Maths  together.  Now,  I  rather  disliked  all  
questions beginning with “how much” and was quite put out by  
the time classes got off to a slow start. 

Once the classes, especially the Practicals, started, I was  
put under further strain. The large majority of the boys in my  
class were supposed to be very ‘bright’, having done very well at  
Matriculation, and were almost fanatically conscientious about  
their work at college. Most of them had few interests outside the  
prescribed texts and were completely obsessed with the thought  
of “doing well” at the final I.Sc examination two years hence.  
Not only were they entirely taken up with class work and their  
own studies, which actually amounted to a lot of cramming and 
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memorizing, but they also expected me as the topper to do  
likewise. I had little inclination to toe the line and began, at the  
very outset, to tire of the responsibility, of what was ‘expected’  
of me. Indeed, even at the time, I thought of the bulk of my  
batchmates as rather dull. Later, when one of my friends at Patna  
College used the expression ‘donkeys’ to describe the Science  
College boys, I found it admirably apt, with all their load of  
routine-work which they bore so very patiently, like so many  
beasts of burden. 

My father had by now already taken over as Welfare  
Secretary to the new government, and had been allotted a large  
and lovely house in the New Capital at the other end of town. I  
loved   the   house   and   the   grounds   as   also   the   general  
surroundings, but it was a little too far from the college to  
commute every week day, and so I had to apply for hostel  
accommodation. With my position I was readily allotted a place  
in a four-seated room in Newton House, a hostel on campus  
reserved for the most part for the top first-year boys. 

This in itself proved to be another ordeal for me: not only  
did I pine for home food and my own private room in the house  
and the family atmosphere, but I also found it rather difficult, to  
say the least, to live in a room with three other boys, for this was  
really the very first time that I had to live away from home.  
Moreover, this was a trifle compared to the general air of  
Newton House which I found awfully stifling, a veritable house  
of suffocation. Not only did I feel like a total stranger to the boys  
there with one or two exceptions, but I also happened to have  
bitter arguments with my own room-mates who had at first  
seemed rather different from the general run of the Newton  
House ‘donkeys’, so that I had high hopes of them and had  
started cultivating them to begin with. This was what had  
brought out the disagreements among us, leading to jabs and  
thrusts, ending in a good deal of unpleasantness occasionally. 

The upshot of all this was that within weeks of joining  
Science College, I came to be the loneliest boy in the college. 

In a way, this was quite in keeping with my position in the  
First List! 
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All in all then, I could not have got off to a poorer start. Of  
course, I started falling behind, especially in the Practicals in  
Physics and in Botany, where my extreme myopia put me at a  
terrible disadvantage: I found myself in total despair about my  
work. 

However, I continued to enjoy my Mathematics classes and  
to do well in the subject. The English lectures were a pure joy to  
me partly owing to the relief they provided, but largely because I  
enjoyed my teachers, especially the Head, and I believe this was  
the beginning of my interest in English literary studies. I owe to  
them my first sense of delight in literature: I was already on my  
way towards building a career for myself for whatever it was  
worth without knowing it. 

In the summer of 1949, the first year terminal exams were  
held. Even though I passed in all subjects and even held on to the  
top positions in English and Maths, I had been left far behind in  
the Science subjects by a fair number of boys far below me at  
Matriculation. 

I had of course known it coming for some time, but it was a 

disaster nonetheless. 
 
 
 
 

I knew now that it was time to break the whole sad story to 

my father, for I had not spoken to him so far about the trouble I 

was going through at work; he had also been very busy with his 

new assignment. When I finally found my way to #3, McDonnell 

Road to speak of what I thought of as my failure, I was as close 

to being in tears as I had ever been. 

When  the  actual  moment  arrived  though,  I  was  as 

astonished as everybody else present to hear my own voice: I 

made it quite clear that I could not pursue my Science studies. I 

do not, however, recall the words I used at the time. 

I was even more surprised at the mildness of my father’s  
response. He was disappointed, of course, like everyone else, 
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especially my mother, but he said I need not worry, that he 

would see what he could do to get me transferred to Patna 

College at the earliest opportunity. Of course, he said, I would be 

losing a year in the process, but that did not matter. 

Meanwhile, my eyes had been getting worse as it was a 

case of progressive myopia. In course of the little discussion that 

had followed my declaration, I had brought up my eye trouble 

and my father at once arranged an appointment for me with a 

famous and busy ophthalmologist who had been known to him 

since his own college days back in the 1920s. 

I was driven the very next day to the great doctor’s place on 

the then Exhibition Road in town. 

This was quite an experience for me and I remember the  
occasion of my interview with the doctor at his house in graphic  
detail. 

I was escorted by one of my father’s numerous Assistants  
who carried a note from my father addressed personally to the  
doctor. 

The waiting-room was full of patients of all age-groups and 

even though they were all seated, I grew aware the moment I 

entered of their sense of extreme discomfort, apprehension and 

fear. I myself did not have to wait long though, for my escort 

passed  on  my  father’s  note  to  the  spruce  young  doctor’s 

Assistant who kept coming out and going in to the doctor’s 

chamber. I was called in a few minutes later. 

Once inside I was simply overwhelmed by the atmosphere,  
by the whole set-up, but even more by the doctor’s presence, his  
voice, his whole manner. He noticed at once how uncomfortable  
I was and took me in hand immediately, becoming personal and  
asking me how my father was getting along. He made it a point  
to speak of my father by his full name every time and seemed to  
be unaware of his present position in the administration. When I  
told the doctor he was the Welfare Secretary to Government, he  
smiled, raised his large powerful hands, took my face in his  
hands with great warmth, and said: 

“Oh, so Pushkar Thakur is the Welfare Secretary, but he 
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cannot take care of the welfare of his own children, eh?” I was 

dumbfounded by the doctor’s broadside, but did not know what 

to make of it at the time. Indeed I did not know or imagine that 

there could be such a view of my father’s conduct. 

He went on to examine my eyes, asking me questions  
about my work while he went on with his own. I took the  
opportunity  to  let  him  know  what  I  was  doing  and  the  
predicament I was in. He put atropine in my eyes with great care,  
asked me to see him a couple days later and said that he would  
then complete the test, prescribe fresh lenses and tell me what I  
should do, whether I should go on with my Science studies or  
not. 

When he examined my eyes again, he rejected the glasses I  
had been using and prescribed a whole new set of lenses for me,  
this time --7.00 and -7.50. Then he asked me how I was getting  
on with my Practical classes. When I told him about the trouble I  
was having with experiments in Light as with my microscope in  
the Botany Practicals and was falling behind the other boys, he  
told me to give up Science studies forthwith and take up Arts:  
Couldn’t I get admitted to Patna College? When I pointed out to  
him that I would be losing a year if I changed over to the Arts, he  
waived it away, saying it did not matter at all. Indeed he asked  
me to tell my father as much and assured me that he would speak  
to him about it on the phone, and that I was not to worry about it  
at all. 

With that assurance, the crisis was already over. I got my  
new glasses and applied a few days later for admission to Patna  
College. 

It was late by now, the admissions were closed, but here 
too the then Principal happened to be a junior contemporary of my 

father’s: I was treated as a special case and admitted. 

Luckily  for  me,  the  hostel  admissions  had  not  been  
completed just  yet. The moment  the  Superintendent  of the  
prestigious Jackson Hostel looked at my Matriculation records,  
he allotted a single room to me; I moved into my new room a  
few days after I had been admitted to Patna College. 
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As I moved to my room in Jackson, I remembered that this 
was where Big Brother had been a boarder for four years until 
1944 while we were at Number Ten. 

Everything had happened so fast, I just could not believe for 
a few days that the Newton House nightmare was over. 

For my Intermediate of Arts, apart from Hindi Literature  
and Language, then called Principal Hindi, I offered to study  
Economics and Mathematics, thus continuing, in a sense, my  
Science connexion. 

I was lucky to find excellent teachers in all the subjects I  
had opted for. Thus began late in 1949 my academic career in  
the Humanities which was to go on for six years at the end of  
which I took my Master’s degree in English, in mid 1955. 
 
 
 
 
 

Indeed, the miscarriage with my Science studies right at the  
start had given a fillip to my ensuing work at Patna College. 

I  found  the  Patna  College  atmosphere  light,  airy  and 
beautiful, with the river Ganga flowing by at the back: I exulted 
in the freedom to study what I had myself chosen. 

To me, it was the dawn of a new hope. 

Once again, I felt as though I had been re-born. 

While my restoration is underway, I cannot help feeling I 

have started out at Patna College at a disadvantage: having 

joined several months late, I have missed quite a few lectures in 

each of the subjects I have offered to study. 

The other thing that gnaws at me is that, having lost a year 
in the transition from Science to Arts, I find myself in the class 
just junior to  me:  I  just  cannot  help  feeling  that  my  real 
batchmates are now in their Second year at college.It was a very 
uncomfortable feeling, to say the least. 

All this, however, eggs me on to work hard right from the 
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start, which happens to be actually towards the end of 1949, in 
effect after the Durga Puja break in October. 

I also remember it as a time when I start falling in love 

with several of my teachers, especially in English, Hindi and 

Mathematics just as I had earlier on, first at Motihari Zila School 

and later at Patna Science College. 
 
 
 
 

I continue to be in close touch, though, with several among  
my ‘real’ batchmates, those who had matriculated in 1948, both  
in Jackson and next door in Minto Hostel just across a quiet lane,  
practically a cul-de-sac as there is an iron gate at its end which  
remains locked all the time for some reason mysterious to me. 

Decades later, I was to remember these friends when they 

came to distinguish themselves in different spheres of life, and 

resumed contact with some of them. 

I remember this as a period of life when I suddenly felt  
released into a realm of joy and freedom I had not known existed  
for what seemed a long time even though in fact it had only been  
just over a year since I joined Patna Science College in mid- 
1948. 

I see it nearly seven decades later in images that might  
appear discrete, if not altogether disjointed, but which actually  
form part of an organic whole governed as they are by the spirit  
of the joie de vivre bubbling up in me, these unforgettable  
vignettes from the past: 

I’m so focused on my new life and work that I hardly visit  
my parents at the well-ordered house in the New Capital, except  
on occasion. 

My single room in Jackson has become my home. 

As soon as classes are over, generally around 3 PM, I  
return to my room, lie down for a few minutes and then walk out  
to the then Wilson Gardens at the back of the Principal’s Office, 
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making several rounds of the back by the river almost until dusk  
is falling. I remember getting back to my room only for what is  
known as the Study Period, and after dinner in the mess, resume  
my walk. 

Oftentimes, I keep walking late into the night all by myself, 

having somehow come to an understanding with the hostel 

gatekeeper to let me in as I might be late: a little tip always helps 

with these low-paid college employees! 

I am so much into my new-found freedom I often forget 

even to wear my shoes! 

I am walking out barefoot one evening when I run into our  
hostel Superintendent, a well-known English professor, a heavily  
built  Johnsonian  figure  of  a  man,  who  knows  my  family  
background fairly well, having grown up in Motihari himself. He  
nearly stops me with his question: “Why, Madhusudan, but why  
don’t you wear your shoes, eh?” 

And I just make a Pranam and keep walking on without a 

word almost as though I have not heard him. 

I remember keeping such unusual hours I barely have time 

to speak to my class-mates residing in the hostel. I am often 

referred to as a senior by my own classmates, for it is known that I 

matriculated a year earlier, in 1948, with distinction, but pay 

scant attention to the deference shown to me---I see myself 

simply as one of their batchmates now! 

I am not sure exactly why but I have become distinguished 

in the Maths class as well as the Principal Hindi lectures, perhaps 

my record at matriculation is known. 

In any case, having always done my work well in advance,  
I am ever ready with the right answers to questions asked during  
the lectures. 

Once or twice, I remember one of my current batchmates  
asking me casually: “Why is it Madhusudan-ji (it’s always  
Madhusudan-ji) that Prof. S—P—or Prof.D—S—always makes  
it a point to address a question to you, interrupting their lectures,  
why you?” 
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But always, at the back of my mind, are the questions 

challenging me, ‘Shall I at the end complete the required number 

of lectures? Shall I somehow manage to make it at least into the 

First Division at the end of the two years? 

And of course, there is that terrible thing that happened on  
January 30, 1948 afternoon overarching everything else, isn’t it? 

And nothing makes sense, nothing ever will! 

Then, in the middle of my second year, I learn that one  
could take an optional Sanskrit paper and the marks secured over  
and above the pass marks would be added to the total marks  
which will determine the Division the candidate is to be placed  
in. 

It is as though the provision has come just to rescue me  
from the likely ignominy of a mere Second Division after having  
done so well at matriculation, and at once I start preparing for  
Optional Sanskrit, no big deal for me, but a big deal nonetheless,  
if it works! 

As for the threat of running short of lectures required, I 

decide to cross the bridge when I get to it. 

Meanwhile, my odd hours, my solitary nocturnal walks and 

the privacy I manage to keep up continue even as I put in more 

and more hours of study in my frenzy of preparation for the 

examinations in the offing. 

I find five hours of sleep—-I always enjoy sound sleep—- 
enough for me. 

Towards the end of May, 1950, lectures and tutorial classes 

are all over and a month’s Preparation Leave is announced. 

I learn that I have run short of lectures required for being  
sent up for the university exams to be held at the end of June,  
exactly as I had feared all along. The only way out for a case like  
mine is to secure the recommendation of one of my teachers to  
make up for the shortage. 
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I remember walking in the scalding heat of May in Patna  
through the narrow stinking lanes at the back of Naya Tola to  
locate the rented house in which Prof. S—P—lives with family: I  
have all along been one of his most devoted pupils in the  
Principal Hindi lectures he gave, and he knows me well enough  
from the classes. Having listened to the story of my leaving  
Patna Science College in mid-session to join Patna College, and  
so falling short of lectures, he gladly allows enough, indeed more  
than enough, extra lectures to me to make it up! 

I return in triumph to the Principal’s Office with the  
stamped signed letter of recommendation and get it received and  
processed the same day as the Principal remembers me from my  
late admission as a special case----and as Pushkar Thakur’s son. 

When I return to # 3, McDonnell Road, intending to stay 
there during the weeks of the Preparation Leave, I realize that the 
palaver over the ensuing examination is far from over. 

I find the whole house upside down, the family busy 
getting ready to leave en bloc for Deoghar for the wedding 
ceremony of Small Brother there! 

When I let my father know of my coming exams in June, it 

is decided that I am to move to Muzaffarpur across the river, stay 

at Big Brother’s there and take my exams at Langat Singh 

College where he has been teaching since his return from St 

John’s College in Cambridge in 1950. 

So then I have to apply right away for Transfer of Centre to 

L.S. College! 

It means more paper work, more rushing around offices 
and so on before I leave for Muzaffarpur a few days later. 

My time at the Kalambagh Road house where Big Brother  
lived with his wife, and at the L.S. College Examination Centre  
where I took my exams is so crowded with memories that even  
though it could not possibly have been longer than several weeks  
at most, it feels as I look back as though I had passed several  
long months at Muzaffarpur. 

It is pretty clear to me now that my name as a student--- 
apart from being Professor Thakur’s younger brother--- had 
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travelled to L.S. College ahead of me, for I chiefly remember 
being sought after for likely questions to be asked in the coming 
exams, “Important questions” as they  are called in  student 
parlance, and even more for the right answers, for guidance, 
especially in English and Principal Hindi! 

Apart   from   this   though,   I   remember   the   time   at  
Muzaffarpur for my very first encounter with, and my exposure  
to, a bizarre new world with its general air of familiarity, all  
rather fulsome and cloying: I find its goings-on so small, if not  
downright pettifogging, that I find it difficult to describe it at this  
distance in time without being rather unfair to the characters  
involved in it. It is a sort of burlesque, with a distant relative on  
my  mother’s  side,  a  close  neighbour’s  daughter,  startlingly  
youthful, on whom my relative has a mighty crush, with myself  
surprised making a rather unwilling third: I remember being  
caught between the two of them since they are both my fellow- 
examinees, so to speak. I remember being at once drawn and  
repelled by the curious play within this small social world. It was  
indeed a world unto itself, evoked and summed up by the word  
‘mofussil,’ not to say provincial, for Muzaffarpur was socially  
no more than a large village in 1951 rather than the biggest town  
in North Bihar, which it was too. 

My  own  role  in  this  burlesque  of  sorts  was  further  
complicated by the fact that I was from Patna College as well as  
a student who had made his mark earlier on at matriculation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I was to remember the experience, bizarre as it was, half a  
century later in 2000 when I was invited to B.R.A. Bihar  
university as a Visiting Professor, the university having come up  
during the intervening years, with L.S. College as its main  
constituent college. In a sense though, it had remained more or  
less the same old social world that I had experienced half a  
century ago as a young student on a short visit there. 
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I remember thinking to myself how slow the pace of real 
social change tends to be. 
 
 
 
 

By the time I return to Patna, I learn that Small Brother’s 

wedding ceremony at Deoghar has been completed and the 

family is back at # 3, McDonell Road. Of course I have missed it: 

It is indeed only the first of a series of misses so far as my 

brother's wedding ceremonies are concerned. 

But that would be to anticipate. 
 
 
 
 
 

I  distinctly  remember  the  only  one  I  did  attend,  the 
wedding ceremony of Big Brother in March, 1947. 

After a traditional ceremony of farewell to the baraat party 

at our home in Singhwara, we leave in several cars for the 

bride’s village nearly a couple hours away to the north-east, in the 

heart of Old Mithila. 

It is a lovely day in early spring in 1947 when we arrive at  
a village largely of thatched little cottages neatly kept. We have  
among our party several very fine gentlemen, mostly my father’s  
friends including the nattily dressed head of Singhwara deorhi,  
‘Deorhi-walla Kakaji’ as we children would always refer to him,  
and a very sophisticated Bengalee ex-zamindar long settled in  
Darbhanga. We are received with great old-world courtesy by  
the bride’s uncles, cousins and village elders, the bride’s father  
being no more, and treated to a refreshment of fruits, nuts and  
savouries followed by a soft drink. 

The ceremony is held in an open yard among several 
cottages, all thatched and very well-kept, but the scene rather 
spoiled by a squalid little pond nearby. 
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I have no eye but for the extreme contrast I am aware of in  
the situation before me vis-à-vis our own at Singhwara---and  
elsewhere. 

I can still see it all: Big Brother sitting erect at the marriage  
vedi under the clear March sky, his usual quiet self, with the little  
girl of a bride seated beside him all hunched up, almost bent  
double in extreme modesty so as to seem a mere bundle of  
clothes. 

Right through the day-long ceremony, with people moving 

all around us, all I remember is thinking how very disparate not 

only our two families are, but also the two individuals who are 

being joined together---for life! 

My amazement knows no bounds. 

I am consumed with curiosity—with the curiosity of the 

fifteen-year-old—to see Big Brother’s bride’s face, but all I am 

actually able to see is one little hand, very delicate, fair and 

lovely, which is placed in Big Brother’s hand in the final rite of 

the Kanyaadaan, giving away of the daughter. 

All I remember after the ceremony is over and done with is  
our  being  feted  almost  endlessly,  dined  with  the  elaborate  
courtesy characteristic of the superior Maithil brahman, and the  
meticulous care for every individual guest, with much savoir  
faire, with a series of courses served by the bare-bodied family  
members themselves or close kin for the most part, before we  
leave for Singhwara with Big Brother’s bride late into the night  
of the same day, the 9th of March, 1947. 

As  we  drive  back  to  Singhwara,  I  sit  still,  a  little 
bewildered, in my corner of the vehicle, at Big Brother’s being 
“married” to a village girl who, to my mind, could be no more 

than twelve years old. As I am to be told later, she is going on to 
complete her fourteenth year shortly. 
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But why is it, I ask myself as I write, that certain events of 
our life tend to elude our memory even in their broad details 
while other events stand out? 

As I noted earlier on, somehow I fail to recall the wedding 

ceremony of Small Sister who told me just the other day that it 
took place exactly two years earlier than that of Big Brother, 
which I have just recounted. It took place on the 9th of March, 
1945, at Number Ten, Serpentine Road in Patna. 

Is it perhaps that sometimes the memory of some little 

upsetting incident intervenes, causing a long shadow to fall 
across the memory of the more important event? 

For, what I do remember distinctly is the burglary of a  
large marquee, probably quite expensive, hired for an open-air  
Reception at the house and its subsequent recovery owing to my  
father’s intrepid action as soon as it was found missing from the  
premises. I also remember taking a ride with him escorted by the  
police  Inspector  who  had  stumbled  upon  a  clue,  to  an  
abandoned-looking little thatched hut several miles away along  
the river, where it was found lying folded, to my father’s  
immense relief. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In mid-1951, the results of the I.A. examinations I had  
taken were published by the university: I had found my way into  
the First Division, securing once again the highest marks in  
English and in Principal Hindi as well as fairly high marks in  
Mathematics. 

The future looked open and inviting. 

However, in my frenetic state of mind both before and 
during the exams, I had overstrained my eyes, with occasional 
aches and pains coming on, and started deliberating carefully 

over how best to reduce the burden on my eyes to the minimum 
during the coming months of work at college. 
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I remember coming to the decision to offer subjects for my  
B.A. degree which might help towards minimal work. I see  
clearly that if at all I have a flair for anything, it is for language  
and literature; I feel I can go through poetry and fiction and even  
literary criticism, absorbing it all, far more rapidly than anything  
else.  Indeed  I  have  already  read  a  good  deal  outside  the  
prescribed courses of study in course of my desultory reading. 

So I decide to offer to study for Honours in English, with 

Philosophy and Maithili as my side subjects. 

I remember starting my Third Year at Patna College in July  
1951, with a new-found energy and enthusiasm I did not know I  
had in me: I never once miss a lecture or a tutorial class, taking  
notes in a short-hand I have myself devised, and immediately on  
return to my room in Jackson, I make a fair copy in full,  
sometimes even improving upon the material as I copy it out,  
adding my own notes and comments. 

Never leaving anything for tomorrow, I find myself at the 
end of the first week of work in full control of the material and 
free to do as I please the rest of the time! 

My nocturnal walks on the campus go on as usual. 

This practice enables me to read fairly widely outside the 
syllabus and go on improving my comprehension and writing at 
the same time, myself amazed at what I can accomplish. 

Once again, I surprise myself with my capacity for self- 
schooling. 
 
 
 
 

I remember this as a period when most of my present 

classmates are still making up their minds what subjects to offer: 

it is still too early for the Honours classes to start. 

More images come crowding back from seven decades  
ago: 

I am walking back to my room from the chowk outside the 
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college gate when I run into my Maths tutor just by the gate. He  
is a handsome elegantly dressed man in his late twenties or early  
thirties, just recently back from Cambridge with a Ph.D., a  
brilliant teacher. As I make my Pranam to him, he greets me  
with a smile, asking me: 

“You’re taking Mathematics Honours, Madhusudan, aren’t  
you?” 

I tell him, a bit diffidently, that I was thinking of studying 

English, and he says: 

“No, no! You must take Mathematics, you know!” 

I say I would think about it, then make my Pranam again, 

and move on. 

Then one of my classmates tells me this man happened to be 

one of our Examiners in the Intermediate exams and I wonder if 

he had noticed the way I had done sums in that paper. 

Another time he speaks to a classmate of mine who has just  
joined the Maths Honours class to ask me to come and see him  
sometime in the Department. When I do, he tells me I should  
join Mathematics Honours, that I have the makings of a fine  
mathematician: he was sure I would do very well, that I was  
bound to take a high first. 

Indeed I run into him one more time and he continues to try  
and talk me into opting for Maths Honours. But I have already  
joined English Honours by now and classes have started in right  
earnest. 
 
 
 
 

And all at once I find myself going back in my mind six 

years ago to Motihari when P—- C—C---- first appeared in our 

Mathematics class and a couple years on, I scored 199 out of 200 

in the Matriculation examination, in 1948! 

Is it, I ask myself, that my Maths Tutor has a dream for  
me? A Cambridge man himself, he wants to see me a Wrangler? 
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I remember feeling sorry I had to disappoint him even as I 
do not regret my choice at all. 

The English Honours class has been constituted now, with  
fourteen of us, ten boys and four girls. For some reason we are  
very   happy   together   as   a   class:   it   is   as   compact   and  
homogeneous, as neatly packed together as you can get. This  
sense of being together, the small number helping, is so palpable,  
even our teachers seem to be aware of it and enjoy meeting us to  
a degree almost as though we were a special class. As for the  
fourteen of us, hardly anyone would miss a lecture or a tutorial  
from the first day. 

I remember the two years that followed as being as close to a 
dreamlike period as I ever went through owing largely, I think, to 
the character of the class to which I now belonged. 

This whole experience reached its climax, in some sense,  
when  the  Principal  of  Patna  College  was  transferred  on  
promotion   as   the   Director   of   Public   Instruction   in   the  
Government of Bihar, and moved to the Secretariat, which meant  
that our Teacher, the Head of the Department of English, whom  
we all adored and whose classes no one ever missed, had to take  
over as the Principal of Patna College as the next seniormost  
person. We all feared that he would now stop engaging our  
classes, but apparently he cared so much for our class that he  
continued meeting us as usual. But that was not all. 
 
 
 
 

Shortly after we entered our Fourth and final year class, 
our Teacher was taken so seriously ill, he was ordered complete 
bed-rest by his doctors. 

All this happened towards the end of our two-year degree 
course, just before the Leave period prior to our final university 
exams, when some work still remained to be done. 

I still remember the amazement with which we learnt that 
our Teacher had decided to continue meeting our class. 
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In a most unexpected move, he had ordered fourteen  
chairs to be placed in two rows beside his sick-bed upstairs in the  
Principal’s House with a view of the river, and continued to  
engage our class till he completed the course he had been  
teaching! 

I remember bits of our Teacher’s talks on Middle English  
and his introduction to the works of Chaucer and Langland to  
this day. 

It was indeed a wonderful experience to be treated with  
such care and concern by our adored Teacher. I still remember  
how each of us felt deeply privileged---and enriched--- by the  
recognition given to us as a class in this unprecedented manner. 

I do not think any one of us ever forgot the experience. 

I must backtrack a little once again, for, before such an 

equation  came  to  be  set  up  between  our  class  and  the 
Department, a lot of water had gone down the Ganga. 
 
 
 
 

Soon  after  the  Honours  classes  started,  we  had  been  
divided into several tutorial groups of four to five in each group.  
I remember some of these tutorials quite distinctly and how, after  
our written work was examined by our tutors from time to time, I  
emerged far and away at the top of the class as a whole. 

The Terminal examination held by the Department at the 

end of our Third Year confirmed this to my great surprise, for 

my level of self-confidence had been rather low when I passed 

my Intermediate in mid-1951. 

Once again, however, my name as a student has found its 

way to the English Department, both among the faculty members 

and the student body, ahead of me: 

I  happen  to  be  walking  back  from  the  Philosophy  
Department in the oldtime Dutch building by the river as a  
tutorial has been dropped for a reason I have long forgotten. My 
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next class being an hour away, I run into a cheerful group of  
postgraduates a couple years my senior. One of them, a well- 
known figure, a Gait Gold Medalist and a fine debater, stops me  
with a smile, saying: 

“You’re Madhusudan, aren’t you, now? I’ve heard you’ve 

already read The Principles of Literary Criticism. Now, tell me, 

is that true, haa’n? 

I  remember  greeting  the  Chatterjee  bloke  respectfully, 

surprised no end, admitting I have gone through the major works 

of I.A. Richards, but that most of it has gone over my head. The 

whole group bursts into laughter at either my modesty or my 

little joke, I do not quite know which, but the leader of the merry 

group persists, ignoring the others, 

“That’s all right, Madhusudan, you have to sum up for me 

what you have got out of it sometime before I take my finals, 
would you do that for me?” 

And I, wanting very much to wriggle out of it all, thank 
him as though he has paid a compliment to me, promise to do 

what I can, and move on as if I am in a hurry. 
 
 
 
 

I remember feeling deeply grateful to be back again in the  
flow, full of the sense that I am beginning at the beginning, that  
there will be no running short of lectures any more, indeed  
nothing to stop me. 

A very positive feeling, it makes me very regular, well 

prepared for my classes every morning, very alert. 

I also remember this time as the time of my coming of age 

in a real sense—I am approaching the end of my teens----am 

keenly aware of it and take on a new seriousness, a sense of 

being on my own at last. 
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LEARNING TO WALK 
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“For I am persuaded that our intellects at twenty contain 

all the truths we shall ever find.” 
 

“As life goes on we discover that certain thoughts sustain  
us in defeat, or give us victory, whether over ourselves or others,  
and  it  is  these  thoughts  tested  by  passion,  that  we  call  
convictions.” 
 
 

“We  begin  to  live  when  we  have  conceived  life  as  
tragedy.” 

 

Autobiographies  

 W.B. Yeats 
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1 

P  A  T  N  A 

 
 
 

On 17 October, 1952, when I was in my fourth year at 

Patna College, I commenced my twentieth year. 

I had not only left my teens well behind, it had also been 

nearly five years since I had started “living”, a la Yeats, on 31 

January, 1948, after a terrible night, a sleepless night the like of 

which I had never known before. 

By this time, I have read a lot of English literature,  
especially classics, the tragedies of Shakespeare as also critical  
theories including the one that considered that each of his tragic  
heroes had a flaw. 

But I remember thinking that what had happened on 30  
January 1948 was altogether different: that was what has made  
me conceive life as tragedy so much so that nothing makes sense  
to me anymore. 

Except, of course, what had to be done from day to day. 

Is it then that real life, ground reality, truth, is somehow 

more fiction-like than fiction itself? I remember asking myself 
time and time again. 
 
 
 
 

But much more than in my inner thoughts, which I hardly  
ever express, a radical transformation has taken place in my life  
outside by the time I have moved to my room upstairs in 
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Jackson’s west wing, just a few steps from the stairhead, perhaps  
the best room in the hostel. From the miserably shy, lonely,  
rather introverted boy that I have been the last several years, I  
have suddenly turned outgoing and articulate and even sociable.  
Multiple memories come crowding in as I go back to the time,  
but suffice it to say that with several other class-fellows in the  
west wing, I have taken full control of the affairs of Jackson  
Hostel by virtue of having become the mentor as well as the  
coach for the compulsory English paper for the core group  
occupying the half a dozen rooms overlooking the residence of  
the hostel Superintendent. 

The  half-dozen  of  us  live  like  a  commune,  all  our  
belongings are held more or less in common, and we have great  
fun together while we go through our preparation for the final  
degree examinations. We also run the hostel affairs as though we  
constitute the Central Committee in a Communist state: our rule  
is so firmly entrenched, with one of us as the General Secretary  
of the Hostel Union, that the Superintendent himself suspends  
his  usual  round  so  as  to  try  and  circumvent  a  chance  of  
confrontation with some of us! 

Incidentally, this General Secretary, actually my choice in  
my role as the king-maker, was destined to go on rising in the  
academia until he was appointed as the Vice-Chancellor of one  
of the new universities of Bihar. I remember meeting him much  
later  in  a  pitiful  state,  having  been  shot  and  seriously  
handicapped  in  course  of  a  student  uprising  he  had  tried  
unsuccessfully to quell. 

In any case, our current Superintendent is too busy taking  
care of his new bride from an exotic colourful background: he is  
the one who enjoys the reputation of being “the most handsome  
man in Patna College” according to the ironic slogan raised by a  
fun-loving, saucy group of postgraduates residing in the Iqbal  
Hostel, repeating several times over as our man strides through  
the college corridor below: 

“Who is the most handsome man in Patna College?” 

Earlier on, while we are still midway through our third  
year, I remember being accosted around the English Department 
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by a distinguished- looking freshman, a first-year boy, who 

introduces himself to me very politely only to add that he 

happens   to   know   something   about   me   and   my   family 

background, but that he would like to get to know me personally. 

This was the beginning of a long friendship that ended only with 

his death abroad in his early eighties where he had established 

himself as a social scientist by the 1980s. 

By the time I am in my fourth year, I have become well  
acquainted with the boy’s family: I am a welcome presence in  
their home. That was how I gained an indirect line into the  
behind-the-scenes  goings-on  in  the  university  administration  
with which my friend’s father happened to be connected in an  
official capacity. 

While I keep awfully busy managing Jackson Hostel affairs  
in general and my “Central Committee” in particular, going  
through my valuable lecture-notes now and then, I occasionally  
remember the rumours concerning Big Brother’s exam results  
nearly a decade ago, in the spring of 1944. Although there seems  
to be a general consensus even before the exams have been held  
that Madhusudan is going to come out on top, I keep wondering  
what all is going on “behind-the-scenes” among the Honours  
Examiners: all I can be sure of is that there would be no  
consensus among them! 

In July,  1953, the B.A. results were published: I had  
secured the first place in English Honours as well as Distinction  
in Pass subjects, with the highest marks in Maithili. Along with  
this, I had been awarded the Sir Edward Gait Gold Medal, the  
Durgagati Memorial Book Prize for English and the Brajnandan  
Singh Gold Medal for Maithili. 

I had gathered through my private line a couple of things  
even  without  asking  anyone,  things  that  were  to  become  
common knowledge a little later in the university circles: one,  
that I had missed a first class only by several marks, but that I  
had secured marks far above the others so as to take the first  
place safely enough. The other was that the Gold Medal for  
Maithili was actually meant to be awarded to the candidate who  
had topped in Maithili Honours, but that the Honours topper had 
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flunked his Compulsory English paper, and so the question had  
arisen what was to be done with the Brajnandan Singh Medal for  
Maithili for 1953. The Maithili Examination Board had met and  
decided that rather than let the medal go unawarded, it should be  
awarded to the candidate who had secured the highest marks in  
Maithili Pass. That was how the Medal had finally come to me! 

And of course, with all these honours, I had been awarded a 
Scholarship to enable me to study further if I wanted. 

I remember learning a month or so later from the very  
same “Source” that not only have I secured the highest marks in  
the Compulsory Hindi paper, called the Vernacular those days,  
just  as  I  had  done  at  Matriculation  and  the  Intermediate  
examinations earlier on, but I have also set up a new record, and  
that the Board of Examiners for Hindi had expressly directed the  
Controller of Examinations to archive my answer-book as a  
model, especially commending the fifty-mark essay I had written  
as part of the paper! 

I remember my great surprise on learning this at the time, 
but at this distance in time, I can recall nothing at all about the 

essay I had written. I wish I could at the very least recall the 
subject of the essay I had chosen to write on from a panel 
provided by the question-setter. 

But of course, I had surprised myself once again. 
 
 
 
 

I remember my twenty-first year for changes that occurred 

in my life shortly after I had been admitted to the postgraduate 

class in English, generally called the fifth year, since up until our 

time, the M.A. classes at the end of a four-year degree course 

were still held in the premises of Patna College as the main 

constituent college of the university. 

The first major change, of course, was that the entire lot of  
us had to leave Jackson Hostel, which was within a leisurely  
five-minute walk from where our classes were held. I remember 
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distinctly how loath we were to leave what had been our happy  
home for a good four years, at any rate the members of my  
“Central Committee” and I were. However, there was no way we  
could have stayed on: Jackson was-- and I suppose still is-- an  
exclusively undergraduate residence. Most of the members of the  
core group, however, readily found rooms in the Postgraduate  
Hostel at Ranighat, at least a couple of kilometres away from  
Patna College. As an Honours topper, I was allotted what was  
generally considered one of the best rooms on the south wing. 

The other change was that all we had to attend now were  
our lectures, there being no tutorials any more; there were far  
fewer classes to attend, all of them in the Languages Block: for  
all practical purposes, we were now onwards gentlemen of  
leisure, with plenty of free time to do as we pleased. However, I  
continued my usual practice of missing no class: I was pretty  
determined to retain my position as the topper. 
 
 
 
 

A couple of episodes stand out in my memory from the 

time I had at the Postgraduate Hostel at Ranighat. 

Of course, within a few weeks of our move from Jackson to  
the  Postgraduate  Hostel,  my “Central  Committee”  from 
Jackson Heights had assumed control of the affairs of our new 
residence: one of us was elected by an overwhelming majority as 
the Secretary-designate of the Hostel Union. 

At one of the extraordinary meetings of the newly elected 

Executive council of which I was designated a member,  I 

remember bringing forward a proposal to set up a separate mess 

in the dining area provided by the Hostel. 

Now, as a matter of fact, some of us were tired of four  
years of sitting down on mats on the floor to eat in the mess at  
Jackson Hostel as was customary in college hostels in Patna  
those days. I now proposed a new arrangement for those who  
were willing to opt for it: seven or eight of us readily joined in. 
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I cannot now recall the exact details, but I think we  
managed to get a dining-table and eight chairs on rent, provided  
ourselves with crockery, cutlery and basic cooking utensils and  
recruited a trained cook, a khansama, who brought along a  
young  assistant.  We  took  turns  managing  things  and  the  
arrangements worked fairly well. 

We expected, of course, some resentment among the rest of  
the boarders, there were two or three who openly objected, but  
we  decided  to  ignore  it  all.  The  Superintendent,  a  most  
thoughtful person, had been taken into confidence by the group  
earlier on; he sent for the more articulate critics and silenced  
them, simply asking them in a friendly manner to mind their own  
business. 
 
 
 
 

This was shortly after we had joined the Hostel, while the  
other event that I remember took place towards the end of the  
year when we were about to commence our Sixth or final year of  
M.A. This was an Annual occasion, when the final year boarders  
were given a farewell also. It was customary to invite some  
person of eminence as the Chief Guest on the occasion with  
whose address the function would come to a close. 

Now, it so happened that while I was in my Fourth Year in  
1952, my father had been transferred from Patna to Arrah as the  
District Magistrate of the troubled district of Shahabad at short  
notice and the family had to move out of Konika House a little  
later. It had been decided around the same time after Sri Krishna  
Sinha had returned to his second or third term as the Chief  
Minister (CM), to choose a large house with grounds as the  
Residence-cum-office  of  the  CM  on  a  permanent  basis.  A  
Congress legislator very close to the CM had been going around  
with a couple of senior officials in tow, looking for a suitable  
house and had come to Konika House too while we were still  
living there. I still remember meeting the legislator, a handsome  
elegantly dressed person, as he was shown round the house. We  
learnt a little later that he had found Konika House suitable for 
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the CM’s Residence; it was also located next to the Raj-Bhavan. 
Arrangements had been set in motion to take it over as soon as 
the two families living there moved out. 

While the Executive of the Hostel Union was considering  
whom to invite for its Annual function, I happened to mention  
that I knew a legislator close to the CM. There was unanimity at  
once that Sri Krishna Sinha should be invited as the Chief Guest  
and that as a first step I should get in touch with the said  
legislator.  Which  I  did  and  the  legislator  gave  me  an  
appointment. I met him at his house with our Union Secretary in  
tow, and we together requested him to take us to the CM. Siri  
Babu, as the CM was popularly known, consented to meet us and  
accepted our invitation most graciously, saying he would be  
delighted to come and address us on the occasion: “Mujhay badi  
khushi hogi!” 

The hostel Superintendent was delighted too, so were most  
of the boarders; it seemed to assuage even some of those who  
had been critical of me on account of what they thought of as my  
“misguided” initiative with regard to the new mess with a dining  
table and chairs! 

I was, however, totally unaware of what was in store for  
us: what followed turned out to be a great disappointment to me  
personally. 

Siri Babu arrived in time for our Annual Function without  
most of his usual entourage. This was 1954, a mere seven years  
after  Independence,  long  before  days  of  high  security  for  
politicians; in fact, those were the days when quite a few of them  
including those in power tended to move around without a  
retinue as though to demonstrate that they were not afraid at all  
to move freely among the people. However, since he was the  
Chief Minister, Siri Babu was escorted by a few officials and  
police personnel; the legislator who had arranged it all was of  
course there with him. 

After the formalities were over, reports read out, prizes  
given away, Siri Babu heaved himself up and began speaking.  
He was huge, one would guess no less than twenty stone, had a  
deep, sonorous voice and spoke clearly in Hindi, and he began: 
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“Meray pyare yuva dosto’n! Mujhey loag Bihar-Kesari 
kahtey hai’n,” 

My dear young friends! People call me ‘Bihar-Kesari’, the 

Lion of Bihar, 

And  then he  paused for  maybe  thirty  seconds  or  so,  
brought  his  voice  several  decibels  down,  and  added,  quite  
distinctly: 

“Aur mai’n hu’n bhii….” 

And I am too… 

Followed by quite a harangue partly brought on by that last  
little assertion, the usual nationalist rhetoric, on the freedom  
struggle, Independence from British rule, the task of building a  
New India, and so on and so forth, the sort of rhetoric that had  
already begun to tire most of us of the younger generation. 

My disappointment was at least as huge as the person I had  
unwittingly managed to foist on the stage affronting my fellow- 
graduates about to step across the threshold of their respective  
careers! 

This disappointment, however, was as nothing to what I 

came to feel several years later as Siri Babu’s “reign” over the 

state continued term after term until it spanned close to two 

decades, a record since Independence. 

It was also a symbol and a signpost to me of how the G O  
P, the party that had won the independence of our country from  
British rule, had touched a new low in the eyes of our generation. 

At this point though, I find myself backtracking once again  
to what had put me in a rather special league without my  
knowing it at the time: I mean my B.A. results. This league  
included not only my father and Big Brother, both Gait Gold  
Medallists,  but  also  several  important  figures  among  my  
teachers. But, of course, the most important among them was the  
Teacher of our Honours days, who was now the all-powerful and  
adored Principal Sahib of Patna College. Even though he was not  
engaging M.A. classes, his giant-like head- chaprassi, Raamaa,  
would turn up at the door of my room in the P-G Hostel nearly 
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every week, saying: 

“Haa’n sir, Sahib aapko bahut yaad kar rahe hai’n, 

samajh rahe hai’n na sir?” 

“Yes sir, Principal Sahib is remembering you very much; 
do you get me, sir?” 

Raamaa the Giant had been visiting me with our Teacher’s 

compliments at Jackson too since the middle of my Fourth year, 

only it had been less often and this ‘Sir’ was new too, I 

wondered at whose instance. 

This meant that I had to more or less accompany Raamaa  
to the Principal’s house by the river at short notice, something I  
invariably enjoyed. However, the whole manner of my scheduled  
visit had changed now, so had the whole tone, tenor and tempo  
of what the Teacher had to tell me: He was no longer our  
Teacher, he was simply my mentor. There would always be two  
chairs placed upstairs just outside his living-room, above the  
landing, before I got there; he would appear very soon after and  
we would have nearly a whole relaxed hour together. 

What gave me a clue to my being a member of the league  
now was that my mentor was letting me in on what he himself  
was  all  about---his  real  interests  and  his  true  work,  the  
development and promotion of Urdu literature, especially Urdu  
literary criticism, which was nearly non-existent at the time  
when he stepped in. Only, just before I left his place, he would  
ask me how my work was going, how the lectures were coming  
along. He would make it a point to ask me if our Department  
head---my mentor had been his teacher too and mentioned him  
by his first name, R—--engaged his classes regularly. 

Several visits later, my mentor, very much the Principal  
Sahib, asked me towards the end of my hour with him with a  
smile rare in him, he asked me what was so special about the  
Postgraduate Hostel at Ranighat, what was I doing there so far  
from Patna College? Even before I could think up a reply, he  
told me he would ask Dr. M—---to allot me the best room in  
Iqbal Hostel, that he wanted me staying close by, it would be so  
much more convenient, wouldn’t it. 
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Dr.  M——  was currently  the  Superintendent  of Iqbal  
Hostel, formerly known as Muslim Hostel, and even now home  
to most Urdu-speaking students, both undergraduate and post- 
graduate, its upper floor overlooking the long college corridor  
connecting the two main blocks. No place could possibly have  
been more suitable to me, within a few minutes’ walk to where  
our classes were held. 

It was a donedeal before I knew it anyway. 

Now, somehow, such was the rush of events at the time, I 

cannot quite recall whether it was before or after, but it was 
certainly within several days on either side of this shift that the 
Principal nominated me as the Secretary of the Common Room 
and Central Committee of Patna College. 

This was the single most important position at the time for a 

student: it had its own office, a budget allocated by the 

Principal  and  the  function  of  coordinating  all  the  different 

College Societies like the Sports Club, the Dramatic Society, the 

Bazm-e-Adab and so on apart from running the Common Room 

located in a separate building on campus. 

Now, this was long before the Patna University Students’  
Union (PUSU) came into being, and the Patna College Common  
Room and Central Committee was the hub around which all  
student activities centred. As I sat in my office in the late  
afternoons after our classes were over, always surrounded by  
several juniors, I felt as though it were somehow a continuation  
of my boyhood days in the different Compounds we had lived,  
indeed a sort of culmination, as it were, of my colonial past. I  
could hardly have dreamed of the situation several years ago  
when I joined Patna Science College as a freshman. I was,  
however, not that much interested in the day-to-day job of  
running the Common Room itself. It was the work of the Central  
Committee where I found my métier: only, it was not just the  
informal “Central Committee” of a boarding-house any more,  
but of the premier college of the state itself, with a substantial  
budget—and it was official. 

I  remember  how  I  started  working  closely  with  the  
members, the Secretaries of the other College Societies, towards 
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organizing special occasions on which we would invite from 
time to time personages, who had become celebrities, from 
different spheres of life. 

From among a dozen such personages, I remember at least 

half a dozen vividly even today, over six decades later: they were 
indeed unforgettable occasions. 
 
 
 
 

The foremost among them was Rahul Sankrityayana, the  
Buddhist scholar and Hindi novelist: a more personable and  
serene man I am yet to see. Even if he had not spoken a word,  
just his presence would have been enough to make it a special  
occasion. 

Then  there  was  the  great  Hindi  poet  and  academic,  
Mahadevi Varma: as she spoke to us in the packed BA Lecture  
Theatre, she cast such a spell over her audience with her fluent  
speech that I can hardly recall what she spoke about. All I  
remember today is my utter amazement: never before had I  
imagined anyone could speak Hindi extempore with such clarity,  
beauty and power. Listening that day to Varma was quite an  
experience: I was reminded of the experience when I read, much  
later, W.B. Yeats’s words about how Oscar Wilde spoke “with  
perfect sentences, as if he had written them all overnight with  
labour and yet all spontaneous”. 

At a session of Poetry Reading, a Mushaira, organized by  
Bazm-e-Adab on, I think, Ghalib’s anniversary, we invited the  
celebrated Urdu poet Jigar Moradabadi. I remember him sitting  
in a corner on the dais, his mouth full of paan, an old fogey in  
sherwani-pajama, with a far-away look in his eyes. The moment  
he started reading out his lines though, the whole atmosphere in  
the New Gym was utterly transformed: with his very first  
couplet, he had cast a spell, transporting his audience to the  
world of Ghalib. Twenty minutes or so later, by the time he came  
to his last couplet, he had somehow, most inexplicably, managed  
to bring us down into the mid-twentieth century world of Jigar 
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and his contemporaries. 

In my final year of M.A., I found myself thinking of T.S. 

Eliot’s words apropos the relationship between Tradition and 

Individual Talent. 
 
 
 
 

The  Ustad,  Pandit  Omkarnath  Thakur,  the  doyen  of  
Hindustani Classical music second only to Ustad Faiyyaz Khan  
Sahib, and a great vocalist himself, had consented to honour the  
Patna College Music and Drama Club with an hour-long visit on  
its Annual Day. We were all present to greet him: even the New  
Gymnasium, large, airy and spacious, was packed to capacity; a  
fair number of faculty members were there to hear him. 

Oddly enough, the Ustad began by congratulating the  
Music and Drama Club on having invited him and gave a brief  
but classic account of what Indian music was all about: the  
relationship  of  naada,  sound  of  music,  with  Brahman,  the  
Supreme Being, the very genesis and source of all sound. Then,  
out of the blue, the Ustad started demonstrating it to the utter  
amazement of all present. There was no time to ask for a  
performance,   it   was   all   so   engaging:   he   was   enacting,  
dramatizing what he had said about music: it was a sort of Yoga  
in action. But of course, he knew too what the audience expected  
of him, and yet, he was taking his own time about it. In fact, he  
went well past the hour he had promised us: his power over  
sound had transported us to a timeless dimension. Then, in order  
to enact it in words and rhythms nearly everyone was familiar  
with, he sang some of his celebrated lines the Ustad alone could  
have rendered, maybe for fifteen or twenty minutes or so. It was  
just a marvellous experience, the experience of a lifetime, for the  
audience. 

While I was in my Fifth year, Amaranatha Jha, the well- 
known educationist, after completing two terms as the Vice- 
Chancellor (V.C.) of the University of Allahabad and some time  
as the V.C. of Banaras Hindu University, had moved to Patna, 
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having been invited by the Government of Bihar earlier on to be  
the Chairman of Bihar Public Service Commission. Jha Sahib, a  
Srotriya  from  the  heart  of  Mithila,  his  family  settled  in  
Allahabad (now Prayag), had been married in his first youth to a  
second cousin of my mother from Baanu-Chhapra, Bettiah, had  
shortly after lost his young wife, and had never married again.  
Thus, he was our mausa, an uncle of sorts through this marriage.  
Even  though  our  two  families  had  not  been  close  at  all,  
Amaranatha Jha was cognizant of our relationship: I learnt later  
that as an elder brother-in-law, he had written to my father back  
in 1944, asking him to send Big Brother for his M.A. studies to  
Allahabad, especially as he had been an eminent Professor of  
English himself before he took over as the V.C. That was how he  
had come to be a mentor to Big Brother who was close to Jha  
Sahib. 

Meanwhile, my father had taken over as Secretary to the  
Governor of Bihar in what turned out to be his last posting  
before he retired from government service. It so happened that  
my father had invited Jha Sahib to lunch at our place on the old  
Bailey Road soon after he moved to Patna. He came to lunch in  
traditional Maithil brahman attire, in knee-length dhoti and silk  
kurta, was most gracious to my mother as a sister-in-law and  
kindly to us children; he especially took a fancy to me and would  
always make it a point to inform me when he was going to a  
meeting, which was often, pick me up and take me along with  
him in his car. 

That was how I had come close to him too. Even before I  
had taken over as Common Room Secretary, I had already  
invited Jha Sahib to a special meeting of the English Association  
which I had been trying to revive from desuetude for some time.  
Now I decided to get in touch with the Bazm-e-Adab whose  
anniversary was approaching: I was delighted to have a chance  
to meet its President, A—— Sahib, the noted Urdu writer and  
the then Chair of the Urdu Department. He welcomed at once the  
idea of inviting Amaranatha Jha as the Chief Guest at the  
meeting; Jha Sahib was already well-known to the Urdu world  
for his classic monograph on Urdu poets, Urdu Poetry and  
Poets. 
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It was a truly memorable occasion for all of us, especially  
the Urdu-speaking student-body of the college---I think by then I  
had already shifted to my room in Iqbal Hostel---it was made  
unforgettable by Amaranatha Jha’s presence and his mastery of  
the Urdu language: the grace and sophistication with which he  
addressed the Bazm-e-Adab amazed the entire Urdu faculty and  
after it was all over, Professor A— O—---- sent for me just to  
thank me for my idea of asking Jha Sahib over! He told me it had  
been the most memorable Annual Day of Bazm-e-Adab he had  
known! 

My mentor, the Principal, never attended such meetings, 
but  I  am  sure  he  kept  himself  well-informed  and  deeply 
appreciated my initiative. 

But by far the most spectacular and resounding success of  
the Common Room and Central Committee was the Annual  
College Picnic which had for a few years been held on the sands  
across the Ganga: it was no mean undertaking to transport a  
couple thousand and more young people for the day in an orderly  
fashion across the river and bring them safely back. It was all  
accomplished smoothly without a single mishap and the day was  
remembered for a long time. In fact, it was all so successful that  
it resonated, for the first time, even beyond the university circles. 

Of course, as the Common Room and Central Committee 

Secretary, I came in for a good deal of the credit. 
 
 
 
 

Meanwhile, once again without my knowing it, once again 

strangely, rather fortuitously, my true education was beginning 

almost just when my formal education was coming to a close: I 

was well into my final year of M.A., residing in Room 28 of 

Iqbal Hostel right in the heart of the campus. But for this move 

from the P-G Hostel back to the campus at my mentor’s behest, I 

wonder if this would ever have happened. 

I see this clearly today, some seven decades later, as my  
education into the composite culture of our land in all its rich 
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diversity.  I  had  as  always  three  “teachers”,  all  M.A.final  
students, all Urdu-speaking, one of them my class-mate, the  
other two batchmates from different departments. All four of us  
became close friends, more or less, by the end of our fifteen  
months together at Iqbal, almost always hanging out together—  
I’d moved out of P-G Hostel six weeks before completing my  
year there and we managed to overstay in Iqbal Hostel nearly the  
same period after writing our eighth and final paper for the  
Master’s degree. 

With some others, the four of us occupied nearly the entire  
south wing of the first floor of Iqbal and pretty much established  
our ‘suzerainty’ over the rest, mostly our juniors, though we kept  
our distance far more than the Jackson “Central Committee” had  
done. Unlike the latter, my “members” now were by and large  
from upper-class families: the first, a scion of nobility based in  
north-western Bihar; the second, the elder son of a psychiatrist in  
charge of a famous mental hospital, and the third, the younger  
son of a prominent Patna solicitor. 

I started learning from my newly found friends not only the 

Urdu language with all its elegance and sophistication, but what 

was much more important, the stock attitudes that governed the 

relationship of our two communities, the two major ones that 

constituted the population of the sub-continent. 

I grew fond of my friend the solicitor’s son with his love of  
Urdu poetry and learnt much from him about the tradition  
coming down from the early Urdu poets, Meer, Sauda, Zauk and  
Ghalib  to  the  moderns  like  Iqbal,  Faiz  Ahmad  Faiz,  Josh  
Malihabadi, Jaa’n Nisaar Akhtar, Sardar Jaffri, and on a more  
popular  level,  Sahir  Ludhianvi.  I  remember  our  late  night  
sessions during which I would listen as H—-- read out from  
memory lines from these poets to me, lines that he loved so  
much. 

I was simply amazed at the discovery of a new world. 

My only regret to this day is that I did not take the chance  
to learn the Urdu script, the only extenuating circumstance  
perhaps my being rather busy at the time. With my long practice  
since I joined Patna college six years ago, I continued to do all 
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my work during the day. Later in the afternoons, I would visit 

my office in the Common Room for a while before I returned to 

my room. My classmate next door wondered when I found time 

to study: he could not help asking me once: 

“Achhaa Madhusudan, Ek baat toh bataao: tum parhtay  
kab ho?” 

“Well Madhusudan, tell me something, when do you 
really do your studies?” 

I simply smiled in reply. 

I still remember another question that my friend W—--- 
asked me once when we went out walking in the evening, for it 
reminds me of the pace at which I happened to live at the time; he 
suddenly caught hold of my hand and said: 

“Madhusudan, tum chal rahe ho ya daur rahe ho?” 

“Madhusudan, come on! Are you walking or running?” 

Of course, I slowed down a little. 
 
 
 
 

It was the end of May, 1955, when we finished writing our  
final M.A. papers, four hours each day. We were all rather weary  
even though there used to be a couple days’ gap after each of the  
eight papers. By this time, half a dozen of us with our rooms on  
the south wing had made ourselves comfortable with sofas, side- 
tables and so on, all arranged on the passage, turning the whole  
place into a common lounge of sorts for ourselves. Towards the  
end of our time there at Iqbal Hostel, after lectures had been  
dropped and Preparation Leave announced, we would go down  
only occasionally to the hostel mess for our meals even though  
the dining area at Iqbal was furnished with tables and benches:  
Old Asghar always served our breakfast right in front of our  
rooms in the “lounge”; even our meals would most of the time be  
brought upstairs by the younger servitors. 

So therefore, comfortable as we were, we unanimously 
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decided to extend our stay in the Hostel even though officially  
we were supposed to leave after the exams so as to make room  
for the new entrants. Week after week passed and we were all  
still there. The Superintendent, Dr. M—---- was well aware of  
our overstaying in style, but dared not risk a direct confrontation.  
Only once during the whole period of our overstay, he came up  
the stairs, just up to the stairhead of the south wing, took a peek  
towards our “ lounge” and mumbled something to the Ward  
servant who was with him, then hastily turned back and went  
down the stairs, back to his quarters nearby. One of our loyal  
juniors who had overheard him as he happened to be walking  
downstairs, told us later that he had been complaining to his  
lackey, saying: 

“Inn logo’n nay toh yaha’n apnaa makaan hi banaa liyaa  
hai!” 

“These people have made it their home here and settled 

down, indeed!” 
 
 
 
 

Meanwhile, I knew that my “ Committee” knew there was 

one among them with a direct line to the all- powerful Principal 

Sahib and that as long as I really wanted, no one could even dare 

trying to dislodge us from our south wing stronghold. 

It was indeed true that I was in day-to-day touch with my  
mentor who was still the Principal of Patna College: anyone  
could see this from the frequency of Raamaa’s calls at #28, Iqbal  
Hostel. Of late, since I had managed to consolidate my position  
as the Common Room Secretary, I had come to be a sort of  
Liaison Officer in the Principal’s service: he was by nature a  
most private person, most averse to meeting new people or those  
he did not know well out of whom he wanted something in order  
to run the college; he invariably wanted each of them properly  
briefed  by  me  before  I  brought  them  to  meet  him  in  the  
Principal’s office. So far as I was concerned, I was simply  
delighted to have my mentor’s total confidence. 
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To furnish just one example, for I remember it vividly,  
there was this lovely young undergrad who had just joined Patna  
College, a trained Bharat-natyam dancer and known singer; her  
father, a few years my mentor’s senior, an Oxford man, had  
taught us briefly when we were in our second year at Patna  
College---that was several years ago--- and had recently passed  
away. The Principal wanted to see her for his own reasons: Did I  
know her? Did I know her well enough to brief her and bring her  
to his office? He had asked me. As usual he said to me,  
“Madhusudan, pahlay tum baat kar lo”. 

Now, as a matter of fact, I didn’t know her at all. Of  
course, I had noticed her among some of her friends a number of  
times as they passed by some of us postgraduates; we were three  
years their senior: we were not supposed to pay much attention  
to them. The third or fourth time this happened, I noticed her  
again when she gave me a full glance with a smile and then  
dropped her eyes and looked down as though with a slight blush.  
It was just a passing thing, but my classmates kept teasing me  
and joking, saying she had fallen in love with me, that it had  
been a case of love at first sight and so on, and that they were  
sure of it! There was one lively Sardar boy among us who kept  
giving  me  meaningful glances, with his Punjabi expletives:  
“Oho-hoi! Oho-hoi!” 

In any case, I felt as though I knew her: I was sure I could 
brief her and persuade her to come with me and see the Principal 
Sahib. So, of course, I said yes to my mentor and asked for a 
time. He told me to come the following day any time in the 

forenoon and see him in his office. 

And  so  I  had  managed  it  all  much  to  my  mentor’s 

satisfaction besides having a most pleasant chat with her as we 

had walked together through the long corridor from the Ladies’ 

Common Room to the Principal’s office by the river. 

For the biggest surprise of all, however, I must backtrack to  
the early months of my M.A. final year when a friendly Cricket  
match between the Prince of Wales Medical College Eleven and  
Patna College Eleven was announced in the fall of 1954. I  
happened to know the team members, most of them old boys of  
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the prestigious St.Xavier’s School run by Irish Catholics, as  
quite a few of them were students of English. The Captain of the  
College team, a fine cricketer, came to ask me in person to join  
in as a fielder. I almost exclaimed, “What!" When I realized that  
he was serious. He knew only too well that not only had I never  
even handled a cricket bat or touched a ball in my life, but had  
never played any outdoor games or sport first owing to poor  
eyesight and later out of extreme insecurity with my glasses. He  
pressed me to join formally as one of the fielders and then went  
on to explain it all to me: 

“Madhusudan-ji, It’s all for the image, you see, it would 

really look nice if you were there.” 

I realized that what K—- was offering to me was actually a  
token to me of how far I had come since I joined college nearly  
seven years ago, in 1948. I told myself I had better take it. 

I said to him, 

“Well,  K—--,  if  you  say  so…”  and  consented  rather  
diffidently. 

I rememeber the Patna College field on the clear fall day 

when I participated in the cricket match in my white shirt and 

trousers, and actually did some fielding for the first, and as it 

happened, for the last time ever. 
 
 
 
 

In early August, 1955, Patna University announced the 

results of the M.A. examinations: I had done it again! 

However, things stayed much the same as ever for me: I  
had taken the first place in the University once again, I had won  
the Raja Raghunandan Gold Medal for English, but I had missed  
a first again. 

I had it from my “Source” a few days later that I had  
managed to set up a new record in the special paper Tragedy I  
had opted for, but had missed a first in the total this time round 
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only by three marks! The Examination Board had held a meeting  
as per rules or convention to consider my case, but had failed to  
reach consensus on awarding grace marks to enable me to take a  
first. 

I nearly smiled to myself, saying, ‘Don’t I know about 

consensus among Examiners!’ 
 
 
 
 

I  heard  later  that  many  disinterested  people  in  the  
university circles thought it was a crying shame that I had not  
been given a first. However, I did not believe there were any  
such people. But of course! I never ever believed in sops, no  
matter what sort. I was, however, proved wrong in the long term. 

The general feeling in the university circles that it was  
wrong to withhold a first from a candidate who had proved  
himself time and time again only because he happened to fall  
short of just three marks in a total of 800 had resonated beyond  
and somehow reached out to the Governor of Bihar in his ex- 
officio role as the Chancellor of the university. R.R. Diwakar, a  
true  liberal  and  a  perfect  gentleman  apart  from  being  a  
Gandhian, was shocked. He was really fond of my father, who  
was still the Governor’s Principal Secretary: when he came to  
learn that the candidate happened to be his son, he felt hurt. First,  
he made sure that it was all true, and went on to invite the Vice- 
Chancellor to lunch at the Raj-Bhavan, asking him among other  
things to see to it that this did not happen in future, that  
examiners should be generous with marks, not niggardly, when  
there was a deserving candidate. 

Word was passed on to the Board of Examiners for English  
in due course and sure enough, a floodgate opened a couple  
years later. I was by this time on the faculty and personally knew  
a couple of the beneficiaries of the new trend that had been set in  
motion. 
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IN THE THICK 
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“Dukh kay sukh jio, pio jwalaa,  
Shankar ki smar-shar kii haalaa.  
….. “ 
Drink up the fire, 
Live in the bliss of suffering  
…… 
Rise up when set back  
By the ebbs of life,  
Flourish and move on  
With each loss! 

 

Suryakant Tripathi Nirala 

Aaraadhanaa #2 
 
 
 

“According to ancient brahman tradition and practice, the  
Second Stage of life, around the mid-twenties on completion of  
Brahmacharya at Gurukul, and going on to the fifties, generally  
called the Grihastha-ashrama, is the time of life when one  
marries, sets up household, possibly produces children and earns  
his livelihood, established in his home in keeping with his  
dharma.  According  to  some  authorities,  this  constitutes  the  
highest dharma of the noble Aryan towards the fulfilment of the 
Purusha-Chatushtaya, the Four Ends of Man, Artha, Dharma,  
Kama, that is, economic interests, given work, sexual enjoyment,  
moving steadily through the three towards the fourth, Moksha,  
that is, liberation or freedom from the cycle of birth and death.” 
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P  A  T  N  A 
 
 
 

A few weeks after the M.A. results, the university invited  
applications for three temporary lectureships in English and  
some of us applied at once. An interview was held soon after in  
the V.C.’s office and three of us were selected for immediate  
appointment as Temporary Lecturers in English: a newcomer  
with an M.A. from Banaras Hindu University, a classmate of  
mine and I myself. I was first on the list and was asked to report  
to the University Department of English, with immediate effect;  
the other two were to report to the Department of English, Patna  
College, and join likewise. 

I was so astonished at the speed things had happened, I  
found it hard to believe: I found myself lecturing the following  
day to a postgraduate class in the very department where I had  
been attending lectures barely three months or so ago! 

It   was   an  “auspicious”  start,  for  the  head  of  the  
department— he had been my favourite teacher through the  
Honours and especially the postgraduate stages second only to  
my Teacher-turned-mentor---had assigned a first year M.A. class  
for my very first lecture, which went off very well indeed.  
Among the students were quite a few young friends of mine  
including the one who had become my “source” as well as my  
confidant during the last few years; the class as a whole, about  
forty-to-fifty strong, knew me as a successful Common Room  
Secretary, was curious to see me appear as a young academic,  
and how I would manage my first ever postgraduate lecture. A  
pin-drop silence reigned throughout the lecture at the end of  
which a young lady seated on the front bench, much admired for  
her slim beauty, exclaimed in a whisper loud enough for me to  
hear: “Superb!”  She  had  probably  summed  up  the  general 
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verdict. I smiled and nodded to her as though acknowledging the 
compliment, picked up the attendance register and my papers, 
and hurried out of the classroom. 

However,   since   this   was   a   temporary   appointment,  
technically described as a Vice-Chancellor’s appointment, valid  
only for six months, we had to present ourselves for a more  
formal interview before the Bihar Public Service Commission  
(BPSC) in the new capital for confirmation. Indeed it was all  
such a formal, routine affair that all I can recall now is that the  
BPSC gave its concurrence, retaining the very order in which the  
appointees had been placed in the Vice-Chancellor’s List. 

A   year   later,   in   mid-1956,   I   received   an   official  
communication  from  the  Registrar’s  office,  confirming  my  
appointment as Lecturer in English, Patna University, from a  
certain date. 

Within a few months of taking my Master’s, I was a 

confirmed member of the English faculty. 
 
 
 
 

That  was  how  my  career  as  an  academic  started;  it  
continued, off and on, for nearly a quarter of a century with one  
long break. 

I never regretted it: filled with surprises as it was, it was  
my way of continuing my education in what a close friend a  
couple years my senior, a distinguished journalist of his time,  
would love to call ‘the university of life’. Alas, he passed away a  
decade ago before he could complete his own full term at this  
“university”, leaving the task, all of it to me, as it were! 

Those  first  two  years  that  I  had  at  the  University  
department were busy and grew busier as the department head  
passed on more and more of his own work to me as time passed.  
The truth is, he had become at this point so deeply engrossed in  
the “power-politics” of the university as a newly appointed  
member of the decision-making Syndicate, that he was left with 
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very little time and even less attention for teaching work. Apart  
from these extra lectures that I gave, I had also been assigned a  
couple of Honours classes usually held in the mornings, 9.40  
AM onwards. 

This came to be even more of a challenge to me when a  
little later, a bifurcation took place between undergraduate and  
postgraduate departments, with the acquisition of a separate  
building in what used to be Darbhanga House, for all the  
university departments. This meant that the younger faculty  
members had to keep moving between the two buildings in order  
to engage their classes. 

In  hindsight,  however,  I  see  these  two  years  as  the 

foundation of the success of my academic work nearly three 

decades later in a completely different setting, in Nepal. Without 

knowing it, I was getting ready to teach, at short notice, a whole 

range of authors from different periods of English literature 

which required a good deal of study. 
 
 
 
 

However, by the end of 1957, I found a new situation  
developing   within   the   original   English   Department:   a  
Cambridge-educated lady posted in Patna College, who had  
engaged some of our M.A. classes for a while, was getting tired  
of lecturing to large undergraduate, mostly male, classes. Or who  
knows, perhaps our head simply wanted her for the University  
department. In any case, the situation was resolved when the  
University head proposed to me that I move to the College  
department while I would continue engaging my postgraduate  
classes as usual and, of course, I consented. 

Early in 1958, I was officially transferred to Patna College.  

 What I did not realize at that point was that this was just the 

beginning of the end, as it happened, of my time only several 

years later at what was, after all, my alma mater. 
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Things moved much faster in the wake of my formal  
transfer to the College department, for the situation here in Patna  
College had changed almost completely in the last couple of  
years. My mentor had moved to the Secretariat as the Director of  
Public Instruction for Bihar, and the new Principal was an  
altogether different kettle of fish. To make matters even more  
difficult, so was the new head of the College department. I had  
little taste, in any case, for sycophancy without which it was  
nearly impossible to survive in the new dispensation. 

Now, it so happened that a senior Lecturer in English  
posted at Patna Science College, who was due to retire in a year  
or two, had been appointed to a full professorship, the tenure  
being available only in Patna College. In order therefore to  
enable him to join the College department on promotion, it was  
needful for one of the junior faculty members to be transferred to  
Patna Science College to fill the vacancy there. 

In mid-1959, I received an official communication from  
the Registrar’s office, transferring me to Patna Science College,  
with immediate effect. Of course, I did not like the prospect of  
leaving Patna College, my earlier association with Patna Science  
College had not exactly been pleasant either, so I protested. I  
protested also because I knew that normally the juniormost in the  
College department should have been moved. However, I was to  
learn later that a plausible reason had been found to retain him  
rather than me, something that had little to do with English  
teaching! 

I sought an interview with the Vice-Chancellor so as to  
lodge my protest against the transfer order. Dr. B—P— met me  
very kindly and assured me that all my Honours and M.A.classes  
would go on as usual, that I was a confirmed member of the  
university staff, all my rights and my seniority in the service  
would continue to be fully secure. Then he said to me, getting  
out of his chair and coming round to me to pat me on the back: 

“My dear boy, you’re doing all right, do not mind the 

dislocation!” 

I did not bring up the issue of propriety with him. 
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Still later, I was to learn the sub-text that underlay the  
episode of my transfer from Patna College to Patna Science  
College. 

It had a good deal to do with one of the most pitiful aspects 

of social life in Bihar that had lain dormant during my colonial 
past. Even in my student days, I remembered, we as a student 
body  had  never  bothered  to  find  out  one  another’s  caste 
affiliation, but times had changed, of course. 

My disenchantment with things as they stood in the current 

dispensation was complete. 
 
 
 
 

I was in for a surprise once again when I reported to Patna 

Science College Principal and joined the English department as 

its third member in July, 1959, nearly a decade after I had left it 

as a Second year student in mid-session to join Patna College as a 

freshman, in 1949. Apparently, my name had travelled ahead of 

me once again and I had a grand welcome. 

Not only did my Department head remember me, but the  
Mathematics professors who shared the Administrative Block  
with us made me feel really welcome there. They all seemed to  
know all about my family background, about me personally, and  
how I came to be there among them; no one among them seemed  
to miss the senior colleague who had just left for Patna College:  
apparently, he was someone who had always kept rather aloof  
from them. In practically no time, I had become a member of the  
lively  Tea  Club  on  the  premises  run  mostly  by  the  more  
numerous Mathematics faculty. 

Indeed one of them, Dr S—, a known Mathematician, who 

had returned from Cambridge with a doctorate only a little while 

ago, went out of his way to help me settle in with preliminary 

paper work for joining Patna Science College. 

Oddly   enough,   rather   unexpectedly,   it   felt   like   a 
homecoming to me. 
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In fact, I remember the four years that I had in Patna  
Science College as an English teacher as a rather interesting  
time: the head of the department grew rather fond of me, and  
came to be a sort of mentor to me by the time I was ready to  
leave, second only to the one at Patna College. As time passed, I  
recalled him as the one who had induced in me the love of  
literature in the first place. I had never really forgotten him, but  
now I came back to him and would on occasion try to share  
some of my interests with him when, to my great amazement, he  
would say, always in his ponderous slow-moving Hindi: 

“Aap nay toh kuchh kaam kar liyaa hai….”  

“You’ve indeed done some work already…” 

And so on and so forth. I just could not understand what he 

was referring to when he used the words “kuchh kaam kar liya 

hai”: what had I done? 

It was a great discovery to me, or rather a series of  
discoveries, as I grew closer to him. He was indeed a most  
remarkable man, a true personage, and had done some truly  
seminal work for Hindi in his youth, back in the 1930s, written a  
few pioneering short stories, been really close to George Bernard  
Shaw during his student days in London, and most importantly,  
he had later devised the first Hindi typewriter keyboard for the  
German firm, Olympia. He later told me on a personal note how  
his younger son had been born just on the eve of Olympia  
accepting  the  keyboard  design  he  had  devised,  so  he  had  
nicknamed him ‘German’! 

I remembered how I had read as a young boy in the 1940s,  
issues of the pioneering Children’s magazine in Hindi, Balak,  
put out by Ramlochan Sharan of Pustak Bhandar, Laheriasarai,  
and now learnt that most of the work had actually been done by  
him; I had been thrilled by the Children’s classic Balako’n Kaa  
Europe,  had  long  forgotten  the  author’s  name,  and  now  
discovered it was his work too! 

I remember many a delightful afternoon in the deserted  
staff-room when we both had leisure, punctuated only by his  
offer of a cigarette or two---he carried very few but only 
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expensive English ones like Craven A, Benson & Hedges, or 
State Express 555. 

Suffice it to say at this point, before I return in time to my 

remembrances on the family front that my memories of this time 

come crowding in so fast and so vividly indeed that I have 

decided to be selective when I return to it, limiting myself only to 

memories which continue to surprise me. 
 
 
 
 

Around the time I joined the English faculty in 1955, my  
father retired from the Indian Administrative Service, his last  
posting being as Secretary to the Governor of Bihar. He had  
served  as  Secretary  to  the  first  two  Indian  Governors,  Sri  
Jairamdas Daulatram and Sri Madhav Srihari Aney, and was  
Secretary to Sri R.R. Diwakar for a year or so when he reached  
the then age of retirement at fifty-five. Governor Diwakar had  
grown fond of him and asked him to stay on, offering him an  
extension for one year. By this time though, he was weary after  
serving the government for three decades and more, and begged  
off: perhaps he felt that enough was enough, especially in the  
new dispensation ruled by the Congress leaders. 

Present to me are several occasions while my father was  
the Welfare Secretary to the Government of Bihar when he  
would, in his humour, interrupt a phone conversation with one of  
his three Ministers, and hand over the phone to one of us  
children, asking us to hear the silly queries the Minister was  
making, smiling away all the time as we listened! 

First, my parents returned to our Singhwara home to live  
there. It might have been difficult and in any case, my youngest  
siblings, my beloved Baby Sister and my Baby Brother, were  
twelve and nine respectively. I remember at one point my mother  
confronting my father, asking him if that was how he intended to  
deal with the education of their youngest children when he had  
taken so much care to educate their older siblings: it was pretty  
clear from her tone that she was telling him off. 
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Now, during the last few years of his service, my father  
had acquired a little property off the Main Road in Ranchi, and  
had managed to put up a nice little cottage on it with tall old  
trees around it. My parents would stay at the cottage from time  
to time. 

Having asked her question, my mother paused a while as  
though to watch its effect on my father, then declared rather  
abruptly: 

“I’m going to pack up---we’re travelling to Ranchi!" 
 
 
 
 

I am not sure now if I joined their trip to Ranchi shortly  
after this conversation, but I do remember being at the Peppe  
Compound house, taking my Baby Brother to my old school, St  
Johns, on the Hazaribagh Road and getting him admitted there. I  
remembered my father taking me there some fifteen years or so  
ago on the same mission with some nostalgia as I went back to  
those days of pure enchantment in Ranchi in the late 1930s. 

It was around this time that Small Sister, her husband and I  
decided to apply for the two-room hire-purchase flats coming up  
in  Rajendranagar  in  Patna  under  the  newly  set  up  Patna  
Improvement Trust. We came to be among their first occupants;  
we had these flats on rent for a long time during which different  
members of my parents’ family lived there until later, most of us  
had moved away from Patna; it was many years later that Small  
Sister decided to purchase the two apartments. My parents would  
visit with us there from time to time until my father passed away  
in 1966. 

I was the first to leave around the early 1960s, only to  
return for brief visits with whoever happened to be living there at  
the time. 
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Shortly after I had taken my degree and was a boarder in  
the Postgraduate Hostel at Ranighat, my father had talked me  
into joining Patna Law College nearby, a few minutes’ walk  
from the Hostel. I realized that my parents wanted me eventually  
to join the bar and practise law only when, a few months later,  
my father took me to see a leading lawyer whom he had known:  
this man, an authority on Hindu law, enjoyed so large and  
lucrative a legal practice that when, within a year of our visit to  
his old-world “mansion” on the Exhibition Road in Patna, he  
was appointed the Chief Justice of Patna High Court, he was  
making so much more from his fees than he would as the Chief  
Justice, he had to be persuaded to accept the position. 

Now, I had never really thought seriously about becoming  
a lawyer and practicing law: it was my parents’ idea once again  
and I had joined Patna Law College only casually as it was so  
close by, and I thought I could handle it while I was doing my  
Master’s: no harm done! But I saw it now as once again part of a  
design. What was more, I did not like the man at all, or the  
prospect of eventually working under him as an articled clerk. Of  
course, I did not open up to my father. 

Suddenly that day, I had another realization: My personal  
struggle for freedom as an individual was not quite over yet! But  
I was, if anything, a child of freedom: I had fed and grown on the  
larger struggle ---I remembered the two wars of my boyhood,  
both won years ago--- and truly rejoiced when India became  
independent as I was on the threshold of my fifteenth year.  
Freedom was central to me, all else peripheral. I remember  
hoping it would remain central to the end. 

In the rising crescendo of my flight to freedom all through 

my days at Patna College, I had been so deafened I thought I had 
arrived when in fact I had still a long way to go. 

It had never been very much, but I started losing what little  
interest I had in my Law studies soon after I joined Patna Law  
College. By the time I moved to #28, Iqbal Hostel at my  
mentor’s instance, I had stopped attending lectures at Patna Law  
College. I had, of course, the excuse of being short of time, being 
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busy with my postgraduate work. 

 
 
 
 

I have often felt while setting down the memories of my  
father, Pushkar Thakur that I never could round off my portrait  
of him as I did so: indeed it seemed to me that every direct  
memory  of  him  triggered  another  and  yet  another  in  my  
consciousness. It was almost as though I had actually been some  
portrait painter and every brushstroke of mine led to another and  
yet another in a seemingly unending series of touches that never  
quite  clinched it.  Oddly enough  the  ineluctable  element  of  
surprise   enters   into   the   picture,   remaining   preponderant  
throughout. 

I cannot help doing what I can, now in a deeply personal 

context: I refer here to the issue of my marriage. 

By now both my older brothers and sisters had long been  
married: it was clearly my turn. I had been teaching for several  
years now, earning my living, paying my bills and so on, and  
everyone in the family seemed to feel it was high time I married.  
There were pressures building up all around, but most pressing  
of all was my mother. I believe she had been putting pressure on  
my father to raise the question with me: I feel sure she had been  
nagging him about it for quite a while. 

Meanwhile, luckily for me, my Baby Sister in her mid- 
teens, had grown marriageable and I was left free. After several 

negotiations had broken down, she too was married off in 1959 

and it could not wait any longer. 

I had been teaching now for four years. 

When it was finally brought up, I remained perfectly quiet, 

saying neither yes nor no, saying never a word. 

By this time, of course, I had become determined to 

continue in my single state. 

I realized clearly that my struggle for emancipation from 
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family had entered upon a critical phase; I grew more set upon it  
than ever. However, I felt I simply could not put my father off  
any more, and yet he was such a figure of authority in his own  
quiet way, I dare not say no to him directly, face to face. 

So therefore, I finally decided to write to him, telling him I  
had decided to remain single for personal and private reasons,  
and that my decision was ‘irrevocable’, that was the word I had  
used in my letter. Howsoever hard I try, I have no memory of the  
rest of the contents of the letter: all I can recall today is the short  
precise  message  I  had  sent  through  the  letter:  Decision  
Irrevocable. 

The outcome of the letter was far more conclusive than I  
had ever hoped for: it was all quiet on the family front for nearly  
a whole year. 

Then  a  close  friend  of  mine  many  years  my  senior  
happened to visit and stayed with me at my quarters inside the  
New  University  Hostel  in  Patna  where  I  was  one  of  the  
Superintendents. A most reliable family friend, he was close to  
my mother too. 

When he went back to Ranchi where he lived, my mother  
asked him to telephone me to say she was about to lose her  
mental balance on my account since my persistent refusal to get  
married. I told my friend to convey my response: I said I had to  
consider my own mental balance, and that after what I had  
witnessed of marriages, I would certainly lose mine if I agreed to  
marry. 

My mother was silenced. 
 
 
 
 

As for my father, I remember only three occasions when he 
referred to the issue of my marriage, which stayed a non-issue as 
far as I was concerned. 

These occasions were separated by several years from one  
another. 
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The first was when he asked me apropos nothing, of course 

referring to my letter: 

“Is it really “irrevocable”?” 

To which I made no reply as I kept looking down. 

The second time, again apropos of nothing, he said to me: 

“I have to talk to you about something very important 
some time.” 

The ‘some time’ never came. 
 
 
 
 

The third and, I think, the last time, it was a total surprise to 

me. Towards the end of his term as Governor’s Secretary, just 

before he retired, there was one South Indian High Court judge, 

also about to retire, who would often be invited to the Raj 

Bhavan and was nearly always accompanied by his daughter, a 

slim tall girl I had also seen around a few times. 

This was quite a bit later, but perhaps they had kept in 
touch. My father now said to me, reminding me of the young 
woman, with a smile: 

“Now tell me, how would she be for you, what do you  
think?” 

As though he was sure he could clinch a deal with the 

family for me! 

My amazement knew no bounds, but of course, I kept my 

thoughts to myself. 

However, there is one little episode I remember in the 

middle of all this, perhaps during my visit to my parents shortly 

after the indirect exchange of messages I had with my mother on 

the phone, that I might relate. 

I had been so oppressed myself by the situation that l 
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listened in to the last negotiation which had been going on for  
some time. I guessed that the bride’s side was more interested in  
showing off what a prize groom they had managed and I decided  
to gamble. I told my mother I would consent to a simple  
wedding held in the Siva temple at Deoghar, not in Patna. 

I won the gamble hands down: the bride’s father had 

backed off and the negotiations broke down. 

I remember being greatly relieved. 
 
 
 
 

While I was teaching in Patna College, I had among my  
students a young Indian Christian from Gulzarbagh in Patna City  
(now Patna Sahib), who felt close to me as his elder sister had  
been in the Honours class with me. He was connected with  
Christchurch near the Gandhi Maidan and came by to see me at  
Patna Science College late in December, 1960, to invite me to  
the Annual Christmas celebrations at Christchurch. I thanked  
him and formally accepted the invitation, and was wondering if I  
would be able to attend the function when he seemed to read my  
thought and said to me: 

“No sir, but you must come. We have planned a lecture at  
Christchurch on the occasion on “Incarnation: One or Many” as  
part of an Inter-Religious Dialogue we’ve been having for some  
time, and we’d love to have you speak on the occasion. That’s  
why I feel you must come. Do give us an opportunity to hear you  
speak on the subject.” 

I thought it over for a while and concluded that he must be  
serious about it all as he had sought me out to invite me on the  
occasion. As he continued to press me, I finally gave my consent  
and told him I would be there, that I would not disappoint him. 

I did turn up at Christchurch at the appointed time, was  
given a warm welcome and spoke on the occasion for about fifty  
minutes or so. I cannot now recall all that I said, but remember  
having  compared  the  traditional  Hindu  view  of  numerous 
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incarnations of the Divine with the single incarnation of Jesus  
Christ according to the Christian view, all fairly objectively. 

It was not a great speech, more like a talk, but I think it 

went off fairly well. Among my audience of around fifty to sixty 

people, there were a couple of young Americans at the back, new 

arrivals in Patna, who walked up to me after it was all over. They 

introduced themselves to me, they were fairly impressed with 

what I had said, and talked with me for a while. 

The Americans were part of a programme of International  
Studies sponsored by a Presbyterian Church group, which had  
sent them out in batches of four to study indigenous cultures and  
religions for a two-year period. I learnt that two of them were at  
Banaras  Hindu  University,  studying  Indian  Philosophy  and  
Religion while those I met at Christchurch were postgraduate  
students in the Department of Ancient History and Culture, Patna  
University. 

They were both about five years younger to me, very  
friendly indeed; they said they were not quite settled in yet, and  
were  still  looking  for  suitable accommodation  close  to  the  
university area. I remember suggesting to them to try the newly  
built  Patna  Improvement  Trust  flats  at  Rajendranagar  and  
happened to mention in passing that a second-floor flat in the  
apartment house where we lived was still vacant. 

That was how they came to live upstairs from us in  
Rajendranagar a little while later. We became neighbours first,  
and then, through an entirely fortuitous set of circumstances,  
close friends for life. 

One of them, while accompanying on his bike a visiting 

American couple, friends of his parents, during the summer of 

1961, had a sunstroke, was taken ill and died two weeks later of 

hepatitis. I remember visiting him once in the University Ward of 

Patna Medical College Hospital. 

We learnt later from his much bereaved friend that B— had  
been a little careless about what he ate, eating here and there on  
the streets of Patna. However, they had been very close to each  
other and J—- was, of course, rather distraught and lonely for a 
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while. This was how we came close to each other. 

Meanwhile, what with the bifurcation of the university  
departments, new grants for building infrastructure from the  
University Grants Commission (UGC) in New Delhi and a new  
Vice-Chancellor with his emphasis on making the university  
residential, Patna University got on to an unprecedented fast- 
track expansion route all through the late 1950s. Within a year of  
my shift to Patna Science College, a huge structure called the  
New University Hostel, popularly known as the “Bahal Fort”  
after the surname of the new V.C. who had launched the scheme  
earlier on, had come up on the open maidan across from the P-G  
Hostel at Ranighat. 

I was summoned one afternoon to the University Office by  
my oldtime friend’s father, my “Source” in the administration.  
He asked me if I would like to be a Superintendent (one of three  
required) with free accommodation inside the New University  
Hostel. He had, of course, been aware of my discomfiture with  
the transfers as well as my examination results earlier on, and I  
wondered if this was his way of somehow making up for it all at  
his level. However, I thought of the advantages: I would be  
located much nearer my work-place, it would be rent-free and  
the Rajendranagar flat would be at the family’s disposal. So of  
course I thanked him for the offer and said, yes, I would  
welcome the arrangement. 

A  couple  days  later,  I  received  a  formal  letter  of 

appointment from the University office as a Superintendent of the 

New University Hostel with immediate effect. 

I reported to the Senior Superintendent the following day,  
and moved to my apartment in the north wing a few days later.  
My parents were very pleased with my new assignment and  
welcomed it. 

Once again, I was the first occupant of the three-room 

apartment in the “Bahal Fort”, popularly so named after the then 
Vice-Chancellor, Dr. K.N. Bahl. 

In fact, after I had managed to survive for a little while on  
food from the Hostel mess, I remember employing a cook who  
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lived in the apartment with me round the clock. In time, he came  
to be cook-cum-valet to me. It was much easier to find house- 
help during the 1960s, at least in Patna. Indeed, when the first  
one left me for some family reason, I found a replacement within  
a few days; I remember the second man I employed as an even  
better cook. 

I remember my stay there as a happy time during which  
Janardan stayed with me for several weeks one summer while he  
was preparing for some exams. A first cousin from Chanpura,  
many years my junior, stayed for a much longer period with me  
until he qualified for a job as an “Assistant” in the Patna  
Secretariat. And of course, I would have visitors from time to  
time including the senior friend who had brought the message  
from my mother. 

Nevertheless, my disenchantment with teaching at Patna  
continued to grow. One principal reason for this was something I  
had viewed with suspicion even as a young schoolboy ever since  
we first heard the rumours concerning Big Brother’s Honours  
examination results even before they were officially published,  
back in 1944: the state of the examination system as it really  
worked. I started learning about its inner working at first hand as  
soon as I myself became an Examiner in my second year as  
Lecturer in English, towards the end of 1956 or early in 1957.  
My assignments as Examiner grew as word got around that I was  
wont to taking extreme care about confidentiality as well as  
fairness and balance in awarding marks. Towards the end of my  
teaching career in Patna, I even thought of refusing the offer of  
examinership, which no teacher ever did, because it was a  
welcome addition to the meagre salaries of college teachers in  
Bihar during the 1950s through the ‘60s. 

I had very soon discovered to my surprise the common  
practice of passing on “chits” among teachers, their colleagues  
and friends, even among mere acquaintances. This meant that  
you were to do your best for the roll number noted on the piece  
of paper, at least pass the candidate. I started by expressing  
surprise and then refusing to accept the chit, but the practice was  
so widespread, I ended up accepting the chit but ignoring the  
request implied. 
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However,  I  am  sure  now  that  what  I  had  personally  
witnessed was merely the tip of the iceberg, for I learnt only a  
few years later that the entire system had collapsed as a result of  
the corruption and nepotism which had eaten into it. I think it is  
fair to say that by the mid-1970s up to the ‘80s, the examination  
system prevalent in the universities all over Bihar had been  
reduced to a huge farce. 

Indeed I remember meeting, in Big Brother’s company, a 

former Director of Higher Education, now retired, who had 

published a book entitled “ Hire Education “, exposing the actual 

state of Higher Education in the state. 
 
 
 
 

I had myself been ‘approached’ many a time by colleagues,  
friends and even by mere acquaintances with chits, especially  
when I happened to be examining answer-books from the two  
big Women’s colleges, the Magadh Mahila and Patna Women’s  
College, for the favour of “raising” the marks of their candidates.  
I had once been approached by a retired junior colleague of my  
father’s, who had a daughter to marry off! He was so senior to  
me, and he had come begging me, I remember being truly  
embarrassed. 

But the climax came when the Warden of New University 

Hostel summoned me to his residence, handed me a chit with his 

daughter’s roll number on it, and asked me point-blank to see to 

it that her total marks was “at least 56”! 

I was simply stupefied with shock. 

However, I managed to take the chit and left without a  
word. 

Now, this was a highly esteemed man in his mid-fifties, a  
real heavyweight, a renowned economist, with a Ph.D and D.Sc.  
from LSE, who had been specially invited to chair and run the  
University  Department  of  Economics, “imported”  from  a  
university in Uttar Pradesh on Special Salary, and had been  
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allotted a residence. I remembered being in a class he had taught 

for a while when I was a freshman at Patna College, ostensibly 

just “to train young minds in Economics”. I remembered how 

much I had admired him as a teacher---until that day. 

On return to my quarters, I immediately brought out the 

script and went through it very carefully just to see if I could do 

something. I found nothing at all. Of course, I did not “raise” the 

marks, there was no room. So, that was that. 

The sequel was much worse than I had imagined. Dr- M---,  
the Warden, tried to oust me from my position as one of the  
Superintendents working under him. When a month or so later,  
my mother accompanied by my Baby Sister, now a lovely young  
woman, visited me for a few hours at my quarters in the Hostel  
while passing through Patna en route to Singhwara, the Warden  
sent a report against me to the Administration, alleging that I  
brought “women” into the Hostel! 

By this time, though, I had grown alert to my situation and 

on my usual visits to my friend’s house passed on the whole 

story as it unfolded. My friend’s father would listen with an 

amused smile, and say casually to me: 

“Arey  Madhusudan,  kuchh  nahi  hoga,  aap  rahiye  na 
aaraam say, yeh sab aisay hii chaltaa rahtaa hai!” 

“Gee Madhusudan, nothing will come out of it, you stay  
comfortably there, these things keep going on just like this! “ 

However, as ill luck would have it, things did not turn out  
well for our Warden, the celebrated economist. The story of my  
confrontation with him had spread all around, having been  
leaked through my friend to some of my more proactive hangers- 
on from my time as the Patna College Common Room Secretary.  
I learnt later that there had been an altercation between Dr. M--- 
and a group of young hoodlums at Patna railway station while he  
was  there  to  welcome  on  the  university’s  behalf  a  Soviet  
delegation including young women. Still in the ascendant, he  
wanted to be moved from Patna, was offered the position of the  
Vice-Chancellor of a newly started university, joined the post,  
but died a few months later of heart failure. 
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When I joined Patna Science College as a Lecturer in 1959,  
I was twenty-seven and in excellent health: I found myself  
bursting with energy, even more so after I moved in all on my  
own  as  a  Superintendent  of  the  New  University  Hostel.  
However, apart from my routine work in the department and my  
Honours and my postgraduate lectures, I was not doing very  
much. I remembered how I had offered the Optional Sanskrit  
paper in my I.A. years ago and survived: I started looking for  
“options” for channelizing my energies. Somehow I had started  
feeling at that point that my career at Patna was closing in upon  
me, especially since I met a senior colleague, another brilliant  
mathematician who had recently returned from Cambridge with  
a doctorate. I remember having a discussion with him over my  
predicament as a sidelined, if not an altogether shunted, member  
of the English faculty. 

He was most sympathetic to me, but he neatly clinched it  
all by telling me I had no option but to join one or another  
faction in the university in order to advance my career as an  
academic and secure the position “you so well deserve”, as he  
put it. He finally silenced me by adding that he was simply being  
realistic, urging me to try and see things as they were in the  
current dispensation. 

I knew only too well I was not prepared at all to do 

anything of the sort. 

My  senior  friend,  the  mathematician,  was  of  course  
blissfully  unaware  that  while  considering  "options",  I  was  
looking for them in the wide world outside, not within Patna  
University. 

Once again, I was in for a surprise when only a little later 

options presented themselves to me one after another. 
 
 
 
 

Before I resume my story towards the end of this period  
though, I find myself backtracking once again to my time at  
Patna College. That is because I specially remember how my 
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real education had continued on even while I was teaching. 

There had been in a Second year class I was teaching at 

Patna College a student who had been pursuing me for some 

time, trying to meet me after the class, day after day. Finally, he 

caught up with me one day: I was free later that afternoon, and he 

followed me so as to tell me his story. 

I found it all so interesting; I decided to take him along in  
my rickshaw to Rajendranagar to hear him out and get to know  
what he wanted of me. After that first meeting, he would come to  
me often and in time came close enough to me to become, for all  
practical purposes, my amanuensis and companion up until I left  
Patna for Kathmandu in 1963, but of course, he remained a  
lifelong friend. 

He was from a very poor family from East Champaran, but  
had  managed  to  do  very  well  at  his  madrassa,  topping  
throughout his Aalim and Fazil exams.Then he wanted to join  
the mainstream, matriculated somehow and on the strength of his  
madrassa record, managed to get admitted to Patna College.  
However, he continued to flunk his Compulsory English---I  
think he had failed twice---so, his top marks in Arabic and  
Persian were no good to him, he was just stuck. I could easily  
see his English was really very poor. However, he persevered  
with the faith of the devout Moslem that he was; he must also  
have liked me enough as a person to have pursued me as he had.  
I had to struggle with him through the year and he managed to  
scrape through the third time. However, he failed again at his  
Compulsory English paper for his B.A. degree. By this time, I  
had moved to Patna Science College, but he had come so close  
to me, he had become my constant companion and assistant : I  
remember  how  he  would  assist  me  occasionally  even  in  
shopping through the crowded Sabzi Bagh in Patna. We would  
often spend hours together at my Rajendranagar flat. 

He lived in the Golakpur Mosque near Ranighat in a cell- 
like room on rent for three rupees a month. 

Finally, during my first stint in Nepal (1963-’65), I learnt  
from Big Brother that he had managed to pass his B.A. the  
second time. He had taken the first place in the first class 
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Honours in Arabic and Persian. Thereafter it was relatively 

smooth sailing for him: he topped in his Master’s in Arabic- 
Persian, followed by a Ph.D. from Patna and a D.Litt from a 

well-known Arabic Institute in Kolkata, where I had a chance to 

visit him once. Some years later, he rose to become the Director 

of the Bihar Institute of Arabic and Persian in Patna through the 

quality of his work and his perseverance. 

During the time we had together in Patna, I learnt as much,  
if not more, from Dr. S—---than he did from me. He was a living  
treasure-house of Islamic lore and history, remembered lines  
from the key suras of the Holy Book, and told me stories from  
Hadith and spoke of well-known figures from them as though he  
had known them personally! While I learnt a good deal of our  
rich composite culture from my friends in Iqbal Hostel, this was  
indeed my true initiation into the overarching Faith of our land  
that goes beyong institutional religion, bringing Sufi mysticism  
and Advaita Vedant, the poetry of Iqbal together with the work  
of Kabir, Nazeer, Ras Khan and even the great Vaishnava saint- 
poets of the middle ages into a complex unity that defies  
institutional and sectarian divides. It is permeated by what  
Aldous Huxley called the Perennial Philosophy. And yet it is  
much more than a “Philosophy”. 

It is a Faith without borders. 

What made my student Dr. S—--- a wonderful storyteller  
and a fine companion was his delightful sense of humour, and  
his candour, not least, his devotion to truth and his honesty. 

To return to my "options": it was during my time at Patna  
Science College that a couple of options presented themselves.  
The first came in the form of my new interest in Hindi poetry  
and poets. 

While teaching at L.S. College, Muzaffarpur, during the  
early to mid-fifties, Big Brother had met the well-known Hindi  
poet, Ramdhari Singh Dinkar, had been introduced first to the  
lyricist and poet Janakiballabh Shastri and then to the poetry of  
Nirala. He in turn passed it on to me. I first met Dinkar-ji at his  
house on Aryakumar Road near Rajendranagar. This led to my  
trying my hand at translating some of his poems into English at  
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the poet’s request, which were published by Asia Publishing  
House in a collection by several hands entitled The Voice of the  
Himalayas. Dinkar appreciated my translations so much that he  
would say, of course in a light vein, that if Madhusudan were to  
translate a representative collection of his poems some day, he  
might win the Nobel Prize for Literature! I came to know the  
poet closely and did some more work for him from time to time  
at his request. This was to culminate in a longish letter from  
Dinkar much later when I was living in my village on return  
from North America, congratulating me on my decision to live  
the life I was living there, with his blessings for multi-faceted  
achievements and good antayvasis. 

My interest in Nirala was much more of a serious affair as I  
read more and more of his work and was drawn into it much  
more deeply: if on the one hand, my interest in Dinkar was more  
“social”, my engagement with Nirala, on the other, was in a  
sense deeply spiritual. I came to love the poet’s determination to  
live on his own terms in his quest for freedom and grew  
concerned about his current way of life when I learnt about it, so  
much so that I wanted to visit him at Daraganj in Allahabad. 

I remember how once on my way back from Delhi in 1961,  
I broke my train journey at Allahabad one spring morning, and  
went to see him at Daraganj, arriving around 11 AM at the house  
where he was living at the time, only to be told that he was out.  
When I made enquiries with folks around, I was told the poet  
usually kept wandering almost all day from ghat to ghat, around  
the riverside temples and shrines. I passed nearly the whole day  
myself likewise, wandering around, looking for him, on the off  
chance that I might run into him. However, it was not to be. I got  
back to the railway station around 5 PM, caught my train and  
returned to Patna. 

Nirala died several months later, in October, 1961. 

My  abiding  engagement  with  the  great  poet’s  work 

culminated  decades  later  in  my  Selected  Poems  of  Nirala, 

published by Sahitya Akademi in 2006. 

It took exactly nine years from the day I proposed it to the  
Akademi. 
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However, I remember I did not mind it, the work of the  
poet Nirala having become part of my ongoing sadhana by then. 

My second "option" had already partly opened when I met  
the Americans at Christchurch; we got acquainted, became close  
neighbours and then became good friends over several months.  
We had come closer through the illness and death of one of  
them, and the wedding of the other, again at Christchurch. We  
travelled together during vacations in India: I remember one visit  
to Darjeeling, another to a village near Bareli, but the most  
memorable of all was our three-day trek from Birganj in Nepal  
to Kathmandu through the foothills of the Himalayas, with  
stopovers at hill villages along the old pilgrim trail. I had done  
nothing of this sort before; it was challenging but delightful. One  
of the group based at Banaras Hindu University joined this trip  
and it was during the trek we became good friends. Apart from  
travelling together and getting to know one another, we also  
participated in a most interesting Hindu-Christian inter-religious  
dialogue brought out by the larger group in the United States in  
newsletters and so on through which I became known to several  
other members of the group. One of the senior members of the  
group happened to visit my friend at Rajendranagar; I met him  
and had a long conversation with him, a sort of extension of the  
ongoing dialogue with which the visiting friend was already  
familiar. 

He  was  a  brilliant  seminarian  from  the  prestigious  
Princeton Theological Seminary and had gone on to a doctorate  
on the concept of Duhkha in Buddhism from the university,  
becoming a committed academic. He was around my age, had  
studied at B.H.U. earlier on, was interested in Indian politics, but  
was  currently  setting  up  Early  Indian  studies  at  McMaster  
University in Ontario, Canada, where he held an Associate  
Professorship in the Department of Religion. Incidentally, he had  
met a Syrian Christian from South India at Princeton and married  
her; he also appeared to be interested in me as a person.  
Moreover, they seemed to be short of the right sort of manpower  
at McMaster. He had casually asked me at the end of our long  
conversation before we said our goodbyes at Rajendranagar in  
Patna how much Sanskrit I knew, and said maybe he would get  
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in touch with me later. 

Later the same year,  1962, the immediate  “option" of  
moving on to Nepal on deputation was to appear on the horizon. 
 
 
 
 

Meanwhile, I had been carefully watching the overall post- 
independence political situation ever since what I saw as the  
ultimate disaster of 30 January, 1948. I had seen it more and  
more as a disaster for the country, not for the man, but by now I  
saw it clearly not as a “disaster” in itself, but rather the principal  
symptom of the national disaster that I saw looming in the  
offing: the divisiveness inherent in the situation. The G.O.P. of  
India I saw was in a shambles, with endemic corruption, lust for  
power and position, infighting and hypocrisy, shorn of all its  
ideals, all in total disregard of the common people who still  
continued to vote them to power; I saw the erstwhile followers of  
Gandhi-ji not only as “lost leaders”, but mostly as “men of  
straw” a la Winston Churchill, without vision or dedication, with  
the one agenda of remaining seated in power by whatever means.  
As far as I could see, Gandhi-ji’s thing about ends and means  
had long been thrown overboard: it was to me the first sign that  
decay  had  begun  to  set  in  the  party  that  had  brought  
independence to the country: it was already starting to fall apart. 

On the other hand, the rise of the Bharatiya Jan Sangh, the 

majoritarian Hindu party with its one agenda of promoting 

“Hindu nationalism” caused me a deep anxiety: I dreaded the 

day when it somehow managed to come to power. 

Indeed, I remembered much later that my good friend the  
seminarian-turned-academic  had  predicted  the  Jan  Sangh’s  
ascent to power. 

To me now, the only considerable follower of Gandhi-ji  
from the days of the Movement who still remained unsullied was  
Jaya Prakash Narayan (JP). I had been keeping track of his  
movements all through; he had consciously kept away from the  
quest   for   power   and   had   engaged   himself   in   people’s 
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movements,  leading  trade  unions,  urging  his  former  party  
towards a grass-roots “socialist” approach as well as carrying out  
one-man good-will missions even while he joined Vinoba’s  
Bhoo-daan, the land-gift movement. He seemed a little confused  
to me in his thoughts, and yet he was the only one from the old  
guard who appealed to my imagination in my disenchantment  
with the teaching profession. 

Even though JP had made the Mahila Charkha Samiti at  
Kadam-kuan in Patna his headquarters, my contact had been  
limited to the series of “Classes” on “What is Socialism?” he had  
taken at Anjuman Islamia Hall opposite Patna Market on the  
Ashok Rajpath; I had attended some of them off and on, and I  
wished to meet him personally and explore the possibility of  
working with him some day. 

I remembered the little monograph on Samajvaad I had 
been bought as a five-year-old. 
 
 
 
 

I had, of course, noted JP’s visit with General Ayub Khan,  
the President of Pakistan, as well as his ninety-minute talks with  
Prime Minister Nehru. The fact that these talks had clearly  
proved abortive had disposed me favourably towards JP. That  
was when I also recalled Nehru’s comment on JP earlier on as “a  
future Prime Minister” of India. I remember guessing at the time  
that Nehru had probably invited JP to join his cabinet and, of  
course, he had declined for his own reasons. 

This was the background to my first impulse to seek him 
out and visit him. 

I had just returned with my brother Janardan from a visit  
to Big Sister and Handsome Fellow, now a doctor in Himachal  
Pradesh Medical Service based in Simla, in a rather disconsolate  
state, and was not quite myself for reasons I won’t go into now.  
When  I  arrived  after  a  long  and  tiring  train  journey  via  
Allahabad back to Patna, perhaps it was not exactly the best  
time, but the impulse had taken me and I had a few days left 
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from the vacation on which Janardan and I had gone out to visit  
Big Sister. 

When I went to see JP at the Mahila Charkha Samiti in  
Kadam-kuan, I learnt that he was out. I made enquiries and  
found that he was addressing a two-day convention of Charkha- 
and-handloom weavers in a remote village in Santhal Pargana. I  
showed some urgency and was provided the details and how to  
get there. 

I left Patna early next morning for Dumka and arrived at  
the venue after another tiring bus journey just as JP was getting  
ready to go to the last session of the Weavers’ Convention. Now,  
this was going to be my very first meeting alone with JP and I  
was wondering how I’d be received, having arrived there without  
any introduction, appointment or prior notice. However, JP’s  
wife, Prabhavatiji received me kindly and seated me without  
questions when I introduced myself and said I wanted to see JP.  
As she asked me, very kindly again, to wait, JP came out all  
dressed up for the convention. Prabhavatiji went inside and I  
found myself alone with him exactly as I wanted. I got up at  
once, made a respectful Pranam and was about to give him my  
name. He noticed the state I was in and asked me to take my  
seat. Before I could even tell him my name, he asked me: 

“Aap Maithil hai’n?": “you are Maithil?” 

When I nodded yes, he asked me: 

“Aap Pushkar Thakur ke ladke hai’n?” 

“You are Pushkar Thakur’s son?” 

This time I said yes, introduced myself, and told him what I 
was doing, but that was not important, that for a long time, I had 
wanted to see him and talk with him about myself. He 
nodded, looked at me from head to heel, seemed to be thoughtful 
for just a moment, and he said to me: 

“Why are you looking and acting as though you’re an old 
woman, come on, be up and doing, be yourself and see me 
another time, I have to go now and speak to the people gathered 
here. Do get back for now and get on with your work, I’ll listen 
to you and speak to you later when I can.” 
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That is about all that I remember of my first meeting with  
JP,  one  of  the  heroes  of  my  boyhood  days  in  the 1940s.  
Somehow I can recall no detail of how I returned to Patna, my  
thoughts were all so mixed up, but I do remember that I decided  
then and there that I would meet him only when I was free to  
follow it up in case he had anything going for me. 
 
 
 
 

My second meeting with JP happened nearly a decade  
later, either towards the end of 1968 or early in 1969, after I had  
returned to India from my time at McMaster in Canada. I had  
just made over to my brother Janardan my rights as publisher  
and editor of the Weekly which we had been bringing out  
together and felt that the time to try and meet JP had come. Once  
again at the Mahila Samiti, I learnt that he was out, this time on a  
visit to his Ashram at Shekho-deora near Nawadah. Once again,  
I had a difficult journey as the bus broke down before we had  
another eleven km to go, but luckily, I was well prepared this  
time, and besides it was only early afternoon. So I walked to  
Shekho-deora and arrived at JP’s Ashram just as dusk was  
falling. 

I was in pretty good shape this time. 

As JP was busy speaking to his group inside, I was  
received by one of his Assistants, introduced myself properly to  
him and told him that I had walked the last eleven km to see him.  
He very kindly led me into a large room where JP sat on a low  
dais, talking in a very leisurely fashion to a group of some  
twelve to fifteen, mostly people in their thirties. He recognized  
me at once, but seemed rather displeased with my abrupt arrival  
without prior notice, asked me what I was doing there and how I  
had come to Shekho-deora. However, when I told him briefly  
about my journey and that I had walked from near Nawadah, he  
told the Assistant rather curtly to take care of me, I distinctly  
remember his words to him: 

“Inko ley jaiye, khila-pila kar sulaa dijiye, kal subah 
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meray saath Patna Jaayenge.” 

That is, “Take him away, give him food and drink and put 

him to bed, will you. He will be travelling with me to Patna 

tomorrow morning.” 

I had my knapsack and I followed his Assistant and did the  
needful. I find it rather interesting that I have no memory of the  
rest at all except that I had a good sleep that night after my walk,  
woke up early the following morning and got ready to travel  
back to Patna with JP. 

When I came out, I found a large land-rover with the sign  
Bihar Relief Society on it waiting outside. JP came out a little  
while later, all set to travel, and seemed rather surprised to see  
me with a Pranam and a smile, all ready to travel with him. He  
smiled back and very kindly seated me just behind him in the  
van as he took the front seat beside the driver. I could see at once  
that he wanted to talk with me on the ride to Patna. 

I found this an opening and an opportunity of a lifetime  
and decided to take an initiative. I am afraid though that I have  
not the slightest memory of what I told him as I sat behind him.  
However, having definitely left behind my academic career and  
the short interlude by way of “journalism”, I felt free and  
confident enough to tell him about myself and what I wanted to  
do with my life. When I took a pause after I had spoken to him  
for about ten minutes or maybe fifteen at most, he turned a little  
towards me to say in Hindi: 

“Aap ke vichar bahut achhe hai’n.”  

Your thoughts, they are very good. 

Giving me a smile. Then he took a pause while I knew I  
had been given a very polite dismissal as far as living and  
working with him was concerned. A couple minutes later, while  
I was still pondering over it, he turned in his seat to face me as  
much as he possibly could, and said to me in his best American  
manner, accent and all, almost as though he were addressing  
another person: 

“Short of the good Lord Himself, you do travel light, don’t  
you?” 
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I was dumbfounded. As far as I remember, I kept quiet  
throughout the rest of the journey to Patna. On his part, JP had  
said all that he wanted to say to me: I knew that the conversation  
had ended. 

On arrival at Kadam-kuan in Patna, as we got off the  
vehicle, JP invited me very nicely to accompany him on his  
travel the following day to Banaras, giving me details of the train  
and time  of  departure from  Patna Junction,  and the  Peace  
Institute at Raj Ghat which he was going to address, and so on.  
He asked me very kindly if I would be able to join him and I said  
yes, I would, made my Pranam and left for Rajendranagar. 

I did travel to Banaras with JP’s party the day after, was  
billeted to stay with a disciple of his, a young academic at BHU,  
and attended JP’s address at the Peace Institute. It was more like  
a class he was taking, the focus being on the agrarian situation in  
Bihar. I noticed that JP mentioned Darbhanga district more than  
once in his talk and I remember his saying that he thought it was  
the most politically conscious region of the state. Apart from the  
talk he gave, the time in Banaras was rather uneventful: I hardly  
remember anything of my travel back to Patna. 

This, however, was not my last meeting with JP. While I  
was engaged in a village project near Purnia with the Mukhia to  
whom I had grown close, JP happened to be visiting a Khadi- 
and- Handloom Ashram outside Purnia and we visited him one  
evening with a garland of freshly picked jasmine flowers. He  
was very pleased to see me there, but as dusk was falling, we  
could not stay long. I remember telling him I was expecting an  
American friend to join me in Rahua on a village reconstruction  
project we had agreed on. 

Later   I   was   to   receive   a   copy   of   the   letter   of  
recommendation JP had personally written for grant of visa to  
this friend, saying Mr. S—-M—--- was hoping to join “Sri  
Madhusudan   Thakur   in   his   dedicated   work   for   village  
reconstruction”. The projected work with S—- in Rahua was just  
one of those things that never happened: my American friend’s  
visa application was rejected ----it was one of the extreme anti- 
American phases of the Indira regime---- and I had to abandon 
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the project and return to Singhwara. 

That was my last contact with the sole surviving hero of my 

boyhood days. 
 
 
 
 

During JP’s last days in the late 1970s, when once my  
brother Janardan and M. —J—A---- visited JP in a hospital, he  
stopped them just as they were about to leave to ask them in a  
barely audible voice: 

“Madhusudan-ji kaha’n hai’n?” 

I never asked them what they had told the dying JP of my 

whereabouts and they never told me. Of course, I was by then 

living in my village, busy setting up the Singhwara Ashram 

Patrika there in the spring of 1979. 

Much later, I remember hearing a BBC interview with JP 

answering questions in a tone of voice close to that of an old 

woman. All I remember today is JP asking young men of the 

country to keep their spinal cord straight and upright. 

I had been at it all through the time when I last saw him. 

Later in life, I remember thinking of JP sometimes as the 

Guru, Dronacharya in the epic, The Mahabharata and of myself 
as Ekalavya, the Nishad boy. 

However, when I learnt on my return from North America  
early in 1977 how things were going, I was relieved to have been  
out of it all. 

I remember much later thinking of what had happened as a 

failed “Second Spring”, to use the empty phrase current in the 

West about what had later happened in North Africa and West 

Asia, in the Arab world in general. 
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I have to return now to my last year at Patna Science 

College, in 1963, as I waited and waited to be relieved from my 

position there in order to join as Colombo Plan Lecturer in 

English under the Indian Aid Mission in Kathmandu. 
 
 
 
 

The debacle on the Sino-Indian border in NEFA in 1962  
confirmed my view of the current Government of India when I  
learnt how poorly equipped and unprepared the Indian soldiers, a  
lot of them from Shahabad and Chhapra in Bihar, had been and  
how they had been butchered by the Chinese in a totally unequal  
“War on the border". To my mind, it was not a war at all, the  
rhetoric notwithstanding, but the ineptitude of the somnolent  
Congress government out of touch with ground realities. 

To my mind, the failure arose out of the fact that India was  
not yet a state fully aware of its responsibilities and its duty to  
the people who served it: I remembered and was keenly aware of  
my thoughts at the time when I read a few years later Big  
Brother’s letter to me in Hamilton, Ontario: He had written,  
asking me: 

“How much news do you get of our conflict with Pakistan 

or the Chinese threat?” 

And then he had gone on to add his comment: 

“The  Chinese  are  enemies,  but  the  British  in  their  
friendliness are not very far behind. We are in for hard times, but  
we  have  to  pass  through  the  real  stages  of  becoming  an  
independent State.” 

(Italics mine) 
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To return to my “options”: the same year that I joined  
Patna Science College, 1959, Big Brother had moved from L.S.  
College, Muzaffarpur, having been deputed to the Indian Aid  
Mission(IAM)  in  Kathmandu  under  the  Colombo  Plan  as  
Professor of English. We had been in regular touch and he wrote  
to  me  during  my  last  full  year  at  Patna  Science  College,  
suggesting that I apply for lectureship which the IAM was going  
to advertise presently. I applied, was interviewed by the Union  
Public Service Commission (UPSC) in New Delhi, and was  
selected for appointment early in 1963. 

While I waited for my official letter relieving me from my  
post at Patna Science College without which I could not proceed  
to Nepal to join the Indian Aid Mission in Kathmandu,  I  
remember visiting the Administrative office at least half a dozen  
times, every other day or so after my work. The ponderous  
middle-aged Bara Babu, the Head Clerk, with a lot of files  
stacked all around on his table, kept putting me off until I was  
nearly  tired  of  it  all.  Having  completed  all  the No-  Dues  
certificates required for being relieved from my post, I just didn’t  
know what more I could do to secure the necessary piece of  
paper and finally lost my temper. I remember well the scene I  
created in the office there; I just didn’t know what had come  
over me: I confronted the Bara Babu and said to him, with a  
flourish of my hand: 

“Bara Babu! Yeh jo aap dekh rahay hai’n na, yeh file-sab, 

aap kaa jo yeh Kaagaj-pattar hai, sab jal jayegaa, samajh rahe 

hai’n na, sab ka sab jal kar raakh ho jayegaa!” 

“Bara Babu, all these papers, all these files of yours that 

you see, they are all going to be burnt down, they’ll all be 

reduced to ashes, do you get me?” 

With this broadside, I left the office in a huff and returned 
to my apartment in the New University Hostel as I had already 
finished my work at the department. 

I guess the news of my outburst in the office had got  
about,  for  several  days  later,  after  I  had  appealed  to  the  
Department, met the Principal and told him I was very sorry, but  
that I was tired of waiting, I received the letter relieving me as 
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Lecturer in English, Patna Science College, with a copy being 
forwarded to the Director, Indian Aid Mission, Kathmandu, 
Nepal for necessary action. 

I remember even more vividly the sequel a couple years  
later when on my return from Nepal I went to the Administrative  
office of Patna Science College to turn in my application to the  
university for Study Leave to go out to Canada to take up the  
Teaching   Fellowship   I   had   been   awarded   by   McMaster  
University in Hamilton, Ontario. 

What happened when I entered the office was a total 
surprise  to  me:  the  Bara  Babu  was  still  there,  looking 

considerably aged, but this time he stood up the moment he saw 
me, folded his hands to make a Pranam, bowing several times 
and said to me, quite out of the blue: 

“Huzoor Sir, Sab jal gayaa!” 

“Your honour Sir, everything was burnt down! “ 

For a few moments I just couldn’t catch on: I had not the  
ghost of an idea what he was referring to, for I had arrived back  
in Patna only a few days ago, not having kept up with recent  
events here. He went on to let me know of the student agitation  
of several months ago when an angry student mob had set the  
office on fire in which nearly all the records had been destroyed. 

It was only then that I remembered what I had told Bara 

Babu nearly two years ago in this very office. 
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2 

KA T H M A N D U 
 
 
 

I remember joining the Indian Aid Mission (IAM) in Hari  
Bhavan, formerly an old Rana palace taken over and renovated  
by the Government of India, in mid-1963. It was extremely  
formal and official and I felt from the very first day as though I  
had joined an Indian diplomatic mission as a junior member of  
the staff and not as a teacher in a university. I was simply one  
among several young teachers recruited from India, we were  
supposed to report every day to the IAM office located in the  
city centre before we went to engage our classes wherever we  
happened to be assigned. In the office, I found myself addressed  
invariably as Lecturer M.M. Thakur, and found this form of  
address rather stiff, to say the least. I was, however, pleased to  
meet   the   principal   Administrative   Officer,   a   middle-aged  
Bengalee gentleman, who was very nice to me. 

I continued to wonder how most of us who had come out to  
help with the work of teaching fell into the more or less  
bureaucratic hierarchy, with the Director of the Mission at the  
top, the "Members” for the different “departments” through  
which the “Aid” was administered, and the rest divided by our  
ranks.  So,  for  example,  for  us  teachers,  'the  Warrant  of  
Precedence’ was something like: 

The Director> Member, Education> Professor> Reader>  
Lecturer 

Of course, we tended to follow the routine of visiting the  
Mission  office  at  Hari  Bhavan,  receiving  our  mail  at  the  
Reception and whatever instruction might be there for us before  
we moved on to the assignments we were handed. Somehow too,  
it seemed that the first two were of the first importance, the last  
only secondary! 

Even though I followed the routine like my peers and those 
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above me in the hierarchy, I must admit that I felt a little 
suffocated, to say the least, from the very first day. 
 
 
 
 

I remember my time in Kathmandu from mid-1963 to the  
spring of 1965 as a multi-layered experience unified by a new  
sense of freedom in which I rejoiced in the face of all the odds. 

My memories of this period are swarming in so thick and 

fast that it would take a separate book to record them in the 

manner I have dealt with my childhood memories. 

I had a natural advantage over my peers in that I had 

already visited Kathmandu several times during Big Brother’s 

stint there as Colombo Plan Professor of English (1959-1963): I 

had been fascinated by and fallen in love with the Valley long 

before I joined the Indian Aid Mission there. 

However, my time there as an employee of the Indian Aid  
Mission turned out to be much more about settling in there and  
making myself comfortable than teaching at the newly set up  
Tribhuvan University. It took me quite a while as I remember to  
set up house, requisitioning furniture, crockery and cutlery from  
the Mission; learning to move around the city from my first  
residence in an apartment on the outskirts of Kathmandu, in  
Basant Bhavan, a former Rana Prime Minister’s palace, and  
towards  the  end  of  my  stay,  shifting  residence  to  a  more  
comfortable flat in town, in a house in Dilli Bazar. 

But it was much more than that: on the positive side, I had  
leisure enough to get acquainted with Kathmandu, make a few  
friends, take walking tours around Patan and Bhaktapur, visit  
famous temples and palaces out of town, trekking up to Kakani,  
Nagarkot  and  Sundarijal,  or  simply  walking  out  to  Burha  
Neelkanth, Banepa-Dhulikhel, and Bodhnath and even beyond,  
to Dakshin-Kali and Pharping. 

Meanwhile, I took great care about my work with the  
classes I had been assigned and remember ending up becoming  
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hugely popular with my students: there were at the time just a  
couple of small postgraduate classes; they were simply delighted  
to have me. This was somehow reported beyond the university  
circles and my name found its way to the royal family. 

I remember being summoned by the Member for Education  
and asked if I would like to take up coaching Her Highness  
Princep Shaha, sister-in-law to His Majesty King Mahendra, as  
she was preparing for her degree examination. Of course I said  
yes, I would gladly do so, for I realized at once that it was, for all  
practical purposes, an order. However, I remember letting him  
know that I would be willing to take up the assignment only if it  
involved no payment to me, simply as a labour of love. 

I remember how this was the beginning of my superior’s  
hostility towards me although he did not come out with it at that  
point: I had unwittingly invited his displeasure which I noticed  
immediately. 

I have pleasant memories of my visits to Prince Himalaya’s  
gorgeous mansion at Tahachal from time to time: I was always  
informed in advance, picked up and driven back to my place  
after every visit; I was indeed treated very well. During one visit  
I remember well, the Prince himself dropped by while high tea  
was being served just to ask extremely politely how I was doing,  
addressing me as Thakur. I had never seen him before and at  
once noticed his close resemblance to King Mahendra whom I  
had, on several occasions, but always at a distance. 

This was my one and only contact with royalty. 

Meanwhile,  I  remember  realizing  that  what  with  my  
popularity with my students, especially the postgraduate classes,  
as well as my having been chosen by Her Highness the Second  
Princess as her tutor, I was on my way to becoming something of  
a celebrity among the academic circles in Kathmandu. In any  
case, by this time the Indian teachers under the Colombo Plan  
had, by and large, established their reputation as being by far  
more professional and more focused on their work than their  
Nepali counterparts. However, even among the thirty or so  
teachers from India who were serving here under the Indian Aid  
Mission, I was being singled out for the quality of work I was 
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doing. 

While  I  was,  without  knowing  it,  laying  down  the  
foundations of my work some two decades later at the Tribhuvan  
University at Kirtipur (1983-2004), that too for a much longer  
period and on invitation, I remained unaware for quite a while of  
the jealousy I happened to be arousing among a few of my  
Nepali colleagues. 

Eventually this turned into a whisper campaign against me 
--- I remembered my situation later when Big Brother in one of  
his letters to me described Kathmandu as “a whispering gallery”.  
But here is how it happened at the time: now, when I had joined  
the Mission in mid-1963, the post of Professor of English had  
been vacant, Big Brother and another Professor from Orissa  
having returned to India after completing their terms. Six months  
or so later, things came to a head with the appointment of an  
academic from Allahabad as Professor of English under the  
Colombo Plan. He was really a specialist in Hindi literature,  
having done his doctoral work on the influence of the English  
romantics on Hindi Chhayavadi poets; he resented my fluency in  
English, my devotion to teaching and my popularity with the  
students, and soon joined the whisper campaign against me. 

Presently, I was assigned large undergraduate classes at the  
Tri-Chandra College and at once remembered my first transfer  
from the University department to Patna College back in 1957. I  
smiled to myself as I saw history repeating itself: instead of  
sulking, I rejoiced in the opportunity to lecture to large groups  
and enjoyed it. I knew now that this would only enlarge my  
student-circle and remained confident that it would make me  
better known as an academic all over the Valley. 

Once  again  I  was  extending  the  boundaries,  without  
knowing it at the time, of the foundations of my future work as  
an academic in Nepal. This was to come long after most of my  
IAM colleagues had completed their terms, picked up their  
booties, returned to India, and had been forgotten. Some of the  
bright ones among the undergraduates I had occasion to teach at  
Tri-Chandra College came to be my devoted colleagues a couple  
decades later at the Central campus at Kirtipur; indeed one of the 
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most devoted, Dr. S—--L—-- was my Head of the Department for 
several years in the 1980s through the early 1990s. 

However, my "tribulations” continued not only till the third  
option appeared on the horizon, with a plain aerogramme from  
the friend I had made at Rajendranagar in Patna, the American  
academic from McMaster, but even afterwards. He had proposed  
in his letter to me that I come out to Canada on a Teaching  
Fellowship, giving some details about the university and about  
Hamilton in Ontario where it was located: I remember his  
mentioning the fact that there was a nuclear reactor on the  
McMaster campus. 

I wrote back at once, giving my acceptance: the official 
Letter  of  Award  from  the  Dean  of  Humanities,  McMaster 
University, arrived a few weeks later. 

Now, I had all along wanted to travel overseas and possibly  
take up some research project or other abroad, but my situation  
at Patna had been too marginalized for any such opening. By the  
time I had been transferred to Patna Science College in 1959, I  
knew only too well that whatever opportunities might be there,  
they  were  not  for  me.  I  decided  therefore  to  accept  the  
Fellowship offer from McMaster even though it was under the  
Department of Religion. 

I remember thinking at the time that I had, in any case, the  
inter-religious discourse I had shared with the visiting scholars  
of the International Studies Program (ISP) at Patna and Banaras  
Hindu University. 
 
 
 
 

Meanwhile, I had applied to the Member for Education in  
the IAM for being relieved from my position as Lecturer in  
English, with a copy of the Fellowship Award letter from  
McMaster. 

Once again, the waiting began: I learnt that the Member  
had objected to my being relieved before completing my three- 
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year term as Lecturer in English and my application had been 

kept pending. History was indeed repeating itself as I waited and 

waited to be relieved exactly as I had waited to be relieved from 

Patna Science College a couple years ago! 

I realized after waiting for a while that the Member for 

Education was just sitting over my application. 

The Administrative Officer was very sympathetic though  
and suggested that I should appeal to the Director of the Mission.  
The very next morning, I found my way to the Director’s  
residence in Patan and was nearly pounced upon by his huge  
Alsatian before Mr. K——-came out. I outlined my predicament  
briefly for him and added that I was only thirty-two, I very much  
wanted to go abroad, that this was going to be the very first time  
for me, it was all being paid for by McMaster University in  
Ontario, Canada. I appealed to him and said I hoped he would  
help me. 

I had also brought along the original Award letter from 

McMaster and let him go through it. 

He gave me a brilliant smile and said very kindly: 

“But of course! I know all about you and your work, how 

can they stop you just because you haven’t completed your term? 

You go right ahead with your preparations: I’ll see to it that you 

are relieved as soon as possible. All my best wishes are with you, 

best of luck for your time in Canada! 

I thanked him profusely while he held his dog all through  
our conversation as though he feared he might pounce on me  
again. 

I remember what a great relief it was to me even before I  
received the official letter relieving me of my position under the  
Mission, a house of suffocation as it had become by now. 

I remember how I started preparing for my time abroad,  
improving my Sanskrit and visiting the Colombo Plan Professor  
of Sanskrit, a senior friend of mine from the heart of Mithila,  
actually from the very village into which Small Sister was  
married: I devised my own lessons with him and actually learned  
a lot from him. 
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I remember it as the beginning of my serious studies of the  
principal texts of the Indian tradition including the Upanishads. 

I also started to collect all the information I could on  
Hamilton, Ontario in general and on McMaster in particular; I  
remember how the more I learnt about Ontario, about Hamilton,  
the McMaster campus and the facilities it offered to Teaching  
Fellows, the more avidly I looked forward to being there. I was  
indeed all excited about the prospect that lay before me. 

I was even more excited by the prospect of travelling to 

North America. 

I had always had a preference for a voyage on board a ship  
rather than air travel and remember writing at once to a travel  
agent I had personally known. It turned out to be a long  
correspondence with this man who had become a friend of mine  
over time. 

Now, the mid-sixties was a time when air travel was  
growing very popular while passages on board a ship were  
becoming increasingly scarce. However, my good friend D----B- 
---K—came up with a booking for me after a long wait. It  
happened to be a new Greek cargo-cum-passenger ship made in  
Japan called The Hellenic Leader; it was scheduled to arrive  
from Japan to the port of Cochin in Kerala sometime in mid-July  
on its first ever sailing. That gave me plenty of time to return to  
Patna, meet my parents, have some time with them, and wind up  
my affairs in India before I sailed for my first trip abroad. 
 
 
 
 

Once again, my surprise at the way things had worked out 

knew no bounds. 

Before leaving for Patna, I sought an interview with Sri  
Mannarayan, the then Indian ambassador in Nepal, was called in  
at once and was graciously received by him. When I told him  
about  my  Fellowship  Award,  he  seemed  very  pleased  and  
presented to me a special Engagement Book with his good 
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wishes and autographed it. 

I remember taking it as a good augury for my impending 

trip abroad. 

As for Princep Shaha, I am not sure now whether I myself 
informed Her Highness or if she learnt from some other source 
that I was shortly going to leave Nepal, but as soon she came to 
know about it, she sent word to me through a messenger, inviting 

me to a final session at Tahachal. 

This was indeed a valedictory session, with lots of food 

and drink: just before I left her place, Princep Shaha most 

graciously presented some valuables to me as parting gifts 

including a lovely brand-new Rolex wrist-watch. 

I was deeply touched by the gesture. 

I remembered Her Highness’s attempt earlier on to make a  
gift of a Volkeswagen to me through one of her drivers, without  
so much as mentioning a word about it to me herself. This had  
proved abortive largely owing to my own sense of insecurity,  
even though this very friendly Newar driver had tried his best to  
show me how to drive, telling me in his broken Hindi that the car  
would be mine just for taking the steering wheel! 

In any case, I remember how caught up I was at the time 
with other thoughts to be in a position to think consistently what I 
would do with a car if I owned it. 

However, my visit to Princep Shaha at Tahachal was not to  
be the last memorable experience of my first stint as a visiting  
member of the faculty at Tribhuvan University before I left  
Nepal. 
 
 
 
 

A few days before my scheduled departure for Patna, I  
learnt that an “Industrial fair” was on in an area not far from the  
city centre and thought I might pick up something there for my  
mother. I did find some interesting stainless steel items that I 
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thought might be a welcome addition to my mother’s cooking  
utensils when I was distracted by a rather disorderly scene, with  
several Nepali police constables just looking on as though it was  
none of their business, and happened to make some mildly  
derogatory remarks on the police. I had the surprise of my life  
when I was accosted by one of them and taken straight into  
police custody in a tent nearby! I was too shocked to lodge a  
protest with the officer-in-charge there, and just sat there in a  
sort of daze for a few minutes or so. My general bearing, the way  
I was dressed and my composure helped though: the officer had  
of course noticed that I was an Indian national and kindly asked  
me if I wanted to use the telephone. I recovered my aplomb,  
thanked him and said yes, I would like to. I had the number of  
the Mission’s Administrative Officer; I called him at once and  
told  him  what  had  happened.  He  spoke  to  the  Member,  
Administration, who in turn spoke to someone high-up in Nepal  
police, and another few minutes later, I found myself walking  
out of the Police camp in the Bazar as though nothing at all had  
happened! 

I went through my shopping all right and returned to my  
flat in Dilli Bazar with thoughts about the nature of police in an  
absolute monarchy as well as the clout of the giant just south of  
the border, not least of the value of discretion and self-restraint  
in speech. 
 
 
 
 

Before I return to Patna, several memories arise in me for  
no reason, apropos nothing in particular, all from the time of my  
stay at the Basant Bhavan apartment in the spring through  
summer of 1964. 

I remember learning, during my stay in Basant Bhavan, in  
April, 1964, that Jawaharlal Nehru had passed away and how  
shortly after the news was broken to him, a retired Rana general,  
Keshar Shumsher, well-known for his love of learning and his  
large library of rare books at Keshar Mahal near the Royal  
Palace in Kathmandu, had died of shock and grief as he had 
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known Nehru and had been close to him. 

It was also at Basant Bhavan that the Fulbright Lecturer in  
English I had met and known closely at Patna during the early  
1960s visited me for a week or so during which we went out on a  
walking tour up to Nagarkot, Kakani and other places and stayed  
overnight at the Tourist Bungalow up at Nagarkot for a great  
view of the snow peaks at dawn. 

It had all been a delightful experience and so memorable, I 

remember some of the details to this day, over half a century 

later, as though it was only several years ago! 

The fragrance of the magnolia trees in flower on the Basant  
Bhavan grounds around my apartment stayed with me even after  
I had left Nepal: I was reminded of it many years later, in the  
summer of 1976 during my stay at this very friend’s house in  
Chevy Chase in Maryland, a time I have come to cherish. 

 

 

 

2 

P A T N A (1965) 
 

Shortly after my return to Patna, I joined my parents on a  
trip to Allahabad (now Prayagraj) for Kalpa-Vaas on the Sangam  
which  they  had  planned  earlier  on.  I  remember  it  as  an  
interesting time during which we lived in a tent on the sands at  
the confluence of the Ganga and the Jumna. I also remember the  
Alopi Bagh post office nearby from which I carried on my  
correspondence  with  McMaster  University  and  my  oldtime  
friend the travel agent regarding my upcoming travel to North  
America. 

All of us returned thoroughly refreshed by our month-long 

excursion back to our apartment at Rajendranagar in Patna. 
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That was the beginning for me of a long wait for my 

passport for which I had applied earlier on. As time was running 

out, I decided to travel to Calcutta and contact the Regional 

Passport Office there: even though Patna was the state capital, it 

had no Passport Office during those days. 

I remember wondering to myself later if the State of Bihar 

is still treated by the Government of India as though it were still 

part of West Bengal! 
 
 
 
 

Before I left for Calcutta, I decided to share part of my 

savings from my assignment in Kathmandu with my parents as I 

was aware that the family was going through a difficult patch 

since my Baby Sister’s wedding in 1959. 

I remember how deeply my parents had been moved when I 

brought bank proformas for them to complete since I had 

decided to open a joint savings account in their names with part 

of my savings from Nepal. 

I could see, of course, that this was something they had  
never experienced before in their life. After all the paper work  
required was done, I brought back the bank book and made it  
over to my father, my father looked carefully through it, grew  
thoughtful and said to my mother as though he were apologizing  
to me: 

“We have done wrong to him, we have.” 

My mother said never a word. 

It had been decided that my Baby Brother, now a young  
undergraduate  at  Patna  College,  would  accompany  me  to  
Calcutta to see me off. I also remember my parents accompanied 
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by quite a few of their grandchildren came with us to Patna  
Junction railway station to see me off to Calcutta en route to  
Cochin in Kerala from where I was scheduled to sail for New  
York. 

I remember it all as a moving farewell though I did not  
know then that this was the very last occasion that I was to see  
my father. 

My Baby Brother and I had a week or so together in  
Calcutta during which we visited the Regional Passport Office  
once every day for my passport. I also remember seeing him off  
to Patna. 

This was followed by what I remember as a long ordeal of 
waiting, then travelling to Delhi and back for my travel papers at 
the end of which I realized how difficult it was those days to 
secure  a  passport,  visas  and  to  get  other  papers  stamped 
officially, enabling one to travel overseas. 

By hindsight I also came to realize how inept I had been at  
that point in my life: if only I had known how things were what  
they were at the time, I could well have managed to secure travel  
papers fairly easily through the Indian embassy in Kathmandu  
before leaving Nepal. 

I think now that it could have been easily managed if I had 

simply spoken to His Excellency the Indian Ambassador. 

However, what sustained me all through the ordeal was my 
determination to go abroad as also the sense that I was being 
educated into the ground realities of our life. 

Finally, when I had all my papers as well as an injection  
against yellow fever in Djibouti along with my fitness certificate,  
I had a chance to visit my sponsor’s ‘in-laws in Madras (now  
Chennai) and a very pleasant weekend trip to Mahabalipuram to  
see the shore temple and the famed Mahabharata frieze there  
before I took an overnight train to the rail-head at Ernakulam in  
Cochin. 

I remember contacting my travel agent on arrival there  
only to be told that The Hellenic Leader had been delayed owing  
to bad weather in Osaka, Japan, and it would be some time 
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before it arrived in Cochin harbour! This gave me ample time to  
look around the waterfront at Ernakulam, Willingdon Island and  
Mattancherry  to  which  I  remember  several  very  pleasant  
ferryrides while I stayed at Hotel Woodlands on Willingdon  
Island. Of course, I kept in regular touch with my travel agent in  
town. 

I had always liked South Indian dishes, but grew fond of the 
authentic Idli-dosas and other dishes that the Woodlands Coffee 

shop served. 

It was no longer an ordeal as I awaited the arrival of The 
Hellenic Leader from the Far East. 

In fact, I remember it as one of the most pleasant occasions 
in life even while waiting there for my boat. 

Finally, the cargo-cum-passenger boat arrived in Cochin 

harbour in mid-August: I recall Mr. D----B---- K—--himself 

informed me by phone and requested me to get ready to get on 

board the very next morning when someone from the Agent’s 

office would come to the hotel and bring me over. 

I remember heaving a sigh of relief as the long, long wait 

was at last over. 

 

 

 

 

ON BOARD THE HELLENIC LEADER 
 
 

I rememember the Hellenic Leader well: It was a lovely  
brand-new three-storeyed boat with room for twelve passengers- 
---four single and as many double cabins, all air-conditioned, a  
whole floor for the crew, with a large area below for the cargo it  
carried. 

Once again, I find the memories of my passage to North  
America so over-crowding my consciousness that I cannot help 
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being selective for the sake of economy, but I need first to 
outline it as a whole before I forget to record it later in the rush of 
remembrances. 

The voyage from Cochin to New York took us thirtysix 

days altogether during which The Hellenic Leader made only 
four stopovers, viz., Alexandria in Egypt, Iraklion on the island of 
Crete, Savannah in Georgia and Charleston in South Carolina 
before we arrived in New York. 

For the first few days as we crossed the Arabian Sea,  
before our boat arrived in Alexandria harbour, the sea was rather  
rough and I was awfully sea-sick, but the rest of the voyage  
through the Mediterranean was so calm and the going so smooth  
that we hardly paid any attention until we stopped in Iraklion in  
Greece. 

Incidentally I was the only passenger on board till then. 

My steward was a handsome young Greek, very gentle and  
friendly: I remember his telling me a little about himself. He told  
me he was from a Greek island so small that only three families  
including his own lived on it! From what he told me in course of  
several short conversations, I gathered that, quite unlike me, he  
was a trifle homesick. 

I remember my first few days on board the ship very well: I  
guess in the euphoria brought on by the freedom I was enjoying,  
I took little care what I ate and how I moved about, and fell very  
sea-sick. Indeed I vaguely recall how in my near-despair state, I  
went as far as to ask the Second Mate, a most amiable Greek  
who happened to be interested in Indian philosophy and visited  
me often in my cabin, if he could kindly arrange a flight for me  
to  Canada  from  the  next  stopover.  He  simply  smiled  and  
promised to see about it later while at the same time he kept  
assuring me that I would be all right by then, and so it would not  
be necessary at all. I remember my confusion at the time  
wondering if this was part of his being Greek. I recall liking him  
very much nevertheless! 

I was to remember his knowing smile only several days  
later when I recovered and started enjoying my maiden voyage 
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and the company on board. 

It turned out to be far more pleasant and enjoyable than I 

had ever imagined. 

I also remember going down and walking through the  
streets and bazar of old Iskandaria on a day-long shore leave  
pass: I loved it. I managed while in town to send a few picture  
post-cards to India including one to my dear four-year-old  
nephew back there in their Rajendranagar flat in Patna. 

I remember being told years and years later that this was  
my nephew’s first ever window on the world outside, that he had  
actually  made  a  run  for  his  World  Atlas  and  looked  up  
Alexandria on it! He told me how the picture postcard he had  
received from his Uncle Mukli had opened him up for the first  
time to the world outside. 

This evoked another memory: the self-same loved one,  
now a celebrated journalist and author himself, had wondered  
how I had managed to live all those years in the wilderness---that  
was how the Ashram there appeared to them ---- and had called  
me a latter-day Robinson Crusoe to stick it out there so long! 

I remember thinking to myself lately how I myself had  
known neither a shipwreck nor an impending aircrash ever  
during my active life. I had simply been doing what I had to do,  
going through whatever I had to go through, that was all. 
 
 
 
 

On arrival at Iraklion, the whole atmosphere on board was  
completely  transformed  with  the  arrival  of  the  rest  of  the  
passengers, all of them Americans returning from Greece or  
elsewhere  in  Europe  including  a  young  Greek-American  
engineer on his way to take up a job offer in the USA. I  
happened to meet among my fellow-passengers an eighty-five  
year old retired bank president and a Hungarian-American girl in  
her early twenties. Oddly enough, we three drew so close  
together shortly afterwards that we tended to hang out together 
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most of our waking hours on board the rest of the voyage, 
enjoying one another’s company. 

It was indeed strange enough to seem fictional, but I was to  
realize that strange things can happen on a voyage like the one I  
was on. On our very last evening before our scheduled arrival in  
New York, the three of us had a most memorable party to which  
old Mr. B—-- had brought a couple of bottles of a very special  
Italian wine. 

It was a most unforgettable experience for me. 

During  one  of  our  intimate  conversations  together,  I  
remember Mr. B— telling us how he had such a successful life  
as a banker, had lived in an exclusive mansion in Delaware, and  
had no regrets except one: he felt that he should have learnt more  
languages when he was younger to be able to travel and make  
the most of the blessings he had and enjoy life more fully. He  
shared many thoughts and experiences with us while we were on  
board the ship. 

Mr. B — grew so fond of me in the end that he invited me 
to visit him at his summer cottage on Chesapeak Bay for a week 
or so----indeed for as long as I could when I was free. 

A few hours before we were to disembark in New York, he  
very kindly asked me where in town I had to go and when I told  
him I had to find a way to the Port Authority bus terminal in  
New York to try and take a bus up to Canada, he said he would  
be very glad to take me there in his taxicab and see me off at the  
bus terminal. 
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N E W  Y O R K 
 

Our disembarkation was pretty smooth, and despite my 

complicated and heavy baggage with many gifts for my friends, 

pretty hassle-free: these were days long before stringent and 

elaborate security checks were enforced. 

Exactly as he had promised, old Mr. B — took me along 
with him most graciously: I had the distinct feeling that here was 
America welcoming me with open arms. 

We drove straight to Port Authority bus terminal. Instead  
of just dropping me at the entrance as I had expected, Mr. B —  
entered the premises with me in tow and bid me to the foot of the  
escalator; noticing me a little hesitant as though looking for an  
old-world stairway up, he nearly ordered me to take the escalator  
up which I did, thanking him profusely before we bid our  
goodbyes. 

As I found my way to the first floor, looking all around at  
the  scene  before  me,  noticing  the  upkeep  of  the  bustling  
terminal, I found myself going back to my early childhood  
remembering  my  visit  to  the  superstore  of  Whiteway-and- 
Laidlaws' in Calcutta. 

Once on the floor above, I took my baggage and walked 
straight  to  the  booking  counter  and  booked  my  ticket  to 
Hamilton, Ontario. I was told that a bus was about to leave for 

Hamilton within the hour and I was in good time to board it. And 
of course I was given directions. 

However, this was not to be: within minutes of my ticket 
and change being handed to me at the counter, I heard an 
announcement on the mike overhead: 

“Mr.  Thakur  from  India!  Attention,  Mr.Thakur  from  
India!” 

I caught on at once: what other “Mr.Thakur from India”  
could it possibly be?” I was sure the call must be for me and me  
alone, I told myself and started rushing back in the direction 
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from which I had walked up to the booking counter a few 

minutes ago, leaving my baggage right there in front of the 

counter. However, I did not have far to go as a young American 

stopped me in my tracks and said to me: 

“You’re Mr.Thakur from India, aren’t you, sir? No rush, 

please, let me guide you to the central lobby where a friend of 

yours is waiting for you.” 

The terminal guide had identified me immediately as I was 

dressed in the sherwani-jodhpurs I had got stitched for me in 

Calcutta  during  the  long  wait  for  my  passport,  intended 

especially for my arrival in the New World. 

I remember telling myself I had acquired a sort of celebrity 
without being a celebrity! 

When at this point I looked back for my baggage, he told  
me not to worry, that it would be looked after. I followed my  
guide to the lobby where my old-time friend S—--M—was  
waiting for me with a big smile of welcome. He had missed me  
at the pier and knowing my ways well, he had guessed that I  
would proceed straight to the bus terminal to take the first bus  
leaving for Hamilton. 

After a big hug, we went back to the booking counter 

where I was given full refund for the ticket I had booked on 

telling my story, picked up my baggage and went down together 

to where my good friend’s car was parked. 

S—-and I were seeing each other after a long gap and had  
of course a lot to catch up with, we had a great reunion. We had  
kept in touch all along: he had known exactly when I was  
scheduled to land in New York and had driven all the way from  
Philadelphia where he was working on a Ph.D. programme just  
to receive me and planned to drive me up to Canada; he knew  
my sponsor at McMaster well and wanted to meet him too.  
However, he had apparently a plan for me when he set out to  
receive me on arrival. 

Although S—-had missed me on disembarkation, it was a 
great surprise to me how he had figured out where to locate me 
within half an hour of my likely departure for Hamilton. 
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We were simply delighted at the turn of events following  
my arrival. 

S—--first took me on a brief sightseeing round of New  
York city followed by a long detour to Philadelphia through  
miles  and  miles  of  the  lovely  rolling  hills  and  dales  of  
Pennsylvania. As I watched it all in wonder and amazement---- 
we chatted all the while, I remember S—----asking me a rather  
funny question in all seriousness. How would it be, he asked me,  
if  tens  of  thousands  of Indians----he  probably  meant  poor,  
landless countrymen of mine—were to be brought over and  
settled there? 

I  remember  being  so  dumbfounded  by  his  facetious 
question, I could say never a word in reply. 

We enjoyed the drive immensely as we talked about this,  
that or the other, stayed for a few days at S—--‘s lovely  
apartment with a Japanese garden, lent to him by his professor,  
who was away for the summer. We also met a slightly senior  
friend of his who had been on the same programme earlier on as  
J—, S—--and the others at Patna and Banaras. During my stay at  
Philly, I remember the lovely shady campus of the University of  
Penn and being visited by a near contemporary from Patna, also  
on a doctoral programme there. 

From Philly we drove up north to Ithaca where Stan’s girl- 
friend of the time lived with her parents, Ithaca being the place 

where Cornell University is located. We had a couple of pleasant 

days there during which the host treated us to a most enjoyable 

excursion in the woods around. 

Altogether I felt I could not have had a more memorable  
reception on arrival in the New World with this enjoyable  
detour: as old Mr.B—--had taken me along on disembarkation,  
my sense of America welcoming me with open arms was more  
than justified. 

When I wrote to Big Brother in Patna about it all—he had  
met S—--in Rajendranagar earlier on—shortly after I had joined  
McMaster, he replied in what struck me as a truly classical vein  
in the epic imagery he employed. Somehow it touched a chord in 
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me that I cannot resist quoting him: he had written, playing on 
S—--‘s middle name: 

“You had a Royal welcome.”  

He had then gone on to remark: 

“The village of Ithaca seems to be a triumph over current  
trends and must be an excellent place for any world-tired Ulysses  
to return to.” 

In  his  phrase  ‘current  trends’  Big  Brother  was  most 

probably referring to the anti-Indian atmosphere prevailing in the 

United States during the mid-1960s. 
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H A M I L T O N,  O N T A R I O 

(1965-1967) 
 
 

We drove into Hamilton one fine morning in the fall and 
went directly to the Department of Religious Studies on the 
McMaster campus. 

As we were about to walk into the Department building,  
we ran into my sponsor P—---engaged in conversation with  
another senior faculty member in the hall. We were introduced  
and joined the conversation for a while before my sponsor drove  
us to his home in nearby Dundas, a suburban residential town, as  
he had finished his work for the day, apparently delighted to  
learn that I had been received on arrival in New York by S—---- 
who had just brought me to Hamilton. 

I can recall only two things from our chance meeting in the  
hall at the Department: Professor G—--G—--kept telling me I  
was coming into “a terrible, terrible world”, I can well recall the  
expression on his face as he said so time and time again. I also  
remember  S—----confronting  the  burly  Canadian  professor,  
telling him rather abrasively at one point in the conversation that  
ensued, that nearly sixty-five per cent of the large companies in  
Canada were owned by American multinationals. 

I was to learn only a little later that the Canadian academic 

not only knew this only too well, but had actually published a 

book, Lament for a Nation, on the gradual but sharp decline of 

Canada as a sovereign nation in its own right. 

However, the words and gestures with which I had been 

“welcomed” to McMaster on arrival that clear fall morning has 

come to stay in my memory; by hindsight it came to be the 

epitome of my whole time in Canada. 

After an overnight stay at my sponsor’s tiny house in  
suburban Hamilton after saying our goodbyes to S—---, I was  
“billeted” for the time being at the flat of a fellow graduate  
student, but later moved into a single room in a Fellows’  
Residence right on the campus called Edwards Hall, within  
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walking distance of the Department. 

Midway through my two years and a half at McMaster, 

though, I let myself be persuaded by several friends I had made 

on the campus to move to a large lodging -house down the street 

not too far from the campus run by a Canadian lady of Irish 

origin for international students at McMaster, most of them 

Ph.D. scholars from different disciplines. 

Apropos my time at McMaster, I must admit once again 

that it would take no less than a separate book to record the 

memories of my life in Canada. 

There  are  several  incidents  from  my  long  sojourn  in  
Canada which so surprised me at the time that I still remember  
the details and how I reacted to them. Now, it was customary  
among the Fellows at McMaster to invite one another to their  
homes during Christmas-New Year, Thanksgiving, Easter and  
other such breaks. Being from India I would often be singled out  
for such invitations, especially as Indian Studies were the new  
and  trendy  thing  at  McMaster.  I  remember  one  such  visit  
particularly to this friend’s parents’ home on one of these  
occasions. His father happened to run a thriving superstore at  
Markham, Ontario, and I thought the family was well on way to  
becoming relatively wealthy. 

I remember a drive as part of the package that my friend  
had planned for me. As he did not tell me where we were going  
to go, I did not ask as I thought it was just a drive for its own  
sake. However, we drove to the foot of a hill where he stopped to  
ask me if I would like a walk up the hill. It was a fine day and I  
said yes, I would, it might be fun. Viewed from my experience  
of walking up and down the hills around Kathmandu, it seemed  
more like a hillock to me and I really thought it might be  
pleasant. 

That was how we came to go up the hill and wandering  
around when I found to my great surprise that the entire hill was  
littered with gravestones, big and small, to the memory of the pet  
dogs of the people of the region around Markham: a dog  
cemetery! Some of these gravestones were distinguished by  
elaborate inscriptions in memoriam and I remember how I kept  
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wondering about the trouble and expense these dog-owners had 
gone through simply to memorialize their canine pets. 

I also remember wondering if my friend had planned this 

trip deliberately to demonstrate to me the wealth of the upper 

class of the region. Of course, I already knew that Ontario was 

the richest province of Canada, but my friend may well have 

wished to show off how affluent Canadians were. 

But of course again, I had never seen anything like it ever 

before: it was indeed my first dog cemetery. 

We drove back to my friend’s house as I was going to stay  
overnight  and  we  all  had  a  most  pleasant  Christmas  Eve  
celebration, with a gorgeous Christmas tree as well as gifts for  
everybody in the large and well-appointed living room. 

The celebration went on and on quite long and we broke up 

rather late into the night. 

To my great consternation the Christmas morning to which  
I woke up late turned out to be anything but pleasant. A few  
minutes after I washed up, dressed and came down to the living  
room, my friend’s mother---a very pleasant person in her early  
fifties, very kind and hospitable indeed---came to see me in a  
rather distraught state of mind and the first thing she told me was  
that the woman next door, their closest neighbour, had left her  
husband and family abruptly, apparently having decided never to  
return. Of course, my hostess had known something about what  
had been going on for a while, and yet I could see how deeply  
distressed and traumatized she was by what had transpired. 

I remember to this day the dazed look of utter unbelief on  
her face as she broke the news of the family disaster next door,  
to me. 

Long after I had returned to the campus with my friend, I 
remember how I just could not help reflecting on the poverty in 
the midst of the plenty that I had been eye-witness to. 

Another time, as I was waiting in a long line at the counter  
of a post office in Hamilton, with a few aerogrammes and a  
couple of envelopes I wanted to mail back home to India, I  
remember noticing a middle-aged lady, very spruce and well- 
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cared for she looked even in her late forties or early fifties as she  
was just ahead of me in the queue. I could not help noticing the  
thick wad of heavy envelopes in her hand as she waited her turn,  
probably to send them as registered mail first class: there must  
have been thirty or so envelopes of the same kind, very fancy  
stuff. I wondered how much postage she needed to buy in order  
to send them off. In sheer contrast, I looked back at my own poor  
lot and thought of how many more I should have liked to send  
home to friends and relatives, if only I could afford it as postage  
costs were going up all the time. As I looked at the lady’s mail  
once again with a smile as though of appreciation mixed with a  
touch of envy, she smiled back and as if reading my thoughts,  
she introduced herself as the secretary of the Cat Club of Ontario  
and told me she needed to send invitations to all the members of  
the   Club   for   the   upcoming   Annual   Function   or   some  
Anniversary of the Cat Club of Ontario! 

I nearly broke into an expletive in my amazement with  
regard to the Cat Club of Ontario, but was somehow able to keep  
my smile on. 

Once again, as in case of the dog cemetery, it was the first 

time in my life that I had heard of a Cat Club. 

However hard I tried, I heard myself saying to the secretary 

of the Club, “Indeed!” I remember that I had wanted instead to tell  

her  in  the  ironic  tone  I  had  heard  so  often  used  by 

undergraduates in the Coffee Shop on the campus, “The Cat 

Club of Ontario, indeed! Is that right?” 
 
 
 
 

Apropos my time on the Campus, I can hear in the distance 

alarm bells ringing as I admit to my reader it would take a 

separate book to record all the memories that come swarming 

into my consciousness. Even so, certain memories from Edwards 

Hall stand out so I cannot resist them. 

At Edwards, I made close friends with a Research Fellow  
from Chemistry Department with whom I had several intimate 
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exchanges: I remember him telling me once he had watched my  
work and heard about me that I should try and get a sports car  
and make a girl friend to make the best of my time in Canada.  
Another time, I was eye-witness to a scene in the Residence that  
I found rather hard to believe was happening before my eyes:  
just a few steps down the corridor, a young women visiting  
another senior fellow who wanted her to leave him alone; She  
was from a women's residence on the campus itself and  
was so keen on being with him that my neighbour had to pull her  
away towards the exit as she lay herself down on the floor by his  
room door! 

I was to learn only a little later that quite a few of the  
women undergraduates on the campus were there on purpose to  
hunt for likely husbands for themselves rather than study for a  
degree. 

I also happened to get acquainted with the Edwards Hall 

manager, a smartly-dressed spruce middle-aged man, who told 

me in confidence that such situations were commonplace enough 

in the senior residences on campus. 

Still later I could make some sense of the "terrible" world I 

had come into when I learnt that Professor G — had a grown-up 

daughter who was so slow, if not actually retarded, that he worried 

no end for her future in such a world. 

By the time I moved to Mrs. O'Rourke's, I had become so  
well-known on the campus, especially among the senior Indian  
students and research scholars that I would be visited oftentimes  
by them: they were so embarrassed by their ignorance of their  
own tradition about which they would often be questioned by  
their Canadian friends that they wanted very much to learn at  
least some basic essentials from me. 

I remember doing what little I could do for them in my spare  
time. 

After the first term, with the summer break in the offing,  
my sponsor P—-- kindly asked me if I would like to teach  
Summer School, offering me the choice of the subject for he was  
now the Chair of the Department. I said yes, I would and chose 
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to give a series of lectures on the Bhagavad-Geeta. 

While teaching Summer School during my lectures on the 

Bhagavad Geeta, I am asked by one of my students: 

“How is Nishkama Karma or action without wanting result at 
all possible?” 

I  cite  the  case  of  dedicated  Western  scientists  and 
researchers who spend years experimenting with no result to 

show for all the hard work they put in. 

I could see that it had turned out to be a minor triumph as the 

attendance in my Geeta lectures rose to a new high. 

 

 

 

 

During a visit to Chicago, I remember meeting members of 

the larger Presbyterian group, some among them I have already 

met in India. I also celebrated New Year’s Eve in Evanston, a 

very lively occasion with my good friend S—----. 

 

 

 

I remember being visited at Hamilton by the Fulbright  
Scholar friend of mine and how we drove to New York, to Fort  
Lee across the Hudson to his parents’ place and afterwards to  
Chesapeak Bay, met old Mr.B—-- crabbing and stayed overnight  
at his cottage. 

“He is indeed a wonderful fellow, isn’t he?” 

I remember the look of disbelief on my good friend’s face 
as he heard old Mr. B—-- as he remarked to him about me. 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

Later,  we  visited  and  stayed  at  a  Coop  House  at  
Cambridge, Mass., looked around Harvard and the eponymous  
Massachusetts Institute of Technology across the Charles, a very  
enjoyable time with G----G—--in New England. I also remember  
visiting a Crab House with him and enjoyed sampling sea-food. 
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I decided to return to India as soon as possible after my  
father died back home at Small Sister’s home in the hills in what  
is Uttaranchal now. While recovering from a long illness owing  
to serious trouble in the lower back, he had had a massive heart  
attack. Since this happened toward the end of the second year of  
my three-year Fellowship, I could not return for his Shraaddha  
ceremony in time, so I decided to complete my second year and  
then leave for home by way of Europe on my way back. 

Since I had lived frugally in Canada and had some savings,  
I decided to use most of it for my travel through Europe. I  
remember planning the travel back carefully, and acquired a  
Eurail Pass valid for eight weeks starting from Paris by train  
travel through twenty-three European countries. This turned out  
to be a most productive plan as it enabled me to travel first class  
from any station to any destination, just flashing my Eurail card,  
through at least half of the specified countries. I was in very  
good shape and remember often sleeping on board the train  
comfortably, and resuming my sightseeing the next morning.  
Besides, I had prior invitations from several friends residing or  
visiting in these places I would pass through. So therefore, I did  
not have to stay at an hotel or lodge anywhere. I remember  
making my base in Paris and fanning out from there to different  
countries. I had been invited by an undergraduate I had known at  
McMaster, who was currently in Paris, learning French and  
teaching English in an upper class Parisian family: she could  
easily put me up at this large, mansion-like home as the family  
was away holidaying. 

I remember returning to my base in Paris at least half a  
dozen times during my Eurail travels through Europe, ‘doing’  
Paris and its sights with B —-- every time I was back from  
somewhere. 

This  way,   I  remember  travelling  all  through,  from  
Frederikstaad and even further up north in Norway down to 
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Palermo, Sicily in Italy. 

It was indeed a most fabulous time, starting in England 

where I visited a number of old-time friends, saw quite a bit of 

English places, crossing over to Paris and started using the Eurail 

Pass from Gare du Nord. 

I  especially  remember  crossing  the  North  Sea  from  
Germany  to  Scandinavia,  the  fort-castle  of  Elsinore,  which  
figures in the opening scene of Hamlet, Prince of Denmark, the  
fjiords of Norway, the midnight sun at Frederikstaad, the village  
of Launceston and the beach at Crackington Haven in Cornwall,  
the sights of London, Paris, Vienna, Rome, Florence, Venice, the  
Isle of Capri with its Blue Grotto, the train ride from Rome to  
Palermo and so on. 

Once again, it would take another travelogue to record the  
memories I carried back from these places and the people there  
whom I happened to be visiting, it seemed, after ages since I last  
saw them. 

To recount just a couple of them, while I was on board a  
bus from London to Plymouth to visit an English couple I had  
known long in Kathmandu, who were then living in Launceston,  
an Englishman sitting in the back, called out to me in chaste  
Hindi, saying: 

“Kyaa, tahalnay-ghumnay kaa mann ho gayaa kya?” 

“What, you felt like going out travelling, did you? 

Delighted, I could not resist talking to this stranger, who  
had lived in India, for quite a while in Hindi during the bus  
journey. 

Once during a week-long visit to long-time Indian friends,  
a couple long resident in London, as they were taking me out to  
lunch at their favourite lunch place, one of them asked me what I  
would most usually have for lunch while in Canada, and I paused  
awhile and said, “Mostly I would have my choice of soup and  
sandwiches". At this, both of them started laughing so they  
couldn’t stop for a while. I was still wondering what was so  
funny about it when they told me when their fit of laughing was 
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over: 

“The place we’re taking you to is called  “Soup and 

Sandwiches”, a very popular place, so crowded at lunch-time, 

it’s often difficult to find a table!” 

In fact, I have so many memories from these places and 

people present to me even to this day, but I feel even this book of 

remembrances cannot afford them. 

I do, however, remember the frightful fire that had broken  
out at the main railway station in Rome shortly before I was  
scheduled to fly back finally to Bombay (now Mumbai), it took  
nearly eleven hours for the Roman fire-brigade to control it! 

For no reason, I remember thinking it was the right time to 
leave Europe. 

In any case, I had “done” Europe in just over eight weeks. 

 

 

 

 

5 

FIRST HOMECOMING 

BOMBAY- PATNA 
(1967- 1968) 

 
 

My return from the West after my time at McMaster and  
my travels through North America and Western Europe towards  
the fag end of 1967 was most memorable owing for the most part  
to my brother Janardan’s presence in Bombay. I should most  
likely have forgotten all the details if it had simply been a matter  
of getting off the plane and having a few days in Bombay before  
boarding a train to Patna. 
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As it turned out, Janardan and I had been in touch ever 

since my father’s death in 1966; he had decided to go on leave of 

absence for a week or so from the Patna daily he was working 

for, and travel all the way to Bombay to receive me. 

However, since this was long before the days of cell phone  
or the like, he had only a rough idea of when I was actually  
going to arrive, so he missed me of course by a day or two, or  
maybe he had arrived in Bombay a day or two earlier than I had  
landed there. 

In any case, I had taken care while in Rome to book a  
single room at the YMCA in Bombay and planned to stay a few  
days in town before travelling to Patna.The flight from Rome  
had, however, been delayed for some reason, so when I drove up  
to the YMCA on arrival, I was told, Sorry, there is no room  
available, but the receptionist looked up the book, and added that  
a single room had been booked in my name at the nearby Hotel  
Red Shield with which they had a connexion. 

I had not paid off the taxicab yet, so I proceeded to Hotel  
Red Shield at once and took the room they had booked for me. 

Of course, I had let Janardan know earlier on that I would 

be staying at the YMCA in Bombay, and he finally managed to 

trace me after some delay, to my great delight. Soon after, we 

were able to move into a double room at the Red Shield itself 

where we stayed for the next several days. 

It was a great reunion, Janardan was as always most  
companionable and I myself deeply touched by his finding the  
time from his job and family to come and receive me. He knew  
Bombay much better than I did and we had a delightful time of it  
together going around, and with nothing much to do, seeing  
some sights at leisure, catching up on things all the while. 

I especially remember several hours that we had together  
around the Gateway of India, just wandering around chatting,  
watching people come and go, and some like us, just strolling  
around. 

We had taken care the very first day to book our sleeping  
berths on a direct train to Patna and our travel together was a 
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continuation, as it were, of our time together in Bombay. 

Now, Janardan and I had always been close to each other:  
To me, he was the closest among my four brothers, Big Brother  
and Small Brother separated from us by age and away most of  
the time, while my Baby Brother was much younger, with  
fourteen years between us. Janardan and I had grown up together  
especially since our Motihari days, I was thirteen and Janardan  
ten  when  we  had  our  pony  rides  at  the  Maidan  at  Bada  
Meyrick’s.  We  had  been  initiated  into  the  Sacred  Thread  
together at Singhwara. Later at Patna and Ranchi too, we would  
hang out together most of the time: I remember our running off  
together to Bollywood movies to watch our matinee idols, our  
favourite heroes, Ashok Kumar, Raj Kapoor, Dilip Kumar. Even  
later, we would often travel together to visit Big Sister and  
Handsome Fellow at Simla, Nahan and elsewhere in Himachal. 

My father had taken care to let Janardan learn driving  
early: he had turned out to be such a fine driver later, you felt so  
comfortable when he was at the steering wheel. I especially  
cherish the memory of our car trip together from Ranchi to  
Allahabad and back once by my father’s brand-new Studebaker,  
then very much in vogue. 

I also rememember with much pleasure a couple visits to 

Janardan at Allahabad while I was teaching at Patna when he 

was an undergraduate there---- he was a boarder at Muir Hostel 

(now Amaranatha Jha Hostel)---and our time together in town, of 

delightful summer evenings in the Civil Lines, at Gazdar’s beer- 
garden or at friends’places around, especially one at his senior 

friend, V—-V—-‘s place in Mumfordganj. 

We were a couple of true bothers if there was ever one, but  
even more, we were close friends who knew and respected each  
other too well to have any traces or inhibitions of elder-younger. 

Especially by now, we had watched each other grow up  
through boyhood and adolescence into young men on our own,  
and we trusted us to do our best for each other in all situations. 

Janardan had known, of course, that I was at a loose end,  
that by now I had decided in my mind not to return to my 
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teaching  position  at  Patna  University,  while  I  realized that 
Janardan felt suffocated by the constraints imposed by his low- 
paid job with the Patna daily. 

It was in this atmosphere of good will, trust and mutual 

understanding that, while we caught up with things and chatted, 

that the idea of an independent English Weekly journal was born 

as the train took us to Patna. 

Soon after our return to Patna, we launched the Weekly,  
with arrangements with a local printing establishment on the  
Khazanchi road called Gyanpeeth Press nearby we both knew. 
 
 
 
 

It was great fun the first six months or so as we planned the  
venture together and worked from our Rajendranagar twin first- 
floor flats, living together as one family. I still remember the  
great enthusiasm with which my five-year-old nephew would  
prepare to post the freshly printed copies of SEVEN to our out- 
of-station subscribers: it was the beginning of his apprenticeship  
to the business of “the Fourth Estate” at which he was destined  
to have such a long and distinguished innings later in life. 

However, the fault lines in our relationship started to show  
up by slow degrees with our very different orientations, with  
Janardan’s commitment to mainstream journalism and to his  
growing family. It was not long before I decided I had done  
enough to help him on in his life as a dedicated journalist. 

We  parted  company  after  some  hours  at  the  Adalat  
courthouse in Patna during which I transferred all my rights as  
Publisher and Editor of SEVEN to Janardan before returning to  
Singhwara. 

I  remember  how  quiet  both  of  us  were  through  the 
rigmarole practically all day. 

But of course both of us knew we remained good friends 

and brothers close to each other. 
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I remember, of course, how keen Janardan had remained to 
go on with SEVEN in his own way according to his lights while 
I could not go on with my foray into journalism. 

A little later, though, as running the Weekly became less 

and less tenable financially, I learnt that Janardan was persuaded 

to return to his former work with the English daily at a much 

higher level and went on rising in his profession. 

But that is another story: I remember thinking later that 

someone should write the story of Janardan’s rise to fame as an 

independent journalist-turned-author. 

Our  relationship  remained  unaffected  by  my  leaving  
SEVEN to him: I especially remember his last visit to Singhwara  
at my invitation, shortly after my return from my teaching  
assignment at Tribhuvan in Nepal in 1994. It was a very pleasant  
six days we had together at the Ashram: I remember how pleased  
my mother was that I had persuaded him to visit us at our village  
home. This also happened to be the last long visit Janardan had  
with our mother. 

I remember writing a few articles for Free Press Journal as  
requested by Janardan who was the Chief Editor of the Journal  
at the time. 

 

 

 

 

Restored! Returned! the lost are borne  

On seas of shipwreck home at last:  

See! In a fine of praising burns  

The dry dumb past, and we 

Our life-day long shall part no more. 

W.H. Auden 

October 1939 
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The alarm bells are ringing. 

I must warn my reader that the time is drawing close to  
bringing this whole exercise in remembering to some sort of  
closure, or at any rate, to put this stream of memories within  
certain bounds. 

As I approach the ninth decade of life on the planet, I have  
to admit that continuing to survive is exercise enough for me at  
my age. 

If I were to record the memories of the periods of my  
withdrawal to my birth-place, Singhwara (1969-1983), my return  
to academia in Nepal (1983-1994) and my homecoming to  
become a full-time writer (1994-2012) in the manner I have  
managed to do so far, each of the above periods would take a  
book. All I can manage instead at my age is to set down stray  
thoughts,  record  signs  and  symbols,  and  throw  hints  and  
suggestions towards the life I lived. 

Words like return, restoration, rehabilitation, fulfillment, 

conquest et al come to mind time and time again. They are also 

inevitably escorted by another set of words and phrases, pointing 

towards a whole new realm to be discovered largely within the 

Self, the Atman of the principal Upanishads. 
 
 
 
 

Looking back nearly half a century to the early 1970s  
going on to the early 1980s, I remember as the four milestones of  
my journey through this whole period, the construction of what  
came to be known later as “The Ashram” in two phases between  
1970 and 1973, the Temple renovation project( 1974- 1979), the  
founding of Singhwara Ashram Patrika (1979-1983) and the  
three-day walking tour with five others from Singhwara to  
Kathmandu  along  the  old  pilgrim  trail,  with  my  year-long  
overland trip through West Asia and Europe, flight to North  
America and back tucked in between(1976-1977). 

I especially cherish the memory of the warmth with which 
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our party of six was invited to lunch by the then Director of the 

American Peace Corps in Kathmandu and how enthused and 

delighted the lady of the house was to entertain the group of 

village folk from Singhwara. 

Present to me today is how this lady was jumping around  
the villagers from Singhwara in her excitement, wondering how  
to please them and make them feel welcome in her well-ordered  
house, while her husband as well as I myself was all smiles. 

How all of the above was accomplished is beyond me: it is  
beyond the reach also of the surprise that has been central to my  
life-experience. 
 
 
 
 

I have returned home to my roots, my dreams are coming  
true as I annex new territories and fulfil long-held aspirations.  
Thousands upon thousands have been added, but the number  
required for the Temple of the reverie? That remains another  
matter. 

I remember being aware of it as a lifelong, unending quest. 

 

 

 

6 

S I N G H W A R A 

(1970-1976) 
 
 

I return to Singhwara from my wanderings towards the fag 
end of 1969, and start living in my parental house. No one 
believes what is happening. 
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Oddly enough, after a short stay in the old parental house  
with my mother, I remember unspoken differences arising over  
who might and who might not be welcome to visit the Brahman  
house. Whereas even non-Hindus are welcome to visit me, even  
the untouchables including Bapu’s Harijans are not considered  
“Hindu” by my mother. 

There is no way I can reconcile myself to my mother’s 
world-view. 

Oddly enough again, I decide to build a couple rooms to  
the north of my mother’s cow-house, over the rank growth- 
infested  foundations  left  in  the  north-western  end  of  the  
compound. 

Dreams of my father? I remember asking myself as I stand  
on the edge of the bush in the north-western corner of our family  
compound: what was he thinking when, three decades ago, on  
completing the main house with a courtyard, he had got those  
foundations laid? Outhouse? Servants’ Quarters as in all colonial  
compounds? I don’t know, my mother never told me. 

However, when a year later, I started to build, she said  
never a word, never objected; she simply watched through her  
servitors, she must have wondered what I was doing. I was my  
father’s son; I was nearly forty, had returned from the West and  
was on way to becoming a minor celebrity. I guess, having lived  
all her life in a male-dominated society, she thought it best to let  
me do what I wanted. 

That was how the building that came to be known later as  
“the Ashram” got off to a slow start, to be completed in nearly  
half a dozen phases at different times spread over nearly three  
decades (1970-2000). 

There came up just two rooms and a toilet at the back with  
a thatch over it in the first phase living where I launch a public  
life, walking miles from village to village, in a radius of 15-20  
km, practically all of West Darbhanga, meeting the common folk  
everywhere, having announced it as my “constituency” while  
pledging publicly that I would never ever stand as a candidate  
for the State legislature or the Lok Sabha, I talk about social 
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change as a must. I always return to Singhwara though and 
people wonder how I can sustain this way of living. 

I remember this time in the village as the beginning of my  
real education not only into the life of my countrymen, but also  
into a whole new awareness of my own life as a boy and as a  
young man. 

While living in the village this first time during the 1970s, I 
suddenly remembered that I had never really lived in Singhwara 
except for occasional visits earlier on for six weeks or so at a 

time in my life. As I remembered those early years, I started to see 
myself as I had really been. 

I remember bits and pieces of conversation from this time:  

 A second cousin, an old Congress-party hand and the only 

son  of  my  Acharya  Guru,  tells  me  to  my  face  he  keeps 

wondering how I can manage to live here as I am doing after 

having lived in North America. 

Another old hand, a senior citizen who has been for years 

the postmaster and is known as ‘Dak Babu’  even today---few 
people know his name----tells me candidly: 

“Madhusudan Babu, please don’t mind what I say, but  
with your ideas and the way you put it, you should always carry  
a revolver.” 
 
 
 
 

I used to sleep in a closet-like room in my parental house  
with a window looking out; the window had no bars and during  
the summer nights I would open the window, which would make  
it very pleasant. 

My mother was aware of all that I was doing and saying, 

and told me once apropos of nothing: 

“You know they can cut your throat: you sleep with the 

window open.” 
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I continued to walk and talk; I also continued to sleep with 
the window open. 
 
 
 
 

With the first floor at Singhwara Ashram completed in the 

spring of 1973, I remember the occasion that my fellow-workers 

and I had to celebrate it. 

My mother continues to wonder how I am managing all  
this. 

A swarm of visitors including G---G--- and J—----, later in 
the year C—K—as well as D—S——-and many others. 
 
 
 
 

In  the  summer  of  1974,  a  group  of  village  elders  
approached me with an unusual request that was more like an  
entreaty: this was what led eventually to the formation of the  
Chandreshwar Nath Temple Renovation and Maintenance Samiti  
which saved the oldest temple of Singhwara from going down. 

It  was  a  grand  success,  finally  culminating  into  the  
monument being taken over by the people themselves and goes  
on being renewed and maintained voluntarily from time to time. 

Earlier on, work on the Temple of Chandreshwar Nath was 
initiated with A—----T . 

I remember joining the workers during the last phase of the 

renovation work, once in a while sitting out the whole day there 
as the work progressed. 

I specially remember two visitors as I sat there watching  
the  work:  one  was  an  apparently  devout  Moslem  from  a  
neighbouring village. He stood beside me for half an hour or so,  
just watching me as I watched the work and would ask me from  
to time the same question in different forms. All I remember is 
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his one-liner: 

“Kya sir, Shivalaa bann rahaa hai? Kya baat hai!" 

“What sir, a Temple for Shiva coming up, is it? How 

wonderful!” 

The other was a tall elderly half-naked peasant, who came 

to me, his face all lighted up as he handed me a one-rupee coin 

silently and left without a word. 

In either case, I was too deeply moved to respond to the  
overture. 

The idea of overland travel to Europe by way of West Asia 
was planned in the middle of the Temple Renovation project, I 

remember, sometime in 1975. 
 
 
 
 

On one of my numerous visits to Kathmandu from the  
Ashram Singhwara during the early 1970s, I happened to be  
walking along the New Road near the Peepul tree when up came  
a couple of tall young men, nice and friendly and smiling, and  
introduced themselves to me, asking me if I was Madhusudan  
Thakur. When I said yes, I was, they laughed with pleasure, their  
eyes twinkling all the while, and said they would like very much  
to talk with me, for they had heard wonderful things about me. I  
was pleased too, of course, since this was the first time I had  
been approached like this just along the road as though I had  
been a celebrity of some sort. In fact, I was quite surprised,  
wondering how they had been able to identify me among the  
throng of people around the Peepul tree. Anyhow, I was free and  
we had a delightful hour together, talking about many things  
including what they called my “way of life” about which they  
were full of curiosity and even a rather special sort of interest. 

This was the beginning of a long friendship with the young  
people which grew close as time passed. I learnt that they had  
been students of English at Tribhuvan University, had missed  
being my students by several years during my Colombo Plan 
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assignment in the early to mid-1960s. They had heard a lot about  
me and known of me and had wanted to get to know me  
personally for a long time. By now they were teaching at one of  
the bigger ‘campuses’ as colleges had come to be called since I  
left in 1965. But even more importantly, they both wrote poetry  
in Nepali and occasionally tried their hand at writing in English.  
It seemed to me that they wished to be known and thought of as  
‘poets’ rather than teachers and this pleased me very much. They  
also seemed to know a fair deal about the circumstances in  
which I carried on, especially during my occasional visits to  
Kathmandu and very kindly asked me to come and stay with one  
or other of them on my next visit, asking me avidly when that  
was likely. I came to realize only later how thoughtful and kind  
they had been, for they were living at the time in difficult  
conditions themselves, ‘struggling’ as it were for survival in a  
city that was growing increasingly crowded and expensive with  
every passing day. 

I remember finding that I had become interested in them as  
people and I did stay with either of them a number of times when  
I visited Kathmandu, even if it meant taking them at their word. I  
could have managed otherwise as I had often done earlier on, but  
I wanted above all to see for myself how they lived, what exactly  
being ‘poets’ meant to them. 

Not only did they come close to me personally, but they  
managed, in course of the years that followed, to introduce me to  
a large circle of friends, quite a few among them whom I would  
never have known at all. It was the sort of opening to a whole  
new generation of folks that I had never expected to meet:  
actually it surprised and delighted me to be given this rather  
unusual opportunity. Later on, I was to grow fond of some of  
these young people I had so fortuitously come to know. Little did  
I realize then how this was to become a factor of my coming to  
live in Nepal years later, in the 1980s through the 1990s, indeed  
of Kathmandu growing into a sort of ‘second home’ to me in the  
years to come. 

They felt so close to me that as soon as I told them a little  
about the Ashram Singhwara, they said they would like to visit it  
sometime. 
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The two of them did actually stop briefly at the Ashram  
once on their way to Darjeeling: one of them was so moved by  
the  atmosphere  on  arrival  there  that  he  wanted  to  write  
immediately on it. The lines that he was moved to write then  
became a memorable witness to the Ashram at Singhwara. 

All this may have happened most probably in 1973, for, the  
following Spring, in 1974, they published in collaboration with  
another friend close to them a little anthology of their poems to  
date in English from Kathmandu which included this poem on  
the   Ashram   Singhwara   along   with   another   entitled “To  
Madhusudan Thakur” by their collaborator who had met me by  
this time. 

It was indeed a strange experience to be made the subject  
of a poem. It was exciting in way although it was nothing like  
what I had experienced on the two friends coming up to accost  
me that first time on the New Road in Kathmandu. Anyway, the  
poem did have something to say about the sort of life along the  
road that I was living during the late 1960s through the early  
1970s. 

Once again, I had become aware of watching my own life  
and the course it was taking as though it belonged to somebody  
else. 

It was even more astonishing to hear one of these friends 

talk years later about what had transpired even before they had 

first accosted me: they told me they had been debating who was 

to speak to me first when they met me, and found in the event 

itself that both of them were talking to me at the same time, 

speaking more or less the same words! 

One of them remarked too that he remembered me vividly  
as I looked then with my beard—for I wore a beard at the time—  
as well as my glasses, the jacket I had on, even more vividly, he  
added with an odd smile, than he remembered me now! 

Someone tells me that this richly bearded me was glimpsed 

for a split-second in the celebrated Bollywood movie “Harey 

Rama Harey Krishna” appparently sharing a chillum with a 

group of young Westerners! 
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I remember being incredulous about my being really there 
in the scene until a few years later I am told on good authority 
that my former colleagues in Bihar really believed that I had 
turned what they called “a hippie Guru” during these years of 
withdrawal during the 1970s. 

Always on return to Singhwara, I live among the common  
people of the village, but I am poorer: I remember leaving once  
with  fifteen  or  maybe  twenty  Indian  rupees  in  my  wallet,  
travelling  up  north  slowly,  making  my  way  to  Kathmandu  
somehow and returning several months later with nearly three  
thousand rupees. 

I remember this time also as the beginning, without any  
conscious thought of becoming a writer, of writing, translating,  
editing work that came my way as I met and visited people I had  
known. 

I was simply doing what these folks, who really cared for 

me, wanted me to do. 

 

 

 

7 

O N   T H E   M O V E 

THE TRIP OVERLAND TO EUROPE*  

 (1976-1977) 

 
 
 

The United States of America, founded in the year 1776,  
was going to celebrate its 200th birthday with a lot of fanfare  
commemorating the foundation of the state that was well on its  
way to being the leader of the free world: from a Union of  
merely thirteen states on the east coast on the new continent 
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founded by the Pilgrim Fathers, it had grown into a powerful 

nation  comprising  nearly  fifty  flourishing  states.  On  this 

memorable occasion, I was invited by several close longtime 

friends to visit North America. 

The   occasion   generally   called  the   Bicentennial   was  
beginning to attract many tourists and visitors from all over the  
world. Several friends of mine who had recently visited the  
Ashram Singhwara had specially pressed me to visit US and  
Canada during the period; they were joined by J—--W—--from  
England whom I had met in Nepal where he had been teaching  
English as a Volunteer Service Overseas, the British counterpart  
of American Peace Corps. 

By this time I had heard of overland trips made by several  
Western friends I had happened to make in Kathmandu during  
the 1970s and was fascinated by the spirit of adventure that had  
led them to undertake these long, arduous, and sometimes rather  
perilous journeys through West Asia. So therefore I decided to  
plan an overland trip myself to Europe before taking a flight to  
North America. 

Long after this first part of the trip was all over, pretty  
challenging and long as it had been —-February to mid-May,  
1976— I remember thinking to myself: with all the changes that  
had taken place in Afghanistan, Iran, Turkey and elsewhere in  
Europe, it would have been all but impossible later. I also  
remember thinking how, in keeping with the over-all design of  
my life earlier on, the very difficulties that I faced, mostly owing  
to my inexperience of entry and exit visas, made my experience  
all the more memorable. Indeed it would take a separate book to  
record them. Actually, I did make it a point to record it years  
later in a Maithili travelogue entitled Vishwa-Darshan which  
Navaratna Goshthi of Darbhanga undertook to publish in 2006. I  
distinctly rememember the route I followed on my overland  
travel from Kabul to London since I had to skip Pakistan owing  
to visa delay and difficulties, and so had decided to fly from  
Delhi to Kabul. 
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I remember the Ariana-Afghan flight very well too. I had  
bought   a   return   ticket   open   for   a   twelvemonth   period:  
Delhi>Kabul>Amritsar.  My  overland  route  from  Kabul  to 
London     was     as follows: Kabul>Herat> Islam- 
kalan>Herat>Islam-Kalan>   Tayebad>   Mashahad>   Tehran>  
Tabrez> Iran-Turkey border overnight Igdir> Istambul> Sophia>  
Return from Bulgaria-Austria border-On the Road> Zagreb>  
Belgrade> Zagreb--Austrian Visa trouble-Long wait at Zagreb>  
Trieste>  Milano>  Zurich>  Canton  Argon>  Zurich>  Basel>  
Frankfurt-Mainz>  Kelkheim>  Frankfurt-Mainz>  Leverkusen- 
Wiesdorf> Cologne> Paris> Calais> Dover---Trouble on France- 
UK  border>  London-Victoria>  Summerfield>  Nottingham>  
London> Leceister> London> Oxford> London 

I left London for New York on 13 May 1976 by British  
Airways. 

Kabul to London overland was a most memorable journey, 

so swarming with memories that I have to be selective. 

As I was about to cross the Afghan-Iran border at Islam- 
Kala’n on board a bus, I was stopped at the Immigration check- 
point since I had no Exit visa out of Afghanistan. So I was asked 

to return to Herat and get my passport stamped with an Exit visa, 

there was no way I could get out without it. 

I decided to appeal to the Police Commissar at Islam-Kalan  
for help and went back with my baggage to see him at his office.  
M----M----M— was a noble soul and a perfect gentleman. He  
listened patiently to my problem and at once telephoned the  
Immigration officer only to be told that I had to return to Herat  
and get my Exit Visa there. 

It so happened that the driver of a large tanker had come to 
see  the  Commissar.  As  the  driver  was  to  leave  for  Herat 
presently, Mr.M—--spoke to him and then told me: 

“Sir, the tanker is returning to Herat. This good man, he’s  
alone and will drive you to Herat and see to your stay overnight  
at Herat at the Truck- Drivers’ Caravanserai free of cost. You  
can get your Exit Visa at Herat and travel onwards tomorrow". 
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I had a memorable experience awaiting me. The tanker was  
large and probably brand-new. The large Afghan driver gave me  
a front seat beside him, drove me to the caravanserai at Darwaja- 
e-Khushk where I was put up in a single nicely carpeted room,  
given the lock-and-key, and was invited to a community dinner. I  
was told to go to the concerned office at once as closing time  
was approaching. When I got there by a tonga, I was welcomed  
with a big smile and my passport stamped with Exit Visa at  
once: Mr.M——had telephoned the Visa Office too! 

It was still light when I returned to Darwaja-e-Khushk with  
my Exit Visa, decided to take a walk around, and made a new  
friend simply with the international language of gestures and  
body language: he was a young man, very simpatico,very lonely,  
Z—-G—, Clerk of the Jama Masjid of Herat. He not only  
walked and “talked” with me, but also invited me, showed me  
around the mosque where he lived alone, and gave me tea in his  
room up in one of the towers! 

I remember Z---- G—well and cherish my remembrance of 

him, for to my great surprise, we met again by a most fortuitous 

coincidence and had lunch together nearly eleven months later, 

not far from where we had first met. 

I remember how Z—G----invited me once again to come 

and stay with him. 

What a wealth of experience my lack of Exit visa had 
brought to me: how else would I have known what Afghan 
courtesy and hospitality is like? 

It was indeed a rich supplement to my experience of Kabul. 

It was all truly part of Myself Surprised. 

Next morning, Z—-G----came out to the bus terminal to see 

me off to Iran. 

The second serious hurdle that I encountered was quite a  
few weeks later at the Bulgaria-Austria border, where I was  
stopped as I had no Entry Visa for Austria. I should have taken  
care to get it while I was getting visas for other countries in  
Delhi. Now, I was curtly refused entry, asked to get off the bus  
and my baggage taken down and left on the roadside. 
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I found myself on the road in the middle of nowhere. 

I was lucky enough to be picked up without a word some 

fifteen -twenty minutes later when a young Lebanese car-dealer 

on way to Germany stopped his car by my side and made a sign 

to me to hop in beside his driver’s seat. 

However, I was never able to cross this hurdle into Austria  
despite a long wait in Zagreb, where I was dropped by my  
Lebanese benefactor, and later a good friend, at a Foreign  
Students’ Hostelry. The Austrian woman in charge of Visas at  
Zagreb was adamant on not giving me Entry Visa for Austria,  
her one and only question being, “Why didn’t you get Entry Visa  
for Austria in Delhi?" I was left with no alternative but to change  
my route to: Italy>Switzerland>Germany>France on way to  
London, which took its own time. 

Meanwhile, I had been introduced by the Bangladeshi  
student I had met at the Hostelry to a Visting academic from  
Pune University with a large flat in another area: Prof. R—N—-- 
M—-, very pleased to see me, gladly invited me to stay with him  
at his apartment. We struck up quite a friendship as he came to  
learn my background and my travel plans. A lonely person, he  
assured me that he had a spare room and would like me to be his  
guest as long as need be. 

My failure to secure a visa for Austria had provided me 

with a most enjoyable couple of weeks stay in Zagreb, meeting 

several others at the house and going round the city while R— 

N—- was at the Universitat. 

I remember this time in Zagreb while waiting for my visas  
as a very pleasant and valuable time indeed. I ran into a young  
African American music man with a job at a hotel in Zagreb: we  
made friends and I remember him inviting me to drinks and  
dinner as he had had news that very day of a son being born to  
him back home in the States. We enjoyed each other’s company  
very much. 

My next and rather challenging hurdle came on the ferry  
from Calais to Dover. Of course, I had taken care to get an Entry  
Visa to the UK at the British Consulate in Zagreb itself on the 
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basis of my letter of invitation from J—W—, but the lady in 
charge had warned me that since I had insufficient funds, I 
should ask my host to come out to receive me at Dover. 

I  was  somehow  noticed  and  questioned  by  a  British  
Immigration official on the ferry itself who impounded my  
passport and invitation papers and reported me to the police at  
Dover. As soon as we landed at Dover, I was taken into police  
custody. 

I remember the big burly constable who took charge of 

me: he looked at my baggage and said to me: 

"Come on, Johnny boy, pick up your baggage and follow 

me—-no slaves here!” 

I remember my wait alone in police custody at Dover very  
well, indeed there is no way I could forget it. Time passed slowly  
as I waited, but I had informed J—and when he appeared some  
twenty minutes later smiling, the official was just behind him, he  
handed back my passport and papers to me and said to me with a  
gracious smile: 

“Everything is all right, you may go now!” 

I had my first experience of what freedom means. On the  
train from Dover to London, as I watched the summer scene  
outside, I remembered Chaucer’s “Moneth of May” and also  
Robert Browning’s: 

“Oh to be in England when April is here!” 
 
 
 
 

This was followed by a ten-day stay in London with J— 

W—at #8 Summerfield off Kilburn High Road from where we 

visited Nottingham, Leicester and Oxford, made new friends at J’s 

and saw old-time friends and relatives, a most memorable series 

of meetings, almost always punctuated at parting with the words : 

"See you six months later!” 

I remember cooking Indian meals for these friends a few 
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times at #8, Summerfield. 

I left London on 13 May for New York by the British 

Airways.Received by G—G—G and J----at JFK, I had more than 

six months of travel all over North America, meeting and staying 

with old-time friends, covering some of the places I had been 

through during my earlier visits. 

The time I had in North America all through the summer  
and fall of 1976 seems so incredible to me in its variety and  
wealth of experience that I remember asking myself in later  
years closer to the present, “Was it me, Madhusudan, who went  
through all this? Or maybe it was a long-drawn-out dream of  
West Asia, Europe and North America I had dreamt while living  
at the Ashram in Singhwara?” 

I remember how I was received by Mr.C----S---J---, a sort 

of uncle to me, at his large, posh apartment in Geneva, on my 

return journey nearly nine months later, as I got out of the 

elevator,  he  exclaimed: “Chamatkar!”  that  is,” “You  have 

wrought a veritable miracle!” 

He was, of course, referring to my travels alone including  
the overland one on meagre funds as he has had reports on it all. 
 
 
 
 

I remember how I travelled to Ontario and visited my good  
friend D—S—who was one of those who had earnestly invited  
me to Canada. While staying at his place in St.Catharines, we  
visit Hamilton and visit my former sponsor at McMaster. While  
staying at a friend’s house for a week or so in downtown  
Hamilton, taking care of his two children when he was away at  
work, I renewed contact with old-time friends in Hamilton. 

During my visit at St. Catharines, I also remember how  
D—-S—and I went picking strawberries and once sailed on Lake  
Ontario with another common friend J—B—-, which was quite  
an experience. 

I specially remember meeting a group of young people 
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around a swimming pool at a club. One of them proposes a grass  
session and I join in. As the party warms up with joints, one of  
them comes up with a chillum from somewhere. I decide to  
celebrate the occasion by reciting the Siva Mahimna Stotra to  
them  after  the  smoking  session from  my  memory.  As  my  
background as a lecturer at McMaster is known to them, they  
have even heard about the Summer School on the Bhagavad- 
Geeta which I taught years ago, I am given a grand ovation at the  
end of my recital of the Hymn to Siva, and I folllow it up with a  
little talk on grass-smoking and its medicinal value if practised in  
moderation. 

Decades later, when the use of grass is legalised in Canada,  
I learn from reliable sources that word about my performance in  
Hamilton had been going round for years, and that some of the  
credit for creating the atmosphere in favour of cannabis was  
being given to me as Madhu the Sadhu, who joined the group  
and recited the Hymn to Siva! 
 
 
 
 

The biggest surprise came to me when the publishers of  
this travelogue prefixed the title of “Yayavara” to the author’s  
name on the title page, which actually meant that the world of  
Maithili had recognized me as someone who had given his life to  
travelling! I remember how honoured I felt, almost as though  
I had been included in the distinguished league of famous writers  
like  Baba  Nagarjun  of  Maithili  and  Sachidanand  Hiranand  
Vatsayana Agyeya of Hindi. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*    Recorded  in  the  Maithili  travelogue  entitled  Vishwa- 
 Darshan, published by Navaratna Goshthii 
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S I N G H W A R A 

(1977-1982) 
 

It was during these years on return from my year-long trip  
abroad that I seriously started organizing the community in and  
around Singhwara, practically the whole of West Darbhanga  
along with the educated folk from the region who live and work  
in towns and cities. The literati had already taken note of the  
leadership  I  had  demonstrated  towards  the  protection  and  
maintenance of the Temple of Chandreshwar Nath starting the  
summer of 1974. I had already begun cultivating the common  
people, inviting them to visit the Ashram since the second floor  
came up early in 1973, but now I took an initiative and got in  
touch with the more educated among them. 

That was how I came in touch with the teachers of the  
recently started Chaudhary Kedarnath High School, the officials  
of the Singhwara Block as well as the staff of the government  
hospital at Singhwara. 

A second cousin a few years my junior, a popular teacher  
celebrated as a former football player who had lately become  
handicapped, had been closely involved with the Temple work,  
and now volunteered as my unofficial assistant and came to be  
my secretary and amanuensis in my  move to organize the  
community. With his popularity among the youth of the region,  
he came in time to be a source of strength to me, indeed a great  
support. 

This cousin of mine had been a local correspondent for a  
Patna daily newspaper and when I came up with the idea of a  
monthly journal in Hindi from Singhwara, he seconded it most  
enthusiastically. 

That was how Singhwara Ashram Patrika came to be  
launched in mid-1979 with me as the publisher and the editor. 
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The founding of Singhwara Ashram Patrika (1979-1982)  
at Singhwara, a step far ahead of the time, with the nearest  
printing press at Darbhanga, 20 km away from the village, was  
to prove a venture in which, with my limited resources and an  
even more limited circulation, I was overreaching myself. 

However, in my focused state, I did not see this at the time. 

As was inevitable, I paid the price at a later time, but was 
salvaged by my karma. But of that, later. 

On a lighter note during these years in the village, I  
remember  the  initials  of  the  then  Medical  Officer  at  the  
Singhwara Hospital, an allopathic practitioner, J.P. being re- 
christened by my cousin as “ Dr. Jhaar Phoonk” as he tended to  
use certain spells on his patients like some old-world medicine- 
men! 

However, there are several serious concerns that keep me  
engaged: first of all, my overland travel abroad, and then the  
Ashram Patrika have brought me as a person out of obscurity, if  
not into limelight. I am not exactly a celebrity as I would be only  
several years later in and through my return to teaching in Nepal,  
but all the same, with visitors from various countries of Europe  
and the New World, I am becoming well-known. The Ashram  
Patrika reinforces what the visitors do to my image. 

Then, of course, there are continual concerns relating to the  
Patrika itself: most controversial is the all-important question of  
language. Since I keep listening to the readership, however  
limited, I change it to two first, Hindi with a newsletter in 

English, and then finally to a three-language formula, with 

Maithili thrown in and out, appreciated as it is by a zealous 

supporter. 

Shuttling all the time in the region, from Singhwara to  
Darbhanga to Madhubani, occasionally to Patna and to Delhi, it  
is a life marked by almost constant effort, reaching out to people  
and getting things done. The handicapped cousin is a great help,  
but he has his schoolwork, and he is after all handicapped, so I  
have a lot to do all the time, resources being limited. 
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In the middle of all this activity, I am invited to Madhubani  
by a young journalist friend and admirer to help organize a  
cultural programme in aid of a Blood Bank at the Hospital there,  
with a dance performance by the celebrated Kuchipudi dancer,  
Swapnasundari at its centre. 

I remember this occasion as a grand success, with a 
concluding meeting at the Jagadish Nandan College, where 

Swapnasundari is felicitated for her performance by me. 

This has been an epoch-making occasion for Madhubani  
where nothing like this has happened ever before and for which I  
have come in for considerable credit as a guest organizer. 
 
 
 
 

The alarm bells are ringing loud and clear now. I must 
warn  my  reader that  it is  time  to  restrict  this  exercise in 
remembering within certain limits now. 

If I were to try and record remembrances from the period  
of my withdrawal to Singhwara (1969-1983), my return to the  
groves of academe (1983-1994) and my upsurge of creativity as  
a writer on my second homecoming (1994-2012) in the manner I  
have done so far, each period would take a book. All I can do  
instead is to record signs and throw hints: Words like Recovery,  
Restoration, Rehabilitation, even a word like Conquest, come  
often to mind. 

I am being paid now. 

I remember telling myself, so here I am, being paid long- 
due dividends, arrears, as it were, for all the investments I made  
in terms of my struggle to live life on my own terms during my  
thirties well into my forties! In a sense, it seemed to be too little  
too late, but of course, I thought, better late than never! 
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I remember how during what turned out be my last days at 

the Ashram, I looked out whenever I went out for my old-time 

friends and contemporaries at college. I also remember how I 

came to stop trying to locate them. 

Once I had time on my hands before taking a flight from  
Patna, I went out to Jamal Road to the house of a class-friend of  
mine. The house looked deserted: after a lot of enquiries, I met a  
niece who told me her Uncle P—---had passed away a few years  
ago. 

The same sort of experience awaited me a couple of times, 

once at Bhagalpur and then at Ranchi. 

Present to me now is the last time at Ranchi only a few 
years ago when this friend had announced to a group of senior 
academics meeting me at his house: 

“Arey, aap logon ko maalum kya hai Madhusudan kay 
baaray mein---isskii toh mutthi mein sabkuchh hai!” 

“Gee! What do you know about Madhusudan---he has 
everything in his fist.” 
 
 
 
 
 

Meanwhile, I continued to travel around whenever I found 
time and could afford it. 

While on a visit to my Baby Brother in Jaipur, Rajasthan,  
early in 1982, I happened to read for the first time the stories of  
Vijay Dan Detha, written originally in Rajasthani, rendered well  
in  Hindi  and  published  by  the  leading  Hindi  publishers,  
Rajkamal. It was quite a discovery; I was truly amazed and did  
something I had never done before: I sat down and wrote a fan  
letter. I must have been deeply moved when I wrote it, for the  
response was immediate. 
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Detha came out to Jaipur from his village in the heart of  
Rajasthan nearly 300 km away, travelling with an overnight bag  
in hand, apparently just to see me. It turned out to be quite an  
occasion for either of us: I was simply delighted to see the author  
in person.He was so nice and warm and friendly that it seemed  
as  though  two  long-lost  brothers  were  meeting  after  ages.  
Apparently, the letter had made a deep impression on him: he  
kept talking about it, how  moved he had been, how after  
something like that happening, there was nothing to it but to  
show up in person! 

That very memorable afternoon, Detha became Bijji to me  
as he was to all of his many friends and admirers and co- 
workers. I remember how our friendship continued to grow for a  
long time. 

A year later, during my next visit to Jaipur, my Baby  
Brother and I had driven to Ajmer for a few days during which I  
found time to visit Bijji at his Centre, Roopayan Sansthan, at his  
home  village  of  Borunda,  tucked  away  somewhere  in  the  
wilderness between Ajmer and Jodhpur: Bijji had been insistent  
every time we had met, indeed since the first day, that I come  
and visit him at Borunda, for that was where I could meet the  
real Bijji. It was true in some sense: I came to discover another  
Detha at Borunda, the man who had managed a feat, setting up a  
lively centre of art, culture and folklore in a remote, rather  
somnolent Rajasthan village.  I had begun by admiring the  
stories he had written; I came to admire the courage and tenacity  
of the man even more deeply. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

My interest in Bijji’s creative work received a fillip from  
my having seen him at work in his true habitat at Borunda.  
Before we parted at Jaipur later, for Bijji and his retinue had  
joined me earlier on in my return trip to the capital at the end of  
my overnight stay at Roopayan Sansthan, I had already pledged 
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to make his work known in Nepal. I was exhilarated with the 
little time I had with the “real” Bijji and my interest in him 
continued to grow. 

That was how I found time to read more carefully some of  
the tales and stories collected and translated into Hindi in his  
Dubidha aur Anya Kahaniya’n which I had especially enjoyed  
going through at Baby Brother’s in Jaipur before we had met. 

I found the second reading more rewarding. 

The impression it had left on me was still fresh when I 

arrived in Kathmandu a little later, in the spring of 1983. 

Now, I had had a long-standing invitation to visit and stay 

for a few days at this Jungle Safari lodge run by an old-time 

friend of mine in the heart of the Royal National Park in 

Chitwan. When we met up in Kathmandu, he repeated the 

invitation and I decided to accept it and execute the long- 
deferred plan in the coming week. 

Before I was to leave for Chitwan Jungle Lodge though, I 

received another invitation. 
 
 
 
 

Now, a few years ago, a number of senior faculty members  
of  Tribhuvan  University,  mainly  from  the  departments  of  
English and Nepali, had come together and taken the initiative to  
set up a Society called the Literary Association of Nepal (LAN)  
as  a  forum  for  promotion  of  appreciation  and  discussion,  
comparison and analysis, of significant creative work being done  
in the different languages of the sub-continent in general and of  
Nepal in particular through the medium of English. The then  
President of LAN happened to be a friend of mine for many  
years; I would see him now and then during my Kathmandu  
visits. I had been continually asked to contribute a paper on a  
subject of my choice for the LAN sessions from time to time.Of  
course, he knew my interests and had been hoping I would come  
up with something interesting one of these days. 
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Just several days before I was scheduled to leave for  
Chitwan, I ran into my friend the LAN man and was invited for a  
cup of coffee. He informed me over coffee that LAN was going  
to hold its fourth or fifth Annual Conference a couple weeks  
later and that I must do something for them this time round, that  
I simply must. 

I told him I was going to go away to Chitwan to spend  
some quiet time at D—'s Jungle Lodge, but he would not be put  
off. In fact, he pointed out, the Lodge was the best place to relax  
and that I could very well sit down in my room and write my  
paper for the LAN conference in peace out there. I knew he had  
me there and there was no escape this time round! 

It was then, in that moment, that I thought of Bijji and his 

work, and remembered my pledge: It suddenly occurred to me 

that I could write a paper introducing Bijji and the work he was 

doing. I wanted indeed to write on Bijji, especially as I had 

promised to bring his work to Nepal. 

I asked my friend how the LAN would take it if I wrote a  
paper on an Indian writer who was practically unknown in  
Nepal, for I was pretty sure nobody in the Valley had ever heard  
of Vijay Dan Detha. The LAN president seems to have been in  
top form that afternoon: he told me that that would precisely be  
why I should be introducing this writer, and went on to add that  
he  felt  sure  the  unknown  author  was  a  genius,  or  else  
Madhusudan would not bother to talk about his work! 

That conversation almost got me started on my paper on  
Bijji even before I left for Chitwan several days later. I carried  
the text to the Lodge, thought and worked on it a little at the  
Lodge, taking notes from the text for excerpts. On return to  
Kathmandu a week or ten days later, I found, to my own  
surprise, that the paper was nearly all there in my head, so to  
speak, I had simply to put it all down on paper. There would still  
be plenty of time to organize it and bring it into some sort of  
order. 
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On the 20th of February, I had a seven-page paper entitled  
Vijay Dan Detha: Fountain in a Desert as I walked to the Padma  
Kanya Campus in town where the LAN conference was in  
progress, I had been so deeply immersed in Bijji’s work and my  
paper that I had given little thought to how it might be received. 

I had nearly a shock of surprise with the tremendous  
ovation and continual applause I received as I read out my paper.  
Since it happened to be the concluding session of the three-day  
conference, I had for my audience a sizable number of Nepali  
writers, poets and journalists apart from senior students and  
younger faculty, the house being packed to capacity. 

I  remember  how,  as  I  started  to  read  the  paper,  the  
audience began by being simply curious and receptive, then as I  
got off to a slow start, it fell under a regular spell as I outlined  
Bijji’s achievement, and delighted by the excerpts, mostly the  
opening  lines  of  his stories,  burst into loud applause  as  I  
concluded my paper with a summing up of Detha’s overall  
contribution to contemporary Indian literature. 
 
 
 
 

Soon after my return to the Ashram a few weeks later, I  
had to go out once again, this time down south across the river,  
to Patna and other places around as well, on my way back to  
Singhwara. Almost as soon as I returned, my mother sent for me  
and confronted me with an odd sort of question: she told me that  
though I was her own son, she failed to understand what sort of  
man I was, so would I be so good to help her understand? I  
guessed at once that something had happened while I had been  
away which had upset her and that she wanted to share it with  
me forthwith. So I asked her what it was and that I would be  
very willing to do what she would like me to do about it. 

This seemed to please my mother very much: she told me  
that three cables one after another had been received for me, all  
from Kathmandu, asking me to report to the Dean of Humanities, 
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Tribhuvan University, as soon as possible. She went on to add, 

almost as a broadside, that there were so many qualified people 

looking for jobs without finding them while here I was, being 

sought after for a responsible position of honour, and I would not 

pay attention. That was why, she said, she could not quite 

understand what sort of fellow I was. 

“Do you mean to say you’d like me to accept the offer and  
join? 

“But of course! That would be the only sensible thing to  
do when they’re themselves so eager to have you, don’t you  
think so? You wish to have more students learn from you, no?” 

“Well then, I’ll do as you say.” 

That seemed to settle it. 

As a matter of fact, I had been initiated into the final  
Deeksha-mantra of the family only a year ago by my mother in  
keeping with ancient custom after a good deal of persuasion as  
well as a long wait: she could well have refused to give me the  
mantra on the ground that I had not married, that I had skipped  
the all-important Grihastha-dharma. Now, one of the essential  
conditions governing the deeksha, the initiation, was obedience  
to the Deeksha-Guru. Since I had myself entered into it and took  
the step seriously, I had to do what she told me to. It was indeed  
as simple as that. 

For, odd as it may sound, I had once again been re-born for 
the nth time, as it were, having chosen to become my mother’s 
disciple in my late forties. 

At fifty, I was surprised to find that I was no longer my  
own man. 

Apropos my becoming a disciple to my mother, I have  
three distinct memories of the confidence she reposed in me  
while sharing with me her early discipleship to my father. 

Once very early in their life together when she spoke to  
him rather casually of our Kuladevata at the old joint family  
home, my father, whom she hero-worshipped as her lord and  
master the Sahib, he started crying like a little child at the 
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affront. On that day, she told me, she was converted once and for  
all to the adoration and worship of the Mother as the Divine. 

Another time, also pretty early in their relationship, when 
my mother said something to him in her native Bhojpuri, my 

father told her off, asking her rather brusquely: 

"What sort of language is that?" 

That was when my mother started learning Maithili in right 
earnest, becoming in time a master of the language. 

Yet another time decades later, after my father had taken  
over  as  the  District  Magistrate  and  Collector  of  undivided  
Champaran in 1947, she accepted as the Mem-Sahib at the  
Collector's bungalow in Motihari a present of fresh fish from the  
jail authorities there; my father noticed the fish dish at lunch and  
asked her where it was from. On being told it was a gift sent by  
the jail superintendent, he turned his face away with a broadside  
on the greed of womenfolk, warning her sternly not to accept any  
such present in future. 

Before  leaving  Singhwara  for  Tribhuvan  University,  I  
handed over my rights as the editor and publisher of Singhwara  
Ashram Patrika to an avid reader of the Patrika and a scion of  
the former Deorhi, C-K.K.T- who offered to run it. He did bring  
out a couple issues after my departure, but gave it up as he could  
not cope with the work involved. 

That was how I returned to the Central Department of  
English at Kirtipur as Visiting Professor of English nearly two  
decades after I had left Kathmandu without completing my full  
term as Colombo Plan Lecturer in English under the Indian Aid  
Mission to take up the McMaster Fellowship in early 1965. 

This was, however, a different kind of return: I had been  
recognized by the Nepali elite and invited by the newly set-up  
Tribhuvan University to teach at a different level. I was made to  
sign a contract to serve as Visiting Professor of English at the  
maximum salary. 
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I also remember a close friend of mine many years my  
senior, a popular physician with a large practice based in a small  
town nearby, offering to join me in my trip to Kathmandu: he  
said he was pleased that I was going back to teaching, and  
moreover, he added, he’d like to take the opportunity to visit  
Kathmandu while escorting me back to where I should be. 

This doctor, a heavily built handsome man, had an odd  
sense of humour, rather typical of the world in which he lived:  

While we were waiting for the doctor’s return flight to Janakpur  

in the smallish Departure lounge at the Tribhuvan airport in  

Kathmandu, I remember our meeting a young Nepali taking the  
same flight to Janakpur. My friend introduced himself as Dr.  

R— and happened to ask his name. He said it was Lakshman  
U—---. Now, it so happened that the doctor himself had a name  

which was often shortened to Rama. He smiled to his fellow- 

passenger, saying: 

“Well, well, Lakshman-ji, well-met indeed! Isnt it rather  

interesting that Rama and Lakshman are travelling together to  

Janakpur! 

Of course, the doctor was referring to the incident in the 

epic Ramayana where Rama and Lakshman travel to King 

Janak’s city before Rama and Seeta are married. 

 
 
 
 

Little did I realize then as I returned to the Kirtipur campus  

after seeing my doctor friend off that I was destined to teach at  

this newly set up campus of Tribhuvan University for over a  

decade and turn into a “living legend" years after the IAM  

teachers on deputation from India had come and gone and been  

forgotten. 

It was indeed a surprise to me when my nephew told me on 
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his return from a professional visit to Kathmandu many years 

later that a leading Nepali journalist had described me as a 

“living legend” all over Nepal. 

I remember learning quite a bit later, after I had settled in  

at Tribhuvan, how it had all come about: shortly after my paper  
on Bijji had been presented at the LAN conference, several  

young academics had decided to form a lobby in my favour, met  

the then Vice-Chancellor  and  the  Dean  of  Humanities and  

persuaded them to invite Thakur as a Visiting Professor at the  

Post-Graduate  Department  of  English.  Since  my  name  was  

already known to the department from my stint as Colombo Plan  

Lecturer years ago, —- several senior teachers being former  

students of mine—the authorities concerned had not taken long  

to come to a decision in my favour. That was when the series of  

cables inviting me to join the Central Department at Kirtipur had  

started  to  be  despatched  from  the  office  of  the  Dean  of  

Humanities to my address in Singhwara, Bihar. 

 
 
 
 

During  the  years  of  my  second  stint  at  Tribhuvan 

University (1983-1994), I would visit Singhwara regularly every 

year during the two major vacations, Durga Puja in October and 

the winter Vacation in December-January. 

I remember one occasion in particular in graphic detail  

when, on his retirement in 1984, Small Brother was camping at  

the parental house in Singhwara to build a house on campus  

on the very site of the Kobra-Ghar during Big Sister's  

wedding back in 1943. 

I happened to return from Kathmandu to Singhwara for the  
winter several days after the foundations for the house had been  
laid, the initial rituals having been completed by my mother  
herself at Small Brother's request: she was very pleased that he 
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had decided to return to Singhwara to live there. 

In fact, I had been partly responsible for his decision as he  

had initially been looking for a suitable plot of land somewhere  

in Ramgarh or Ranchi (now in Jharkhand) for his retirement  

home: his two grown-up sons too had been in favour of his  

settling in Jharkhand. 

I remember actually telling him earlier on while he was  

still planning his retirement that he would have to incur needless  
expense - and invest time- on acquiring land elsewhere as well  

as on taking a house on rent while he was getting the house  

constructed  when  he  already  had  his  share  of  the  family  
compound and the use of the parental house while the house was  

coming up. 

A day or two after I arrived at the Ashram, a dispute broke 

out between my mother and Small Brother over some flowering 

tree or shrub while he ws getting it cut down. A heated exchange 

between mother and son had followed leading to a major quarrel 

and they were both most upset. 

I decided to intervene when my mother told me she was 

packing up to leave Singhwara immediately. I remember exactly 

what I told my Deeksha Guru, I said: 

"Now look, this is your home- you got this house  

built up during my father's mid-career, with your limited  

savings over many years, investing time and expense: I  
see no reason at all why you should leave this house. I  

strongly feel that what's happened is a passing thing, a  

minor upset. If you leave, people in the village would  
only say you were in the wrong, so please don't leave:  

I'm with you here in everything." 

My mother only wanted some support as she was visibly  

shaken and agreed to stay on and hold the fort, with me behind  

her. 

As for Small Brother, six years my senior and nearly sixty 
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now, he came to see me while I was busy writing a letter in my  
late father's closet-like little room in my mother's apartment: he  

was shaken too as he entered the room, wringing his hands in  

remorse. He told me he was leaving Singhwara, abandoning the  
building  project,  never  mind  the  expenses  wasted  over  the  

foundations! I stood up and considered this for quite a few  
minutes, then said to him very very slowly, but quite clearly and  

firmly, I remember the words: 

"Bhaiya, I'm much younger to you, it's not my 

place to judge you at all, but all the same I think you're 

making an error of judgement here. Forgive me for 

saying this, but I beg you to re-consider your decision, do 

give it some time, will you." 

I could hardly look into his eyes as I said this as I had  

never before spoken to him like this. He was looking down too  

and said to me after quite a while, still wringing his hands, as I  

waited: 

"What you say is, like, right." 

I knew then that I had won the first round as a peacemaker, 

but still took my time to tell him I had spoken to Ma. He knew I 

stood my ground when I said: 

"I believe it'd all pass, it's going to be all right." By the  

following morning, the storm had blown over, it was a new day  

afterwards. 

There was peace on both sides, and work on the building 

was resumed the day after. 

Years later in Singhwara, I remember Small Brother telling 

me he had never ever lived so long at any other place other than 

the house he had built on the family campus. 
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During the early 1970s when I would visit Kathmandu  

once in a while, travelling from the Ashram Singhwara overland,  

I would generally stay at the Camp Hotel in Maruhity whose  

proprietors I had known for some time. I enjoyed excellent  

health at the time, would be up naturally a little after 4 AM, get  

ready and walk up to Pashupati to join the devout, the early  

morning worshippers, at the ancient shrine. In time this came to  

be my everyday practice as I not only enjoyed the morning walk  

through town, but also kept running into old acquaintances from  

the 1960s. I had some curious experiences too at almost regular  
intervals while I was at the shrine usually for an hour and a half  

or so, beginning around 5 AM. 

It was quite chilly in the mornings; there would always be  

a nice log-fire on a high verandah to the right as I entered the  

temple yard from the riverside, with devotional music on with  

someone playing on the harmonium as I climbed up the steep  

stairs. I would spend some little time by the fireside listening to  

the bhajans after I’d wandered around, warming my hands a  

little. 

I would be so refreshed after my walk and my time at  
Pashupati that I would keep moving nonstop through the town  
nearly all day long, visiting friends, meeting both people I knew  
as well as strangers who would greet me as though they had  

known me all their lives, enjoying it all so much that I never  

knew a moment of weariness before returning to my room at the  
Camp Hotel almost at bedtime! 

I remember how I enjoyed my sleep in my bed at the  

Camp. 

While going round the temple, I would often deplore, of  

course quietly to myself, the dirt in the temple yard and thought  

several  times  to  come  one  morning  armed  with  a  broom, 
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possibly a nice new one, and sweep the entire temple yard  
myself. 

Of course, I never once spoke this thought aloud to anyone  

ever. 

Once  during  this  memorable  time  one  winter,  I  was  
walking through town in bright sunshine when I ran into an old- 

time classmate from my postgraduate days at Patna, a senior  

person who had come out to study for his Master’s degree in  

Patna years ago. After the usual exchange of greetings, he asked  

me very seriously, if I had been on a visit to Kathmandu the  

previous winter around this time of the year. When I said yes, I  
had, U—---- told me he had noticed me once during a visit to  

Pashupati, but had not dared to speak to me as he found me busy  
sweeping the temple yard with a lovely new broom! 

Another time, just as I am about to leave the temple by the  

city gate, I look back at the temple-top with the huge bronze  
Nandi bull below it, and a thousand pigeons fly up all at once to  

cover the spire for a moment. I am amazed as though I have just  

had a ‘darshan’ and turn to leave. As I am moving up the lane  

slowly, still meditating, as it were, on the incident when a tall  

handsome Nepali in a splendid army uniform approaches me,  

bowing low to me, asking me if I would give him my blessings.  
More surprised than ever, I cannot help breaking into a smile,  

and just say, “Oh but of course!” and move on. I just cannot help  

noticing the large Mercedes from which the stranger in uniform  

has just got off and continue to wonder what the Nepali general  

wanted of me. 
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R E T U R N   T O   T H E  G R O V E S  

 O F   A C A D E M E 

K A T H M A N D U 

(1983-1987) 
 

I remember these years as a great time of life when I 

started building up once again, brick by brick, my life as an 

academic on the foundations laid a couple of decades back 

during my first stint in Nepal in the early 1960s. 

It was also during this time that Tribhuvan University  
campus had come up from a miserable little cluster of barrack- 
like buildings at Tripureswor known as the “Guest House" up the  
sprawling slope from Balkhu by the Baghmati all the way to the  
hilltop just below the old Newar village of Kirtipur. 

But even more, I remember it as a period of restoration of  
my  physical  life  mid-way  through  the  long  innings  I  was  
destined to have: my life’s journey could well have been, for all I  
know, cut short in its prime even though I was fifty-plus when  
Tribhuvan decided to offer a Visiting professorship to me. 

This restoration owed itself to a fortuitous coincidence, a 

play of serendipity, if you like. 

Shortly after I joined the Central Department at Kirtipur, I  
ran into a former student of mine, himself a senior member of  
the Education faculty by now, as I was walking up the slope to  
work from Balkhu where I had rented an apartment: S—---B—-- 
-was driving up to work too, his ramshackle motorbike making a 

good deal of noise. He stopped when he noticed me to greet me 

with a “Good morning, sir!” As we chatted by the roadside, he 

happened to take a close look at me, and exclaimed: 

“But sir, whatever happened to you? I’ve never ever seen 
you looking so wan and…….” 

I told him to never mind how I looked, that it was just  
some little distress owing to stomach trouble now and then, that 
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it would pass. S—---kept insisting though, saying: 

“No-no, I’ve never seen you looking so worn-out, you 

must  go  through  a  thorough  medical  check-up  as  soon  as 

possible, you know.” 

He  went  on  to  tell  me  he  had  a  close  cousin,  a 

gastroenteritis specialist who had lately returned from the UK 

with an MRCP, that he would make an appointment with him for 

me as soon as possible and let me know. He just would not take 

no for an answer, so I finally gave in. 

Anyhow, this led to several tests prescribed by the doctor, 

eventually to the discovery of two live and chronic ulcers in the 
duodenum, and ten days or so in the doctor’s Ward. 

I just cannot resist a couple of memories from this crucial 

time of life: 

S——- is introducing me to his cousin the doctor in rather 
superlative terms when he turns to me and says: 

“Since you with your distinguished record came out to help 

us, you are doing so much for the newly set up university, we 
must do all we can to help you." 

I had taken the chance to ask him if he could admit me to  
his Ward. He did and it was there that all the tests he had  
prescribed were carried out. I still remember the endoscopy I  
was put through, I had never experienced anything like it before. 

I  realized  during  my  hospitalization  that  but  for  the 
coincidence that had led to all this, I could have died at some 
point in my mid-fifties! 

So therefore when I was put on a six-hourly course of  
Cimetidine and a strict regime of boiled food and milk for a six- 
month period, so keen I was on living and working, having  
returned to the groves of academia once again, I carried it out for  
a whole year, and managed to cure myself as far as such ulcers  
can be cured. 

The other memory is from the time I was hospitalized. 

I am resting in my bed after some difficult test when a 
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fellow-patient much younger to me, in the bed next to mine,  
having learnt all about me and my work, cannot contain his  
amazement and exclaims with great gusto to someone, well  
within my hearing: 

“Hernus  ta,  maanchhe  yasto  burhesh  kaal  ma  pani 

nachirahe ko chha!” 

“Just look at this man here, even having reached such old 
age he is still dancing around, moving from India to Nepal, 
doing so much work!” 

By the time I am ready to leave the hospital, we have  
become good friends: he even invites me very graciously to visit  
him at his home in far-off Jumla where he owns an apple  
orchard. 
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3 

T H E   G R E E K    S O J O U R N 

(1987) 
 
 
 

“Tvameva maataa ch pitaa tvameva 

Tvameva bandhushcha sakhaa tvameva  

Tvameva vidyaa dravinam tvameva  

Tvameva sarvam mama devadeva” 

“Mother and Father too to me, You are my friend, 

And my companion too, O my Lord, 

You’re all my learning and all my wealth too, 

You’re all I have, O my Lord of lords!” 

 

That was the highlight of my five-month sojourn on the  
Isle of Lesbos in Greece on the Aegean Sea off the Turkish  
coast. I had been invited to Karuna Refuge on a hill near  
Molivos to speak to the groups who came from Athens for  
retreat. 

With the Sanskrit verses quoted above, interpreted by my  
sing-song, I had managed to win the hearts of my audience . 

Towards the end of my stay at Karuna, I met I—----M—- a  
German lady from Hamburg who became a lifelong friend and  
visitor  in  Kathmandu,  at  the  Ashram  in  Singhwara,  and  
elsewhere. We travelled together a good deal both in India and  
Nepal. Earlier on, I visited her for over a week at her house in  
Molivos before I left for Athens, where I had a couple of weeks  
before returning to India. After a short stay in Jaipur, Delhi and  
at Singhwara, I returned to Kirtipur to resume my work at  
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Tribhuvan University. 

I remember how it was during my stay at my brother  
Janardan’s place in Delhi on return from the six-month sojourn  
in Greece that he asked me to write the story of my journey  
through life. That was how I happened to get started on Myself  
Surprised in the first place. 
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K A T H M A N D U 

(1987-1994) 
 

This was in a way the peak of my life as an academic:  
especially on return from my holiday in Greece, the two-week- 
long visit of my German friend from Greece, and the visit of  
several other friends as also my single-minded devotion to  
whatever work was assigned to me by the Department, I have  
reached a sort of celebrity status in the university. Very often my  
lectures  are  attended  by  both  the  previous  and  final  year  
students, even some younger faculty would draw close to the  
lecture hall to overhear and enjoy my lectures. All in all, my  
popularity has reached its apogee. 

I remember consciously correcting past mistakes during 

my first stint in Nepal: I have adopted a boy from the hills and 

learn Nepali regularly from him and from listening to Radio 

Nepal whereas I always spoke English earlier on. 

Word has gone around too. 

I remember being told by a colleague that I am half-Nepali. 

I was soon allotted a really nice apartment on the faculty  
quarters  located  right  on  the  hilltop  where  I  lived  very  
comfortably and remember playing host to a number of friends  
and relatives apart from the stream of visitors including students  
and colleagues. I was assigned very light work, indeed only  
several lectures per week and had leisure enough to pursue my  
own creative work in Maithili and English, I remember how I  
managed to come up with the final version of my long-deferred  
book on Bhisma, now entitled Thus Spake Bhisma. 

It was published in 1992 in most fortuitous circumstances  
during what turned out to be my final years at Tribhuvan  
University. 

It so happened that one of the directors of the publishing  
house  of  Motilal  Banarassidas  in  Delhi  somehow,  perhaps  
through the grapevine, came to learn that I had written a book on 
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Bhisma; he also knew my Baby Brother, now Joint Secretary in  
the Ministry of Human Resources, Government of India, and  
visited him occasionally. Late in 1991, he met my brother and  
asked him if he would do the favour of asking me as they would  
like to publish it. 

On my next visit to Delhi, I learnt about the offer and in  
turn agreed to offer them the copyright if they brought the book  
out in the format I wanted it published in. It went through in  
record time, so I received my copy while I was still vacationing  
in Singhwara. 

I was glad to see the end-product, as the publishers, 

delighted to have the book as well as copyright, had put their 

best foot out, bringing out a hard-bound first edition with a dust 

cover with a sketch of Bhisma lying on his bed of arrows as the 

Pitamaha receives his visitors at Kurukshetra. 

I remembered this only later in hindsight as the beginning  
of my most productive decade (1992-2002) during which more  
than a dozen titles were published one after another—one of  
them chosen by Sahitya Akademi for its Translation Prize in  
1999. 
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7 

S I N G H W A R A: 

SECOND HOMECOMING 

(1994-2000) 
 

I had a memorable homecoming to Singhwara. 

After  my  fabulous  day-long  farewell  at  Tribhuvan---- 
poems, song and music, photography, refreshments, tributes,  
garlands, bouquets, indeed a timeless sequence the beneficiary  
had never ever dreamed of— had concluded, I was a trifle weary  
and decided to have a quiet day at my apartment on campus.  
However, I started planning my return journey with all the  
effects of my little household; it was quite a task winding it all  
up, but D—----, by now my Personal Assistant, cook and general  
factotum, having spent seven of his growing-up years with me,  
managed it all beautifully. Meanwhile, five of my devoted final  
year postgraduate students, had decided on their own to escort  
me back to my home at Singhwara. When one of them informed  
me of their resolve, I was delighted and told them to hire a  
vehicle for us all and added that cost was no consideration. I also  
remember telling the group that the journey to Singhwara was to  
be taken as a day-long excursion and I wanted them to have fun,  
indeed as much fun as they liked. 

It turned out to be an unforgettable trip, much more fun  
than I had ever expected, for the driver of the large land-rover  
they had hired as well as his Assistant happened to be around the  
same age as my students, and of course fell into the spirit in  
which I had resolved to take the homeward journey. 

We were quite an eightsome in the event. 

The only snag was, of course, the long wait at the border,  
but it was something I expected and knew all about, having  
travelled scores of time across the Indo-Nepal border at Birganj- 
Raxaul at the start of every vacation the last many years.  
Moreover, I carried in my purse a formal official letter from the 
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Indian  Embassy  in  Kathmandu,  confirming  my  Transfer  of  
Residence, with all the details provided. I knew that, for all  
practical  purposes,  this  letter  amounted  to  orders  from  the  
Embassy  to  the  border  Immigration,  Police  and  Customs  
authorities  to  let  me  and  my  belongings  pass  through  no  
questions asked, no fuss at all, with due respect and all. 

I  briefed  my  companions  regarding  the  immunity  I  
possessed: they were all much relieved, especially the driver  
and his Assistant. Of course, I also told them to be patient at the  
border Immigration as they might take their time recording all  
the details they required to complete their papers regarding my  
Transfer of Residence. 

It turned out exactly as I had told them it would be. They  
left  my  baggage  neatly  packed  on  top  of  the  land-rover  
untouched, no one even came out to take a look at it, but they did  
take a couple of hours completing their papers inside the office  
as required in case of an Indian national’s Transfer of Residence.  
We used the time to have our tea and snacks as well as to prepare  
ourselves for the rest of the road journey, picking up food and  
drink since we were expecting to be on the road for another six  
hours or so. 

We had left Kathmandu pretty early in the morning and  
arrived at the Ashram shortly before midnight the same day, 30  
April, 1994. 

We had had such a lovely, pleasantly cool day throughout  
our journey, actually a series of picnics as we drove down to the  
plains, that I feared it might be hot in Singhwara when we  
arrived. It was a great surprise to me, with a lovely cool breeze  
blowing: it was as though we had brought along the current  
Kathmandu Valley weather with us into the plains! 

My companions were simply delighted to find themselves  
at the Ashram. I could see that they were simply charmed by the  
atmosphere. 

My mother welcomed the group very warmly next morning  
and arranged for a sumptuous breakfast for them including the  
crew before they left for Kathmandu via Muzaffarpur > Raxaul > 
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Birganj and presided over their brunch. 

I remember how she kept standing around the table while  
they ate. 

Only later did I remember that she was eighty seven at the  
time. 

Indeed she was so taken with them that she actually 

boasted a little later about the devotion I had earned as a teacher 

to a group of women visiting her, telling them I had "hundreds of 

children" even though I had never married! 

I remember my return to the Ashram in Singhwara also as  
the beginning of my association with Sahitya Akademi in Delhi  
through a contemporary who has recently taken over as Member  
for Maithili. 
 
 
 
 

Towards the end of this period of my life at the Ashram  
Singhwara, I had such a powerful onset of cataract that I became  
nearly blind: when I received a telegram from the Sahitya  
Akademi in Delhi informing me that I had been awarded the  
Akademi’s Translation Prize for 1999, I had to walk out of the  
Ashram compound to get it read by someone for the first time in  
my life! 

I remember how it was during this time that I was informed  
by Small Brother of the passing away of my brother Janardan in  
Bombay where he had rehabilitated the Free Press Journal as its  
Chief Editor: I remember his single-minded commitment to the  
Fourth Estate as he had re-joined the mainstream of journalism,  
and the day-to-day, hard work he had put in, in total defiance of  
his cardiac condition, towards the transformation of the Bombay  
daily newspaper. I remember too with pleasure how I had  
renewed my association with his work with several contributions  
I made to the Journal in what turned out to be his last phase. 

I  remember  my  trip  to  Haridwar  with  other  family  
members to attend his Shraaddha performed by his only son. 
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As I mourned deeply for him during our stay at Haridwar, I  
remembered my long and close association with him over the  
years not only as a brother, but even more as a close friend and  
associate: I recall the strange state I found myself in, a state in  
which I could not talk to anyone, and remained aloof throughout. 

Indeed I remember how I just could not participate in the 

feast held after the successful completion of the ceremony. It 

was only later that I learned the ancient Brahman custom not to 

partake of the death feast held for a younger sibling. 

For a while, I just could not believe that my brother 
Janardan was no more. 

On the return trip, I remember how my Baby Brother 

persuaded me to accompany him to Jaipur where he arranged the 

surgery of my left eye for cataract under the supervision of an 

eye surgeon known to him. 

The restoration continues in a rather fortuitous manner: I  
remember a phone call for me at Small Brother’s nearby which  
re-connects me with the long-lost American friend from our  
Rajendranagar days in the 1960s: J—- P—-happens to be on a  
long travel to India with his children to prove to his grown-up  
son and daughter that the places and people in India he had  
talked about so much do really exist. I remember too his  
invitation to me, my regret that I cannot join them now, but  
invite J—---to the Ashram next year. 

With his five-day visit in 2000, it is decided during his stay  
in the newly completed “Guest Wing” of the Ashram that I  
should travel out to North America in the fall of 2001 and  
arrangements towards this are finalized by J—- in collaboration  
with my Canadian friend D—---S—----now based in Ottawa. 

It is also decided that D—----is to travel out to India, visit  
the Ashram and escort me to Canada in view of the current state  
of my vision. 
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8 

M U Z A F F A R P U R 

(2001) 
 

Early in the new millenium, I had a telephone call from a  
former student from the 1960s—-I didn’t remember him very  
well though I could recall the name across the years—asking me  
how I was doing and so on. Dr A—K—J was indeed most  
solicitous and after I had assured him I was in excellent health,  
he wanted very much that I should spend some time at the post- 
graduate department where he was teaching. This was the B.R.A.  
Bihar University at Muzaffarpur where Big Brother had started  
teaching on return from Cambridge exactly half a century ago. It  
was also where I myself had taken my Intermediate exam under  
pretty bizarre circumstances long years ago; it was a mere  
fortyfive km away from Singhwara, under an hour’s journey by  
car or bus. I almost declined at first even though I felt vaguely  
interested in the situation owing to my past associations with the  
place and the people. I told him I had moved away from teaching  
and had become more interested in writing and travelling, but  
asked him for politeness’ sake perhaps, how he was thinking of  
bringing me to his Department anyway. He came out then and  
told  me  there  was  a  UGC-funded  Visiting  Professorship  
available at the BRA Bihar University, that the English faculty  
had unanimously named me for it and the Department would be  
delighted to have me there for just as long as I wanted, that it  
was all up to me. 

I remember telling myself what a surprise it was. 

I told him I would like to take a look at the papers  
concerning the UGC Professorship and sleep over it before I  
made up my mind. He sounded happy and hopeful and promised  
to let me have the papers as soon as possible by speed post. The  
very next morning Big Brother called me from Rajendranagar  
where they were living now and pressed me to accept the 
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position for as long as I wanted. 

I was deeply moved by a final year postgraduate speak 

with feeling during a sort of farewell meeting at the Department 

of my plans to return to my “Innisfree” for a while before 

proceeding on my trip to the New World. 

I remember taking it as a sign from the world I had been 

able to imbue my students with during my six-month-long 
sojourn with them at Muzaffarpur. 
 
 
 
 

It was much later, in fact it was only after my return to  
India from my 2001-2002 trip to North America that I came to  
learn on the grapevine the consternation with which a section of  
the academic community in Bihar, among them some who had  
called me “a hippy Guru” during the 1970s, had received the  
news of my being invited back to the groves of academia. 

 

 

 

 

9 

O T T A W A,   O N T A R I O 

 

D—--S—-travelled with me to Dorvel near Ottawa via  
Amsterdam in August 2001 and J— drove up from Bloomington,  
Illinois, to Ottawa after several weeks to pick me up and drive  
me to the USA. We were stopping briefly at a gas station when  
J— noticed a visibly rattled George W. Bush Jr. on T-V and  
learnt to his horror the news of the attack on the twin towers of  
the World Trade Center in New York. 
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It was shortly afterwards on the 11th September 2001 that  
we drove across the Canadian-US border. We had as many as  
four border personnel scanning every inch of our vehicle. 

What a day to enter the United States. 

We stayed overnight at our friend E—W—’s house at  
Brimley on Lake Michigan where my shoes went on a walk for a  
while before resuming our drive down south to the mid-west. 

J—-and I arrived at #1504, Locust Street West on the 12 th 

September, 2001. 

Shortly afterwards, I had eye surgery at the Gailey Eye  
Clinic  in  Bloomington,  where  Dr.  J—---R—-and  his  able  
assistants did an excellent job: I remember one of the latter  
especially, she said in response to my anxious enquiry about the  
chances I had: 

“There’s always hope, you know!” 

Twenty minutes or so later, I was re-born into a “taste-city” 

brand-new world. 

While staying at #1504 in Bloomington, I heard about this  
schoolteacher in her thirties who happened to view on T-V the  
plane ramming into the twin towers of the World Trade Center  
and started crying when her four-year-old daughter said to her: 

“Don’t cry Mom, it’s only happening on T-V, you know!” 

Of course, following what was generally known as 9/11, 
we continued to hear many stories of human lives being totally 
devastated in its wake. 

In some ways, it was a strange time for me to be in 

America: I discovered at one and the same time how affluent it is 
and how vulnerable. 

Our travels began soon after. 

J—----and I decided to skip New York though. 

We managed, however, to cover both East and West Coast,  
Minneapolis and cross the border into Canada, visiting all our  
friends and relatives and seeing many sights along our route. It 
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finally ended in visiting our friends in Ottawa just as it had 
begun there. 

 

 

 

10 

B L O O M I N G T O N,    I L L I N O I S 

(2001) 
 
 
 

“No, no! Just tell them I am not available. Don’t ever let  
‘em in!” 

I continue to learn a number of things including to be  
unavailable to people who make a nuisance of themselves at  
others’ cost. 

My left eye completely restored by surgery at the Gailey  
Eye Clinic at Bloomington, I look at many aspects of life in the  
New World with fresh eyes, I re-discover America, but realize  
that it had been discovered long ago, it was only Madhusudan  
who is re-born into it. 

I remember asking myself, will this never end? 
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D E R B Y,    E N G L A N D 

(2002) 
 

I remember this visit at my dear nephew’s in Derby,  
including trips to Town, a visit with an old-time Indian friend, an  
eminent sociologist at Lincoln, and a coach trip to the Lake  
District and to Edinburgh as a great time, ended suddenly by the  
news of my mother passing away in Delhi at age ninety-five. 

I remember being adopted during the trip to the Lake  
district by a small-town middle-class English group travelling by  
the same coach, which made the trip so much more enjoyable. 

Meanwhile, while mourning the loss of my mother and my  
Deeksha-Guru as well as my true Guru, I remember telling  
myself I am destined never to see the passing away of loved  
ones, having missed my father’s earlier on, back in 1966. 

A strange detour via a short stop at Juhu in Mumbai at a 

former teacher’s house. 

How could I ever forget my returning to Delhi in deep 

mourning on February 20, only a couple of days after my 

mother’s cremation and the subsequent time at Haridwar at the 

last rites performed by Big Brother? 
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S I N G H W A R A 

(2002-2008) 
 

I remember having heard of terrible floods in 1987 while I 

was away in Greece when the flooded Burhanad waters not only 

entered the Ashram compound, but was flowing over the village 

road, with the low-lying areas completely submerged, bringing 

much loss of life and property to the whole region. 

Only a couple years after my travel abroad in 2001-2002, 

this natural calamity struck our region with even greater force in 

2004. It was really an awful time when I was eye-witness to 

what the floods can do to the common people living in rural 

areas already struggling for survival. 

I  happened  to  be  in  the  middle  of  work  on  some  
assignment  from  Sahitya  Akademi  when  it  all  started.  I  
remember leaving the Ashram in a hurry to move into a cottage  
that Small Brother had put up by the house he had built in 1984- 
’85 on high ground to the south-east of the parental house. 

However, when the waters entered the Ashram groundfloor  
and kept rising, I had to rush in and carry whatever I could,  
mostly books, papers and clothes, to the first floor. I found it  
pretty challenging as no help was available, my factotum being  
away at home in the village, trying to salvage what he could. 

Every time I would rush to the Ashram to do what I could, 
Small Brother would shout from his stronghold in a panic, 
saying out of concern for me: 

“Oh no, no, no! Don’t you go that side, please don’t!” 

Of course, I  kept rushing, paying no attention to his 

warning, in my anxiety to save what I could. In the event, I did 
manage to save most of my papers and personal effects. 

Small Brother finally understood, for in the last phase  
when the waters had risen more than knee-deep, and the couple 
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found me still rushing, my sister-in-law cried out, “Oh no-no-no! 
Where are you going?”, he told her off, saying: 

“Don’t you understand? He’s trying to save what he can!” 

I ended up staying nearly a couple weeks in the cottage, my  
factotum moving his kitchen wares and store to the porch of the  
parental house where he set up his makeshift kitchen, until the  
flood-waters finally receded and the process of cleaning-up  
started. 

It was a long and arduous process indeed. 
 
 
 
 

I well remember how during the cleaning-up operation for 
days together, I sprained an ankle badly and was miserable for 
weeks before it responded to treatment and was healed. 

I  remember  that  in  the  aftermath  of  the  harrowing 

experience of floods, I not only considered getting a boat made, 

but even thought for a while of moving to a town down south of 

the Ganga where some old-time friends lived! 

The next couple of years passed off despite the threat of the 

floods repeating it. 

We were indeed hit by floods again in 2007, the waters 
entered the compound again, but its extent and magnitude was 
nothing like the havoc wreaked by the floods in 2004. 

It was during this period too that, following the passing  
away of my brother Janardan in 1999 and of my mother in 2002,  
the sad news of the death of my longtime close friend from  
Canada, D—--S—---- was broken to me. It brought back to me a  
whole host of memories, going back to my time at McMaster  
where we had first met in the mid-1960s: our many travels  
together, first in Canada and the States, later in South India and  
to Sri Aurobindo Ashram in Pondicherry, his many visits at the  
Ashram Singhwara including several long and memorable ones.  
I had visited him at his parents’ home in Welland, Ontario 
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several times, met his parents and siblings, hls three sisters, all 

younger. He was one among those who had invited me to North 

America in 1976 when I had a long visit with his family at 

St.Catharines. Finally, he had escorted me to Ottawa during my 

travel to North America in 2001, having visited me at my 

quarters on the university campus at Muzaffarpur briefly in my 

near-blind state before we left for abroad. 

I had indeed seen it coming for some time as he had been  
suffering lately from ALS: I remembered the time when he had  
wandered around the platform at Muzaffarpur railway station  
and missed the train I took to Calcutta for my US visa in 2000. 

I also remembered the time J —- and I had met him and his  
daughter A —-- at Whitefields near Bangalore when he was in a  
wheelchair and had wanted me to join them. We had only been  
able to have a day with him as we were on our way to Goa. 

It was a grievous loss to me as he had become a member of 

the Ashram family over the years: I remember being in mourning 

for him for quite a while. 

I  remembered  Dinkar-ji’s  blessing  to  me  for  “good 

antyevasis” when the poet first came to learn that I had become 

an “ashramvasi”. 

Without my recognizing it at the time, D—--S—---had 

come to be a true antyevasi to me over the years. 

Indeed I remembered one particular occasion when D—---- 
was  leaving  for  Canada  after  a  long  stay  at  the  Ashram  
Singhwara, nearly penniless, and I had handed him some fifty  
rupees before bidding goodbye to him---that was all I could  
spare at the time! I had blessed him, of course, and learnt  
afterwards   how   through   fortuitous   meetings   with   some  
countrymen along the way, D —— had been able to travel back  
home to Canada safely. 

I remember many other occasions when we were together 
while I was at McMaster in Canada. 

I particularly remember one time when one winter night  
while driving back from a night-club in Rochester, NY, across  
the border, we had a narrow escape when the car skidded on the 
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snow-covered highway, from one lane to the other. Luckily, 
there was little traffic late at night. 

Most  important  of  all,  it  was  D—--  S—--who  had  
introduced me to, and made me aware of, the real ground  
realities of life in North America, which was the strongest factor  
leading to my final decision against making my life in the New  
World. 

The biggest surprise, however, was yet to come. This was  
in the form of a registered letter from a Superior Court in Ontario  
a couple of months after the news of my good friend’s demise. I  
was a little shaken at first as I started to read it: I wondered for a  
moment what wrongful act I might have done during my time in  
Ontario when I suddenly realized that it was an official letter  
informing me of a bequest from the estate of the late D— P—- 
S— according to the Will and Testament that the deceased had  
left behind. 

The thought that I would be remembered in his Will by 

D—S——-had never crossed my mind ever. 

I remember that I never quite believed it until I travelled to 

Canada in 2008 with my friend J—P— and met D—' s lawyer to 

claim the bequest. 

Even though the amount of the bequest is nothing fancy, it  
has certainly helped consolidate the ever precarious financial  
situation of the Ashram and helped me to carry on my work in  
peace. 
 
 
 
 

I remember with great pleasure the two long trips J— and I 

took down south in the intervening period of my pen-ultimate 

travel abroad in 2001-2002 and the last in 2008. 

During the first of these, we covered Bangalore, Mysore,  
the surrounding sites worth seeing, and Madurai where we had a  
great time visiting the American College. It was a great trip  
mostly by train and hired cars; it was made memorable by our 
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sampling excellent South Indian dishes served on steel dinner  
plates neatly covered with fresh banana leaves. It was indeed  
wonderful to have a flavour of Kannada ethnicity at its very best. 

During the second, we took flights from Patna to Calcutta 

and  onwards  to  Madras,  Hyderabad  and  Bangalore,  finally 
ending up with a holiday in Goa. 

It was during this trip too that we visited D—S—--- at  
Whitefields near Bangalore at the Sathya Sai Ashram where he  
had come with his only daughter. We found him ill as his ALS  
had advanced by now, reducing him to the use of a wheel-chair  
to move around. I remember how D—S—-wanted me to join  
him and his daughter for his stay there seeking blessings and so  
on, how I was moved by the state I found him in, but could not  
owing to prior commitment to travelling with J—-P—- to other  
places down south as well as our schedule for a week in Goa as  
planned earlier on. I remember telling myself D— had at least  
his daughter escorting him and that it would be wrong to  
abandon J—---who had come out all the way to India to travel  
with me, that I simply could not let him down by leaving him to  
travel alone, I just could not. 

However, J—--and I decided to have a day with father and 
daughter and stayed overnight with them. 

On return to Bangalore, we had a very pleasant stay there 

and flew to Panjim for our week in Goa. 

We stayed at a very nice location in Goa, with a lovely  
beach nearby, and had a great time there among palm groves and  
enjoyed the Goanese food at a diner attached to our lodging- 
house. 

It was indeed a pleasant week for both us, but it was  
interrupted by a long distance phone call informing me that  
Small Brother had passed away at Jayanagar near Madhubani, 

where his elder son and daughter-in-law were practising doctors.  

Once again, I had seen it coming as my brother had been a  
cancer patient for several years. My only comfort was that I had  
been able to visit him at Jayanagar several times earlier on. 

His Shraddha was performed at Singhwara by his elder son 
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A—-.. 

I remember missing the occasion and telling myself once 

again that I am fated to miss deaths in the family. 

However,  three  years  later,  I  remember  attending  the 
cremation of my Small Sister-in-law at Singhwara as I happened 
to be there in 2010 when she died. 

I remember how difficult my relationship with her had  
been: uneducated as she had been, Small Brother had tolerated  
her, being all too busy with his career as an administrator, and  
treated her more or less like a doll all through their marriage. 

As for her, she had thought of herself all along as a “Mem 

Sahib” without ever having learnt even to sign a cheque! 
 
 
 
 

Of my life in Singhwara as a whole, I remember how my 
nephew wrote after a visit to the Ashram, in his book, Single 

Man: The Life and Times of Nitish Kumar of Bihar: 

“He was the sole minder of a desolate estate; he lived there 
almost Robinson Crusoe-like, sans Man Friday.” 
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B L O O M I N G T O N,   I L L I N O I S 

(2008) 
 

Shortly after I am received at O’Hare by my friend J—R—  
P and driven over to #1504, which has become a second home to  
me in America, we hit the highways of the New World in his  
brand-new hybrid Prius and cover both East and West Coast, re- 
visiting friends, nephew and niece, son and daughter, sister and  
brother, and an old-time common friend in Canada. I am also  
helped to claim and receive a bequest left by another who is no  
more with us. 

I remember, of course, visiting the deceased’s lawyer in 
her office and receiving the large cheque for the amount of the 
bequest from her. 

On weary return after our long trip by road, one senior 

academic close to J—--and Madhusudan remarks to me during 
one of our many get-togethers, apropos of nothing: 

“You know, Madhusudan, you’ve seen and known and 

travelled over more of our country than most of us.” 

I remembered my father’s blessing in Kausalya’s words 

spoken at the farewell to Rama just before his departure for his 

exile: I knew it was the third step of the Brahman boy Vaman: it 

was the third step of the world-conquering Vishnu. 

Once again, it had nothing to do with me, a gift from the  
beyond. 

Once again, it is He who conquers every time while 

Madhusudan   named   after   Him   is   simply   the   medium: 

“Nimittamatram bhava Savyasachin!” 

I decided then and there that this was my last journey to 
North America, for its message to me had been clear and simple: 
Mission accomplished! 
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This time again, as we had driven over most of the West 

and East coasts as well as up north through Western Ontario as far 

east as Ottawa, I remember thinking how fond J—-is of 

driving, especially when I happen to be with him. 

I remember thinking at the time; would it be perilous 

without Madhusudan? 

J—— and Madhu had often spoken jocosely of his Prius as  
our “Chariot”, but I remember asking myself who the Charioteer  
was. 

By hindsight, it is also clear to me today that this was 

another entry into true clairvoyance granted to me. 

The other thing I remember from my stay at #1504, Locust  
Street in Bloomington, Illinois, is how I have become a political  
“junkey” as J—---calls me: since he introduced me to the then  
relatively  less  known  figure  of  Barrack  Obama  as  the  
Democratic Party’s candidate for the White House, telling me  
about his Dreams of My Father, and so on, I remember telling  
him he is a man after my own heart. Indeed I become so  
enamoured of Barrack that I started watching all the goings-on  
concerned on T-V pretty regularly, following the Primaries, and  
have thus become a veritable “junkey” to him. Even though I am  
only  a  Visitor  and  cannot  vote,  I  have  become  a  regular  
campaigner for Obama, lending him my full moral support as an  
observer: Obama is my candidate and I canvass on behalf of his  
workers, J—--’s daughter S—----being one of them. 

I also remember the  2008 visit and our travels more  
distinctly and with greater pleasure since the transformation of  
my right eye vision after the eye surgery during the earlier visit,  
in 2001. 

I see the New World with a new vision. 
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S  I  N  G  H  W  A  R  A 

(2009-2013) 
 
 

On return from my trip to the US in 2008, I remember 
feeling committed to stay home, having decided that this was my 
last travel abroad. 

Thanks to the chance discovery of my Journal: 2012-13, I  
remember the flight I took from Patna to Delhi on 10 September,  
2012,  arrived  at #E-2264,  picked  up  by  S--  with  
Satyavan driving. 

I remember this as the beginning of a new life altogether, 

with  my  nephew  and  family,  with  lots  of  communication, 

reading,  watching  T-V,  and  all,  enjoying  all  the  modern 

amenities, but most of all a close bonding and long intimate 

conversations late into the night with S —. 

He has always been dear to me, but I remember how during  
the early years of my new life at #E-2246 in Palam Vihar, we are  
already on way to being good friends and a little later, secret  
sharers to each other. 

All of a sudden I am plunged in media res not only into a  
new life, but also into a whole new world for the rest of my days. 

Most importantly, I find myself with a new device and the 

electronic mail facility it provides which re-connects me through 

the coming years with many friends in the New World with 

whom I had lost touch. 

It is the freedom which technology provides to the human 
spirit, its aspiration for instant communication. 

I find it all simply magical when it happens a few years 
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later. 

My nephew among others is amazed to see me take to my 

laptop as duck to water at the age of eighty-three. 

Of course, it is all part of myself surprised, for I am in for a 
series of surprises. 

I remember telling myself it might not have been possible 
to launch Myself Surprised at all without my introduction to 

technology provided by Microsoft. 

By hindsight nearly a decade later, this may perhaps be 

seen as the true beginning of Myself Surprised. 

Further, with the passing away of my dear Big Brother in  
June 2012, I remember this period as the beginning of a season  
of death: within several months of my settling in with my  
nephew at Palam Vihar, the younger of my two first cousins,  
many years my junior, died at Darbhanga while a day or a couple  
days  later  my  nephew’s  father-in-law,  a  former  Colonel,  
collapsed as he was being taken to hospital and passed away. 

However, it was only the beginning of a new life for me,  
for I remember I kept visiting Singhwara, working there and  
getting things done every once in a while, at least once every  
year, until I found a sort of freedom through my inability to  
travel anymore. 

I remember reminding myself true freedom comes always 

with responsibility and to my surprise, I found myself seriously 
responsible for the new life that I had been given. 

I remembered that I could never go back to places where I  
had been, things that I had enjoyed and people with whom I had  
worked and lived in Bihar, in Nepal and in North America, but I  
knew  now  that  true  freedom  comes  with  freedom  from  
attachment to things and people for whom you had done what  
you could do at the time you did. 

However that may be, I also found, at least in the early  
years of my new life at Gurugram, opportunities of travel with  
my nephew. He planned a trip to Kashmir where I had never  
been, with me in tow not once but twice, introducing me to a 
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true-blue Kashmiri family, which turned at last into a second 
home for me as it had long been for him. 

I loved and cherished these visits, I even wrote travel 

accounts in Hindi and Maithili which were published. 

The near -decade-long New Life that I have been given, is  
remembered as a total transformation, for I know now that I had  
already lived out my life in my village home, and it was time to  
make it new. 

I have at last begun to see what the opening of the first 

Upanishad  means  by  Yatkinch  Jagatyam  Jagat  for  change, 

movement, making it new all the time, is the essential nature and 

challenge of life on earth. 

I remembered the verse time and time again as my new life  
moved on through the growing up of my grandchildren and  
found a new source of delight where I had only seen trouble and  
anxiety when pushed out of a situation. The only true strategy of  
survival in this moving changing world of ours is to go on  
coping with what we are given. 

I began to see, for instance, that I had been pushed out of  
Patna College as well as the Indian Aid Mission in Kathmandu  
only to be given wider, more fruitful opportunities elsewhere. 

I was being educated into the true meaning of the Geeta’s 

essential  lesson,  which  lay  in  practising  renunciation  of 

attachment to situations and to things. 

“Abhyasena tu Kaunteya vairagyena cha grihyatay. 

“The mind is restless no doubt, but it can be controlled by 

practice and by exercise of dispassion.” 

VI.35 
 
 
 
 

I remember this as an increasingly challenging period of  
life,  with  the  sudden  passing  away  of  my  cook-cum-valet 
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Bahadur while I was visiting A—----at Darbhanga, household  
difficulties and so on. It was also the period during which my  
Small sister-in-law died in a somewhat dubious situation at  
Singhwara. All I can remember now was that I walked to the  
cremation-ground on the edge of our northern mango orchard  
planted long ago by our great grandfather, Krishnadutt Thakur,  
and that all I could offer to the departed was a handful of freshly  
picked jasmine flowers from the Ashram! 
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“Aatmanam viddhi.” 

“Know Thyself.” 

“Maraa hu’n hazaar maran  

“Pai tab charan sharan 

Nirala 
 
 

“I write for those who are sceptics but not unbelievers;  
who, admitting the claims of modern thought, still believe in  
India, her mission…………her immortal life and her eternal  
birth. 

Sri Aurobindo 
 
 
 

“In the fourth and final stage according to tradition and  
practice, having lived through the third stage, Vanaprastha,  
away from human habitation in the woods, man is enjoined to  
live a life of freedom, wandering from place to place, practising  
dispassion and detachment, working steadily towards Moksha,  
that is, freedom from all worldly ties first and eventually from  
the cycle of birth and death.” 
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G U R U G R A M,   H A R Y A N A 
 
 
 

On 7 June, 2012, I learnt that after struggling for several  
weeks and months with his cardiac issues, Big Brother had  
passed away at the Heart Hospital in Kankarbagh, Patna, at the  
age of eighty-eight. 
 
 
 
 

He had long been a sort of mentor to me, then slowly more  
of a brother and finally a friend the last few years: the elder- 
younger inhibitions and hang-ups of our past relationship had  
just dropped away. 

To me, his passing away was distinctly the end of an era.  

 Although I managed, with a friend’s assistance, to arrive at 

their Rajendranagar flat the same day in the evening, I decided to 

stay  back  with  my  Big  Sister-in-law  rather  than  join  the 

cremation ceremony of Big Brother at Banaras the same day as 

desired by him. 

While we were mourning the death of my brother, I  
announced my decision to a small group of friends and relatives  
that I was going to bring out a Commemoration Volume for my  
late brother and started garnering support for my proposed  
endeavour. 

I remember this initiative with special pleasure since it  
turned out a great success, thanks to the willing cooperation of  
my  widowed  sister-in-law,  the  only  one  whose  wedding 
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ceremony I had attended seven decades ago, their children, our 

friends and relatives including Big Brother’s former students: we 

managed to bring out two Commemoration Volumes, the first in 

2014, with tributes and reminiscences of those who had known 

him while the second was published in 2015, comprising the 

Selected Writings of Damodar Thakur. 

I think it was a fitting memorial to Big Brother. 
 
 
 
 

Towards the end of 2012, while working on Big Brother’s  
Commemoration Volume, I let myself be persuaded by my  
nephew, Janardan’s only son, to come out and stay more and  
more  at  Janardan’s  house  in  Palam  Vihar,  Gurugram,  as  
conditions had grown less and less tenable at the Ashram in  
Singhwara, with reliable house help becoming more and more  
scarce. In the circumstances, my wanderings in and around  
Singhwara at my age was palpably unacceptable to my nephew  
as he truly cared for me. 

I remember the tone of voice in which he told me on 

telephone that this was “Unacceptable”. I gave in and told him to 

make arrangements for the shift. 

I had just celebrated my eightieth birthday in October,  
2012. 

 
 
 
 

I remember this shift as the beginning of a new life for me. 

While living at Palam Vihar, I stayed in close touch with  
Small Sister, now resident NOIDA with her younger son, as  
well as my Baby Brother in his Palam Vihar house nearby. 

Incidentally, it was somehow another Group of Three,  
though not the same, and we would occasionally mention to one 
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another how we three used to be upfront in the “firing line” of our 
mother’s broadsides from time to time. 
 
 
 
 

Early in this period, I remember Small Sister remarking as  
we chatted desultorily about our parents’ family, that it had been  
divided into two distinct halves, the first coming down from Big  
Brother to herself, she being the fourth among siblings, and the  
second starting with my brother Janardan going down to our  
Baby Brother, the youngest of all. It was then that she concluded  
her remark, saying about me that I was nowhere. I was a little  
surprised that she should recognize this truth clearly enough to  
be able to say this to me. Of course, I had long known it myself  
and affirmed it at once. 

But I also remembered moments later that Small Sister, 

unlike Big Sister, had all along seen things clearly. 

I smiled to myself as I remembered how, whenever I would 
be given credit for something, or praised for something I had 
accomplished, she would smile with pleasure and say: 

“Remember who brought you here?” meaning herself, of course, 

taking credit for it as my elder sibling. 

I remembered then how early I had been fated to get on my 

way, how far I had come. 
 
 
 
 

I was still writing, editing and translating when I moved to  
Gurugram.  I  especially  remember  discovering,  to  my  great  
delight, a former student of mine from the late 1950s, a retired  
civil servant, living close by in Palam Vihar and how P——P—  
came to be, in God’s good time, a great life-support to me. 
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I continue visiting my old home, the Ashram Singhwara,  
almost every year, always a creative and triumphant return,  
usually staying for six weeks, drinking in the atmosphere created  
there, a stream of visitors, a creative kingdom of love and regard. 

I especially cherish the one in the fall of 2018 for what it 
had done for me. 

What eventually came to dawn on me at the fag end of this  
six-month stay was that this was no longer the Singhwara I had  
lived in, not even in its outward appearance, not to speak of what  
constituted its essence, the people I knew and loved: it had  
passed into the old world with many other elements, things that I  
valued. I found that I had no interest in living there anymore. 

My sheer “inability” to live there was actually the freedom I 

had been given if indeed I had been given anything at all. 

I celebrated my newly found freedom from appearances 

and attachments. 

I remembered that in my present state I could never go 

back to places where I had been, things that I had enjoyed, and 

people I had worked with, but I told myself: True freedom comes 

with the freedom from attachment to places, things and people for 

whom you had done the work you had to do. 
 
 
 
 

Lately I begin to see that I must die every day to the Self,  
that with every new day I am re-born, if you will, to rise like the  
phoenix from its ashes every passing day. This was also when I  
began to enter into what the Bhagavad-Geeta means by the term  
Nityajatam, that is, eternally born, for the Atman, the Self. 
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During   this   period,   shortly   before   bringing   Myself  
Surprised to a close, I had occasional spells of creativity during  
which I composed a number of Sanskrit shlokas including one to  
commemorate the different names by which people called me. 

I especially cherish one particular Saptashloki I happened to 

compose on the twentieth year of my brother Janardan’s 

passing away, which was widely circulated among friends and 

relatives, especially our grandchildren. 

On this occasion, present to me was one time Janardan had  
said to me: 

“You never forget my birthday, do you?” 

I do not know why, but I could not tell him, “Remember 
who brought you?” 
 
 
 
 

So then, where does this narrative of mine, making its way  
through memories personal and peculiar to me, leave me? I do  
not really know, but several facts clearly stand out: my pockets  
are empty except for the fact that my relatively young heir will  
have enough for my keep until the end of my story; he will most  
probably  have  means  enough  to  consign  me  to  the  five  
“Essences” a la the family tradition when kingdom come. I leave  
little by way of legacy except a few fruits of my labour, a few  
interpretations  in  print  of  great  writings  both  modern  and  
traditional, and a green belt around the Ashram in Singhwara  
where I lived for many years, possibly the largest portion of my  
active life. But most I return at last to the image of the only  
leader I knew in my life, a frail old man speaking from his  
broken heart to his “family”. But that was long ago and what is  
more, he is more or less forgotten except on bank notes which  
have less and less value with every passing day. 
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But of course! On occasion: when lip-service is done at his 

well-worn Memorial at Raj Ghat, with every accession to power, 

after every swearing-in ceremony, as well as the visit of nearly 

every foreign dignitary. 

So yes, he is remembered indeed by the people engaged in  
a relentless pursuit of power, largely shorn of moral values, and  
the rather shameless worship of the means by which the mere  
façade of democracy is kept up. Who knows how much the man,  
Mohandas Karamchand left behind of either. He certainly owned  
the paisa which the Pundaa at the Vishwanath temple in Banaras  
returned to him! 

What happened to his legacy? Who remembers today that 
he publicly disowned India’s Grand Old Party, saying that he 
was not even a four-anna member of it? Who remembers that he 
asked that, now that Independence had come to India, the party 

that brought it should be disbanded? 
 
 
 
 

At the age that I have survived to my own wonder and awe,  
one is usually asked for a message, at least in this country. So  
what is my message at the end of this narrative of mine? I cannot  
say, like the man I adored, that my life is my message: after I had  
emancipated myself from family, profession and institution,  
roughly during my early forties, I did what I liked and enjoyed  
doing, regardless of how much it would bring me: I was indeed a  
‘prodigal  son’.  So,  to  cut  a  long  story  short,  what  is  my  
“message”? What is the alternative out of the awful mess we are  
in as a nation which makes me wonder sometimes if we ever  
became a “nation” even if there was a “Father”. 

I  also  ask  myself  continually  if  we  ever  became  an 
independent state aware of its responsibilities and its duty to 
those who serve it, hundreds of thousands of faceless workers 
and peasants who toil in the interest of the rest, living at 

subsistence level, in our villages and towns. 

It would be the primary responsibility of this state to 
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nurture the pluralist composite population of the land as one 
nation, not divide it under some obscurantist idea of what it was 
centuries ago, if not through millenia. 

I have thought long and hard over it and am driven to the  
inevitable conclusion that we as a people need today a Second  
Re-awakening on the lines of the first Renaissance which started  
in old Bengal in the nineteenth century and then swept through  
the whole country. For, we have lost today the vision and the  
values, convictions and ideals that come with the vision. But no  
nation can survive without a vision, without moral and spiritual  
values  underlying  it.  Why,  for  instance,  can’t  the  large  
“Government Houses” in every state capital be turned into  
hospitals, health and/or education centres for the dispossessed  
and the deprived millions, for people who need them, as Bapu  
had asked? Simply because we need them for the comfort of old  
retired politicians of the current regime under the façade of  
democracy! When will we as a people leave our feudal past, with  
all its decadent mindset and its rotten paraphernalia behind? 

What we badly need today is a complete transformation of  
our mindset, our attitudes and ways of thinking and feeling and  
doing  things,  at  every  step:  we  need  a  profound  cultural  
revolution in the form of a Second Renaissance that will work  
towards nation-building and a true democratic set-up in this  
country, not just a Hawa-Mahal, a sort of façade of democracy. 

But also we need to build the nation on the basis of our  
composite  culture  acquired  down  the  ages  and  not  on  the  
majoritarian body of myth and legend from our hoary past. For I  
am of the firm view that a“nation” built on the notion of one  
community  alone,  howsoever  native  to  the  soil,  cannot  be  
sustained today. 

I believe the large bulk of people who call themselves  
Hindu  are  ignorami  as  to  what  the  true  Hindu  tradition  
constitutes. 

Even the earliest texts of what is seen as “Hindu” speak  
clearly and unequivocally of the many-in-one, of the One who is  
spoken by the Enlightened in many ways, of worshipping the  
One in images and idols but One who has no image at all but is 
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renowned everywhere and among all people as the Lord:  

 “Ekam sadvipraa bahudhaa badanti….” 

“Na tasya pratimaasti yasya nama mahadyashah…..” 

I remember meeting a Christian missionary who had made 

South India his home, lived like a Hindu sannyasi and saw the 

different major religious traditions as “different many-coloured 

flowers offered at the feet of the One Lord of Life”. 

An   Indian   Moslem   cleric   in   his   world-renowned 

Commentary on the holy Kuran rejoiced in the Hindu worship of 

God as the Universal Mother. 

Such indeed is the idea of India that is Shashwata, eternal. 

As I approach the beginning of my ninth decade on the  
planet, we are going through a difficult and complex phase, but I  
know the rich composite culture of India which is in tune with  
the eternal idea of India, will re-assert itself as it always has,  
rising above all religious and sectarian and communal divides. 

The true Sanatan Hindu Dharma is the most secular of the  
world religions, the only secular tradition among all traditions. 

I remember seeing it as truly different in this from the  
Religions of the Book, from Judaism, Christianity and Islam. 

My   nephew,   a   celebrated   journalist-turned-author   is  
continually fuming and fretting over the current state of affairs  
both at home and abroad, but I remember telling him it is a phase  
and that the true, composite nature of India is bound to reassert  
itself. 

I know it is a tall order, but I am afraid it is the only way 
out of our present morass. And it is doable as our history has 
demonstrated time and time again down the millennia. 

More and more I begin to see what is happening now as the 

challenge of the new millennium which the people must take up 
with courage and conviction. 

It would not be the political parties, sans vision, inane and 
splintered and power-hungry as they are, but the people as a 

whole who must and will take up the challenge. 
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My  nephew  and  I  continually  remember  how  a  top  
bureaucrat and an educated man once described India as “a  
democracy country”. Of course, the former Commissioner meant  
to say “a democratic country”, but it is a standing private joke  
between the two of us since we adopted it as a statement of fact  
as soon as we heard it to our great merriment. To my mind, we  
are “a democracy country”, we are not quite there yet. 

I not only remember once again the man who made us men 

"out of dust”, as a biographer of his claimed about him, but I 

remember at the same time his arch-enemy stating publicly that 

as a statesman, he was unwilling to transfer power that the 

British empire held over to “men of straw”. 

Only history can decide who had truth on his side: perhaps  
both had some on theirs, I don’t know. What I do know is that  
most  experiments  end  in  failure:  so  should  we  then  stop  
experimenting? Had Bapu’s “Experiments with Truth” failed?  
Time alone can tell. 

All the same, to my mind, he was the only man of our time 
who had truly led the India that is true and eternal. 

Some of his experiments failed, so what? 

Meanwhile, we as a people continue to stumble, rise and  
stumble again. Perhaps we are learning to walk under the make- 
believe that we can run. Seven decades of this life of mine have  
passed in a jiffy and I am still only learning to walk in freedom,  
to my great wonder and occasional delight. What then of an  
entire people who have not yet become either a nation or a state  
in the full sense of those terms? Who can tell how long we are  
going to take to learn to walk as a truly independent sovereign  
nation-state! 

But who knows, in the fast-changing world we are living, 

how long the very notion of a nation-state, born in a certain time- 
period and place and situation, will last. 

Meanwhile, the world we live in is swept by a tidal wave  
of deluded little pettifogging “nationalist” and divisive tyrannies  
carrying on in denial of the warnings of authentic scientists and  
observers time and time again as well as the ongoing signs and  
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omens put out by Mother Nature in the form of large-scale 
earthquakes, fires, ocean upsurges, typhoons, floods, droughts, 
pollution and warming across continents, ignoring the continual 
ringing of alarm bells. The voice of Gretas and Malalas and the 
like are a cry in the wilderness. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Once,  years  ago,  I  tried  my  hand  at  making  several  
definitions of happiness: I still remember one I came up with,  
almost verbatim: 

Happiness is a cement-concrete road to one’s village. 

There is today a pucca road to Singhwara. 

As regards the land and the people among whom we are  
fated to pass the days of our life, I simply do not know what to  
say about its future. Generations to come will certainly have  
their own idea of India and will work towards making their  
dream come true. Meanwhile, I remain a cautious optimist in the  
face of an alarmingly divisive, splintered, broken present. 

The prime minister of a first world country facing a crisis  
admitted that it was a “broken” country: I would simply ask my  
reader to name a country which is not “broken”, riven by  
divisive forces within. 

Myself, I see it as the only way to a true transformation of  
our world into “one single nest”, bhavatyeka-needam a la the  
Vedic sage. 

I remember a scene in a popular coffee-house run by a  
family from Karnataka on the Durbar Marg in Kathmandu  
several decades ago: I happened to be sitting among half a dozen  
or more of the elite among the elite of the city one afternoon  
when a discussion arose from one of them making a broadside  
about how “winds from the south” were undermining, if not  
altogether ruining, the age-old values and acceptances of life in  
Nepal. Of course, this set in motion a spirited onslaught on what  
was currently happening in India itself, nearly everyone joining  



in the view that there was hardly anything left of India, that India  
was “finished”, so to speak. 

Throughout the discussion, I sat quietly, drinking it all in,  
never saying a word. I knew it was all true, what they were 
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saying was all spoken from the heart. 

There was another man there who had not spoken: he was a 

poet, reputed to have brought Nepali poetry into modernity, 

introducing a completely new idiom into it. He was the simplest 

of men, possibly a great poet. 

There was a lull after what had gone before; someone 

ordered another round of coffee. 

Just as I was thinking of what to say, the poet spoke in a  
bold   clear   tone   of   voice   as   though   making   a   final  
pronouncement: 

Bharat kahilay pani khatam hundai na, Bharat Shaashwat  
Chha!” 

India will never be finished, never! India is eternal. 

I remember to this day the profound hush that had fallen  
over all of us present for a long while. Even at this distance in  
time, I could not even begin to describe the atmosphere after the  
poet had spoken: That particular discussion had been concluded. 

I begin to see today that the poet had been speaking of the 
Atman of India in a world where not only poets and their words, 
but all men and all their actions are playthings of 

The eternal spirit’s eternal pastime—  

 Shaping, re-shaping. 
 

THE END 
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APPENDIX ONE: PUBLICATIONS 

 

Serial 
No. 

TITLE PUBLISHER YEAR 

1. THE HANUMANBAHUK 
OF TULSIDAS 

Dr. Srivardhan 
Thakur Singhwara 

1971 

2. NEPAL A MISCELLANY Uttam Kunwar, 
Kathmandu 

1975 

3. THUS SPAKE BHISMA Motilal 
Banarassidas, Delhi 

1992 

4. AROGYA NIKETAN 

Maithili Translation of 
Tarashankar's Bangla novel 

Sahitya Akademi, 
Delhi 

1997 

5. HAMRESAB SAN 
MATBAR 

Maithili Translation of 
Nayantara Sehgal’s novel 

Sahitya Akademi, 
Delhi 

1998 

6. SELECTED POEMS OF 
DEVKOTA 
English Translation 

Sandesh Griha, 
Kathmandu 

1998 

7. SHABDASAB 

Maithili Translation of 
Jean-Paul Sartre's 
Le Mots 

Sahitya Akademi, 
Delhi 

2004 

8. SELECTED POEMS OF 
AMARJI 

English translation 

Navaratna Goshthi, 
Darbhanga 

2004 

9. VISHWA DARSHAN 

Maithili Travelogue 

Navaratna Goshthi, 
Darbhanga 

2005 

10. SELECTED POEMS OF 
NIRALA 

Sahitya Akademi, 
Delhi 

2006 
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English translation 
  

11. THE VINAY PATRIKA 
OF TULSIDAS 

English translation 

Yash Publication, 
Delhi 

2008 

12. DEVAVRATAK 
ATMAKATHA 

Maithili Novel 

Navaratna Goshthi, 
Darbhanga 

2010 

13. THE UNWRITTEN AND 
THE UNSEEN 

Selected poems of G.P. 

Vimal 

Yash Publication, 
Delhi 

2010 

14. TALE OF A 
WASTELAND 

English Translation of 
Renu's Hindi novel Parti 
Parikatha 

Global vision Press, 
Delhi 

2012 

15. SELECTED POEMS OF 
BHIMNATH JHA 

English Translation 

Sahityiki, Sarisab- 
Pahi Madhubani 

2015 

16. THE AESTHETE 

English Translation of 
early Hindi novel 
SAUNDARYOPASAK by 
Brijnandan Sahay, 
Brijballabh 

National Book 
Trust, Delhi 

2017 

* Awarded Translation Prize (1999), Sahitya Akademi, Delhi 
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EDITED THE FOLLOWING: 

 
1. SEVEN, English 

Weekly 
M.M. Thakur, Patna 1968 

2. SINGHWARA 
ASHRAM PATRIKA 

M.M Thakur, 
Singhwara 

1979- 
1982 

3. SAAT JAPANI 

KATHA 
Chwasa Pasa, 
Kathmandu 

1988 

4. THAI SANSKRITIK 
PARAMPARA 

Chwasa pasa, 
Kathmandu 

1989 

5. AMARANATHA 
JHA: HUNDRED 
YEARS 
Co-edited with Dr. 
Sureshwar Jha 

COMMEMORATION 
COMMITEE 
Darbhanga 

2005 

6. DAMODAR 
THAKUR 
COMMEMORATION 
VOLS I&II 
co-edited with S.N. 
Sinha, A.K. Jha 
Bhimnath Jha, 
P.Prased & S.Thakur 

D.T. 
COMMEMORATION 
COMMITTEE 
Singhwara, Darbhanga 

2014- 
2015 

7. A HISTORY OF 
MODERN MAITHILI 
LITERATURE 
POST- 
INDEPENDENCE 
PERIOD 
By Dr. Devakant Jha 

Sahitya Akademi, 
Delhi 

2005 

8. CONTEMPORARY 
MAITHILI  SHORT 
STORIES 

Sahitya Akademi, 
Delhi 

2005 
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APPENDIX TWO: A DIRECTORY OF NAMES 

NOTE: Only initials of names have been given for fear of 
overburdening the reader, but those interested may find the full 
names of people in the text as follows: 

Author's Siblings: 

Big Brother  : 
 

Small Brother  : 
 

Big sister  : 

Small Sister  : 

Baby Sister  : 

Baby Brother  : 
 

First Cousin  : 

Nephew  : 

Nephew  : 

Nephew(UK)  :  

Handsome Fellow : 
 

J-P  : 

B-S  : 

D-S  : 
 

P-Y  : 

S-M  : 

Mr.B  : 

Damodar   Thakur  (1924-2012),   aka 

Manna/Mannaji 

Keshav Mohan Thakur (1926-2007) aka 

Keshab, Keshabu 

Gita Jha (1928-2018) 

Sita Jha (1930 — ) 

Prabha Chaudhary (1943 —) aka Paro 

Priyadarshi Thakur IAS (1946—)  Aka 

Darsu 

Srivardhan Thakur  

Amit Thakur aka Raju 

Sankarshan  Thakur  II. (1962—)  aka  
Bablu 

Sanjay Kant Chaudhary aka Percy 

Brother-in-law, Shayamanand Jha aka  
Binu 

John Robert Porter, aka Jack 

Bill Swanberg 

Daniel Peter Sokoloski aka Dan, Angira 

(Antayvasi) 

Paul Younger (Sponsor in Canada)  

Stanley Royal Mumford, aka Stan 

Earle  Baum (banker  on  board  The 

Hellenic Leader) 
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E-W  : 

D-B-K  : 

Mr.K  : 

V-V  : 

C-K-U  : 

M-M-M  : 

Z-G  : 

J-G  : 

J-B  : 

C-S-J  : 

G-P-S  : 

S-K-T  : 

P-B-B-S  : 

S-N-P  : 

R-K-C  : 
 

S-B  : 

I-M  : 

A-P-U  : 

P-P  : 

G-G-G  : 

J-W  : 

Father T—  : 

K-A  : 

R-K-S  : 

D-C  : 

P-U-N  : 

 
Elizabeth Weir 

Devshi Bhanji Khona (Travel agent) 

D.R. Kohli, ICS (Director, IAM) 

Virendra Vishnu 

Chaitanya KrishnaUpadhayay 

Mohammad Masud Mangal 

Zair Gul 

Jane Gold 

John Bee 

Chandra Shekhar Jha, ICS 

Geeta Prasad Singh,  

Sushil kumar Thakur  

Pramod Ban Bihari Sharan  

Shankar Narayan Prasad 

Rama  kant  Chaudhary,  aka Dr. Ram  
Babu 

Sharda Prasad Bhadra  

Irmgard Matthessen 

Ambika Prasad Upadhyaya 

Priyaranjan Prasad 

George Gerard Gold aka Gerry 

John Francis Whelpton 

Father Tucker, S.J. 

Kalimuddin Ahmad, aka Kalim Sahib 

Radha Krishna Sinha, aka Radhey 

Debidas Chatterjee 

Pandey Udit Narayan 
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P-C-C : Prabhas Chandra Chakraborty 

N-N-S : Nirsu Narayan Singh 

K-N-M : Kripa Nath Mishra 

R-N-M : Raj Narayan Maurya 

D-P-V : Divakar Prasad Vidyarthy 

Dr.M : Mohammad Mohsin 

S-N-P : Shiva Nandan Prasad 

R-S : Ramavatar Shukla 

J-C : Jayanta Chatterjee 

A-D : Akhtar Orainavi 

M-W : Mohammad Waseem 

K— : Kashi Verma 

A-J : Anirudh Jha 

B-P : Bishwanath Prasad (Bajaj) 

A-S : Arun Sahay 

J-S : Jagatnandan Sahay 

C-M : Chitra Mozoomdar 

B-P : Balbhdra Prasad 

S-K-M : Surya Kant Mishra 

R-U : Ramesh Upadhyaya 

A-G : Abdul Gafoor 

K-N-B : K.N. Bahal 

L-K-J : Lakshmi Kant Jha 

B-R-M : B.R. Mishra 

A-T : Amarnath Thakur aka Amarji; Bhaiya- 
Lal 

N-T : Nandeshwar Thakur aka Nunuji Kakaji 
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R-S : Ramesh Shrestha 

A-S : Abhi Narayan Subedi 

A-J-K : Peter J. Karthak 

K-D-P-S : Kapil Deo Prasad Sinha 

D-R : Dukhan Ram 

D-B-J : Dhrub Babu Joshi 

M-D : Mavis Dyson; D-D: David Dyson 

S-J : Sujata Ghosh 

G-G : George P. Grant 

S-K-G : Santosh Kumar Ghosh 

D-N-S : Debendra Nath Sinha, aka Deben Babu 

K-P-S : Kishori Prasad Sinha 

K-M-T : Kapil Muni Tiwary 

S-J : Sureshwar Jha 

R-P : Ramagya Pande 

N-K-P : Nand Kishore Prasad 

Sir.S— : Sir Sultan Ahmad 

B-N-M : Bhim Nath Mishra; L-R: Lily Ray 

R-B : Ranglal Bajaj 

M-P-S : Mahesh Prasad Sinha 

R-R : Radha Raman 

R-B-K : Ram Bahadur Kamti aka Bahadur 

M-K : Mohan Koirala 

J-R : Jerry Ringer 

S-P-L : Shreedhar P. Lohni 

D-S : Dwarika Shrestha 

D-P-B : Durga Prasad Bhandari 
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S-T  : 

S-P  : 

S-T —  : 

R-C-P —  : 

R-K-S —  : 

S-Y —  : 

M-P —  : 

R-B-P —  : 

L-N-M —  : 

R-S-V —  : 

S-R —  : 

M-C —  : 

M-J —  : 

S-P —  : 

S-J —  : 

S-M-J —  : 

S-K-M —  : 

B-N-J —  : 

J-M —  : 

C-K-K-T —  : 
 

B-K-M —  : 

C-K-N-T —  : 
 

M-D—  : 

D-N-J—  : 

H-A—  : 

Suryanandan Thakur 

Surja Pisi 

Shardanandan Thakur aka Daman Babu 

Ram Charitra Pande. aka Dak Babu 

Ram Khelawan Sahni 

Satyadev Yadav  

Mukti Pandey 

Ram Bujhawan Pandey aka Dak Babu 

Lalit Narayan Mishra 

Ravindra Sahay Verma 

Surinder Rawala 

Manini Chatteree 

Mohini Jha 

SharonPorter  

Shanti Jayswal 

Ganesh Mohan Jha aka Ganesh Mama 

Subhash Kumar Mukherjee 

Bodh Nath Jha aka Sushil Babu 

Jaymant Mishra 

Chaudhary Kaushal Kishore Thakur aka 

Kishori Babu 

Bishwa Keshar Maskay 

Chaudhary   Kedar   Nath   Thakur   aka 

Deorhi-walla Kakaji 

Muchkund Dubey 

Dhirendra Nath Jha aka Dhiru 

Hasan Ahmad 
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A-R — :  Anwar Rasheed 

M-I — :  Mohammad Iqbal 

M-I — :  Mithai Lal aka Gautam 

N-V-S — :  Nalin Vilochan Sharma 

K-D-J — :  Krishna Deo Jha Shastri 

B — :  Brenda O'Connor (in Paris) 

M-J-A — :  M.J. Akbar 
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APPENDIX THREE: GLOSSARY 

(SANSKRIT-HINDI WORDS) 

Chaprassi, Iiveried Orderly  

Bawarchi-Khana, kitchen  

Murgi-Khana, poultry house  

Puglee, mad woman 

Vyavastha, bride-price 

Khomchay-Wallah, Snacks Vendor on Wheels 

Shirin-Farhad, legendary lovers 

Laila-Majun, ibid 

Barat, wedding party 

Marwari, of Marwar, Rajasthan 

Sherwani, long coat 

Sakal Samaj, whole community 

Dhoti, Indian dress, unsewn cloth around loins in various style 

Parsee coat, a long coat 

Mama, maternal uncle 

Andolan, any movement 

Sanchiyaman karma, merit/demerit earned in current  
lifetime 

anna, a coin, Br.  India  

one sixteenth of a rupee 

Paisa, ibid, one fourth of an anna 

Punka-puller, a servant who pulls a punka 

Chhota, small 
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Bada, big 

Gavaiyaah, a singer 

Yagya, Vedic sacrifice 

Dvij, twice-born, a brahman 

Bango samaj, Bengalee society  

Mulagram, village of origin 

Kuldevata, family deity 

Mala, garland, beads  

Maithila, of Mithila 

Tantra, esoteric system in Hinduism/Buddhism 

Panji, record of family tree 

by hierarchy among Maithil brahman community 

Katha, formal marriage proposal 

Siddha Purush, holy man 

Siddhi(s), supernormal powers 

Sacred Thread, symbol of Initiation, brahmans 

dalaan, porch for male member outfront  

Sadhana, any single- minded pursuit  

Zamindar, large landowner 

Vaidya, indigenous doctor 

deorhi, rambling estate mansion 

moin, deep water-hole 

Kashi, city of Light, Banaras 

Baba, grandfather 

Punda, priest at pilgrim place  

Lota, a metal water-vessel 
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Japa, repetition of holy Name 

Manikarnika, Ghat in Varanasi 

Grihastha, householder, second stage of life 

bhajan, devotional song 

bidha a ritual 
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APPENDIX FOUR 

AUTHOR'S FAMILY TREE 
 

Gangadhar Jha of Gangauliy, near Madhubani 
 

Narayan 
 

Shulpani 
 

Sankarshan the First* 
 

Shrikant 
 

Gangeshwar 
 

Chakreshwar 
 

Padmanabh 
 

Purushottam the First 
 

Gyanpati 
 

Surapati 
 

Shripati 
 

Narapati 
 

Manay* 

 

* Took surname 'Thakur' on  
acquiring the estate of Khandwala  
in Madhya Pradesh, having become  
a Siddha Purusha, popularly known  
and revered as Gosain (GOSWAMI) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

* First cousin to Mahesh Thakur,  
Founder of Darbhanga Raj in 1556  
A.D. in the reign of Akbar the Great 
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Mukund 
 

Pashupati 

Babu prasiddha Shrikant  

Purushottam the Second  

Govind 

 

Gopinath* *Reputed to have become Siddha grazing his cow 
 

Krishnadutt* *Planted mango-orchard at Singhwara 
 

Devakinandan-Raghunandan-Shivanadan-Harinandan- 
Ravinandan* * Portrayed in the text as the five brothers 
 

Pushkar-Shankar 
 

Janardan* Damodar-Keshav-Madhusudan*-Priyadarshi* 

(*Migrated from Singhwara to Gurugram) 
 

Sankarshan the Second 
 

Aayushmaan 
 
 

NOTE2: The family migrated from Gangauli to Khandwala (MP) 

to Bhaur (Bihar) to Singhwara The family's Darbhanga Raj Branch 

starting with Mahesh Thakur settled at Darbhanga, Bihar 
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APPENDIX  FIVE: 

LETTER OF BLESSING FROM PUSHKAR  

 THAKUR 
 

My dear Mukli,   Patna 16.7.1965 

I was very glad to get your letters from Cochin of the 7th  
and 9th July. We are doing well. Paru has passed B.A.(I). Darsu's  
result is expected tomorrow. He has not returned from home. 

I wish you all the Mangals Kausalyaji wished Ramji on his 
departure  from  Ayodhya.  There  is  a  whole  chapter  in  the 

Valmeeki Ramayana. I remember: 

ÙevceÁueb 

e$eeJe›eâceevedØe›eâceleeseJe<CeejleuelepemeŠ 

ÙeoemeevceÁuebjece leledlesYeJelegceÁuece~~35~~ 

I expect letters from you every fortnight. For the time 

being, flat address will do. There is little rain yet but flood 

havoc in Darbhanga and other North Bihar districts. Hope 

you are happy. Blessings from us. 

Yours affly 

P. Thakur 
 
 

Note: The inland letter was addressed to M.M. Thakur c/o 

Messrs. Hellenic Lines Ltd., Devshi Bhanji Khona, Cochin 32 

(India) and was delivered to me with the Note, Passenger on 

board the Hellenic Leader. 

ßeerceôeuceeekeâ jeceeÙeCe 2.25.35 (DeÙeesOÙeekeâeC[ heÃeeJeMe meie- Mueekeâ meKÙee 35) 

Note: Forty-four years ago, I received Dadaji's classic blessings for my  
North American sojourn which has proved fruitful today May 5,2009  
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APPENDIX: SIX 

ा  जल 

अ टम प य त यम 

 

ᮧ थमपᮧ प ᮧ ᮧ फᳯटतो पᮧ कर आᮧ ल दकरम च 

सौ यम ।  यᳯा  अनज न  सवम  य मन इितन मधयम । 

आदौ  ओमभᮧ   ᮧ श  ततहत  म ᳯरदमधरभ षीᮧ क य   
पटन - 
ᮧ य गर ज  क तलᳯर यम  आᳯल दᮧ  य  अ त व सी  अभवत।  
सम व य गᱧकलात इाववभᳯ ᮧ  ᮧ ा य च अववᮧ थयम। 
ᮧ ा ᮧ ा न   
म य य  पदम इाववशᳯ  ल  व   इअचरम  य म।  समᮧ थ य   
जनकᳯण  ᮧ थ वपय व  अनश सनम। दश य इावदश य 

बहव   
इाशᮧ य न न अनरᳯा  अᳯजतम य म। बᱟ ततममत अᮧ  रम ᮧ    

सम इाहत यᮧ य च ᮧ थ। क ᳯा ह ककव  त  अᮧ म क 

सम लोचय  

इावᳯᮧ तर य। ᮧ थ वपय व  कᳯᳯतम न अ यवस यन  
कᳯतय  य   
जीववत। स  मᳯा जी ᮧ इासᳯन म इान इाᮧ नत य 

 ाीद मोदरᮧ य।  
यशᮧ पत क  यᮧ य र जत य पर पर यमचᳯरतम। शौᳯय 

सौह द 

वधत य   सद    स पद ᮧ जल ᮧ ा थयत य  ᳯा वन तोऽह 
 वदीयोऽनज  अनगत ।। 

इावनीत  
 ाीमर ᳯरमधसदनᮧ य 
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APPENDIX:  SEVEN 

 

A Tribute to the late Janardan Thakur 

(Two Decades after his passing away ) 

 

ज मव सर य यᮧ य आᳯलर  य इाभषकम 

आदौ  
य   अᳯा ᳯय ᮧ वᳯत  ब  यक ल य  कद ररत व त 

मनोहर  ‘‘थल-त य’’इित    न मधय इाववशᳯ 

र जपᮧ ाोप यᮧ य ᱨपो सदशन लखिन यᮧ य 

सवद   
स तयनᳯ  सवद   शौᳯधय  च  स मम वत  तय   
ᮧ कतजन-न म ᱡदयाय मसᳯइावᳯ स  जᳯ 

जनौजी  
च  ज यत  सᮧ इासᳯ  पᮧ -वपᮧ क य   च    थ न   
ᮧ वररचतम अक लगमन तथ इाप कᳯ य   य  
जीववत  

न म इान   पचत य  ाी   जन दनᮧ य   र जत य  

पर पर य  वधत स पद  ᮧ ज   ᮧ ा  यत य स ᳯ  

सᳯह  वदीयोऽ ज  सोदर  । 

इावनीत  
 ाीमर ᳯरमधसदनᮧ य 
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स मरण 

प य त य जन दन य 
 
 

मर  म  वतीय   य नज तव गण न  बहव  
तोइा  म  तव ा न   व च  सौ!य   मर  म 

िद नीम प तव %&य कल प च कमकौशल य+य प 

गतो स य, व  अक लय   म क सव 

शौयधयसमम2वतम।   तव   आ  थ    च 7न ठ  
अ+व यम। सवद  य 9 व  म2त:य   क7त ा न न  
कथम प न ; <व    व  य=ाौय   म यमभवत 
न  

ित  त   य   वल?ण  म 2य य  िद  रण गनम  
य  

रण @य नोप र त  अकरोत  चAरत थ  न मधय 9ाी  
जन दन    ध2योऽइा म    लCDव ऽनज    Eण 
म;श 

मर Fण पGय  पनर ह   व   वHय तय   
व मIा ह ।  
कJ7त   वम+य KचरसकJGय भ व य7त सद  
सवद   
वम। 

य वत   थ  य7त  लोक  सLम न  स र वत 

पEपMEक य  लिनीOय    व गत2Pय । 

वनीत  

ाीमधसदन  य 

फ Rगन य   थमSदवस 


